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Abstract 
The thesis examines the factors that affect Spanish language maintenance and shift in 
Australia. The data examined comes from four main sources: an Australian-wide survey, 
open ended interviews, participant observation and historical sources. There are two 
intermingled aims in the work. At a descriptive level, to provide a sociological account 
of the use of Spanish and English in the Spanish-speaking community, in which the use 
and transmission of Spanish are given prominence as they are the main social variables 
under examination. However, the study of the sociological and historical social variables 
which allow for a comprehension of the use of Spanish taking into consideration power 
issues is given an important place in the work. 
At the theoretical level, the thesis presents an examination of the theoretical and 
epistemological pitfalls of reasoning in terms of factors affecting language and shift 
which has become customary in sociolinguistics. A redefinition of "factors" as particular 
values of social variables allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the degree 
toward which social variables favour or not favour the transmission of the Spanish 
language. Such understanding depends, crucially, in the study of the interrelation 
between such variables through a sociological account of the community. Another 
axiomatic view of sociolinguistics, the one that reifies language assuming that language 
reflects society, is rejected in favour of including language as just another social variable 
under study. 
We have convictions only if we have 
studied nothing thoroughly. 
E. M. Cioran 
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Chapter 1 
Too 1"1ANY FACTORS INFLUENCING LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE AND SHIFT 
I like to read the way a chorus girl does: Identifying 
myself with the author and the book. Any other 
attitude makes me think of dissecting corpses. 
E. M. Cloran 
1.1. Introduction. Directions for the study of Language Maintenance and Shirt. 
SINCE TifE ORIGINS OF HUMANKIND, different societies and languages have been in contact and 
people have modified, changed, and resisted change in the use of their language(s) as a result 
of such contact. In principle, the most basic question about a contact situation is: Why do some 
people choose to pass on a particular language to another generation and why do other people 
not do so'? In trying to answer this basic question in a scientific way, much has been written 
about the historical, social, political, psychological and linguistic characteristics of the groups 
involved in contact situations. The purpose of the present chapter is to review in a critical way 
the many factors which have been reported to influence language maintenance and shift. Before 
doing this, we will attempt, in this introduction, to look in more detail at the origins of academic 
interest in language maintenance and shift. We will pay special attention to the underlying 
sociological assumptions that different authors brought to bear on the field by analysing 
quotations from a range of works. Without such written-certified paragraphs it is impossible to 
se1ious!y discuss the sociological orientation of the different theories proposed. 
The origins of language maintenance and shift as a field of systematic inquiry can be considered, 
at least in the English-speaking linguistic literature, to be found in Fishman ( 1964). In this article 
Fishman tries to set out the major topical divisions of the field. Fishman based his theoretical 
considerations on the insights he gained from participating in an extensive study of the non-
English language resources of American immigrant groups commissioned by the USA Office of 
Education, an extract of which was published as Fishman (1966). Underlying the theoretical 
orientation of this last work was the extensive assimilationist-oriented research that characterises 
the social sciences in the US A since the beginning of the present century. 
In the course of the article, Fishman also readdresses in a neutral sociopsychological terminology 
most of the questions posed by Haugen (1953) and Weinreich (1953) when studying the purely 
linguistic interference observed in language contact situations. Neither Haugen nor Weinreich 
were concerned with language maintenance and shift per se, but both paid special attention to 
the social causes of language change. When discussing the "tempo of assimilation" of Norwegian 
immigrants in the USA, Haugen stated: 
"The development here sketched has not been peculiar to the immigrants from Norway; 
a similar struggle has taken place within all the immigrant language groups in the United 
States except the English. We cannot properly evaluate the significance of Norwegian 
behavior in this situation unless it is seen against the entire background of linguistic 
assimilation in the American nation ... To form an objective opinion about it is particularly 
difficult because of the emotions which are immediately stirred up if one suggest a 
comparison between different national groups. If a group is highly retentive of its language, 
this is seen by some as a sign of healthy pride in its heritage, while others look upon it as 
evidence either of sinister intent or of cultural backwardness ... This is essentially a 
sociological rather than a linguistic problem. Language is only one of the factors in the 
social configuration of the immigrant, though it is unique in being both a cause and a 
result of social differentiation. We cannot here take up the whole problem of immigrant 
acculturation, but confine ourselves to its linguistic aspects. We may assume as obvious 
the fact that every national group arriving in the United States carried with it an in-group 
feeling of solidarity and a certain distmst of all other groups. We may also assume that no 
one learned English and began using it because they wanted to, but only because practical 
necessity forced them to." (Haugen, 1953; 279-280) 
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Weinreich's orientation is also linguistic, as he defines language shift as "the change from the 
habitual use of one language to that of another" (Weinreich, 1953; 68), and even clarifies: 
"Because there are no strictly linguistic motivations in language shifts, the matter need not be 
dealt with at length in the present study" (Weinreich, 1953; 107). However, when he deals with 
the topic of language loyalty a social picture emerges: 
"A language, like a nationality, may be thought as a set of behavior norms; language 
loyalty, like nationalism, would designate the status of mind in which the language (like 
the nationality), as an intact entity, and in contrast to other languages, assumes a high 
position in a scale of values, a position in need of being "defended" ... Language loyalty 
might be defined, then, as a principle - its specific content varies from case to case - in the 
name of which people will rally themselves and their fellow speakers consciously and 
explicitly to resist changes in either the functions of their language (as a result of a 
language shift) or in the structure or vocabulary (as a consequence of interference). Thus 
in the field of sociolinguistics purism, standardization, language loyalty, and related 
defensive mechanism are phenomena of major importance requiring systematic treatment, 
even if, for understandable reasons, they are considered irrelevant in descriptive stmctural 
linguistics." (Weinreich, 1953; 99) 
Fishman, who is seriously concerned with the social causes for the maintenance or attrition of 
languages, defines the field in the following way: 
"The study of language maintenance and shift is concerned with the relationship between 
change or stability in habitual use, on the one hand, and ongoing psychological, social or 
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cultural processes, on the other hand, when populations differing in language are in contact 
with each other." (Fishman, 1964; 32) 
For the purpose of the following discussion, we should only note here that notwithstanding the 
difference in focus, in which Fishman's approach is clearly more precise, there is also a crucial 
difference in tone. That which for Haugen and Weinreich is a highly emotional issue involving 
resistance and struggle is for Fishman an ongoing process in an inter-group vacuum. As we will 
see, this "detached" approach which removes emotion, struggle and resistance from the 
discussion, characterises most of the field of language maintenance and shift. Fishman's 
"seminal" article divides the field into "three major topical subdivisions": 
"(a) habitual language use at more than one point in time or space under conditions of 
intergroup contact; (b) antecedent, concurrent or consequent psychological, social and 
cultural processes and their relationship to stability or change in habitual language use; and 
(c) behavior toward language in the contact setting, including direct maintenance or shift 
efforts" (Fishman, I 964; 33) 
The first subdivision is related to the measurement of variance in language behaviour that would 
allow the assessment of the degree of language maintenance and/or shift in a given contact 
situation. As any contact situation presupposes bilingualism, the degree and extent of 
bilingualism should be evaluated. He points out that relative proficiency, automaticity and 
frequency of language use vary from occasion to occasion and from situation to situation. 
Consequently, he proposes measuring variance in language use in terms of what he calls general 
variance configurations. They are: 
a) Media Variance: Written, read and spoken language. 
b) Role Variance: Inner speech, comprehension and production. 
c) Situational Variance: Formal, semi-formal, intimate, etc. 
d) Domain Variance: The location of bilingualism, the domains of language behaviour. Typical 
domains are: family, playground and street, school, church, literature, the press, government 
bureaucracy, etc. However, each of these domains can be subdivided into subdomains (e.g. 
family as consisting of mother, father, governess or tutors, domestics, etc,; school as comprised 
of language of instruction, subject of instruction, and recess and entertainment; church as 
comprising sermon, services, confession, announcements, church related activities, etc.) 
Fisherman discusses the problem of carrying out the several qualitative and quantitative 
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ways of measuring this in the literature, and he mentions the difficulty of making quantitative 
and qualitative methods commensurable, stressing that various measures are needed. However, 
elsewhere he implies that a crucial way of measuring these variances should not obviate the tools 
of traditional descriptive linguistics: 
"It would seem that the linguist's concern with interference and switching is a necessary 
ingredient of the study of language maintenance and shift, if only to answer the question 
"WHICH language is being used"" 
(Fishman, 1964; 35. Emphasis in original) 
To sum up, one prerequisite to the study of language maintenance and shift is a precise 
measurement of the degree of bilingualism. This will require the construction of instruments for 
the measurement of bilingualism taking into consideration all the elements mentioned above. 
Once a given situation is measured with such instruments, the domains of maintenance or 
displacement will reflect the degree of maintenance or displacement of a given language, which 
as a general picture is named dominance configuration. A dominance configuration is a matrix 
showing the cross tabulation of the sources of variance (media, role and situational, that is a, b 
and c above) with the domains of language behaviour (d above). It not only summarises data 
allowing comparisons for a given population at different points in time or space but also 
"constitutes an attempt to represent the direction or status of language maintenance or language 
shift in such a way as to recognise a multiplicity of considerations that are presumably 
incommensurable." (Fishman, 1964; 47) What is crucial here is that the measurement is done 
either in terms of language alone, or mainly in terms of language'. We can now interpret the 
direction of research that this topical division is proposing: 
Direction 1: To study language maintenance and shift it is necessary to study the degree and 
directions of bilingualism of the different languages concerned in all possible 
domains. Degree of bilingualism wil! be assessed by linguistic means, and 
correlated with social variation. 
The second topical snbdivision in Fishman's view of the field is named "Psychological, 
* In one of his examples of a "dominant configuration" he clarifies: "The types of language data 
favored by linguist, psychologist and educators have been set aside temporarily in favor of grosser 
"frequency of use" data. Hov..·ever, of pri1nary interest at this tin1e are the suggested pararneters rather than 
the rough data presented" (Fishman, 1964; 45). 
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social and cultural processes related to stability or change in habitual language use under 
conditions of intergroup contact". The processes in this subdivision "may be conceived of either 
as antecedent, concurrent (contextual) or consequent variables, depending on the design of 
particular studies. Their major common characteristic is that they are primarily OUTSIDE of 
language per se." (Fishman, 1964; 48-49. Emphasis in original). The variables are taken from 
Weinreich (1953), Haugen (1953) and Mackey (1962), and include geographic obstacles or 
facilitations, indigenousness, cultural or ethnic group membership, religion, race, sex, age, social 
status, occupation, rural vs. urban residence, family, neighbourhood, political affiliation 
(including nationality and citizenship), education, and pressures of contact derived from 
economic, administrative, cultural, political, military, religious or demographic sources. In this 
list, it can be seen that some of the items are processes, but some others are simply conditions 
or settings. Fishman is fully aware of this, and proposes: 
"Underlying (or overlying) psychological, social and cultural PROCESSES are less fully 
listed or discussed by any of the above scholars than are demographic GROUPINGS or 
institutional CATEGORIES per se. The result of such reliance on disjoined categories has 
been that no broadly applicable or dynamic theories, concepts or findings have been 
derived from most earlier studies. Indeed, the study of language maintenance and language 
shift currently lacks either a close relationship to theories of socio-cultural change more 
generally or to theories of intergroup relations more specifically. Just as an understanding 
of social-behavior-through-language must depend upon a general theory of society so the 
understanding of language maintenance and shift must depend on a theory of socio-culture 
contact and socio-cultural change." 
(Fishman, 1964; 49. Emphasis in original) 
Here, finally, we find a very clear statement of the need to build the field of language 
maintenance and shift on a theory of society that can account for personal, cultural and social 
change, and not on "impressions of what seem to be the most relevant processes in a particular 
contact situation" (Fishman, 1964; 49). We even find a statement making it clear that not "all 
forces leading to CHANGE in other-than-language behaviors NECESSARJL Y also lead to 
language SHIFT" (Fishman, 1964; 50. Emphasis in original) and even a claim for "the 
detennination of the circumstances under which language and non-language behaviors change 
concurrently, consecutively or independently" (Fishman, 1964; 50). Before proceeding with the 
discussion, we can specify at !east three directions for research inherent in these statements: 
Direction 2: To study language maintenance and shift it is necessary to base the enterprise 
on sociological theories. 
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Direction 3: The study of language maintenance and shift should be based on theories of 
socio-cultural contact, socio-cultural change and intergroup contact. 
Direction 4: Language behaviour is social behaviour. Language maintenance and shift can 
benefit from the study of language behaviour and its relationship with social 
behaviour. 
Under the same topical subdivision ("Psychological, social and culturdl processes related to 
stability or change in habitual language use under conditions of intergroup contact") we also find 
a discussion of the influence those factors or variables that were mentioned have on language 
maintenance and language shift. The discussion is focused on other slightly more elaborated 
statements about the influence of such factors and their clustering in what he calls "a few 
questionable generalisations" (Fishman, 1964; 51). The generalisations are; 
"a. Language maintenance is a function of intactness of group membership or group 
loyalty, particularly of such ideologized expressions of group loyalty as nationalism." 
(Fishman, 1964; 51) 
"b. Urban dwellers are more inclined to shift; rural dwellers (more conservative and more 
isolated) are Jess inclined to shift." 
(Fishman, 1964; 52) 
"c. The more prestigious language displaces the less prestigious language." 
(Fishman, 1964; 53) 
These generalisations are certainly questionable, and we will only dwell on the justification for 
considering such factor-by-factor inductive generalisations in order to determine directions for 
research in the field. A more thorough critique of this line of inquiry will be found in the rest 
of the chapter, as it is of interest for the discussion of the approaches of several other authors. 
What is of importance for our purposes here is that this line of inquiry, even if criticised, is 
considered as an important step for the development of the field: 
"Although debunking represents a rather primitive level of scientific development it may 
be a necessary stage on the path to a great maturity. Although we CANNOT currently 
formulate universally applicable regularities in our area of inquiry we CAN indicate that 
several earlier attempts along these lines fall somewhat short of their mark." 
(Fishman, 1964; 50. Emphasis in original) 
We can, therefore, formulate another direction of inquiry: 
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Direction 5: To individuate the factors that contribute to language maintenance and language 
shift in a hypothesis-testing way is a necessary stage in the development of the 
field, Such factor individuation is important to generate new hypotheses, even 
if this is done without explicit reference to a sociological theory and if such 
factors prove to be of no universal application, 
In spite of Fishman's criticisms, this approach has been maintained, almost unaltered, since the 
publication of Fishman's 1964 article. The kind of model that the study of factors is 
presupposing is shown in Figure l.l. Later studies have been often reduced to the individuation 
of factors affecting language maintenance and shift The rest of this chapter will look at the 
factors influencing language maintenance and shift which have been proposed by various 
authors. Before doing so, however, we will consider Fishman's alternative solution for the search 









Figure 1.1. Presupposed model of language maintenance and shift when looking at the influence 
of individual factors, 
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Fishman's solution is to propose a "more general theory and a more inclusive comparative 
approach" that will bring "parameter estimation ratherthan merely hypothesis testing" to the field 
(Fishman, 1964; 55). 
He builds his theory on three lengthy statements. Let us consider them one by one: 
"a. When two groups are in contact they (and, therefore, the languages that "represent" 
them to each other) are differentially involved in the crucial socio-cultural processes that 
characterize their interaction. These processes serve to increase or decrease interaction 
between the populations or sub-populations in question, to either detach them from or to 
confirm them in their accustomed sources of authority, to either lead them to influence 
others or to be particularly receptive to influence from others, to either emphasize or 
minimize their own groupness and its various manifestations, to either rise or fall in 
relative power or control over their own and each other's welfare, to either view with 
positiveness or negativeness the drift of the interaction between them and to react toward 
this drift on the basis of such views. We must look to these engulfing socio-cultural 
processes and, particularly, to indices of individual and group involvement in them, in our 
efforts to explain the direction or rate of language maintenance and language shift" 
(Fishman, 1964; 55-56) 
We will make some tentative translations into "sociological terms" here, in order to be able to 
analyse Fishman's position. The above paragraph stresses the need to look at the interaction of 
the speakers of the languages concerned in a given situation as a meaningful whole, that is, as 
a social phenomena. This interaction is seen essentially as a series of concurrent processes where 
the social actors seem to be mechanically driven or influenced. Language maintenance and shift 
is a function of several parameters, defined as the degree of involvement of individuals and 
groups in several processes. These parameters seem to be: degree of interaction between the 
language groups involved; degree of loyalty to the sources of authority in the groups; stability 
of the sources of authority previously mentioned as a result of the contact; degree of influence 
that the groups have over each other; degree of loyalty of members of each group toward their 
group and the other group; degree of power and control that each group can exert toward the 
members and circumstances of the group and the other group; attitudes toward the interaction 
between groups and ideological influence of such attitudes in members of the groups concerned. 
As we can see, even if we give some content to the formulation that Fishman proposes, we are 
left with more questions than answers about the parameters that he is actually proposing. There 
are references to authority, solidarity (groupness) and power but these references do not contain 
the qualification of the material, political or ideological sources that give rise to such authority, 
solidarity or power. Language maintenance and language shift are suggested to be a function of 
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parameters defined by the processes that characterise the contact situation. But we have no clear 
formulation of such parameters, only an indication that such parameters exist along broad lines. 
At first sight, it appears that this is actually what Fishman has in mind: 
"b. However, after having appropriately selected and specified one or more variables from 
among the endless subtleties that make up tbe "process" of socio-cultural change, it may 
still be found that their cross-cultural and diachronic study reveals inconsistent results. The 
"same" process ... may result in language shift AWAY from hithetto traditional languages 
in some cases, in language shift BACK to traditional languages in other cases, while 
revealing significantly unaltered maintenance of the status quo in still others. Under such 
circumstances a typology of contact situations might serve to control or regularize a 
number of group or contextual characteristics, in the manner of moderator variables, and 
by so doing, reveal greater order in the data." 
(Fishman, 1964; 56. Emphasis in original) 
In this paragraph the general pattern proposed is clarified. The "process" parameters are actually 
to be defined, and once defined, they will have to be checked in actual cases of language 
maintenance and shift. Some of the parameters will have direct, unambiguous influence on the 
outcome of the contact in all cases, whereas others will be ambiguous in the sense of favouring 
maintenance in some cases, favouring shift in others, and not affecting the outcome in still 
others. The general aim is to find a suitable typology of contact situations that will allow the 
weighting of the influence of each of these variables and refine its formulation. This is clearly 
confirmed in the third paragraph of his proposed theory: 
"c. Although the study of language maintenance and language shift need not be completely 
limited to the comparison of separate cases it is nevertheless undeniably true that the 
comparative method is quite central to inquiry within this topic area ... the greater our 
insight with respect to socio-cultural processes and the more appropriate our typology of 
intergroup contact situations, the more possible it becomes to meaningfully assemble and 
analyze language maintenance and language shift files. Such files would permit both cross 
cultural and diachronic analysis, of primary as well as secondary data, based upon 
comparable data, collected and organized in accord with uniform sets of socio-cultural 
processes and contact categories." 
(Fishman, 1964; 58-59. Emphasis in original) 
He cites several typologies of minority groups that could be used as a base to discover the 
independent variables that should be taken into consideration to predict the result of language 
contact. These typologies range from sociological ones as in Schermerhorn (1963) to purely 
linguistic-based ones as in Weinreich (1953). We will return to them after the discussion of the 
structure of the model. But before doing that, we can formulate three other directions in the 
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field: 
Direction 6: To analyse the phenomena of language maintenance and shift, we need a 
typology of intergroup contact situations. 
Direction 7: The whole enterprise of understanding language maintenance and language shift 
requires detailed "files" (case studies) having "commensurable" information that 
could be meaningfully compared. 
Direction 8: A very important goal in the study of language maintenance and shift is the 
construction of a unified model that will predict the outcome of a language 
contact situation based on the social conditions and processes operating in such 
a contact situation. 
We can now try to summarise and redress this model in sociological terms. Whal Fishman is 
proposing is a model in which socio-cultural processes will be defined as independent variables 
(presumably discrete because of the examples given), and the combinatory possibilities of the 
given values will predict the outcome of language contact. In this way, language maintenance 
and language shift (and presumably, options in between these two outcomes') will be a 
dependent variable. The independent variables will be taken from a typology of intergroup 
situations. In essence, and even if there is a mention of the individual and of power in the 
typologies given as examples, the model is essentially macro-social and highly deterministic. A 
set of social conditions will result in language maintenance, language shift or its intermediate 
possibilities. Furthermore, the reliance on typologies also carries the inherent danger of invoking 
an underlying social evolutionism", something that is confirmed by the use of the term 
"traditional" to name the language to be maintained. 
This is further confirmed in Fishman's attempt to describe the socio-cultural processes 
responsible for the pattern of language maintenance and shift in the United States (Fishman, 
1965), where the abstract formulations quoted above are made explicit as three types of 
* Fishman explicitly assumes that "a continuum of outcomes and processes exist" when defending the 
name of the field as "language maintenance and language shift" (Fishman, 1964; footnote 3; p. 33). 
However, this "contlnuum" should be discrete if is the outcome of a finite set of discrete variables. 
•• See Williams (1992) Chapter I for a general discussion of social evolutionism's dependence on 
typological constructions; and pgs. 94-98 and 237 for a discussion of the kind of social evolutionism that 
can be attributed to Fishman. 
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"factors". These factors are; I) pre-contact factors, depending on the characteristics of the 
migrants, 2) host society factors, depending on the characteristics of the society to which the 
group has migrated, and 3) product factors, that result from the interplay between the two 
previous factors. 
Regarding pre-contact factors, Fishman says; 
"In general, very few pre-World War I immigrants to the United States brought with them 
an explicit valuation of their mother tongue. The majority come from pre-industrial (largely 
rural, peasant) settings in which language, folkways, religion and husbandry were 
intertwined into a wholistic Little Tradition which provided little conscious or traditional 
preparation for language maintenance in American industrial metropo!i ... Of those who 
came from urban backgrounds, only a minority were deeply influenced by symbolically 
elaborated ethnicity (nationalism) which created Great Traditions, and in certain instances, 
converted languages into "causes". In a majority of cases city life had merely de-
traditionalized and de-ethnicized those who later became immigrants, rather than provided 
them with an ideological substitute for primordial ethnicity" 
(Fishman 1965; 31-32) 
In other words, migrants tended to belong to traditional, backward, peasant societies who have 
not evolved from ethnicity to nationalism. Regarding the host-society factors, Fishman says: 
"The rapidly developing, man-power-hungry industrial-commercial metropoli in which the 
majority of migrants settled further weakened the traditional social relationships and pre-
established role struccures in which the use of their mother tongue was customarily 
involved. In addition, American nationalism was primarily non-ethnic or supra-ethnic in 
comparison with the nationalism of most of Europe. Consisting primarily of commitment 
to the ideals of American democracy (rationality in human affairs, political and social 
equality, unlimited individual and collective progress) it did not obviously clash with or 
demand the betrayal of immigmnt ethnic values or patterns" 
(Fishman, 1965: 32) 
That is, traditional migrants were confronted with the great tradition of progress and rationality, 
which allowed them to be liberated from their "little traditions''. The result, or product factors 
are unsurprising: 
"Language maintenance is strongest among those migrants who have maintained greatest 
psychological, social and cultural distance from the institutions, processes and values of 
American core society ... where neither ideological nor ethno-religious protection has 
obtained, language shift has proceeded in proportion to mobility within the larger sphere 
of American society, as reflected by indices of education, occupation, or income. As a 
result, between-group differences in language maintenance came to reflect immigrational 
recency, settlement concentration, numerical size and social mobility much more than 
between-group differences in post-immigrational maintenance efforts. Within group 
differences in language maintenance also came to depend primarily on the same set of 
factors, together with rurality, and, to a smaller but nevertheless noticeable degree, upon 
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conscious maintenance efforts per se," 
(Fishman, 1965: 32-33) 
This can be interpreted as framing language maintenance as irrational or a lack of progress, 
attributable to a lack of ability on the part of the individual to benefit from the ideals of 
American democracy, or to counteract ideologically these powerful ideals with equally evolved 
nationalism which include their language as a feature to be defended, Consequently, language 
shift is rational and associated with progress and social advancement, and with the inherent 
weakness of traditional societies and the languages associated with them. This is a rather crude 
version of the Durkheimian view that progress is associated with the movement from mechanical 
solidarity to organic solidarity (Durkheim, 1933 ), with the added twist that language maintenance 
should be associated with the former and language shift with the latter. This attitude appears to 
be a pervasive underlying theme in much of the literature on language maintenance and shift 
(Williams, 1992; !07-!09), 
Before leaving this section to consider the factors affecting language maintenance and shift 
proposed by other authors, we will indicate some other directions for the study of language 
maintenance and shift which are suggested by the previous analysis, and are also referred to in 
Fishman (1964): 
Direction 9: The study of language maintenance and shift should include the study of 
attitudes towards the languages involved in the contact situation. Such attitudes 
should be considered in relationship with social behaviour towards language. and 
in particular with language use, 
Direction 10: The study of language maintenance and shift should be able to account for the 
influence or lack of influence that conscious efforts of language maintenance or 
attempts to force a language shift have on the use of the target language, 
Direction 11: The study of language maintenance and shift should benefit from the study of 
the role of language in group and individual identity. 
Direction 12: The study of language maintenance and shift should take into consideration the 
role of ethnicity and nationalism and their relationship with language. 
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Having established the main directions of the study of language maintenance and shift according 
to Fishman (1964) and Fishman (1965), we should bear in mind that such directions are not 
independent paths of study, as often studies can be classified as pertaining to more than one 
direction at the same time. 
In the rest of the chapter we will discuss the theories and approaches to the field proposed by 
various authors. As we mentioned before, we will concentrate in analysing the approaches that 
try to identify the different individual factors that influence the outcome of a contact situation, 
along the lines of Direction 5 above. This will give us both a general picture of the different 
social variables that will have to be considered when studying language maintenance and shift 
as well as a schema of the development of the field of language maintenance and shift after 
Fishman's seminal article. 
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1.2. Factors affecting Language Maintenance and Shift according to Kloss (1966). 
A study which is characteristic of the type of reasoning based on factors is Kloss (1966). We 
will discuss this study at some length because it not only appears cited in most works dealing 
with factors affecting language maintenance and shift as a starting point of discussion, but it is 
also almost universally considered lo be a seminal work in this subdiscipline of sociolinguistics. 
Kloss describes the factors that favour language maintenance in the USA, with a special 
emphasis on German-language immigrant groups. He divides such factors into two main 
categories: Those that unambiguously favour linguistic maintenance, and those that are 
'ambivalent', that is that influence either for or against maintenance of immigrant languages. 
The unambiguous factors are: 
1 Religio-societal insulation 
Time of migration of the minority group and its influence on 
2 the behaviour of the majority group toward this non dominant 
group or/and other groups 
3 Existence of language islands (Sprachinseln) 
4 Affiliation with religious denomination which requires its 
members to set up its own parochial schools 
5 Fre-im:.r.igration experience with language :rnaintenance efforts 
6 Forraer use of the language as the O!'lly official tongue in country of origin 
Table l.i. Factors Favourable to Language Maintenance in Migrant Groups* 
Adapted from Kloss (1966). 
Kloss divides these unambiguous factors into three categories, which have differing 
degrees of importance. The first, and more important category is Religio-societal insulation. It 
is defined in the following way: 
"Religio-societal insulation occurs when the members of some religious group "withdraw 
from the world" that surrounds them and build up a self-sufficient society of their own, 
which rejects not only most of the common tenets, but also many tools (such as 
automobiles, telephones, electric gadgets) of their environment. By shutting themselves off 
from the dominant culture trends of their time, they succeed in keeping alive their ancestral 
tongue ... They maintain their language in order to more fully exclude wordy influences 
and, perhaps, because change in itself is considered sinful. Neither language nor nationality 
is valued for its own sake." (Kloss, 1966; 206) 
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This factor is considered "so powerful as to enable those groups endowed with it to resist 
assimilation on the grounds of this one circumstance, no other factor being necessary" (Kloss, 
1966; 206). 
The second and third categories are considered "most important for language maintenance among 
normal, non-insulated minority groups" (Kloss, 1966; 207. Emphasis added). Each category 
depends on the attitudes toward language maintenance of two kind of groups: the majority group 
and the minority groups. The second category is composed of factor 2 in table I alone, described 
by Kloss as time of migration to the USA. It "pertains chiefly, although not entirely, to the 
behaviour of the majority group toward the non-dominant groups. While much depends on the 
language maintenance attitudes of minority groups themselves, the majority group is usually in 
a position to either facilitate or impede their language maintenance efforts." (Kloss, 1966; 207). 
The reason why this factor is described as time of migration can be understood from the 
following paragraph: 
"Anglo-Americans have always been much more prone to respect those groups whose 
history on American soil harks back as far as that of the "Yankees". Legislation concerning 
non-English languages has been far more generous toward older minorities. In Hawaii, for 
example, the little known language of relatively few Polynesians was more readily accepted 
than that of the many Japanese who at times formed 40% of the total population" 
(Kloss, 1966; 207) 
We should make some historical comments to avoid confusion. It is clear that in the above 
paragraph Kloss is speaking mainly about European languages like German, French and Spanish, 
excluding from the picture American-Indian languages, otherwise the general proposition does 
not reflect the historical facts. It is also clear that he does not take into consideration in his 
example the historical fact that by the time in which the United States invaded Hawaii, during 
World War II, the Japanese were enemies of the United States. Undoubtedly such facts have 
shaped the different attitudes toward the languages spoken in Hawaii. 
The third category encompasses factors 3 to 6 in Table 1. They are considered to "bear chiefly 
on the attirudes of the members of minority groups" (Kloss, 1966; 207). We will briefly describe 
them one by one. 
Factor 3. Existence of language islands (Sprachinse/n) , of which we are told: 
"[Language islands are] circumscribed territories where the minority language is the 
principal tongue used in daily conversation by at least four fifths of the inhabitants. The 
larger the island, the greater its ability to resist assimilation. There are two functional 
categories of language islands: 
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1. Islands that are large enough, or isolated enough, to retain their language in a effortless 
way, automatically as it were, without particular language maintenance efforts 
ii. Smaller islands which are in danger of being swallowed up by the surrounding majority 
tongue unless systematic efforts at language maintenance are adopted.• 
(Kloss, 1966; 207) 
Kloss does not recognise the connection between language islands and factor l, religio-societal 
isolation, even in spite of the fact that he cites migrant groups that belong to this category as 
examples of type i language islands. Kloss does, however, recognise the link between this factor 
and factor 2 mentioned above, that is both with early settlement and with attitudes of the 
majority group toward such islands: 
" ... early settlement [was] favorable to the formation of large, even huge, language islands 
in the previously unsettled American continent. 
The significance (and even the very existence) of these non-English language islands 
has been frequently overlooked in American literature. They do not seem to fit well with 
the conceptual framework of many sociologist and social historians ... Here, as elsewhere, 
"conceptual non-existence" has resulted in ignoring the facts. However, the fact that they 
were largely overlooked also helped these islands to lead a more secluded and unthreatened 
existence." (Kloss, 1966; 208) 
Factor 4. Affiliation with religious denomination which requires its members to set up its own 
parochial schools: 
As in the case of the previous factor, we are given a description of this factor in 
isolation, without any consideration of the possible (and likely) relationship of this factor with 
factors 1, 2 and 3 mentioned above: 
"It is of paramount importance whether a linguistic minority group belongs to a 
denomination which requires its members to set up its own parochial schools, even though 
common schooling at public expense is available ... The school policy of a given non-
English denomination is more important for the future of the language in question than 
another aspect of denominational affiliation which is mentioned much more frequently in 
the pertinent literature, namely, whether the denomination is peculiar to the specific ethnic 
group or has its theological counterpart among the English-speaking majority populace." 
(Kloss, 1966: 208) 
Factor 5. Pre-immigration experience with language maintenance efforts: 
In the discussion of this factor, we are introduced to a very important concept, the one 
of quality maintenance: 
" ... historical experiences have taught leaders of cerlain minority groups that language 
maintenance cannot be accomplished without "quality maintenance". A language that 
ceases to be the medium of subtle thinking, lofty ideals, diversified occupational interests 
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and skills, which is restricted to the primary grades of parochial schools, and which is 
capable of serving none but primary group functions - such a language may live for some 
generations, but will constantly lose in prestige when contrasted with dynamic American-
core culture. As a corollary, it will tend to be less used, quantitative shrinkage being the 
forerunner of qualitative shrinkage ... [Consciously planned language maintenance efforts] 
provide specific techniques for struggling for language maintenance under circumstances 
where only directed and coordinated efforts have some chance of success." 
(Kloss, 1966; 209. Emphasis in the original.) 
Factor 6. Former use of the language as the only official tongue in country of origin. 
This factor was described by Kloss as "former use as the only official tongue during pre-Anglo-
American period" (Kloss, 1966; 206). These languages were Dutch, Spanish and French. 
However, it also refers to "prestige resulting from former monopoly", and this is frequently cited 
in terms of prestige as a official tongue of a country, prestige as an international language, etc. 
in the literature. As in the case of factor 2, in Kloss' formulation American-Indian languages 
(and Black American Vernacular and other language varieties usually described as creoles and 
pidgins) are excluded from the discussion. 
Adding to the previously listed factors, there are nme other factors that are considered 
"ambivalent" because they "contribute either to the success of language maintenance or to 
effortless (and sometimes merely temporary) language survival." (Kloss, l 966; 210). The factors, 
shown in Table l .ii are presented in opposing pairs (except for the last one) and each of them 
is ambivalent. 
Factor 7. High educational level of Factor 8. Low educational level of 
migrants migrants. 
Factor 9. Great numerical strength. Factor 10. Smallness of the group. 
Factor 11. Great cultural and linguistic Factor 12. Great cultural and linguistic 
similarity between minority dissimilarity between 
and majority. minority and majority. 
Factor 13. Suppression of minority Factor 14. Permissive attitude of the 
tongue. majority group 
Factor 15. Socio-cultural characteristics of the minority group in question 
Table 1.ii~ Ambivalent Factors influencing language maintenance and 
shift. Adapted from Kloss {1966), 
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No. Description of Favourable Effects Unfavourable Effects 
Factor 
7 High Enables groups to maintain a lively Results in higher occupational 
educational intellectual life, and vernacular press; levels of migrants, wluch foster 
level of is conductive to self-respect and self- geographic mobility, rapid 
migrants assertiveness. Encourages the ?rbanisati?n• and ea~erness to 
establishment of vernacular schools. intervene m host soctetv's political 
and economic affairs. -
8 Low Perpetuates strong group cohesion in Impedes the establishinl! of 
educational second generation and cultural vernacular educational mstitutions 
level of boundaries with host society. of sufficient quality and quantity as 
migrants Perpetuates traditions and values of needed. Induces rejection of own 
former homelands. culture in second generation. 
9 Great Permits the establishment of Multiplies cont..'lcts with 
numerical numerous educational and other environment; increases the 
strength institutions, provides a solid financial likelihood of factions or wings 
base for the minority press, permits v.1ithin the minority groups, makes 
Eolitical influence in state and/or it difficult for leaders of the roup to 
ocul affairs, and lessens the necessity attain and preserve a ~enera view 
for intermarriage of the minority's situation, and is 
conducive to animosity on the part 
of the majority group 
10 Smallness of It is much easier for the leaders of an Wl:1ere manpower and wherewithal 
the group. ethnic minority to control or direct a are in short suf ply, the 
small group, where each minister, maintenance o separate cultural 
organisation officer and activist is institutions (press} schools, 
personally known, orfianisations, etc. is extremelf 
di fieult. In addition, numerica 
limitations tend to lead to feelint_s 
of hopelessness with respecl to t e 
future of linguistic fftaintenance. 
11 Great cultural Similarities are conductive to Sitnilarities lead to erosion of group 
and linguistic acct/:,tive and ~fiathetic attitudes consciousness and group differences 
similarity on e part of e inguistic majority. on the part of the second and 
between As a result1 the minority grout subsequent generations, 
minority and members maintain positive se f-
majority. concepts which transfer to language 
maintenance. 
12 Great cultural An awareness of distinctiveness and Great initial dissimilarities lead to 
and %,istic dissimilarity enhances group more eager attempts on the part of 
dissimi arity consciousness. Even where the young generation to become as 
between dissimilariR leads to animosity, integrated as possible. and not to 
minority and prejudice, 'scrimination, and, in share the disadvantages of their 
majority. extreme cases, segregation, language parents or grandparents. In 
1naintenance may be strengthened as attemptin~ to overcome great 
a result of greater self-reliance in the di.ssimi1anties 1 language differences 
cultural and economic domains. are rapidly shed. 
13 Suppression of The official suppression of a minority Suppression may bring the {.artial 
minority tongue tongue by a state (or its unofficial or even complete co~se o a 
suppression by various social groups) minority, this later e ect being 
has often strengthened the minorityjs illustrated by the nadir of German~ 
will to live. As a result, language American language nlaintenance 
maintenance becomes a component of efforts in the period 1917-23. 
resistance to .suppression. 
14 Permissive Naturally encourages the The complete lack of any obstacle to 
attitude of the establishments of organisations and c-ultural development easily 
majority group institutions to serve the various produces a lulbnf effe.ct and results 
interest of the minority group, 1n false feeling o cultural security 
includin}; its linguistic, cultural and on the part of minority groups. 
literary eritage, 
Tab1e l~iii. Favourable and Unfavourable Effects of Ambivalent Factors 
according to Kloss (1966). 
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The reasons why these factors are considered ambivalent are summarised in Table l.iit. 
In addition to the factors mentioned in Table I .iii, there is a final ambivalent factor, which Kloss 
named "Socio-cultural characteristics of the minority group in question." Of it we are told: 
"The socio-cultural characteristics of a given minority group constitute one of the most 
important as well as one of the most elusive factors in language maintenance. Frequently 
we are at loss to predict what a given characteristic will signify in a given situation or vis-
a-vis a specific challenge. A high degree of ethnic pride and self-reliance may, at first 
glance, seem definitely favorable to language maintenance. Actually, these characteristics 
may hasten the process of assimilation since they may lead to the view that group life can 
be maintained without linguistic continuity." (Kloss, 1966; 212) 
Having described the factors that, according to Kloss, favour language maintenance 





Figure 1.2. Model of Language maintenance and shift presupposed in Kloss ( 1966). 
* Most of the cells in the table are textual dies of the discussion presented by Kloss. In same cells, 
however, the discussion has been shortened and examples omitted to facilitate reading. 
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schematic interpretation of Kloss' description of factors. There are two groups of factors, a group 
of clear-cut or unambiguous factors favouring language maintenance and a group of ambiguous 
factors that can favour either language maintenance or language shift. The ordering of clear-cut 
factors is not arbitrary, as some factors are stronger than others. Even if Kloss does not discuss 
them, we can also presuppose that there would exist other factors which will exclusively favour 
language shift. In addition, there are other theoretical elements that are built into the model, and 
it is important that these are made explicit. 
The first point to make is that, in contrast to Fishman, Kloss is referring to power issues all 
through his discussion. Considering the German-Americans, it is impossible to exclude from the 
picture elements of struggle and resistance, and more importantly the implicit and explicit 
policies of the host society toward these migrants. Germans were, after all, the "archenemies" 
of the United States during both wars, and the surveillance to which they were subjected and the 
hysteria that they generated all over the United States is well documented. (See Higham ( 1988) 
for a general discussion of these historical facts) 
The second important consideration is that power issues are central to "dividing the 
responsibility" of language maintenance between the host society and the minority group, and 
also to explaining why several factors are ambivalent. Furthermore, concepts such as control, 
political influence, leadership, resistance to suppression and assimilation, animosity, prejudice, 
discrimination, etc. are the basis of the discussion, allowing for the introduction of a very 
important concept: that of quality mo.intenance, which could be defined as a series of techniques 
for struggling for language maintenance through cultural and group maintenance (see description 
of Factor 5 on page 16 above). Through this concept, we are given a clear indication of how to 
pursue the analysis of language use in different domains proposed by Fishman: 
a) The influence of minority group-based "language reinforcements" as summarised in Direction 
IO, page 12, is strongly tied to organisation and control of the minority group by their leaders 
and to the specific techniques of language maintenance devised by such leaders or by members 
of the minority group in general. 
b) Changes in what Fishman (1964) calls general variance configurations (see page 3) are the 
consequence of lack of adequate leadership, lack of appropriate and coordinated struggle andlor 
Jack of conscious reinforcement of the use of the language of the minority group for secondary 
functions such as "subtle thinking, lofty ideals and diversified occupational interests and skills" 
(Kloss, 1966; 209), that is, cultural and social uses of the language besides personal and familiar 
communication among the minority group members. If this is the case, then to assess the degree 
of bilingualism in all possible domains and then correlate it with social variation as Fishman is 
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proposing' is either a futile or a circular exercise, because such linguistic variation is precisely 
the consequence of the aforementioned social issues and other social issues which in tum are 
influenced by language usage, and none of them are divorced from issues of struggle and power. 
Finally, in Kloss' article there is also a very important theoretical conclusion regarding the 
direction for the study of language maintenance and shift that entails analysing a situation and 
listing the faetors that influence language maintenance and shift (Direction 5). For Kloss, no 
possible overall model could be the outcome of listing factors affecting language maintenance: 
"The presence or absence of the various factors listed above conditions the rise of language 
maintenance efforts as well as their success. They are so variegated that the outcome of 
the interplay cannot be summed up in a simple formula. Keither Hansen's view" that the 
sons of immigrants flee from ethnicity while the grandsons return to the fold of ethnicity, 
nor the opposite thesis that the linear disappearance of ethnicity is accomplished within the 
course of three generations, is sufficiently subtle to be accurate in a given case or to be 
revealing in the general case. Ko single formula will prove to be applicable in the case of 
a very large nationality group such as the German-Americans. No single factor will permit 
us to explain how early (or how late) in the chain of generations the German language 
disappeared in the past, or to predict its retention in the future." 
(Kloss, 1966; 212) 
In other words, apart from the difference between clear-cut factors and ambiguous factors, and 
the ordering of factors by their relative importance, there is no other structure found in 
Figure 1.2, or in general in the listing of factors affecting language maintenance and shift. In 
spite of this, many of the factors listed by Kloss have been referred to over and over again in 
the language maintenance and shift literature, and the use of factors affecting language 
maintenance and shift which invariably refer to Kloss (1966), do not take into account Kloss' 
own caution about the limits of such listings. In fact, it can be said that Kloss' factors, modified 
in various ways and often devoid of both the stress on power and struggle and of Kloss' caution 
about the explanatory limits of listing factors, have become a sort of axiomatic view in the field 
of language maintenance and shift. 
* See discussion of dominance configurations on page 4 and summary of this approach in Direction 
l,page4. 
**Kloss is referring to Hansen (1940). 
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1.3. Factors affecting Language Maintenance and Shift according to Conklin & Lourie 
(1983). 
The purpose of Conklin and Lourie (1983) is mainly to inform educators and policy makers and 
the general public in the USA about issues related to language. As such, their stand takes the 
shape of an overstated neutrality. This appears to be the case when they state: 
"Multilingualism is the first stage in adjustment to linguistic contact ... Ideally, members 
of each language community would learn the language of the other, but if one community 
is numerically, socially, economically, or politically dominant, the adjustment may go in 
only one direction. Bilingual situations can be stable, lasting for centuries, neither language 
encroaching drastically on the domain of the other. Often, however, bilingualism is 
transitional, a phase through which one of the language communities passes as it 
assimilates to the other ... The majority of the world's peoples are members of bi- and 
multi-lingual societies ... Only in recent times has multilingualism come to be considered 
an undesirable social condition, and this view is held primarily in the Western, 
industrialized world" 
(Conklin & Lourie, 1983; 158. Emphasis in original) 
and similarly: 
" ... the prestige of a language derives from tbe social status of its speakers, not from 
language itself. Thus entirely egalitarian bilingualism is possible between communities with 
mutual respect and equivalent resources. In such situations both languages are fully 
accepted for discourse in the public sphere, while each remains the choice of one ethnic 
group for its private interactions. Egalitarian bilingualism was not uncommon among North 
American native peoples ... After British hegemony was established, however, English took 
on a special prestige that made tme egalitarian relations among speech communities 
impossible. Many individuals were committed to democratic multilingualism, but tbeir 
efforts rarely outlived them" 
(Conklin & Lourie, 1983; 159. Emphasis added) 
Having equated linguistic egalitarianism with equivalence of resources and prestige with 
numeric, economic or political dominance, it is not surprising to find an equation of language 
shift with social mobility: 
"Personal aspirations, especially ambitions to professional careers, lead individuals to shift 
languages, since fluency in English is a prerequisite to higher education throughout the 
United States. For such socially mobile people, language loss may occur before it does in 
the rest of the ethnic community" 
(Conklin & Lourie, 1983; l 72) 
It is in this context that mixes naive denunciation with American ethnocentrism that they present 
us with a list of factors !bat affect language maintenance and shift, and inform us that: 
"[The tables below outline] the many factors affecting language retention and language 
loss. They range from cultural and emotional associations with the language to family and 
community structure, number and proximity of speakers, and outsiders' attitude toward the 
speakers. Demographics, social and political context, cultural values, and language factors 
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Political, Social and Demographic Factors 
Language Retention Language Loss 
Large numbers of speakers living 
in concentration (ghettos, Small nu.'llbers of speakers, 
1 reservations.1 ethnic dispersed among speakers of other 
neighbourhoods, rural speech lang•J.ages 
islands) 
2 Recent arrival and/or continuing Long 1 stable residence in the migration host: country 
Geographical proximity of the 
3 homeland; ease of travel to the Homeland remote and inaccessible 
homeland 
High rate of return to the Low rate or impossibility of 
4 homeland; intention to return to return to the homeland (refugees, the homeland; homeland language Aborigines displaced from their 
community still intact tribal territories) 
5 Occupational continuity Occupational shift, especially from rural to urban 
Vocational concentration, i.e. Vocations in v1hich some 
6 employment where coworkers share interaction with English and language backgroundi employment other languages is required; 
within the language comm.unity speakers dispersed by employers 
7 Low social and economic mobility Hig~ social and economic mobility in mainstream occupations in mainstream occupations 
Low level of education, leading Advanced level of education, to low social and economic 
mobility leading to social and economic 
but mobility 8 Educated and articulate 
corn:.nunity leaders, familiar with Education that alienates and 
assimilates to the host culture the host society and loyal to potential corrununity leaders their own language community 
Nativism, racism and ethnic Nativism, racism, and ethnic discrimination as they serve to discrimination they force isolate the community and as 9 identity only with the individuals to deny their ethnic encourage identity in order to make their 
ethnic group rather than with 
the nation at large way in society 
Table 1 .. iv. Political 1 Social and Demographic Factors affecting language 
maintenance and shift. Adapted from Conklin & Lourie {1983) 
all contribute to create an environment that encourages or inhibits language shift. A single 
factor may have one effect in one community and the opposite in another. Racism and 
nativism, for example, isolate minorities and immigrants. Targeted populations may 
respond by retaining a separate and supportive ethnic and language community or by 
seeking rapid assimilation into mainstream society. This latter option is open only to 
peoples who resemble the majority population in physical characteristics" 
(Conklin & Lourie, 1983; 172. Emphasis added) 
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The sentence highlighted above is not a neutral choice of words to describe language 
maintenance and shift: It presupposes that shift is the normal path, and that language 
maintenance is an inhibition to the natural course of events. 
Having established the authors' standpoint, we can now consider the factors proposed by them, 
which are divided into tbree major sections: Political, Social and Demographic Factors presented 
in Table Liv, Cultural Factors, presented in Table Lv, and Linguistic Factors, presented in 
Table Lvi. 
We can recognise in the factors mentioned above several of the factors considered by Kloss 
( 1966), and some new factors that were implicit in our discussion of Fishman ( 1964 ), plus some 
purely linguistic factors. The model tbat Conklin and Lourie are presupposing is shown in 
Figure 1.3. The more striking difference with Kloss' factors is that here every single factor is 
Cultural Factors 
Language Retention Language Loss 
Mother tongue institutions, Lack of mother tongue 
1 including schools, churches, institutions, from lack of 
clubs, theatres, press, broadcast interest or lack of resources 
Religious and/or cultural Ceremon.:_al life in another 
2 cere;nonies requiring command of tongue or not requiring act.:_,le 
the mother tongue use of mother tongue 
Ethnic tied to Ethnic identity defined by identity strongly 
language; nationalistic factors other than language, as for those from multilingual 3 aspirations as a language group; countries language 
mother tongue the homeland or groups spanning several nations; low 
national language level of nationalism 
Emotional attachment to mother Ethnic identity, sense of self 
4 defining characteristic derived from factors such as tongue as religion, custom, race rather 
of eth!licity, of self than shared 
Emphasis on family ties and Low empf1asis on family or 
5 position in kinship or commur1i ty community ties, high emphasis 
network individual achievement 
Emphasis on education 1 . r 1" in 
rnother-tongue or community- Emphasis on education and 
6 controlled schoolsi or used to acceptance of public education enhance awareness of ethnic in the host language heritage; low emphasis on 
education otherwise 
Culture unlike the culture of the Culture and religion congruent 7 host society with host ~--~-~y 
Tab1e 1.v. Cultural Factors affecting language maintenance and shift. 




Language Retention Language Loss 
Standard1 written variety as Minor, non-standard, and/or 1 
mother tongue unwritten variety as mother tongue 
Use of Latin alphabet in mother Use of non-Latin writing system in 
2 tongue, making reproduction mother tongue, especially if inexpensive and second language unusual, expensive to reproduce, 
literacy relatively easy difficult for bilinguals to learn 
3 Mother tongue with Mother tongue of little international status international importance 
Literacy in mother tongue, used No literacy in mother tongue; 4 for exchange within the ~lliteracy 
cornmuni ty and with homeland 
No tolerance of loan \'lords, if no 
Some tolerance of loan words, alternate ways of capturing new 
5 if they lead to flexibility of experience evolve; too rrruch 
the language in its new setting tolerance of loans, leading to 
mixing and eventual language loss 
Table 1.vi. Linguistic Factors affecting language maintenance and shift. 
Adapted from Conklin & Lourie (1983) 
considered ambiguous. This is a straightforward consequence of the underlying assumption that 
language loss is the natural course of events, and language retention a temporary inhibition of 
this natural trend. There is also a different conception of what an ambiguous factor is, which is 
intermixed with Kloss' conception of an ambiguous factor. To see the difference, we will look 
at how level of education is conceived as an ambiguous factor in each study. For Conklin and 
Lourie, the factor is ambiguous because a high level of education favours shift whereas a low 
_ .. j .t1mbll"aJentFactMl l~. ·····~ 
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Figure 1.4. Ambiguous factors according to Conklin and Lourie ( 1983 ). 
level of education favours maintenance, as shown in Figure 1.4. In other words, what they are 
considering as ambiguous is the factor "level of education". For Kloss (1966), however, both 
"high level of education" and "low level of education" are ambiguous factors, as shown in 
Figure 1.5. In logical terms, the relationship of the global factor "education" with the values 
"language maintenance" and "language shift" is a function for Conklin and Lourie, and a 
relation' for Kloss. This confusion about the definition of factors and the logical nature of 
factors is constantly found in the literature about language maintenance and shift. Furthermore, 
even in strongly "functional" approaches such as Conklin and Lourie there are some factors 
which are relations, such as the factor regarding nativism, racism and ethnic discrimination in 
Table Liv above. 
The predisposition to see factors as dichotomies is also a tendency of evolutionist approaches 
such as those of Fishman ( 1965) and Conklin and Lourie (1983). In the latter case, there is a 
Education 
Figure 1.5. Ambiguous factors according to Kloss (1966). 
* A function is defined as a set of values (x,y) such that for each value of x there is a unique value 
of y. A relation is a set of values {x,y) where there could be more than one value of y for a particular 
value of x. 
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contrasting of values such as rural/urban; low economic mobility/high economic mobility; 
emphasis on family ties/emphasis on individual achievement; standard, written variety/non-
standard unwritten variety; etc. which are directly correlated with the traditional/modem 
dichotomy and the maintenance/shift dichotomy. The authors consider power issues in their 
discussion, but reduce them to a comparison of resources which does not take into account the 
historical and strategic causes of why such resources are distributed in the way they are. Their 
particular view of the prevalence of English as inevitable makes the inclusion of power issues 
irrelevant, in spite of all the condemnation and pity that the authors show for such a situation. 
Furthermore, several of the issues raised by Fishman (1964) as important for the development 
of the field, such as the role of ethnicity (Direction 12, page 12), attitudes toward language 
(Direction 9, page 12) and the role of language in individual and group identity (Direction 11, 
page I 2) are reduced to bi-polar ambivalent factors which ultimately correspond to the 
traditional/modem dichotomy as in Fishman's case. 
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1.4. Factors affecting Language Maintenance and Shift according lo Clyne (1979, 1982) 
Clyne's (1979) approach to language maintenance and shift relied on Kloss' (1966) factors to 
describe the situation of different migrant languages in Australia. After listing the factors set out 
in Table 1.i, page 14, and Table I.ii, page 17, Clyne discusses the applicability of such factors 
for the Australian context, and their status as clear-cut or ambivalent factors. 
Regarding the clear-cut factors, he makes the point that early migration, ruralness and language 
islands go together as factors in Australia, that is, you do not find one without the other, a 
consideration which Kloss did not make about the relationship between factors. He also makes 
the point that membership in denominations with parochial schools is an unambiguous factor 
only when the schools employ the ethnic language in such schools, as there are some parochial 
schools in Australia (mainly Catholic) that do not teach the ethnic language. In the same vein, 
Clyne discusses the status of pre-migration language maintenance experience pointing out that 
in some cases it leads to shift, that is, this factor also is an ambivalent factor. Moreover, Clyne 
proposes new factors, shown in Table l.vii. The most important thing in Table I.vii is that the 
third factor is an unambiguous factor favouring language shift, that is, the reinterpretation of 
Kloss' model by Clyne assumes the existence of such factors, as we have suggested in the 
analysis of Figure 1.2 above. It should also be noted that factors 1 and 3 in Table I.vii are very 
similar to factors 3 and 1 in Conklin and Lourie's Linguist.ic Factors in Table I.vi, which, as we 
have seen, could be considered ambivalent. The difference is that Clyne's conception of factors 
is very close to Kloss' conception, and even if such factors can be interpreted as bi-polar 
oppositions, they are not conceived as such. 
DI New unambiguous I Explanation I factors 
Status and usefulness In mixed marriages among migrants, it 
of the migrant is the language of widest circulation 1 language in education which is maintained, especially if it 
and world-wide is a school subject. 
communication 
Grandparents with Further help for language maintenance 
2 little or no English, is found in cases in which bilingual and extended family in parents revert to the first language 
general and culture after retirement. 
Dialect or other nor1- Dialects or non-standard varieties 3 standard variety are less resistant to language shift than standard varieties. 
Table 1.vii~ New Unambiguous Factors affecting Language Maintenance and 
Shift according to Clyne (1979) 
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Factor Favourable Effects Unfavourable effects 
1 Prior Migrants do not need They do not need 
K.".lowledge of to concentrate in their mother tongue 
English learning English and as much as those 
can devote time and that cannot. 
effort to the cornmuni ca te in 
maintenance of their English. 
language 
2 Political Exiles, especially Political refugees 
situation in when homeland has and other people 
the Homeland ceased to exist as forced to leave 
independent, try to their countries 
maintain the associate their 
traditions before the mother language with 
regime which obliged the regime from 
them to flee, which which they are 
include language. fleeing and are more 
pron.e to shift 
3 Ethnic Promote maintenance Promote shift if 
Denominations if services and service and social 
social functions are functions are held 
held in the migrant in English or only 
language cater for the first 
generation 
4 Number of Several children If there is only one 
Children in require more parental child, he/she needs 
the Family supervision. to go out of the 
family to play. 
If there are several 
children, they speak 
English among 
themselves. 
Table l.viii. New Ambivalent Factors proposed by Clyne (1979) 
Clyne also proposes new ambivalent factors to be added to Kloss' ambivalent factors. These are 
shown in Table I.viii. The important thing at the theoretical level, however, is that Clyne 
proposes that ambivalent factors work toward language maintenance or toward language shift 
depending on the particular combination of factors operating in a contact situation. He makes 
no comment on the relative importance of different factors, a prominent feature of Kloss' (1966) 
analysis. We will return to this point shortly, as Clyne has reintroduced it in other studies. 
Clyne's (1979) approach to language maintenance and shift is expanded in Clyne (1982), in 
which data from the Australian 1976 census, the first one to ask language-related questions, is 
used to evaluate the language maintenance and shift situation of several migrant languages in 
Australia. Clyne repeats the analysis of factors based on Kloss (1966), which is almost identical 
to the analysis in Clyne (1979). However, there is a significant change in the approach, as he 
is now dealing with census data, and consequently, he pays attention to demographic and 
personal characteristics of the infonnants, analysing the importance of number of speakers by 
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state or capital city of the states, concentration and distribution of languages, birthplace, sex, age, 
period of residence, and Anglo-ethnic and inter-ethnic marriages. The analysis of such 
characteristics is intermingled, and sometimes explained through some reinterpretation of Kloss' 
factors. For instance, the vague socio-cultural characteristics factor in Kloss is replaced 
sometimes by the core value theory (Smolicz and Harris, 1976) and sometimes by Giles, Bourhis 
and Taylor's (l 977) ethnolinguistic vitality theory. The former states that language is more 
important as a core value for the maintenance of groupness in some cultures than in others, the 
latter is a construct which mixes demographic, institutional and social variables, and will be 
reviewed in the next section. "fbe importance for our purposes of the way in which the 
explanation is conceived is that Clyne ( 1982) considers each of these demographic and personal 
characteristics as both a social variable and a factor in language maintenance and shift: 
"From the data of this chapter, it is possible to deduce a fairly uniform rank ordering of 
L(anguage) S(hift) between the groups under consideration across Australia, regardless of 
location, sex, generation or other social variables. Of the factors discussed so far, the most 
important ones determining LM or LS rates appear to be cultural core values, degree of 
cultural similarity to the dominant group, and extent of intermarriages. Other factors that 
may play some part in governing LM or LS in ethnic groups or states are: 
Group Factors (in order of importance): 
I. Multicultural history and language policy of state; 
2. Urbanisation; 
3. Number of non-English speakers using the language. 
4. Numbers: Distribution of speakers in the state, in the metropolitan area (in terms of 
both concentration and adjacency), and absolute numbers are of marginal significance. 
Group and personal factors: Period of residence ... 
Personal Factors (in order of importance): 
I. Age: In the first generation, LS decreases with age; in the second generation, it 
generally increases with age. 
2. Sex: Females tend to shift slightly less than males. This applies especially to Northern 
European ethnic groups in the first generation and to Southern European ones in the second 
generation. 1be shift from a mother's language is less than that from a father's language 
if the other parent is Australian-, British- or Irish-born. However, in the second generation 
of mixed parentage, the differential between language shift from the two languages 
depends on the relative vitality of the languages. 
All this confirms Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) notion of ethnolinguistic vitality as 
well as Kloss' concept of the ambivalence of certain language ecology factors ... 
Certainly it is impossible to isolate factors from each other. For instance, not only cultural 
but also purely demographic (distributional) factors can promote exogamy, which in turn, 
can lead to LS." (Clyne, 1982: 55; Underlined emphasis added) 
This approach gives a very unequal methodological status to the units of analysis which are 
referred to as factors. A social variable like period of residence which is amenable to be treated 
as a discrete numeral variable is equated in its status as a factor with "variables" which at least 
would be defined as the conjunction of individual values of several discrete variables, such as 
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for instance "membership in denominations with parochial schools" and with variables that 
would only be quantifiable through responses to attitudinal questions such as core values, or 
which would be very difficult to quantify, such as "degree of cultural similarity to the dominant 
group". This is not a characteristic of Clyne's analysis alone, in fact it is present in all previous 
analyses. In other words, Clyne's (1982) analysis highlights one additional problem in the 
numerous "problems of measurement" present in mnst of the literature on language maintenance 
and shift (de Vries, 1985; de Vries 1992: 212). 
To make the previous meta-theoretical analysis clear, let us consider the necessary variables to 
analyse the "membership in denominations with parochial schools" factor. In the first place, it 
will be necessary to know if the individual is a member of a religious denomination. This would 
require a variable in which the values should be at least member/non-member. Among the 
members, we would need to know if the denomination could be characterised as "ethnic". We 
have a clue of how this could be examined in Clyne's analysis of language and religion: 
"Large scale immigration since the Second World War has led to the establishment or great 
expansion of denominations which are national churches in certain countries of 
emigration ... 
There appear to be a number of alternative models for attitudes and practices with regard 
to CLOTES (Community Languages Other than English) in the various denominations. 
(1) Pluralism: Language and religion are closely linked. The needs of the younger 
generations have to be considered (e.g. through occasional English services and/or 
youth groups), but basically the language of the congregation must remain LI. 
(2) Transitional Assimilation: Religion is not language-specific. In the early years after 
immigration. ethnic parishes may be desirable, but only as a transition to a complete 
English-medium church or to the "de-ethnization" of an original ethnic denomination. 
(3) Assimilation: There are no ethnic parishes. For the benefit of reeently arrived 
migrants, there may be periodic services in the CLOTEs, but these are phased out as 
soon as possible. Migrants should be part of an English-speaking parish right from 
the beginning." 
(Clyne, 1982:73-74) 
According to the previous analysis, the definition of an ethnic church is related to the use or 
non-use of the migrant language in services and religious social activities, and also, if we want 
to account for the three distinctions made above, by the frequency of use of the migrant 
language in the service. We should note in passing that this also allows us to "quantify" factor 
3 in Table I.viii above, that is, the factor labelled "ethnic denominations" by Clyne. Finally, we 
need to know if the ethnic denomination has set up parochial schools. This would provide the 
minimal social variables needed to account for the factor "membership in denominations with 
parochial schools". If we add a variable related to language used in the parochial schools, the 
same variables would also allow us to clarify Clyne's position that "membership in 
denominations with parochial schools" is an ambivalent factor and not a clear-cut factor, as 
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mentioned on page 28. 
A schematic break down of these factors into social variables is presented in Figure L6. The 
figure does not include other social variables that would be important to assess the influence of 
ethnic denominations and ethnic parochial schools, such as individual rate of attendance at the 
services, or religious conversion, 
Figure 1.6 allows us to see that factors as conceived by Kloss (1966) are particular values of 
social variables, or combinations of social variables, To analyse language maintenance and shift 
in a factor by factor fashion limits our possible understanding of the phenomena. For instance, 
the language behaviour of people who do not belong to religious denominations, or of people 
who belong to the religious denomination but do not auend services or cannot attend services, 
or of people who do not belong to a religious denomination but nevertheless send their children 
to parochial schools, is not accounted for. In other words, the possibility of contrasting the 
influence on language maintenance and shift of all possible values of a social variable is actually 
impeded by the conception of the "factor". It also allows us to see that the multiplication of 
factors in each study dealing with language maintenance and shift could easily be reduced to the 
reconceptualisation of the spectrum of "values" of the social variables to be considered. This is 
exactly what Clyne (1979) did when he pointed out that there were parochial schools which did 
not use the ethnic language, and consequently were favouring language shift. 
Another, more subtle consequence of the use of factors is that it favours thinking in terms of 
dichotomies. In extreme cases, such as Conklin and Lourie (1983) this gives rise to narrowly 
deterministic approaches, as we have seen before. However, it is also blind to the possibility of 
viewing language maintenance and shift as processes, something favoured by Fishman (!964). 
The first consequence of viewing them as processes is the abandoning of the dichotomy in the 
dependent variable, that is of postulating other stages between the poles of "language 
maintenance" and "language shift". Not surprisingly, this position was suggested by de Vries 
( 1992; 215), who examines the field of language maintenance and shift from a sociological point 
of view, and tries to find ways to operationalise and quantify "language". We will return to this 
point in next section. 
Before leaving this section, we will consider the consequences of Clyne's (!979; 120) 
observation that some factors occur together, and Clyne's (1982; 33) declaration that it is the 
combination of factors which decides if an ambivalent factor leads to one outcome or the other, 
that is, it is the combination of factors which affect language maintenance and shift The 
presupposed model of language maintenance and shift is schematically presented in Figure 1.7. 
Figure 1.7 has also taken into consideration Clyne's (1982:55) suggestion that there is a hierarchy 
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Figure 1.6. Breaking down of two factors favouring language maintenance into social variables. 
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Figure 1.7. Presupposed model of language maintenance and shift found in Clyne (1979) and 
Clyne (1982). 
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of factors, that factors can not he actually isolated, and that some factors influence other factors 
(all three included in the quote on page 30). 
The hierarchy of factors can be thought as ranging at both the horizontal and vertical level. 
Within a social variable, represented as a row, some values favour language maintenance more 
than others, whereas at the vertical level different social variables are ordered by their 
importance. The fact that factors occur together is signalled by the double implication arrows 
linking two factors. The fact that some factors influence other factors is signalled by the 
implication arrows hetween factors. The proposition that ambivalent factors influence 
maintenance or shift according to the combination of factors is signalled in the case of factors 
placed in the intersection of the two groupings of factors considered. Finally, individual factors 
can also directly influence language maintenance or language shift, as this will represent the case 
of a group composed of only one factor. 
The main reason contributing to the confusing nature of the model is the confusing nature of 
factors explored above. The inclusion of social variables as factors implies an exponential 
increase in the number of factors to be considered, as factors such as those proposed by Kloss 
(1966) are essentially particular values of social variables, which implies that social variables, 
and, by definition, each of their (discrete) values, and combinations of these discrete values, 
could be considered as factors. The confusing nature of the model is not, however, a product of 
Clyne's introduction of social variables. It was inherent in Kloss' (1966) formulation, and this 
inheritance, fundamentally unquestioned in subsequent work, makes both the proliferation of 
factors and the blindness to the epistemological confusion between social variables and social 
values {factors) a natural consequence of this type of reasoning. 
The introduction of social variables could make Clyne's model an interesting one, if the direct 
influence of Kloss' {1966) factors on language maintenance and shift is removed, and the 
influence of groups of values of social variables proposed by Clyne (1982) is maintained. That 
is, if the epistemological confusion between values and variables is removed. 
The resulting model is schematised in Figure 1.8. The concepts which such a model could allow 
are very similar to the descriptions encountered in the factors model. However, a whole set of 
social variables should be taken into account, and sociological variables should also be tested 
in all possible extensions with contrasting "values" of the variables, which not only includes the 
correlation of such values with language maintenance and shift, but also requires that attention 
be paid to the correlation of social variables between themselves. 
It would be very important to discover which social values of such variables occur together in 
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Figure 1.8. Readaptation of Clyne's (1982) model excluding direct influence of Kloss' (1966) 
type factors in language maintenance and shift. 
a contact situation, as the particular grouping of values would favour or not favour language 
maintenance. In other words, and putting it more simply, it would require a great deal of 
sociological work on the social variables themselves, which must go beyond a simple one to one 
correspondence between the measurement of language maintenance and shift and the 
measurement of each individual social variable. 
There are a large number of other factors which have been claimed to influence language 
maintenance and shift, of which a great proportion is composed of re-adaptations of Kloss' 
(1966), Clyne's (1982) and other authors' factors. We will end this section with a consideration 
of those other factors proposed in the literature to affect language maintenance and shift, M 
shown in Table I.ix. Such variables or "factors" are of interest for the study of language 
maintenance and shift in the Spanish-speaking community, and this is the main reason why they 
have been included in Table I.ix. Sources which have drawn such factors from the study of 
migrant Spanish-speaking communities, mainly in the United States, are signalled by the use of 
bold type in the source column in Table 1.ix. As in the case of Clyne (1982), the factors range 
from social variables which can be meMured as objective characteristics to factors similar to 
Kloss' (1966) factors which are the particular values of several social variables, and which, in 
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Age at time of migration and Present Shame em {1994); Veltman 
age (1988); Grenier (1984) 
Period of residence Clyne (1982); Clyne (1991); 
Shameem (1994}; Veltman (1988) 
Proficiency in dominant language of Robinsor1 (1989) 
children's parents, especially in 
cases of mixed marriages 
Different patterns of Use of Language Lieber son {1980) 
through the life-cycle 
Concentration of speakers of the Stevens (1992); Bills (1989) 
minority language in the Angle (1981) 
neighbourhood; linguistic composition 
of neighbourhood. 
Geographic mobility Langlois and Castonguay (1993) 
Income level, Rate of Home OWnership Kamphoefner (1994) 
and Self-employinent 
Use of Ethnic Language at Work Mackay (1992); Resnick (1988) 
Clyne (1982); Heller {1989) 
Composition of the community according Clyne (1988); Clyne (1991); 
to particular migration waves (also Kouzmin {1988) 
called "vintages"} 
Minority language political and Gilhotra (1984); Chumaceiro 
ideological in-fights (1982); Kirkland (1982); Clyne 
(1988) 
National characteristics of multi~ Hart Gonzalez and Feingold 
national migrant speech communities (1990); Resnick (1988) 
Satisfaction with personal status Wherritt and Gonzalez (1989) 
within the migrant community 
Degree of language activism; use of Fishman (1990); Dow (1988) 
dominant language to assert the rights 
of the dominated language 
Conception of transmission of language Taft and Cahill (1989); 
as "cultural trar1smission" Hofman and Ca is {1984) 
Parents' social class background Nora ( 199 0) 
Resistance of children to speak tl1e Pye ( 1992) 
ethnic language. 
External support from the homeland, in Wood (1980) 
terms of cultural 1 educational and 
linguistic resources. 
Shift to another minority language to Koenig (1980) 
avoid shift to the dominant language. 
Table 1.ix. Additior1al factors of interest for the study of the Spanish-
speaking community in Australia cited in the Language Maintenance and 
Shift Literature. 
some cases, are very hard to correlate to objective measurements or even answers to attitudinal 
questions, The issue of how such factors are to be measured in this work. and consequently the 
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methodological and theoretical status of factors will be readdressed in Chapter 2. An alternative 
to the different factor models will be proposed in Chapter 8. 
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LS, Language maintenance and shift according to Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977) 
Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977) try to evaluate the role that language plays in ethnicity and 
intergroup relations. Technically, according to our directions for the study of language 
maintenance and shift drawn from Fishman (1964), this article is more attuned to Directions 11 
and 12, which deal with the role of language in identity and ethnicity (see page 12). However, 
we have chosen to include the discussion of this work here because it is often cited in the 
literature in the context of factors affecting language maintenance and shift. 
Unlike the works discussed so far, Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's article is based on a social 
psychological approach to language and not on a sociolinguistic or linguistic one. They draw 
from Tajfel's (1974) theory of intergroup relations and Giles' (1973) own theory of speech 
accommodation to construct a theoretical framework that tries to explain the role of language 
in intergroup relations, and to predict the course that such intergroup relations may take. It 
should be noted that their theorising is based mainly on data obtained from attitudes toward 
different speech styles, and that they examine the social context of the ethnic ancVor linguistic 
groups in consideration, and the several factors that define this social context as "situational 
variables" that could not be excluded from the discussion: 
"There are certain political, historical, economic and linguistic factors which must be 
considered independent of social psychological theorizing if we are to understand the 
similarities and differences among, for example, French Canadians, American Blacks and 
Welshmen" (Giles, Bourbis and Taylor, 1977; 308) 
Before proceeding to the description of such "situational variables" we must point out that at the 
starting point of their conception of the social realm lies in Tajfel's (1974) "psychological" 
dichotomy subject/group: 
"acting in terms of group rather than in tenns of self cannot be expected to play a 
predominant part in an individual's behaviour unless there is a present and clear cognitive 
structure of "us" and "them" and unless this structure is not perceived as capable of being 
easily shifted in a variety of social and psychological conditions" (Tajfel, 1974; 88) 
Once this dichotomy is established, it is extended to an actor's actions, which can be polarised 
in terms of acting as an individual or acting in a way that reflects group membership, which, in 
social terms, is translated into orientations towards "social mobility" or "social change": 
"In each individual's life there will be situations in which he acts, eKclusively or mainly, 
as an individual rather than as a member of a group; there will be others in which he acts, 
eKclusively or mainly, in terms of his group membership. One of the important 
determinants of an individual's choice to act in terms of self rather than in terms of his 
groups is what we shall refer to in this discussion as "social mobility" as contrasted with 
"social change". The former refers to situations in which it is relatively easy to move 
individually from one social group to another; so that, if a 11'.roup does not contribute 
adequately to an individual's social identity, one of the most obvious solutions for him is 
to move, or attempt to move, to another group. In the latter class are those situations in 
which, for whatever reason, passing from one group to another is very difficult or 
impossible. It may be expected that, in these situations, there will be many occasions (and 
constraints) leading an individual to act as a member of his group, or at least in the 
knowledge that he is categorised as such. Social changes (as distinct from social mobility) 
refers therefore in this discussion to changes in the relationships between the groups as a 
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whole" (Tajfel, 1974; 78) 
In sum, the actor is presupposed to be looking for an "adequate" social identity for himself or 
herself in a rational way (or, if not rational at least "psychologically optimising" way), but he/she 
is only characterised as an "individual" insofar as he or she acts without the constraints of his 
or her primary (seeming to imply "ethnic") group membership. Furthermore, if he or she does 
not act as an individual in Tajfel's sense it is either because he or she is not able to conceive 
such an action, or because there are unavoidable social obstacles to such a situation: 
"two independent conditions are basic in determining behaviour in terms of group rather 
than in terms of self. They are: the dichotomisation of the social world into clearly distinct 
and non-overlapping categories ... and the impossibility or serious difficulty in passing from 
one group to another" (Tajfel, 1974; 88) 
Note that this conception of agency, whatever its usefulness for the experimental analysis of 
behaviour from which Tajfel's theorising arises, has the consequence of opposing the freedom 
of acting as an individual (social mobility) against the constraint of acting as member of a group 
"consensually considered as inferior" (Tajfel, 1974; 82). The individual incapable to be socially 
mobile has two alternatives to optimise or improve his or her social identity through social 
change: 
"a) to change one's interpretation of the attributes of the group so that its unwelcome 
features (e.g. low status) are either justified or made acceptable through a reinterpretation; 
b) to accept the situation for what il is and engage in social action which would lead to 
desirable changes in the situation" (Tajfel, 1974; 70) 
These options, however, are only possible under certain social and psychological conditions: 
"the problems of the social identity of the inferior group would not necessarily find 
expression in social behaviour until and unless there is some awareness that the existing 
social reality is not the only possible one and that alternatives to it are conceivable and 
perhaps attainable" (Tajfel, 1974; 82) 
Without denying the possibility of social struggle, it is clear from the previous paragraphs that 
acting as a member of a group is conceived as much more costly in both psychological and 
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social terms than acting as an individual, and the two are conceived as mutually exclusive 
(Williams, 1992: 207). As a consequence, the individual/group dichotomy does not allow 
subjects to act against their group membership and at the same time against their personal 
predispositions to attain a positive social identity. A very down-to-earth example of this situation 
would be a referee in a soccer match between his own community and another community who 
has to concede a penalty to the other community's team, against his internal will and his group 
loyalty, but because of the need to be faithful to the rules of the game as a referee. The failure 
to account for such a simple situation is a consequence of not including the different social and 
institutional roles expected from the individual, that is roles not related to membership in the 
dominant or dominated group, but to membership in institutions of society, as also necessary to 
attain (or to forge, to pretend, to ignore or to manipulate) a positive social identity. 
The individual/group dichotomy discussed so far is at the core of Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's 
concept of ethnolinguistic vitality: 
"Our structural analysis focuses on three variables which may combine to at least pennit 
an ethnolinguistic community to survive as a viable group. The vitality of an 
ethnolinguistic group is that which makes a group likely to behave as a distinctive and 
active collective entity in intergroup situations. From this, it is argued that ethnolinguistic 
minorities that have little or no group vitality would eventually cease to exist as distinctive 
groups. Conversely, the more vitality a linguistic group has, the more likely it will survive 
and thrive as a collective entity in an intergroup context. It follows, too, that ingroup 
members would turn more to one another in intergroup situations rather than functioning 
as isolated individuals. The structural variables more likely to influence the vitality of 
ethnolinguistic groups may be organized under three main headings: the Status, 
Demographic and Institutional Support factors" 
(Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977; 308-309) 
The structural variables proposed by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor are presented in Figure 1.9, and 
described in Table Lx and Table I.xi. Each of these variables will increase or decrease the 
vitality that a linguistic group "can be said to possess as a collective entity" (Giles, Bourhis and 
Taylor, 1977; 309). Ultimately, the aim is to construct a typology of linguistic minorities in 
contact situations, which will be evidenced in the groups' vitalities: 
"linguistic minorities can be meaningfully grouped according to this three-factored view 
of vitality. At the same time, however, it is important to stress that we do not consider our 
analysis of the factors involved in vitality to be in any sense exhaustive or that individual 
variables themselves are necessarily mutually exclusive. Despite its limitations, the present 
taxonomy seems useful when applied to the context of language and intergroup variation." 
(Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977; 3 JO) 
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Figure 1.9. Structural variables affecting ethnolinguistic vitality according to Giles. Bourhis and 
Taylor (1977). 
distinction between mechanical and organic solidarity, a consequence of the group/individual 
dichotomy referred to above (Williams, 1992: 225-226). There are also other difficulties in the 
"measurement" of vitality (Husband and Kahn, 1982; Johnson, Giles and Bourhis, 1983). We 
will, however, deal with another issue, the structure of the theory of language maintenance and 
shift implicit in this model. 
The reference to factors in two preceding quotes are significanl Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's 
(1977) model has been interpreted as a listing of factors affecting language maintenance and 
shift, much in the way in which Kloss' (1966) factors have been interpreted, that is, ignoring the 
Economic - of control that a language group has 
status. --..;--.::i over the economic life of its nation, 
region of community. Group's degree of control 
over its own economic destiny 
Social Status Degree of esteem a linguistic group affords 
itself. Often, this amount closely resembles 
that attributed to it by the outgroup. 
Sociohistorical Historical struggle or oppression of the group 
status can be conductive to feelings of group 
solidarity 
Language Status Language is or is not an international language 
or a language of culture or technology. However, 
the final value will be given by the comparison 
with other languages v1ithin a territory. 
Table 1.x. Status Factors affecting Ethnolinguistic Vitality according 
to Giles, Bourhis and Taylor {1977). 
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I Demographic Factors I 
Group Distribution Factors 
National Whether the minority is residing or not in its 
Territory traditional homeland. 
Group Concentration of ethnolinguistic groups across a 
concentration given territory1 country or region. 
Group Proportion of speakers belonging to the 
proportion ethnolinguistic ingroup compared with proportion 
of people belonging to the relevant outgroup~ 
Group Number factors 
Absolute Number of speakers belonging to the 
numbers ethnolinguistic group 
Birth rate Group's birth rate compared with that of the 
outgroup 
Mixed Proportion of ethnolinguistically-mixed marriages 
Marriages between ingroup and outgroup. The high status 
variety has better chance of surviving as the 
language of the home. 
Immigration Immigration can increase the ingroup or the 
rates outgroup, either by the design of immigration 
laws, or by the group toward which immigrants 
merge. 
Emigration When young and active members of a 
ethnolinguistic community emigrate, they reduce 
the numbers and reproduction potential of the 
ingroup. Emigration can also be forced by the 
outgroup. 
I institutional Support Factors I 
Informal Extent toward which a minority group has 
organised itself in terms of pressure groups 
Formal Extent toward which a minority language and 
minority group members are well~represented in 
institutional settings, including mass media~ 
parliament, governmental departments and 
services, state-supported arts, and the state-
education system. Number of minority language 
medium schools. Degree to which the minority 
language is used in religion, work,. and 
advancement in both the public and private 
sectors of the economy. 
Table l,.xi. Demographic and Institutional Support Factors affecting 
Ethnolinguistic Vitality according to Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977). 
context in which such factors are proposed, and even the authors' recognition of the limitations 
of the factors selected. 
The tendency to incorporate social variables as factors encountered in Clyne (1982), is here 
operating again. There is also an epistemological confusion about what a factor is. The 
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ethnolinguistic vitality construct is suggested to be primarily a result of three objective factors, 
which in tum are composed of objective and subjective sub-factors. But crucially, the whole 
construct has a "subjective" effect; 
"It is important to point out that our discussion of vitality factors has been done in more 
or less objective terms; whether group members perceive subjectively their situation along 
exactly the same lines is an empirical question worthy of further exploration. Indeed, it 
could be argued that a group's subjective assessment of its vitality may be as important as 
the objective reality. Hence, it is possible for dominant groups to manipulate the 
information reaching subordinate groups through the mass media (if not the factors directly 
themselves) in such a manner as to attenuate their perception of vitality" 
(Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977; 317-318) 
In subsequent work, e!hnolinguistic vitality has even been proposed to be a "belief system" 
(Allard and Landry, 1986). to have psychological reality, and to be a "focal, if not universal, 
feature of individual's subjective cultures" (Giles, Rosenthal and Young, 1985; 265-266). This 
aspect has been further stressed by naming this aspect "subjective vitality" (Bourhis, Giles and 
Rosenthal, 1981) or "perceived ethnolinguistic vitality", that is, emphasising the psychological 
nature of the factor (Giles, Rosenthal and Young, 1985). 
At the same time, this vitality can be seen as a group factor as well, as it will determine how 
groups will interact, and this is both an individual and a "group" characteristic: 
"It was already suggested that individuals in ethnolinguistic groups which have little 
collective vitality cannot be expected to behave in the same way in an intergroup contact 
as individuals whose groups have much vitality. The types of sociological processes 
operating between ethnolinguistic groups in contact may well differ according to whether 
the groups in question have high, medium or low vitality." 
(Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977; 318) 
In the preceding quote, ethnolinguistic vitality is a factor influencing group encounters, however, 
the social variables which influence ethnolinguistic vitality are also conceived as factors: 
"the structural variables which form the backdrop for particular ethnic group contexts have 
been suggested as important factors influencing the course of sociopsychological processes 
acting upon group members" (Giles, Bourhis and Taylor, 1977; 343) 
This points to another characteristic of the field of language maintenance and shift, its dual 
nature in considering both micro-sociological and macro-sociological phenomena, and for some 
authors there is a problem of confusion between the two levels of analysis in general in the field 
of sociolinguistics (Breitborde, !983). We will return to this question later. 
There are two theoretical ways of considering the status of ethnolinguistic vitality and factors 
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Figure 1.10, Presupposed model of language maintenance and shift in Giles, Bourhis and Taylor 
(1977) 
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in Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) approach. Ethnolinguistic vitality can be a shorthand for 
naming a particular arrangement of three groups of factors, that is, of three groups of values of 
social variables. This will add another layer of analysis to the model proposed at the end of the 
previous section, and schematised previously in Figure 1.8, but it will not alter the nature of the 
model proposed there, as ultimately the measurement of language maintenance and shift would 
rest on social variables. In this interpretation, ethnolinguistic vitality will be a privileged meta-
group (of factors) in the sense of the theory, as it will represent the different possible values that 
the social variables which define ethnolinguistic vitality take in different situations. A schematic 
interpretation of the model according to this interpretation is presented in Figure I. I 0. 
The relation between ethnolinguistic vitality and language maintenance and shift is 
straightforward in Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) article: higher vitality would lead to 
maintenance and lower vitality to shift. In a later article, Giles includes high vitality as one of 
five psychological characteristics which will increase the likelihood of a minority group member 
maintaining the ethnic tongue (Giles and Johnson, 1987: 72). The emphasis, however, continued 
to be placed on the perception side of the vitality variable, as at this stage of the development 
of Giles and his associates' theory, it was conceived that "the actions of individual group 
members are likely to be governed less by the actual vitality of their groups than by their 
perceptions of it (Giles and Johnson, 1987; 72. Emphasis in original), 
For authors taking Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977) as a departing point for listing the factors 
affecting language maintenance and shift, however, ethnolinguistic vitality as such has not 
survived, although the factors which compose it usually have. A typical case of this promotion 
of the factors which constitute ethnolinguistic vitality as factors affecting language maintenance 
and shift is Appel and Muysken (1987), who represent the factors affecting language 
maintenance and shift as drawn from Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977) and Clyne (1982). They 
take as factors affecting language maintenance and shift those mentioned in Table l .x and 
Table 1.xi, to which they add a factor from Clyne (1982), cultural similarity or dissimilarity 
between the majority and the minority group, a factor which Clyne (1982) has in tum taken' 
from Kloss (1966). Ethnolinguistic vitality is replaced by a more general category called 
"intervening variables", resulting in the diagram presented in Figure l.lL In Appel and 
Muysken's (l 987) reformulation we find again the same methodological problem encountered 
before. Individual factors in each of Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) categories, which are 
more or less objective measurable social variables and variables which can be measured through 
•Actually, Kloss (1966) sees cultural and linguistic (dis)similarity as a single variable (see Table I.iii 
above). Clyne (1982) restricted this factor so that it only considers "cultural" {dis)similarity. 
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Pigure 1.11. Language Maintenance and shift model proposed by Appel and Muysken (I 987), 
attitudinal questions, are named sub-factors. The factor taken from Clyne's ( 1982) reinterpretation 
of Kloss ( 1966), cultural similarity or dissimilarity, is at best a particular value of the intersection 
of several social measurements if "cultural similarity" can be somehow be operationalised into 
social variables. Following Clyne (1982), Appel and Muysken (1987) make the point tbat factors 
are presented separately, but they may correlate strongly. Furthermore, the new introduced 
"intervening variables" are unknown: 
"The crucial question is of course: what are these intervening variables? How do the large-
scale sociological factors influence individual behaviour, and thereby language maintenance 
and shift?" (Appel and Muysken, 1987; 38) 
Appel and Muysken (1987) find the answer to this question by reviewing Gal's (1979) 
anthropologically oriented study of Oberwart (Austria), a bilingual Hungarian-German area, 
which stresses macro-level processes such as "employment opportunities" promoted by 
industrialisation which lead peasants who "traditionally" spoke Hungarian to shift to German, 
that is, tbe demise of "Little Traditions" in Fishman's (1965: 31) terms (see quote on page I I). 
The reinterpretation of Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) model of language maintenance and 
shift according to Appel and Muysken (1987) is found in Figure l.12. The two main differences 
between Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.12 are the introduction of correlations between factors in the 
different groupings of factors, and the substitution of ethnolinguistic vitality by a cluster of 
"intervening variables". The former is a positive addition to the model, as we have seen in 
section 1.3, when discussing Clyne's ( 1982) claim that factors are interrelated. The latter is 
introducing more questions than answers, and when answers are provided they are highly 
questionable at a theoretical level, as we have seen in section 1.1, as to invoke macro-social 






Figure 1.12. Reinterpretation of Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) presupposed model of 
language maintenance and shift according to Appel and Muysken (1987). 
making the model very limited, as they tend to impose dichotomies such as traditional/modern, 
which in themselves are tools of domination. Furthermore, it leaves out aspects of Giles, Bourhis 
and Taylor's (1977) model which are of interest, such as the manipulation by dominant groups 
of conditions which could make a subordinate group stronger at the material or symbolic level 
(including the conceptualisation of the dominated groups as backward, traditional, etc.), but also 
has definite consequences in situations such as employment selection (Giles, Wilson and 
Conway, 1981). 
In general, Giles and his associates' approaches could be very useful if both the stress on the 
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individual and the stress on groups were relaxed, and replaced by a stress on the different social 
classes and factions within such classes in both the minority and the dominant groups. This 
would allow, in the first place, a consideration of the material and symbolic basis of 
psychological concepts such as perceived ethnolinguistic vitality (Giles, Rosenthal and Young, 
1985) or ethno!inguistic identity (Giles and Johnson, 1987). This would enable finding an 
explanation for the dynamics of such an identity, as the whole field of perceptions within 
factions of the ingroup, factions of the outgroup, and people who are "in-between" as in the case 
of mixed marriages would show different perceptions of the groups involved, and the interaction 
of these attitudes will reshape the different faction's attitudes. This was recognised very early by 
Weinreich (1953): 
"social action in the field of language has sometimes been ba~ed on a manipulation of 
language loyalty. Ordinarily, it is true, when a mother-tongue community exposed to 
contact splits on the point of loyalty to its language, the more loyal sector will resort to 
self-pity and exhortation of the less Joyal." (Weinreich, 1953; IOI) 
More importantly, a reconsideration of such attitudes should be understood in terms of the social 
composition of the groups, as this composition would explain the attitudes of the different 
factions: 
"The more "realistic" members of an objectively dominated group may attempt to better 
their lot by associating themselves with the dominant group. The sight of such "betrayals" 
invariably causes resentment among the more steadfa~t members of the dominated group, 
a resentment that brings with it unswerving language loyalty ... The way in which the 
dominated group split can sometimes be explained by its internal make-up" 
(Weinreich, 1953; 101) 
To follow Weinreich's considerations seriously would also imply rethinking the status of the 
presupposed "dependent" variable, that is of language maintenance and shift, as this conception 
implies that one faction's language shift can foster another faction's language maintenance. If this 
is so, then the elusive "language maintenance and shift" should be incorporated as a "factor", and 
in turn, it should be incorporated into the model as a discrete social variable, which would 
include "intermediate stages" between the "language maintenance" and "language shift" pole. 
Attempts in this direction have been taken by Giles and Johnson (1987), Giles, Leets and 
Coupland ( 1990) and Giles and Coupland (1991 ), where the different factions of the dominated 
groups are characterised in terms of their psychological perception of the dominant and the 
ingroup, and where the process nature of the phenomena have been incorporated. In the two last 
works, there is a recognition of the possibility of intermediate stages between language 
maintenance and language shift (Giles, Leets and Coupland, 1990; 14; Giles and Coupland, 
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1991; 151-156). However, the lack of consideration of the material and social conditions which 
correlate with such psychological phenomena continues to be by-passed because of the 
persistence of the individual/group dichotomy. Evidence that this could be a very interesting use 
for attitudinal studies is found in Pittam, Gallois and Willemyns (1991), where perceived vitality 
of both dominant and dominated groups is shown to be significantly affected by social variables 
such as sex, educational level and residence in suburbs with a concentration of minority 
speakers. 
We will end this chapter by re-considering the model previously proposed in Figure 1.8 
according to the models proposed by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977) and Appel and Muysken's 
( 1987) reinterpretation of this model. Figure 1.13 shows how the model will differ from the one 
proposed in Figure 1.8. Before looking at such differences, however, the unit of analysis should 
be made clear. The model consists of a finite set of discrete social variables, typically the 
answers to personal characteristics, language use and attitudinal questions in a survey. Each row 
represents a social variable, composed of discrete values, which will be considered "factors" as 
in previous sections. There is no presupposed epistemological difference between "objective 
factors", that is, answers to personal characteristics such as sex, age or place of residence, and 
"attitudinal factors", that is answers to questions such as the perceived contact with the 
community of the country of origin. In other words, the model presupposes that both types of 
"factors" are equally important. 
The first thing to notice in Figure 1.13, compared with the schematic model presupposed by 
Apple and Muysken (1987), is that intennediate variables, and consequently constructs such as 
"ethnolinguistic vitality" or "subjective ethno!inguistic vitality" have to be reinterpreted to 
prevent the confusion between social variables' values (factors) and variables discussed in section 
1.4. Such a construct can have a place in the model only as a shorthand description, and also 
as a way of recognising that such social variables' values cannot normally occur in isolation, but 
there are often clusters of such values of different variables which occur together, as for instance 
language islands and denominations with parochial schools. Such "intennediate meta-variables" 
do not have an epistemological prominence, that is, they do not "mediate" between social 
variables and language maintenance and shift as it is presupposed by Giles, Bourhis and Taylor 
(1977) and Appel and Muysken (1987). They will be part of the phenomena recognised already 
by Clyne ( 1982) that it is "groups of factors" which influence language maintenance and shift. 
But they can substantially modify or influence other social variables' values as well, an issue 
which is recognised in Figure I. 13 by arrows coming from and to the group of values 
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Figure 1.13. Readaptation of the model of factors affecting language maintenance and shift 
previously proposed incorporating Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) and Appel and Muysken's 
(1987) proposed models. 
surrounded by the ova[ in the upper left comer of the figure. 
Figure 1.13 also shows a significant difference with respect to previous models. Intermediate 
stages between language maintenance and shift have been incorporated, and different stages 
"influence" each other. This is of course just a metaphor, as it is the consequence of people's 
perception of language maintenance and language shift which influences the process, that is, it 
is the influence of language maintenance and shift over social variables and its values which 
makes the process interactive. 
The question that naturally follows is what the epistemological status of the variable "language 
maintenance and shift" actually is, as there are two ways of accounting for this interactive 
process. The first is to consider it as a variable dependent on all the other social variables. This 
is the strategy which wa' followed to account for ethnolinguistic vitality as well, and it was 
reformulated as useful only as a shorthand description of a phenomena due to the reasons given 
above. Language maintenance and shift is hence pressuppossed to be the only meta-variable 
allowed in the model. This is the more common way of looking at the phenomenon, and it could 
be justified because language maintenance and shift is the process under investigation. 
The second way to account for the process of language maintenance and shift will be to treat 
language maintenance and shift as all the other "factors" have been treated in the model, that is, 
to reduce it to particular values of social variables. Such variables could undoubtedly be found. 
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In fact, studies of language maintenance and shift have been divided between those which 
consider language use and those which consider language proficiency as indexes of maintenance 
or disappearance of a language (Pase, Jaspaert and Kroon, 1992; 4). Under this second option, 
then, language maintenance and shift could be measured through language use and/or language 
proficiency, but it will have the same epistemological status as all the other objective and 
subjective social variables. This does not preclude making language maintenance and shift a 
"special" variable, in the sense that it is the variable under investigation. However, to treat 
language maintenance and shift as a social variable allows looking at other social variables as 
dependent variables on groups of variables which include the use or proficiency of languages. 
This is actually carried out in most studies of migrant groups, where the proficiency in the 
dominant language of parents is taken as a variable which influences children's use and 
proficiency in the minority language. There is, then, no reason why minority language use or 
proficiency, or other measures of language maintenance and shift should not be taken as 
independent variables. Anderson and Saenz (1994) follow this process in investigating the pattern 
of Mexican-American intermarriage, something which, as we have seen before, is one of the 
most cited variables influencing language maintenance and shift. Anderson and Saenz (1994), 
however, is not a study of language maintenance and shift but of intennarriage, and maybe this 
is why indexes of Spanish language maintenance were included as dependent variables. 
In this work, we will take the second position, that is, language use and language proficiency 
in Spanish will be used mainly as "dependent" variables, but there will be times in which these 
social variables will be used as independent variables to explain the distribution of other social 
variables. The way in which variables will be conceived and the statistical techniques to be used 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Chapter 2 
METHOD 
What ls written ls merely the dregs of experience. 
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Franz Kafka 
2.1. Data to be discussed. 
The data to be considered m the following chapters comes from four main sources: 
I. An Australia-wide survey distributed in 1994 through Spanish-speaking community 
organisations and Spanish-speaking newspapers. 
2. 64 open-ended interviews to members of the Spanish-speaking community in Canberra. 
3. Participant Observation of the Spanish-speaking community in Canberra. 
4. A systematic reading of the Spanish-speaking press in the period 1990-1996. 
The following sections will discuss the methodology used to collect data in the each of these 
sources, and additional sources of data not included in the previous headings. The general 
methodology of the study corresponds to mu!timethod research designs, along the lines of 
Brewer and Hunter (1989) and Weller and Romney (1988). However, the problem of language 
maintenance and shift not only requires a special intertwining of research methodologies, 
something which is shown clearly in the wide scope of the directions for research in the field 
discussed in section 1.1, but also an awareness of the methodological pitfalls brought into field 
notes, survey designs and interview questions by the theoretical assumptions of sociolinguistics, 
the sociology of language and social science in general. Such theoretical assumptions may 
systematically affect the data construction process, and in trying to avoid such pitfalls, works 
such as Williams (1987, 1992), Martin-Jones (1989), Foucault (1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1994), 
Cicourel (1976, 1981), Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) and Bourdieu (1977, l 990a, 1990b, 1993, 
1995) were extremely useful. 
2.2. The Survey. 
As mentioned before, the survey data to be discussed comes from an Australian-wide survey 
distributed in 1994. There were two versions of the questionnaire, a long version (the original 
questionnaire) and a short version which includes only a reduced number of questions, and 
which was sent as a follow-up questionnaire. The first version was published in the Spanish-
speaking nation-wide distributed newspapers The Spanish Herald, El Espaiiol en Australia and 
Noticias y Deportes and sent for distribution to 254 Spanish-speaking institutions around 
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Australia. The institutions to which the questionnaires were sent included sporting and cultural 
community groups, ethnic schools, Spanish-speaking churches of several denominations and 
Spanish-speaking welfare associations. The short version was published in the magazine Nuestra 
Gente en Queensland, and was sent as a follow-up to all the Spanish-speaking institutions to 
which the original questionnaire was sent. The second version was designed because several 
office holders of community organisations decided not to distribute the original questionnaires 
because too many people in the community felt that the questionnaire was "uncomfortable" with 
so many "personal" questions, and so it tried to get some of the "suspicious" people to provide 
at least a minimum of information about their use of Spanish. The objections and "suspicions" 
concerning the questionnaire also provided a great deal of sociological information about the 
community, which will be discussed in section 2.3 and 2.4. Besides, the second time the 
questionnaires were sent to the Spanish-speaking institutions, a form asking the perceived 
reasons for people's refusal to answer the questionnaire was sent along. The answers to this form 
confirmed that one of the main problems was the presence of too many personal questions. 
Another reason which was cited frequently was that the questionnaire was too long, and 
confusing for some informants, The relevance of personal infonnation for the study of language 
was also questioned several times in the forms. 
The type of questions included in the questionnaire were mainly factual questions about the 
individual. The questions covered personal information, such as sex, occupation, country of birth, 
time in Australia, postcode of residence, reasons for migrating, religion, composition of the 
household, country of birth of parents, grandparents, etc., attitudinal questions regarding the 
Spanish-speaking community and the Australian community in general, and questions on 
language use covering two generations before the individual and two generations after. Most of 
the questions tried to find objective or attitudinal measurements of factors affecting language 
maintenance and shift, as reviewed in Chapter l, Questions on language use represented more 
than 50% of the total number of questions in the long version, and more than 75% in the short 
one. The only "threatening" question in the long version was a question on political orientation 
included in the section covering reasons for migrating to Australia. The question was necessary 
to test the influence of the political situation in the homeland for different groups of individuals, 
a factor proposed by Clyne (1979), (shown in Table I.viii). This was the question against which 
some people "officially" reacted, as it triggered conspiratorial views of society and power. 
However, there was a wider range of reactions than this, which will be discussed in sections 2.3 
and 2.4, as the high number of "personal" questions was perceived as intrusive. A telephone 
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Figure 2.1. Survey Sample. Number of answers by Country of Birth, by Version of the 
Questionnaire. 
dealt with the topic of the actual benefit of the project for the community, the different 
community organisations, or Spanish-speakers in general, and the most frequent request was for 
help with the teaching of Spanish, and promoting greater broadcasting time in Spanish. 
There were 483 answers to the survey, of which 47 were discarded because they were too 
incomplete to be included, or because they did not fall into the definition of the target sample. 
Of the 436 answers included, 394 (90.4%) corresponded to the original questionnaire, that is the 
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Figure 2.3. Survey Sample. Level of education by sex. 
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research funds, which limited the number of copies sent to each institution. In the long version, 
a snow-ball type sample was used, as people were given the option to provide an address to 
which the number of copies of the questionnaire they specified would be sent. Almost a quarter 
of the answers (103) asked for additional copies to be sent for distribution. 
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 shows how the answers were distributed by country of birth and 
version of the questionnaire. Although some people could have been exposed only to one 
version, and consequently there was no possibility of making a choice between versions, it is 
significant that people born in El Salvador and Other Central American countries, who are 
recently arrived and come from countries in political turmoil, found the shorter version of the 
questionnaire more "acceptable•. This contrast with the 100% of answers to the long version of 
informants born in Australia, who, according to one "suspicious" informant who refused an 
interview, "do not know," and consequently "can happily answer everything". Another dimension 
which also influenced the likelihood of people's answering the questionnaire is level of formal 
education, which correspond to increased likelihood of exposure to the kind of instrument 
proposed, but also, and more importantly, with a predisposition to see the questionnaire as 
related to "culture". This will be further explored below, but for the time being we can note that 
the sample is more or less distributed among the different level of educations, as shown in 
Figure 2.3. The intersection of these three factors, that is, political turmoil which corresponds 
in some countries with state terrorism, and which justifies people's refusal to give personal 
information, recency of migration, which corresponds to awareness that institutions such as 
universities, which in some Spanish·speaking countries were controlled by the military, and 
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consequently participated in ideological witch-hunts, could be credited in Australia, and "cultural 
goodwill", largely determined the composition of the sample of survey answers to be analysed. 
There were other social variables which also influenced the likelihood of answering to the 
survey. These were present age, age of arrival and sex. Figure 2.5 shows the sample distribution 
according to present age, according to sex. It can be seen that the number of answers increases 
with age until the group of people aged between 46-55, which is the most frequent age group 
in the sample. From there, it decreases. At the same time, the proportion of males in the different 
age groups increases with age, as it is shown in Figure 2.7, This is signalling, on the one hand, 
the people who are more concerned about language matters, and who are supposed to deal with 
language matters. 
The predominance of women in the group of people aged less than 16 and people aged between 
17-24 shows that it is expected from women to answer something related to "language". 
Language is also associated with "culture", and this increases the probability of responses from 
women. To this, should be added the fact, encountered severnl times in the participant 
observation data, that in general daughters are expected to be more submissive in language 
matters than sons, ru1d to answer in Spanish, especially to the father. 
At the other extreme of the age groups, the predominance of men can be a by-product of more 
traditional role-models in couples where the man deals with the outside world, and consequently 
is the one who has the official version of language use in the family, but also the predominance 
of men can reflect a greater concern with language matters, especially if men have grandchildren 
with whom the use of Spanish is at stake, and they have not learnt English. At another level, the 
perceived "danger" of the questionnaire appear to be reduced with age, but it could also be a by-
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Figure 2.5. Survey Sample. Present Age by Sex. 
product of time of residence. Figure 2.4 shows that this should be the case for a great number 
of informants as the most frequent age of arrival in Australia is between 25-34. 
Figure 2.4 also shows that there is a predominance of women in the younger ages of arrival, 
which is likely not to be independent of the predominance of women in the younger age groups 
discussed above. In the same way, there is a slight predominance of men in the ages of arrival 
greater than 44 years old, which would correspond to the predominance of men discussed above. 
Whenever possible, interview and observation data was sought to fill in the "information" blanks 
which were produced by the probability of obtaining answers to the survey. The extent to which 
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Another dimension of the survey data which is of interest is membership of Spanish-speaking 
community organisations, as shown in Figure 2.6. The main reason for the publication of the 
survey in the Spanish-speaking press was to obtain infonnation on people who were not 
members of community organisations, as this was found to be an important social variable to 
be studied in the participant observation data. The combination of the publication of the 
questionnaire in the Spanish-speaking press, the snow-ball sample proposed, and the distribution 
of the questionnaire through Spanish-speaking community organisations resulted in very well 
balanced data in tenns of number of non-members, rank-and-file members and office holders in 
community organisations and in terms of sex within each of these categories. Other 
characteristics and limitations of the survey data will be discussed in the following chapters. 
Before leaving this section, we will briefly consider the kind of tools, statistical and other, which 
will be used to analyse the survey data. Most of the analysis will use very simple descriptive 
tools. Most of the variables to be analysed are nominal and ordinal social variables which have 
been reduced to discrete variables. Most of the attitudinal and language use variables are ordinal 
variables a> the questionnaire gathered this kind of data through scales. The kinds of 
relationships which are of interest among these social variables are of a very simple nature, as 
what is important is how values of a social variable correspond with values of other social 
variables, or more precisely, on the distribution of the matrix representing the relation between 
the variables. For instance, we would like to know the relationship between informants' country 
of birth and year of arrival in Australia. One way to look at this relationship is to look at the 




























































































































































































































































Table 2.i. Survey Data. Cross-tabulation of Informants' country of 
birth by year of arrival in Australia. 
A very simple way of examining the distribution for a pair of variables such as those in 
Table 2.i is by construing bars with the row or column percentages, as we did in Figure 2.2 and 
Figure 2.7 above. The projection of country of birth by year of arrival that is, the row 
percentages for each country of birth, are shown in Figure 2.8. This figure, however, privileges 
one possible point of view in Table 2.i, as it privileges the comparison between different 
countries of birth. If, however, a comparison between different periods is sought, the projection 
of the column percentages in Table 2.i should be preferred. 
There is also a way to look at the relative dimensions of the rows and columns of Table 2.i at 
the same time. The descriptive statistical technique is a particular case of multi-dimensional 
scaling called correspondence analysis. The mathematical foundations, and geometrical 
interpretation of the technique used in this work are based in Benzecri (1973), Greenacre (1984, 
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Figure 2.8. Survey Data. Country of birth by Year of Arrival. 
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Figure 2.9. Correspondence Analysis. Country of Birth by Year of Arrival. Variance Accounted 
in First Axis: 51.31%. Total Variance Accounted for: 76.11%. 
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analysis of Table 2.i is shown in Figure 2.9. Rows and columns are projected into the same 
space, bm the distance between columns and between rows gives a measure of how far the 
individual row or column profiles are from the expected frequencies of the table. There is no 
standard distance between row and columns but the overall distribution in the space allows for 
au interpretation of the major tendencies of the data. To interpret Figure 2.9, for instance, it is 
necessary to look first at how the axes divide the data. The horizontal axis in this case separates 
countries from which migrants come in waves that are concentrated in a particular period versus 
countries from which there has been different waves distributed along the considered periods. 
The vertical axis divides countries from which migration decreased in recent times from 
countries from which migration increased in recent times. The relative position of each country 
within the diagram signals the most significant characteristic of the country, allowing to interpret 
that migration from Spain is an old migration which has virtually stopped, and migration form 
Venezuela is a very recent migration which is increasing, an so on. The emphasis of the 
technique is that it allows an interpretation of the major tendencies and characteristics of the data 
in a relational way, as the meaning of one value of a social variable is given by the relative 
position of such value with respect to all the other values of the social variable. 
In some cases in which the variable to be analysed has three cases, a profile space based in 
percentages can also be projected into a triangular coordinate system, as we will see in section 
5.2. However, in most cases, we will not only consider variables with more than three values, 
but also how a group of variables behaves with respect to another variable, as in the case of 
social variables affecting, for instance, transmission of Spanish to children. This can be done by 
analysing each of the social variables which could influence the variable under study. Such a 
method, however, would be useful only when the number of social variables to be studied is 
limited, and we will nse it in some of the analyses in the following chapters. When there is a 
large number of social variables to be analysed, as in the case of language maintenance and shift, 
the analysis becomes confusing, and also very long. In such cases a particular arrangement of 
correspondence analysis based in multiway tables will be preferred in this work. Several 
variables will be placed in the rows, whereas the variable under examination will be placed as 
a column variable. This is not the only possible way to use correspondence analysis, as there are 
other variations of the technique called joint correspondence analysis and multiple 
correspondence analysis which can account for the relationship between the row variables 
themselves as well. However, the preferred way of using the technique here is the one which 
will be more suitable for our purposes in analysing the influence of a great number of social 
variables in language maintenance and shift in Chapter 8. In this chapter, the limits of the 
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method will also be discussed. 
Finally, it should be noted that data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics will be also 
extensively used throughout this work, mainly as a way of assessing, when possible, how 
distorted the survey data is with respect with the "true population" of Spanish-speakers analysed 
in Australian Census. One of the social variables to be used, especially in sections 4. L7, 5. l and 
7.3, is the percentage of people speaking Spanish by postcode according to the 1991 Census. 
This data is available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics to Australian universities on a CD-
ROM package called CLIB 9 l. A database containing percentages of people speaking Spanish 
and speaking English only in each postcode was constructed with this package, and then, using 
a lookup function, incorporated to the survey data, which asked for postcode of residence, as a 
way to measuring concentration of Spanish-speakers and speakers of languages other than 
English. A more detailed exposition of this data is found in section 5. l. 
2.2. The Interview Data. 
As mentioned before, 64 open-ended interviews to members of the Spanish-speaking community 
in Canberra were conducted. The method followed during the interviews was based on Douglas 
(1984) and McCraken (l 988), favouring open-ended long interviews. The interview sample 
consisted of 29 men and 35 women. The average length of the interviews was two hours and 
thirty minutes, the shortest one being eighty minutes and the longest one four hours and fifteen 
minutes. 46 people in the sample were born in the main Spanish-speaking countries that compose 
the Spanish-speaking population in Australia, that is, in Spain, Chile, Uruguay, Argentina and 
El Salvador. The rest of the sample was composed of people born in countries which are not so 
numerous in Australia, such as Colombia, Peru, Venezuela, Nicaragua, Mexico, etc., and of 
second generation Spanish-speakers born in Australia. Three Australian-born partners of Spanish-
speakers were also interviewed. The main purpose of the interviews were to be able to account 
for informants' perceptions of language maintenance and shift, and consequently a number of 
the questions were also found in the questionnaire. There were also several questions about the 
community, which provided very useful background infonnation. The interview sample was also 
consciously used to overcome limitations of the survey sample discussed above, and limitations 
of the participant observation data. 8 of the 10 informants born in Australia were males, to 
compensate for the lack of survey information on second generation males. In the same way, 
interviews were sought in factions of the community to which I did not have access through 
participant observation. A snow-ball sample was also used in the interviews. At the end of the 
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interview, people were asked to suggest other people to be interviewed. There were, especially 
after the publication of the survey in the Spanish-speaking press, several refusals of the 
interviews by people who could have provided a different view-point of the community. 
Fortunately, the interviews began before the publication of the survey, and consequently, some 
people who could had refused had already granted an interview. 
Finally, it is important to mention that of the 64 people interviewed, 37 had lived in a different 
city in Australia for more than three years before moving to Canberra. This makes the sample 
more representative of the situation in Australia as a whole, as except for the Northern Territory, 
the subjects lived in all the other Australian states. 
2.3 From Participant Observation to Participant Objectivation. 
The participant observation stage was initially conceived as an exploratory srage to construct the 
survey questions and understand the structure of the Spanish-speaking community in Canberra 
in order to identify and become acquainted with people who could be potentially interviewed, 
much in the spirit of Jorgensen (1989), Johnson (1975), Whyte and Whyte (1984), and Douglas 
(1976). The participant observation was made under the "cover" of being someone who was 
arrived to Canberra to make a PhD under a scholarship. I spoke openly about my interest in the 
community as an object of study when I was asked directly and explicitly about the topic of my 
thesis, that is, I did not conceal my identity, nor my interest. The first stage of the participant 
observation included attending all social events, dancing parties and social meetings held in 
Canberra between September 1993 and October 1994, when the survey was distributed and 
published in the Spanish-speaking press. Very soon after the publication and distribution of the 
survey, however, the potential advantages and disadvantages of the "inside" observer stopped 
being theoretical problems to became hard realities, as the survey provoked strong reactions in 
the community, polarising the field, and my position within it. 
As was mentioned before, at one level, the survey was seen as something which can be 
considered at the same time "cultural", that is appealing to the members of the community with 
more cultural capital and more "cultural goodwill", as is shown in the perception of the 
questionnaire by this cultural-driven professional : 
"Me llamaron por telefono para avisarme que algo que me iba a interesar habfa salido 
publicado en el peri6dico. Me parece muy bien que alguien haga un trabajo serio sobre el 
castellano" 
(A friend phoned me to tell me that something that was going to interest me has been 
published in the Spanish press. I am very glad that a study of Spanish is being done] 
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(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
This was not however the perception of people not belonging to the cultural classes, who 
perceived the questionnaire as "intrusive", as we will see below. 
At another level of opposition, which did not coincided exactly with attitudes toward "culture", 
the information asked was putting off people who, by their class ethos or political affiliation, do 
not like to be "investigated", or who see any objectivation as potentially dangerous for them. 
This is what I was told about how a left wing professional classified me: 
"Sin duda ese muchacho ha ido a una escuela militar, por el tipo de preguntas que hace" 
[Without any doubt, the guy who wrote the questions has military training, it is seen in the 
type of questions] 
(Participant Observation Data) 
The same report is found in the report of a left-wing labourer: 
"Yo no lo voy a contestar. Tiene demasiadas preguntas personales, y eso puede tener 
consecuencias overseas." 
[I am not going to answer it, it has too many personal questions which can have overseas 
consequences] 
(Participant Observation Data) 
However, not only left-wing people dislike being investigated. This is how a right-wing 
tradesperson classified me: 
"La verdad es que a mf el cuestionario me ha molestado, si hasta te preguntan donde naci6 
tu abuelito. Aparte, debe ser uno de esos zurdos intelectuales que quieren probar la 
supremacfa de la izquierda." 
[To tell the truth, I disliked the questionnaire, they even ask where your grandfather was 
born. Furthermore, this is for sure the work of a left-wing intellectual who wants to prove 
the superiority of left-wings] 
(Participant Observation Data) 
This "distrusting" predisposition was sometimes attenuated and sometimes reinforced by the fact 
that the questionnaire was perceived as belonging to the cultural classes. This is what I was told 
by a middle-class self-proclaimed left-wing technician when I was distributing the questionnaires 
at a party: 
"No te gastes repartiendole los cuestionarios a esos, que no les interesa nada de las cosas 
de la cultura." 
[Don't waste your time giving these people the questionnaires, They are not interested in 
anything related to culture] 
(Participant Observation Data) 
This would make it clear that classifications helped to classify the classifiers, which included 
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rethinking my own classifications, something which was very helpful for understanding the 
sociological dynamics of the Spanish-speaking community. In some environments, I gained 
prestige from the study, in others my presence produced fear or hostility. 
The participant observation stage substantially changed in focus after the distribution of the 
survey, as it allowed observation of another aspect of the field, the system of alliances and 
oppositions within the community. 'The distribution of the survey was helped by people who, 
according to the logic of the field as I conceived it at the time, should have been opposed to the 
survey, and also opposed by people who, according to the logic, should have supported it. The 
key to understanding this was the logic of the field itself, as in reality some people, especially 
leaders, but not only them, were using their "official" standing of approval of or opposition to 
the survey to foster their own agendas within the community. 
At another level, the renegotiation of my "identity" with several friends and acquaintances who 
supported or opposed the survey brought topics directly related into the survey to the 
conversation. In some cases, it brought in a lot of material on the survey topics or related areas 
to be discussed informally, which would not otherwise have come out as topics of conversation. 
In other cases, the opposition to the survey allowed the dropping of politeness or respect for the 
academic point of view, with remarks like "things are not this way" which opened new areas of 
thinking which would, in the absence of "conflict" have remained as "silences", given the 
potential weight of my "authorised" word in language matters. 
Finally, it allowed a reconversion of the participant observation stage to a "participant 
objectivation" stage, in the sense of Bourdieu and Waquant (1992: 253-255), as I had to avoid 
the risks of entering the game which polarised the field writing against those who opposed the 
survey, or who opposed me, that is, of using my position in academia and the community to 
wage community wars by other means. This meant to avoid the temptation to take a regal, 
objective, impartial stance which would tum this thesis and other writings about the community 
into weapons. This, of course, implied to make all possible efforts to break with my unconscious 
rejections and adhesions, and to tum such struggles in the field into a knowledge of these 
struggles. I hope that this will be reflected in the work·. 
Another aspect of the participant observation, which, unlike attendance at social events, began 
as a direct observation with no implicit cover, was the observation of classes in an ethnic school. 
* At least it is reflected in the refusal to enter the cycle of "study[ing] men as they were ants" (Levi 
Strauss 1966: 246), to sweep under the carpet of objectivism such a position, and to afterwards voice the 
guilt of such a stance in a Tristes Tropiques-like account of the difficulties of the research (Levi-Strauss, 
1973). In the case of this work, the difficulties of the research helped to refine the methodology of the 
research, and as such, they belong in the methodology section. 
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In the very early stages of the research, I asked permission to observe classes in the two ethnic 
schools which were operating in Canberra in 1993. One of them allowed me to observe the 
classes, and later offered me a position teaching Spanish to children, which I accepted and 
enjoyed until September 1995, when time pressures forced me to quit this teaching position. This 
was a very privileged position, not only because of the joy of helping children to became literate 
in Spanish, hut also because it allowed me to participate in the every-day working of the school 
and also to understand more about the process of conscious maintenance, and its limits'. 
2.5. Data from the Spanish-speaking press and other sources. 
Another important source of data was the Spanish-speaking press. The newspapers consulted 
were The Spanish Herald and El Espanol en Australia from January 1990 to May 1996, and 
Noticias y Depones from September 1993 to May 1996. Other publications consulted included 
the magazines Primera Plana, Hontanar, Nosotras, Convergencia and The Spanish Times, as 
well as several bulletins of Canberra-based community organisations. Apart from providing a 
very useful background knowledge of the issues discussed (and avoided) by the community, 
which will be evident in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the reading of the press provided a way of 
accessing information through the survey, as more than half of the data base of institutions to 
which the questionnaire was sent for distribution was compiled from the institution's addresses 
provided in the press. 
Another, more direct, source of infonnation were the letters sent to me, and letters to the editor 
published in the newspapers generated by the publication of a series of ten articles explaining 
the research questions of the thesis and the preliminary hypothesis I was working with, based 
on the analysis of the interviews. These articles were felt to be necessary in order to inform the 
community about the thesis after the polarisation of attitudes generated by the distribution of the 
survey. The articles were published in all three nation-wide distributed newspapers mentioned 
above. They generated a further polarisation in the field, but with less strong reactions, as, for 
most people who were hostile to the questionnaire because of conspiratorial views of society, 
the project hecame something associated with "culture" and consequently "harmless". The kind 
of information gathered in the letters was very much of the same kind as the information 
provided by the participant observation after the publication of the survey. Letters sent directly 
• It also allowed me to feel that my research was returning something to the community, as during 
my period as a teacher I developed a method for teaching initial literacy in Spanish to children who are 
already literate in English, which the school is still using. 
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to me where in general of a positive nature and provided several important lines of analysis, as 
they contain people's reflections on the thesis' "theoretical" problems without the "scholarly" 
attitude. Letters sent to the newspapers' editors and published there were mostly of a polemic 
nature, and also provided very good information, as some of the hypothesis were contested. 
Some of them were answered with letters to the editor which generated more letters. 
Another very important source of feedback data was a round table on the Spanish language I was 
asked to coordinate for a special edition of the Spanish radio program on community radio 2XX. 
The program was sponsored by the Embassy of Spain, and there were eighteen people, of 
different nationalities and ages, discussing the accuracy of the picture of language maintenance 
and shift for Spanish that I was presenting. The round table resulted in a one and a half hour 
program broadcast in December 1995, but also in three hours of very useful feedback and new 
data, as not only my explanations were discussed and contested, but also other's people replies 
were discussed and contested. Both the letters and the round table discussions were also very 
useful as they provided data which would not have come from any of the other methods, but 
also showed that there was a definite place for informants' reflections in the social sciences. 
2.6. Approaches to language maintenance and shift used in this work. 
As it will have become clear from the previous sections, this work will approach the phenomena 
of language maintenance and shift from several perspectives at the same time. In a broad 
prospective, the micro- and macro-level of analysis in the sense of Cicourel (1981) will invoked 
and contrasted to analyse and interpret the multiple sources of data. Special attention has been 
paid to the construction of units of analysis, a neglected issue in methodology studies (Bourdieu 
and Wacquant, 1992: 222-249). The units of analysis will be discussed when pertinent, as well 
as the possible limitations of the data. 
The survey data on the use of Spanish in several domains will be used as a guide through the 
work. Domains will be interpreted as "social institutions" in the sense of de Vries (1992: 215), 
and the fact that such institutional settings are vested with power, authority and control 
(Williams, 1987: 86) will be built into the model. This implies a departure from Fishman's 
(1964) conception of domains, as summarised in Direction I on page 4, as domains are 
conceived as "settings" in which the only important "social variable" lo be studied is the use of 
language, and study of this is carried out by linguistic means only. 
We will also depart from the study of domains which has became customary in sociolinguistics 
following Fishman (1964) at least in two other substantial ways. The first is related to the 
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assessment of bilingualism (and of mono!inguism in Spanish or English) by linguistic means. 
The data we will consider is self-assessment of frequency of use of Spanish, as well as self-
assessment of several other social characteristics of the infonnant. No linguistic (or sociological) 
reliance can be assured from such data unless we take account of the "social" position from 
which the assessment is made, as such assessments are intenningled with attitudes and also they 
vary from groups of individuals to groups of individuals. This does not mean that the data is 
invalid, or that no knowledge is possible. It is precisely because self-assessment varies with the 
position in society of individuals that something meaningful can be said about them. But to do 
so, the position from which the assessment is made has to be included in the model, and this 
often requires the analysis of a great amount of "sociological" data, that is, of the necessary 
background infonnation in order to assess that the supposed correlation between linguistic data 
and social data is not just the result of the influence of other variables which explain both. 
The second departure from (my interpretation of) Fishman's approach to language maintenance 
and shift based on domains is related to the way in which the correlation of reported use of 
Spanish (and other languages) with social variation will be carried out. This is a subtler point, 
which will become clearer in the analyses, but essentially it has to do with the implicit 
"dependence" of language use on social variation, without considering that language in itself is 
a social variable, as it was explored in section 1.4. This will be reflected in using the information 
on language use to explain social variation as well, that is, inverting the independent and 
dependent variables of traditional sociolinguistics beyond the pitfalls of the "language reflects 
society" hypothesis (Williams 1992: 230-232, Cameron, 1990). It is as important to know "who 
speaks what language to whom and when" (Fishman, 1965b; 67) as to understand the social 
circumstances and conditions of possibility in which and by virtue of which languages are used, 
and the perceptions of the speakers of such languages. 
Most of the chapters will begin with a characterisation of the use of Spanish in a domain or 
group of domains, will study the social conditions of possibility for the use of Spanish in such 
domains, and will end drawing consequences for language maintenance and shift from the 
content of the chapter. Chapter 3 will provide background information on the Australian setting 
and the historical antecedents of the Spanish-speaking community in Australia. It will also 
provide an overview of the domains to be considered in the following chapters. Chapter 4 will 
examine the use of Spanish at home, in relatives' homes and in friends' homes, that is, in 
intimate settings. It will also discuss the ways in which language maintenance and shift will be 
measured and the limitations of such measurement. Chapter 5 will study the influence of 
demographic concentration of Spanish-speakers in the use of Spanish in all the domains studied. 
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It will also provide an account of the influence of the Australian social environment on the use 
and transmission of Spanish. Chapter 6 will examine the use of Spanish in community-related 
settings, which include Spanish-speaking community organisations, dancing parties, bars, practice 
of sports and religion. It will also examine the influence of conscious maintenance efforts such 
as sending children to attend community-based and other Spanish classes. Chapter 7 will 
examine the use of Spanish at work. Finally, Chapter 8 will provide an overview of the issues 
raised in the rest of the chapters, and will provide an interpretation of the "factors" affecting 
language maintenance and shift in the Spanish-speaking community. The issues raised in Chapter 
I regarding the methodological status of factors, and the consequences for a model for language 
maintenance and shift will be re-examined taking into consideration the findings of this thesis. 
Two issues require consideration before beginning with the data analysis. The first one is the 
theoretical framework which has influenced this work. Several authors, and especially Pierre 
Bourdieu (1977, 1984, l 990a, l 990b, 1995) and Glyn Williams (l 987, 1992), will be cited 
throughout the work. This does not mean, however, that the work has followed or combined 
these authors' theories, as what precisely characterises both authors is their "theoretical vigilance" 
about the limits of other theories. Their influence has been considerable but at the meta-
theoretical level, that is, as guides of what not to do when constructing the data and the analysis 
of this thesis. 
The second issue that merits consideration is the in-built self-reflection on the limits of the data 
that is analysed. I hope that the previous chapter and the previous sections in this chapter have 
shown that a methodological reflection on the limits of the data to be analysed is a need and not 
a luxury in the construction of a scientific object in the social sciences, as it provides invaluable 
information on additional sources for improving the construction. This is the sense in which self-
reflection on the limits of the data has been used in this thesis, in spite of the fact that it could 
be misinterpreted as a limitation on the quality of the work when compared with other studies 
where such limitations has been swept under the carpet by backward research "design" adapted 
to "results", sophisticated statistical analysis which blur conceptual limitations of the data 
construction, careless comparison with "similar" studies, or citation of "authorities" in the field. 
The extent toward which the attempt to exercise a "theoretical vigilance" on the construction of 
the arguments of the thesis has been successful, however, should be evaluated in the text. 
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Chapter 3 
THE SPANISH LANGUAGE IN AUSTRALIA 
This chapter will consider some historical antecedenrn of the Spanish·speaking community in 
Australia. A brief section on the Spanish language worldwide and another on the historical 
evolution of Australian policies relating to migrants, especially the evolution of multiculturalism 
as an ideology, precede this historical account of the Spanish·speaking community. These three 
sections will provide background information that will be useful for the analysis of language use 
and language maintenance and shift of Spanish in Australia in the following chapters. An 
introduction to the domains of use of Spanish in Australia will close this chapter. This section 
will provide the main divisions for the examination of language use of Spanish in Australia, and 
a justification for such a division. 
3.1. The Spanish Language Worldwide. 
Spanish is the official language of one European country, Spain, and 19 countries in Central 
America and South America, all former Spanish colonies. Spanish is also widely spoken in other 
former Spanish colonies such as parts of the United States in North America, the Sahara and 
Equatorial Guinea in 
A fr i ca and the ..-------------------------~ 
Philippines. Spanish is 
the fourth language in 
the world in terms of 
number of speakers, 
with over 330 million 
speakers. Table 3.i 
shows the distribution, 
in terms of estimated 
number of speakers, of 
Spanish worldwide. 
Spanish has a great 
number of different 
varieties or dialects, 
which include regional 
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12. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
13. BOLIVIA 
14. EL SALVADOR 
15. HONDURAS 
16. PARAGUAY 
17. PUERTO RICO 
18. URUGUAY 
19. NICARAGUA 
20. COSTA RICA 
21. PHILIPPINES 
22. PANAMA 

























dialects of Spain (Alvar, Table 3.1 The Spanish Language Worldwide. Source: "SI, SPAIN" 
(1995). World Wide Web Site. Embassy of Spain in Canada. 
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1962) and national and regional varieties in Central America and South America (Kany, 1945; 
Alonso, l 967; Fontanela de Weinberg, 1992). A great amount of scholarly work has been 
devoted to classifying these varieties and to establishing the historical, demographic and social 
causes for this variation (Lipsky, 1994: Part I; Lapesa, 1981). 
Spanish also has language academies in charge of writing grammars and dictionaries and 
consequently of officially admitting or excluding words, idioms, syntactic constructions, etc. 
Most of these academies are composed of literary-oriented members, elected on literary or 
literary critic merit (Thompson, 1991: 57), who base their judgment on the usage of words and 
syntactic structures upon the appearance or non-appearance of such words or linguistic features 
consecrated literary works, usually from the literary generation preceding that of the members. 
In fact, in Argentina and Uruguay these academies are called Academia Nacional de las Letras 
(National Literary Academy). The most important and prestigious academy is the Real Academia 
de la Lengua Espanola (Royal Academy of the Spanish Language) in Madrid, to which all 
national academies in Central America and South America, as well as in the United States and 
Philippines elect delegates (Lipsky, 1994: 137). These academies have not always been 
integrated as is now the case. After the independence of the South American and Central 
American countries, national academies decided on language matters without the tutorial 
supervision of the Royal Academy, and even stopped calling the language Spanish, following 
a general political mood of rejection of the Spanish rulers. [n fact there was an intent to create 
a Latin American academy in Bogota in 1825, called the Academy of the Latin American 
Language (Thompson, 1992: 55). The polemic nature of the name of the language is older than 
the independence of Latin American countries, which only gave it another dimension. It dates 
from the fifteenth century, as the language was named Castilian then, and some non-Castilians, 
especially from Andalucfa and Arag6n, began calling it Spanish, a name which did not exclude 
them. After independence, some Latin American countries preferred Castilian, or even neutral 
names such as "the national language" because of the rejection of the former imperial power of 
Spain mentioned above (Alonso 1968). This rejection was shaped by the subsequent division of 
the former administrative Spanish colonies into different countries, and the emergence of 
nationalism (Bushney and Macaulay, 1988: 3-55). 
Apart from the official norms and measurements of correct usage coded by the academies, and 
the polemic name of the language, there is, at a supra-national level, a tendency to conceive the 
best usage of Spanish as a phonetic correspondence between spelling and pronunciation (Lipsky, 
1994: 139), and at the national level in each country, or at the regional level in several regions 
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of Spanish and South America, the tendency of associating the correct usage of Spanish with the 
usage of a particular city, often the capital city of the country or region (Lipsky, 1994: 137). 
This pattern of different norms in different countries and regions is the key aspect of the 
definition of a pluricentric language (Kloss, 1978; Clyne, 1992: I). However, the notion of 
pluricentric languages is one that also compromises power (Clyne, 1992: 455-465). In the case 
of Spanish, it has been argued that, in spite of the "original heartland" prestige of the Spanish 
variety from Spain (Clyne, 1992: 455), Spanish is a pluricentric language, and in general, 
speakers of Central American and South American varieties of Spanish are not intimidated by 
the prestige of the "original heartland" variety (Thompson, 1992: 61-66). 
The existence of regulatory institutions such as the language academies, the polemic on the name 
of the language, and the status of Spanish as a pluricentric language are not devoid of social 
effects as the former provides a norm of purism in linguistic matters which will be used in 
different forms according to the educational (and one may even say literary) capital of Spanish 
speakers, and the latter two provide a system of oppositions and alliances which are actualised 
each time the language is referred to, especially in encounters of Spanish-speakers from different 
nationalities (Garcfa and Weller, 1985: 112-113). We will explore the social consequences of the 
status of the language in section 4.4, where we will examine the influence of nationalism, and 
in section 6.3, were we will investigate the influence of children's attendance at Spanish classes. 
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3.2. The setting. Australian migration policies. From Assimilationism to Multiculturalism. 
Australia's becoming a nation in 190 l, through the federation of the British colonies which today 
form the states of New South Wales, Victoria. Tasmania, Queensland, Western Australia and 
South Australia, is indissolubly linked to the subsequent migration policy of Australia, as one 
of the principal factors for federation was the demand for a white Australia in the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century (Encel, 1971: 32-34; Lowenstein and Loh, 1978: 4-6; Markey, 
1982: 118-122; McQueen, 1986). One of the first legislative acts of the Federal parliament of 
Australia after its constitution in 1901 was the Immigration Restriction Act, more well known 
as the "White Australia Policy" (Clark, 1987: 196-198). 
To understand why this was so, we have to kuow that the discovery of gold in Australia in the 
1950's brought gold-miners from all over the world, including the Chinese (Clark, 1987: 119-
139). A series of discriminatory measures restricting Chinese activities in the goldfields followed, 
but they became stronger when Chinese people showed signs of upward mobility or economic 
advancement (Bullivant, 1984: 39). These restricting measures, however, were different in each 
state, and were perceived as not strong enough, as some of the Chinese could land in one colony 
and then move to another if the conditions of their trade were restricted. Another group which 
was feared was the growing population of Pacific Islanders brought as slaves or semi-slaves to 
work in the sugar cane fields in the tropical regions of today's state of Queensland. These people 
were brought in as there were no tariff barriers to protect the colonies from products of other 
colonies of the British Empire, and the sugar industry could not compete with other colonies 
which produced sugar using slave labour, such as South Africa. The presence of the islanders 
aroused criticism from philanthropists, but also from the white working class (Clark, 1987: 167). 
In addition to the fear of coloured labour, two other factors brought Federation to Australia. The 
first was defence, that is fear of aggression from other colonial powers such as Gem1any and 
France, and of invasion of Asian people in general (Clark, 1987: 184). The second was economic 
interest. In the case of industrialists, Federation meant protectionist tariffs against cheap overseas 
goods and, in the case of white Australian labour class, it meant protection from the lower floor 
in salaries introduced by the cheap foreign labour (Markey, 1982: 118). 
Unlike the independence of South American and Central American countries where self-
determination was gained on the battlefields and republican constitutions were written based on 
the anti-royalist notions of popular sovereignty and natural rights associated with the French 
revolution {Bushney and Macaulay, 1988: 56), the federation of the Australian colonies was a 
peaceful and civilised affair, and rejection of imperial interference from Britain can be found in 
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only one of the factions favouring independence. Federation was approved in the House of 
Commons in London, and, on the day of the inauguration of the Commonwealth of Australia, 
imperial troops marched and congratulatory messages from the Queen and the British 
Government were read (Clark, 1987: 190-193). In general the links with the imperial power were 
made even stronger. All major government institutions were modelled on British lines, and a 
strong sentimental attachment to Britain continued (Bullivant 1984: 42-43). Even today, the 
symbolic head of state is the Queen of England, and the Union Jack flies over the Australian 
Parliament House. This was, of course, both the concretisation of a genuine desire for 
independence on the part of the colonies, which had been active since 1820 and had found a way 
to be concretised by the peaceful transition led by loyalists to the Crown (Clark, 1987: l 02-115) 
and an outcome of Britain's political need to avoid repeating the historical failure of losing 
symbolic command over former colonies, as had been the case with the independence of the 
United States. Federation also gave birth to one of the most pervasive Australian myths, which 
proclaims that Australia is an egalitarian society, devoid of the class differences which 
characterise Britain (Bullivant, 1984: 43; Clark, 1987: 193; Connell and Irving, 1977: 34-36). 
In contrast to the Chinese, European migrants received a more tolerant treatment until federation. 
There was a laissez1aire policy regarding the non-English press and the teaching of non-English 
languages in schools, conducting religious services and establishing religious schools in 
languages other than English. The main European languages at the time were Irish, German, 
Gaelic, Welsh, French, the Scandinavian languages, and Italian. This also changed near 
federation, with colonies' Education Acts declaring monolingual English schools mainstream, and 
a growing sentiment linking English monolingualism with loyalty to the Crown or to Australia., 
and use of foreign languages with anti-British Empire or anti-Australian attitudes (Clyne 1991; 
6-12). This came from all sides of politics. After Federation, the Anglo-Australian Establishment 
further strengthened the identification with the British Empire, and enforced a policy of 
exclusion of non-English-speaking Australians. There was a policy which was aimed at 
restricting migration of A~ian and Pacific Islanders. The Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 
declared a prohibited immigrant anyone who failed to pass a dictation test in a European 
language. The test had been introduced before in some of the colonies, and could also be 
administered to any immigrant who had resided in Australia less than five years, and the 
immigrant could be deported if the test was failed (Yarwood, 1958; Clark, 1987: 198; Jupp 
1988: 976). As the language in which the test was administered was the immigration officer's 
choice, this test was also used to deport political activists, communists, anarchists, etc. In 1903, 
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those who could not be deported were denied the right to apply for naturalisation and forbidden 
to bring their wives and children to the country (Jopp, 1988: 976). As this piece of legislation 
could not be used to deport Pacific Islanders who were brought to Australia for the Queensland 
plantations, a Pacific Island Labourers Act was also passed through the new federal parliament, 
stating that they should be deported after 1906. However, the progressive need for cheap labour 
created by the deportation of Pacific Islanders brought "white" European migrants to the cane 
fields (Clark, 1987: 198; Saunders, 1982). Notwithstanding the above stated pieces of legislation, 
Australian Aborigines continued to pose a problem for the white working class. Aborigines have 
been decimated from circa 300,000 at the time of white settlement to 95,000 in the first federal 
census of 1901 (Clark, 1987: 198). Aborigines could not be deported, but they were confined 
to reserves and were dealt with in several pieces of state and federal legislation forbidding those 
not confined from working, voting, receiving a pension, etc. (Clark, 1987: 198-199). Finally, 
during l 905 and 1906, when the systematic deportation of Pacific Islanders began, the 
Immigration League of Australia was fonned to promote migration from Great Britain, which 
was boosted by the Premier's conference of 1906, deciding to promote migration of Britons and 
"snow white" Northern Europeans with assisted passage. Other Europeans who wanted to come 
were allowed into the country, but did not receive such assistance. This policy was maintained 
(with some interruptions) until 1950 (Jupp, 1988: 976-977; Markey, 1982: 118; Price, 1994: 7). 
With the outbreak of World War I, more than 400,000 Australian soldiers joined the imperial 
forces, under British command. Against this background, World War I only furthered the 
exclusionist and xenophobic policy already set by Federation. A War Precautions Act required 
the registration and control of "enemy aliens" and the internment of several thousand residents 
of German origin. State Education Acts banned the use of languages other than English, 
prohibited publications in German, forced religious schools, mainly German Lutheran schools, 
to close, and even affected French-English bilingual schools catering for daughters of the Anglo-
Australian Establishment (Clyne, 1992: 12-13). As migrant assimilation became official policy, 
monolingualism became a "patriotic religion", as to use another language was consider disloyal. 
The "white" European migrants in Queensland's cane fields rioted when they were treated as the 
former slave labourers had been (Saunders, 1978). Later when they became economically 
successful, white Anglo-Australians rioted because of migrants' presence (Wilton and Bosworth, 
1984: 3). They were subject to discrimination from all sectors of Australian society, and were 
accused of "lack of assimilation" (Henderson, 1978). During this time also an "Aborigines' 
Protection Board", which administered the reserves mentioned above, removed children from 
their families for compulsory apprenticeships and training as domestic servants, wiping out a 
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great proportion of the then surviving Aboriginal languages (Jupp, 1988: 976). 
Australia again sent troops to join the imperial forces of Great Britain in World War IL This 
time, however, Australia experienced a threat to its own soil when the Japanese bombarded 
Darwin in the Northern Territory and Broome in Western Australia. This put into motion a 
perceived need among politicians for Australia to increase its population as quickly as possible 
on defence grounds, establishing a policy of mass migration to counterbalance the peril of Asia's 
masses in a sort of Darwinian struggle (Wilton and Bosword, 1984: 7-16; Clark, 1987: 250-251). 
The internment of "enemy aliens" was repeated again in World War II, which this time included 
German and Italians, most of them anti-Nazi and anti-Fascist. World War II also led to the 
arrival of war refugees as migrants, but not without a promise that for each "foreign" migrant 
ten migrants from the United Kingdom would be brought in (Clark, 1987: 250). As Great Britain 
was engaged in its own reconstruction after the war, it soon become clear that such promises 
could not be met. In 1947 Polish and Baltic displaced persons were allowed into Australia. In 
1948, an assisted passage agreement for migrants from Malta was concluded. This was followed 
by similar agreements with the Netherlands and Italy in 1951, with West Germany, Austria and 
Greece in 1952, with Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries in 1954, and Spain in 1958. 
The contradiction between the need for migrants and xenophobic sentiments strengthened by the 
war was reflected in both the reluctant elasticity of Immigration officers' assessment of the 
desirability of particular migrant nationalities excluded by the White Australia Policy, and the 
intolerance of such migrants by the Australian population in general, and even by Immigration 
officers. The response to this contradiction was the adaptation of the assimilation policy already 
in operation to receive a massive migrant population, which between 1947 and 1951 was over 
460,000, with more than 55% from non-English-speaking backgrounds (Wilton and Bosworth, 
1984: 13-14). A national organisation called the Good Neighbour Movement was created to 
assist migrants to adapt to Australia. The organisation was extremely paternalistic, preached 
hard-line assimilation under a do-goading disguise and was founded by the Department of 
Immigration (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 174-180). Apart from "good neighbours", the general 
perceptions held by politicians and writers of the period was also that migrants should feel lucky 
to be in Australia, conceiving the migrant program as generous toward migrants. The first 
analytical study of the migration program suggested, however, that it was a "coldly calculated 
drive ... to draft workers to Australia" (Jupp, 1966: 8; cited in Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 8). 
Also, as early as 1968, Zubrzycki was suggesting that ethnicity was related to socioeconomic 
status and that the mass arrival of migrants was fostering an upward mobility for the white 
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Australian working class (Zubrzycki, 1974: 38-39). This, unsurprisingly, coincided with the 
expansion of heavy industrial complexes and the undertaking of major building projects based 
on immigrant labour and a tenacious refusal from Australian professional associations to 
recognise foreign qualifications, which forced most qualified migrants to take labourers jobs and 
helped to raise white Anglo-Australian workers to supervisory positions (Wilton and Bosworth, 
1984: 80-103). Apart from the "social advancement" produced by the redistribution of the "dirty 
work" to migrant labourers (O'Malley, 1978), the introduction of social welfare legislation 
between l 946 and 1949 (Clark, 1987: 253-254), even if attributable to other causes (Watts, 
1982), could also have contributed to easing the traditional fear of foreign labour among the 
white Australian working class. 
As the intake of post-war migrants continued to be very high, reaching one million in I 955, new 
measures to find a remedy to the perceived low British intake were put into operation. The most 
important of these measures was the "Bring out a Briton" scheme, on which, as the minister for 
immigration in 1957 was happy to announce, the Department of Immigration spent three times 
the money spent to bring nationals from 38 other countries (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 27). 
From the late I 940's to the late l 960's, one of the most noticeable and consequently combated 
signs of "foreignness" was language. Good neighbours and teachers advised migrant parents to 
speak English only with their children, regardless of their proficiency in the language. Students 
were consciously allocated to mixed classes to avoid the peril of the use of a foreign language 
among them. All this was a result of perceiving the assimilation of children as a crucial test for 
the immigration program. In other areas, public animosity de facto forbid communication in 
foreign languages in public places. The foreign language press had to send copies to security 
agencies and the Department of Immigration, and were perceived as maintaining unassimilable 
migrant enclaves (Ozolins, 1993: 36-78). Interpreting and translation services were almost non-
existent and communication often depended on migrants' children or relatives who knew some 
English. Television was an exclusively English medium and laws dating from World War I 
precluded more than 2.5 percent of transmission time in foreign languages and all 
announcements had to be repeated in English (Clyne, 1992: 15-18; Ozolins, 1993: 36-78). 
Between the mid-I 960's and early l 970's, the ancient fortress of racist Australia began, slowly, 
to fall. By this time it was clear that the assimilationist policy was not producing the desired 
effect. However there was also a mounting pressure from migrant groups, which had grown both 
in numbers and organisation, for a change of policy in the recognition of their qualifications, 
languages, and other needs, and also for a change in their treatment by Australian authorities and 
Australians in general. The response of the Australian authorities in the mid·l960's was an 
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ideology of integration, which ideally required the Australian government and the Anglo-
Australian people to ease the pressure on migrants to conform to the British model of society, 
so migrants could make a contribution to Australian society without abandoning their cultures. 
A Committee on Overseas Professional Qualifications was established, the Department of 
Immigration began a grants-in-aid program to facilitate the employment of bilingual community 
welfare workers in community agencies, the then existing 15 year period of residence for non-
European migrants to be eligible for citizenship was reduced to 5 years, adult English as a 
Second Language (ESL) classes recognising the need of different levels of English on arrival 
began to be conceived as possible, and migrant organisations were being recognised as legitimate 
interlocutors for government bodies for the first time. The education system, however, apart from 
the introduction of special ESL classes for migrant children, and some rhetoric and cosmetic 
changes, did not make many concessions to the needs of migrant children (Ozolins, 1993: 79-
108; Bullivant 1984: 54-57). The ideological changes of this period, however, also should be 
seen in the light of the shifting patterns of Australia's industrialisation, which, at this stage of 
structural change, required more skilled migrants, and perceived that Australia was not as 
attractive as before because of changes in the world migration market, which followed European 
reconstruction and the end ofMacarthysm in the United States (Fagan, McKay and Linge, 1981: 
38). 
At the end of 1972 an Australian Labour Party government led by Gough Whitlam came to 
power, setting an ambitious, social-democratic plan of social reform. Among the first measures 
of this government were the dismantling of the White Australia Policy, the establishment of a 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and the setting up of an Aboriginal Land Rights Commission. 
Whitlam's Minister for Immigration, Al Grassby, was the first Australian politician able to 
successfully transform ethnic attributes into political capital. Although Grassby was not ethnic, 
he had wandered the world with his family, and was able to speak Italian and Spanish. Targeting 
the migrant population, he gained his seat in parliament from districts with a predominance of 
Mediterranean migrants. Grassby dressed for the part, and embraced what were then considered 
"ethnic" attitudes, such as introducing wine to the parliamentary bar. But Whitlam, too, appealed 
to migrants, as he had the characteristics of a European politician. He was charismatic, intensely 
nationalistic, sophisticated and intellectual (a liability for a significant proportion of the 
Australian electorate). Besides, Whitlam was determined to fight for "enlightening" ideals of 
liberty, equality and fraternity, which were common to a great proportion of non-British 
migrants, and which gave a new symbolic place in Australia to all those who, even if not 
attracted by these characteristics, were being oppressed by the structural and official 
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discrimination of Australian society (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 33 and 181-182; Clark, 1987: 
277; Ozolins, 1993: 109-110). 
A flood of measures followed, attempting to dismantle the old Australia. On the external front, 
the government announced a more independent (less British compliant) stance in international 
affairs, ended Australian support for and participation in the Vietnam war, and recognised the 
Government of the People's Republic of China. On the internal front no less dramatic symbolic 
changes were proposed. The potential contribution of migrnnts to Australian society, and the 
view that migrant children could benefit from instruction in their mother tongue were stressed 
by Grassby. The 2.5% limit on total foreign language broadcasting time was lifted, the first 
television program using materials in languages other than English was established, a telephone 
interpreter service was put into operation and a Task Force to look at settlement problems was 
created to examine the areas of education, language services, medical, legal, welfare and 
industrial issues. On the economic front the implementation of a universal health insurance 
system was proposed and rejected in the Senate, spending in education and teacher's training 
grew rapidly and university fees were abolished. 
As expected, such proposed changes mobilised all the conservative forces in Australian society, 
who resented the symbolic menace as much as the minor redistribution of wealth: They launched 
a vilification campaign, and boycotted such measures using all their influence. A double 
dissolution of the House of representatives and the Senate followed in 1974. Grassby lost his 
seat, and Labour returned to power with a minority in the Senate. On the economic front, 
measures were taken to prevent North American and Japanese companies from controlling the 
mineral resources of Australia. As a consequence of the resistance to change by the economically 
powerful, and the increasing offer of better deals for multinational companies in other countries, 
where they were offered cheap and docile labour, investment declined, inflation grew, and 
unemployment increased. Occupational restrictions were imposed on the entry of migrants other 
than immediate, dependent relatives of Australian permanent residents and refugees. Even against 
this seemingly chaotic backdrop, a Racial Discrimination Act, prohibiting discrimination on the 
grounds of race, colour, descent or ethnic origin was passed by the federal parliament, ethnic 
radio began in Melbourne and Sydney, Ethnic Communities Councils were organised by 
migrants, and a School Commission issued a report promoting migrant and multicultural 
education and shifting away from the education framework of segregation. All this activity was 
frozen in October 1975, when the Senate, with a Liberal majority, blocked supply, trying to 
force an election. After one month without compromise, the Government-General, representative 
of the Queen in Australia, used his power to appoint and dismiss ministers, and summarily 
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dismissed the Whitlam government (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 34 and 181-182; Clark, 1987: 
278-285; Ozolins, 1993: 110-155; Fagan, McKay and Linge, 1981: 37). 
The Whitlarn government set the stage for a formidable development of migrant targeting in 
Australian political rhetoric. Even the most assimilationist and anti-foreign politicians had to pay 
lip service to migrant issues, and attacks on migrants, which were politically profitable only a 
few years before, now meant the offender wa5 held accountable. Language questions were 
included in the 1976 Census to collect data for language planners. The Australian Ethnic Affairs 
Council was established in 1977, as well as the National Accreditation Authority for Translators 
and Interpreters. Also on the verge of the 1977 elections, both parties promised "ethnic 
television", which was later renamed multilingual television and later multicultural television, 
in its initial pilot broadcasting in 1979. 
Multicultural Australia, a vague concept, was adapted officially on the recommendation of the 
Review of Post-Arrival Programs and Services to Migrants, more well known as the Galbally 
Report (Australian Government, 1978). The Report maintained that policy should favour social 
coherence against ethnic conflict, stressed the value of ethnic identity which did not compromise 
the democratic identity of the society or was not prevalent at the expense of society at large, and 
tried to establish policies to overcome the disadvantage of those who arrived to Australia without 
an adequate knowledge of English, mainly through the funding of ESL classes for children and 
adults. The Report also recommended the extension of ethnic radio and introduction of 
multicultural television, facilities for civil servants to learn or improve foreign language 
competence, printing of social welfare information in languages other than English, the 
expansion of the Telephone Interpreter Service and the establishment of an additional Health 
Interpreter Service, the provision of financial aid for ethnic self-help schemes, and the 
establishment of an Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs to engage in research and policy 
and to give expert advice to the government. Multiculturalism, as conceived by the Galbally 
Report, was later accommodated to and attacked by all ideologies, but its more tangible and 
immediate achievements were undoubtedly the creation of a new ethnic-oriented bureaucracy. 
Good Neighbour Councils were disbanded because of the withdrawal of public funds. Ethnic 
Community Councils and migrant-based self-help schemes were given funds, including ethnic 
schools and other ethnic-oriented Saturday schools. In State schools, however, the allocation of 
resources and the implementation of initiatives depended on the particular situation of each 
school, in terms of the proportion of non-English speaking background children and of the 
attitudes of schools principals, for at the State level there was a decentralised decision-making 
system which gave each school flexibility in the implementation of curriculum and policies. 
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(Ozolins, 1993: 150-205; Clyne, 1991: 213-216; Bullivant, 1984: 57-71). 
In terms of immigration policies, there has been substantial change in post-Whitlam times. The 
occupational restrictions on migrant intake introduced by the Whitlam government was 
implemented through a modified version of the Canadian point system. This system consisted 
in allocating points for education, language, skill and so on, admitting all those who reached or 
surpassed an allocated number of points, and were cleared in security and health checks. The aim 
of the point test was to allow people from non-European backgrounds to compete for entry into 
Australia on the same basis as those from European backgrounds. The Liberal government 
modified the point system in 1978, with a more complex system called Numerical Migrant 
Assessment Scheme. The number of migrants admitted could be varied by changing the points 
required or by slowing down the processing. The most significant change was in the increase 
of the point weight of English proficiency required to qualify, on the grounds that ability to 
speak English is a major factor in successful settlement, and the favouring of specific 
occupations and pre-arranged employment, on the grounds that immigration should not increase 
unemployment. Family reunion migrants were exempted from having to comply with the Engfo;h 
ability and occupational demands in 1981. Another migrant category which did not have to 
comply with these point requirements was refugees. 
In 1976 Vietnamese "boat people", that is people who sailed in precarious ships to Australia, 
arrived in Darwin, initiating a series of reconsiderations of immigration laws regarding refugees, 
and a Determination of Refugee Status Committee was established. Refugees were built into the 
migration program, up to 22% of the total settler intake, mainly because pressure was made by 
other countries who received boat people, such as Malaysia and Indonesia, who threatened with 
refuelling and resupplying all boats and sending them on to Australia's north coast if Australia 
refused to share the intake of refugees. Later, in 1981, a Special Humanitarian Program was 
established for the entry of quasi-refugees, who were defined as people who technically would 
not qualify for refugee status, were in conditions of great hardship and required special 
treatment. 
All these migration policy changes, especially in the case of migrants who were evaluated on 
occupational grounds, have to be seen in the context of the redistribution of employment patterns 
in Australia, with a severe decline in manufacturing jobs and a significant increase of jobs in 
various forms of community service. The latter category did not only increase because of the 
changes in the employment pattern of people catering for migrants, but also because of an 
increase in a larger social phenomena. The aged, the invalid, widows, the unemployed and 
temporarily sick, single parents, the handicapped and ex-psychiatric patients were returned to 
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society from state-administered institutions after 1975, providing clients for non-government 
charitable and social welfare institutions, which received more state funding. This was shown 
to be cheaper for government. In this context, the funding of self-help migrant institutions 
provided for the return of migrants to society, the other form of social deviance. (Price, 1994; 
Jupp, 1988: 978; Fagan, McKay and Linge, 1981: 38-41; Conley, 1982: 293-299; Graycar and 
Jamrozik:, 1989: 154; Pascoe, 1979). 
The late 1970's were also the years in which the push for a national policy on languages began 
to be coordinated. Language teachers, linguists, Aboriginal, ethnic and deaf groups submitted 
to the Prime Minister a request for the need of a coordinated national policy (Ozolins, 1993: 
213-225). This resulted in a Senate enquiry in 1982 which received some 230 submissions from 
a variety of groups ranging from major government departments and the Confederation of 
Australian Industry to small groups and individuals. The enquiry reflected long standing issues 
in Australia's ideology about language, from the Committee's initial clarification that such a 
policy "would not devaluate English as Australia's national language" and "would not benefit 
only segments of the community" (Ozolins, 1993: 219). The Confederation of Australian 
Industries stressed the need of ensuring English fluency throughout the workforce, while the 
Anglo-Keltic Society delegate repeated old assimilationist slogans like the danger that bilinguals 
would speak both languages poorly. This contrasted with the vigorous and sometimes overly 
optimistic proposals of linguists, language teachers and language activists (Ozolins, 1993: 220-
242). The end result (Senate, 1983) had four major, wide, goals: English for all, maintaining 
indigenous and community languages, language services and learning of second languages. 
Furthennore, there were few practical guidelines for implementation of the goals proposed. The 
publication of the Committee report in 1984 (Senate, 1984), however, provoked few reactions, 
as it was too conservative and the moderate and general proposals were behind policy initiatives 
which had already been implemented in some Australian states. After a period of consultation 
and subsequent stagnation, the Minister for Education, who was given the task of drafting 
implementation strategies, appointed Joseph Lo Bianco, an applied linguist and instigator of the 
state of Victoria's language policy, as a consultant. Lo Bianco redrafted the report supporting the 
goals of the Senate enquiry, but including a stronger emphasis on education and maintenance 
issues, and with a series of more specific recommendations for policy, including budgetary 
issues. The report has as its title National Policy on Languages (Lo Bianco, 1987). The specific 
details of the policy, as well as its political significance has been discussed by Ozolins (1993, 
242-249) and Clyne (1991, 213-245). For our purposes it is important to highlight that it defined 
a group of languages in the educational context as "languages of wider teaching", languages 
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which were targeted to be included in major curriculum and teacher training projects, that would 
lead schools, which are still decentralised with respect to curriculum implementation, to choose 
languages that have a systemic support. The languages of wider teaching proposed were Standard 
Chinese, Indonesian, Japanese, French, German, Italian, Modern Greek, Arabic and Spanish. The 
implementation of the teaching of these languages, however, in spite of the substantial provision 
of funds and the creation of the National Language Institute of Australia in 1989, still depended 
on state and individual schools initiatives, and on redefinitions and re-interpretations by the 
different government authorities. 
The J 980's also corresponded with a reshaping of the migration selection process. In 1984 an 
Occupational Shares System of immigrant selection was announced, followed by reviews in 1987 
and 1988. The overall effect of these rearrangements, which retained the points system referred 
to above, was to give prominence to family sponsored migration over skill migration. In skill 
migration, only highly skilled, professional migrant' with a very good knowledge of English in 
certain occupational categories required in Australia were allowed to enter. Also, a new category, 
concessional family, which is assessed as skill migration with the point test but includes 
additional points for family relations in Australia, was created. The migration program still 
provided for refugee migration. The recession of the 1990's however, tightened immigration 
requirements even further, as no preferred occupation was nominated by the Department of 
Immigration, and there were increasing requirements which limit family reunion migration and 
refugee migration. 
Most of these developments coincided with an ongoing decrease in manufacturing jobs and the 
increase of service, wholesale and retail jobs referred to above. Also, several other factors in the 
global economy made an impact on the increase of unemployment, and lead to the appearance 
of long term unemployment as a social feature of Australia. Those most affected by these 
structural changes are migrants from non-English-speaking backgrounds, in spite of the fact that 
recently arrived migrants were now more highly skilled than ever before in Australia 
immigration history. Present trends indicate that there is an over representation of people from 
non-English-speaking backgrounds in manufacturing jobs, whereas in the service industry, they 
are under-represented. All these macro-economic phenomena are associated with the prevalence 
of economic rationalist policies, which have even affected language policy, as there has been a 
shift to see languages as a resource, especially to promote exports and tourism, with a preference 
for Asian languages. (Kipp, Clyne and Pawels, l 995: 6-25; Price 1994, 12-17; Stone, Morales 
and Cortes, 1995: 6·7; Brooks and Williams, 1995: 1-5). 
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3.3. The Spanish-speaking community in Australia. Historical Background. 
This section will provide a brief historical description of the patterns of arrival of the main 
national groups which compose the Spanish-speaking community. Additional characterisations 
of the community will be found in the following chapters. 
The first national group to come to Australia was the Spaniards. During the first decade of the 
twentieth century, the expulsion of Pacific Islanders in Queensland set the conditions for a 
reduced chain migration of Catalans and Ba,ques to cane-cutting districts, establishing the first 
settlement of Spanish nationals in Australia. Between 1910 and 1925 some of them used their 
savings to acquire properties for sugar cultivation and, once established, sponsored relatives, 
friends, friend's friends, etc. Several hundred Basques and Catalans arrived in Australia in this 
fashion. One family alone is reported to have sponsored more than 700 people. This chain 
migration came to an end because of restrictions in Australian immigration policies regarding 
Southern Europeans in 1928, and the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936, and, as a result, 
some settlers went back to Spain to take part in the war, along with a group of Australians who 
enrolled in the International Brigades, defying the neutral stance taken by the Australian 
government. During and immediately after the Spanish Civil War, which lasted until 1939, some 
refugees fleeing the country came to Australia, but most Spanish refugees went to France and 
South and Central America. During the two decades after the Civil War, over 600,000 Spaniards 
moved abroad. Most of them emigrated to escape poverty and hunger under the Franco 
dictatorship, which either resulted from their position in the social scale or from their, or their 
parents' political convictions as there was a structural discrimination which did not allow 
Republican supporters to have access to employment or education. Common destinations were 
Western Europe and South and Central America. 
After World War II, the Austrnlian sugar industry experienced a labour crisis as few Australians, 
including returned soldiers or established migrants, were willing to undertake this type of 
seasonal employment. Sugar growers were allowed, under a special agreement, to recruit directly 
from Europe, mainly in Italy. However, Basque sugar growers recruited from the Basque country 
and other growers followed suit, as Basques and Spaniards in general were considered well 
suited for sugar-growing. As a result, around 5,000 Spanish nationals entered Australia, more 
than half of whom were Basques. The agreement was extended to other occupations, culminating 
with the agreement of assisted passages with the Spanish government of I 958, referred to on 
page 76. 
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Spanish migration gradually increased, reaching l,800 people in 1961-62 and a peak of 4,500 
people in 1962-1963 when it was interrupted by the Franco dictatorship, on the grounds of 
employment problems in Australia, which was a reality, but also because emigration was 
producing a shortage of labour for Spanish industrialisation. 
Restricted assisted passages were resumed in 1968, but the fast growth of the Spanish economy 
between 1960 and 1970 made the flux of migrants less dramatic than in the first stage. If this 
interruption had not have taken place, given the massive migration abroad and to the Spanish 
cities of the Spanish rural population in the mid l 960's, the Spanish-born community in Australia 
today would have been as important numerically as the Greek or Italian communities. By 1966 
there were 11,000 Spanish-born in Australia, and there were almost 15,000 by 1971. Most of 
these were unskilled and semi-skilled workers, the type of migrants required at this time in 
Australia. There was also a significant proportion of people whose main reason to migrate was 
political, even if they came as "economic" migrants. As most of the migrants were young, 
unmarried males, and Australian officials feared they would not settle permanently, groups of 
single Spanish women were brought to Australia. Migrant's perceptions, however, were that the 
migration was a transitory one. They aimed to save enough in order to come back to Spain with 
capital, or else they were simply waiting for Franco's death, which happened in 1975. Spanish 
migration continued until the early 1980's, with a significant decrease during the time in which 
the Whitlam government reduced the migration intake. In 1982, the Minister for Immigration 
expressed concern over the high number of Spanish applicants for migration who were not able 
to qualify under the new point system, mainly because of difficulties in recognising their 
previous training in trades and work experience. 
The mid-! 970's and early l 980's, however, were also years of massive return migration to Spain, 
both for political reasons, as there was now a democracy and many former republican exiles 
returned, and for economic reasons, as the Spanish economy continued to grow. By the time 
Spain joined the European Community in 1986, migration to Australia was almost non-existent, 
and some return migration to Spain of former Spanish migrants had already taken place. The 
return of democracy in Spain also brought important changes for the Spanish-born community 
in Australia. In response to insistent community requests, the Spanish government sent 
parliamentary delegations to Australia in 1980 and 1982, which resulted in the implementation 
of Spanish classes, which will be reviewed in section 6.3, and also in social security agreements 
between the Australian and Spanish governments. These agreements allowed Spanish migrants 
to have social security benefits paid in any of the two countries, and as such theoretically 
allowed retired people to return to live in Spain and still receive Australian benefits. Of course, 
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this is the theory; many migrants in this situation stayed in Australia due to their children's 
refusal to return. (Douglass, 1988; Cortes, 1988, Grassby, 1983: 50-54; Morales, 1994; Garcia 
and Palomo 1986: 50-52; Carr, 1980: 155-178; Kaminskas, 1972: l-5) 
From the early 1970's onwards South Americans began to come in significant numbers. These 
were mainly migrants from Chile, Uruguay and Argentina, but also from other South American 
countries. This migration is still in progress, that is, it has not stopped as did the Spaniards' 
migration, except for fluctuations due to Australian migratory policies. The only exceptions to 
this continuous flux of migrants are Uruguayaos and Ecuadorans, whose numbers did not 
changed significantly between 1986 and 199 I (See Table 3.ii and Table 3.iii below). For South 
American migrants there are a variety of reasons for migration and also a variety of skill 
qualifications. Contrary to community belief, most of South American migrants come to 
Australia because of economic and personal reasons, that is as independent migrants, and not 
because of political reasons (See Valverde 1994, pages 90..92 for a more detailed explanation). 
However, political and historical changes in Latin America are strongly associated with the 
history of South American migration to Australia, and we will review this briefly. 
Pre-1970 migration from South America, was, as in general migration to Australia, determined 
by the White Australia Policy. During the gold rush, when the policy was not in operation, there 
were some Chilean gold-diggers who came from California, where there was a significant 
Chilean presence during the North American gold-rushes of the l 840's. Apart from other isolated 
South Americans, there was no significant presence of people born in the region after Federation, 
with the exception of people born in Argentina and Paraguay, most of whom were British 
subjects, and who arrived and were registered in pre-1960 censuses. There was considerable 
British investment in Argentina in the first half of the twentieth century, and a sizeable British 
population consisting of investors and British company employees. Traditionally they had not 
assimilated to the Argentinian mainstream even after several generations in Argentina. They 
maintained British citizenship, spoke English at home and sent their children to private schools 
similar to those in England. 
In the case of Paraguay, they were separately included in very early censuses because there was 
a late nineteenth century migration of Australians to Paraguay, seeking to establish a utopian 
society based on socialist ideals. Some of them returned with children born in Paraguay. 
(Schneider 1988: 296; Anderson, 1979: 55-67; Souter, 1988). 
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After World War II, several circumstances initially tended to keep migration from South 
America low. Apart from the White Australia Policy, which classified people from Latin 
America in categories such as Southern Europeans, or as mixed races or non-Europeans, and 
consequently excluded them, migration was made difficult by the high cost of travel between 
Australia and South America, and also by the cost of travel to the very few Australian missions 
in South America, to satisfy the requirement of an interview with Australian officials before a 
visa could be granted. 
There were, however, some migrants in which Australia was interested. These were Northern 
European refugees who had been relocated in South America, mainly in Argentina, Uruguay and 
Chile, by the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, the same institution through 
which most of the assisted passages schemes for European migration to Australia were arranged. 
In addition, in these three countries there were important North European migrant communities, 
who had migrated to these countries from the I 860's. As Australia did not want to be accused 
of disrupting migration to Latin America, they imposed the condition that any Northern 
European wanting to migrate to Australia from Latin America should be assisted to do so only 
after five years of residence in Latin America. In 1962, the opening of the Australian Embassy 
in Buenos Aires led to the beginning of migration by non-British South Americans. The opening 
of both this embassy, and the Australian Embassy in Santiago de Chile in 1968, was prompted 
by trade missions who reported a reservoir of untapped skills for Australian needs in Latin 
America, and the perceived dissatisfaction of Northern Europeans migrants to South America, 
most of whom had already resided there for five years. When the Special Passage Assistance 
Program was initiated in 1967 to bring in the more skilled workers and tradespersons needed at 
the time by Australian industries, it was made available to South Americans, but it was restricted 
to British Europeans in Central America and Mexico, as there was concern over the 
predominance of mixed races in this region. In 1968, Australia's first immigration officer to 
South America took office in the Australian Embassy in Buenos Aires to develop a flow of 
migrdllts from Argentina, Uruguay and Chile. The Australian Trade Mission in Peru also began 
conducting interviews with potential applicants. In the early I 970's Lan-Chile Airlines opened 
the Santiago to Tahiti route, reducing the cost of travel to Australia. These events, plus 
newspaper articles publicising Australia, and political changes in the region, initiated a large flow 
of migration from South America, making it a prevalent source of migrants to Australia during 
the 1970's. (Anderson, 1979: 68-75; Wolf and Patriarca, 1991: Devoto, 1992: 7-48; Panettieri, 
1970; 131-136) 
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Country 1971 Census 1981 Census 1986 Census 1991 Census 
Chile 3,691 13,963 18,733 24,154 
Argentina 1,757 8,138 9,198 10,663 
Uruguay 1,880 9,278 9,593 9,690 
Spain 14,629 15,127 16,278 14,785 
Table 3.ii. Main Spanish-speaking Birthplaces according to the 1971, 1981, 1986 and 1991 
Census. Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, CLIB 91 CD-ROM Time Series and Anderson 
(1979). 
Table 3.ii shows the evolution of the most numerous national groups composing the Spanish-
speaking community. We can sec that whereas the number of Spaniards bas remained more or 
less constant since 1971, the number of South American migrants has grown considerably since 
the l 970's. Table 3.ii, however, only considers people born in these countries, disregarding 
another important characteristic of migration from South America, the high number of Europeans 
who re-migrated to Australia after migration to South America. In early periods of this 
migration, especially in the case of Argentina, the main interest of the White Australia Policy 
in the Southern cone countries, to bring North European migrants settled there, was stressed. 
Around 21 % of settlers coming from Argentina between 1970 and 1974 did not bold Argentinian 
citizenship, but rather a European citizenship. The figure was 12% for all migrants arriving from 
South America in the same period, but this did not include children of these migrants born in 
South America. This trend did not change after the abolition of the White Australia Policy. 18% 
of people who reported Argentina as country of last residence between 1975 and 1985 were not 
Argentina-born. These people are called thru-migrants by Anderson ( 1979: 427-444 ), and we will 
briefly explore their situation in section 4.1.3. 
Argentinian and Uruguayan migration has increased steadily since 1968. Most of these migrants 
were technicians, tradespeople and professionals who emigrated when economic conditions in 
Argentina and Uruguay sharply deteriorated in the mid I 960's and l 970's. In both countries there 
was a period during the late !960's and early 1970's in which guerrilla groups were active in the 
country, and this in tum gave ideological justification for the army to break democratic rule in 
order to "save" the country from communist infiltration and the depredation of corrupt 
politicians. The result was, however, an increase in corruption and widespread human rights 
violations in the form of state terrorism, and further decline in the economy. Economic decline 
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increased after the restoration of democracy in the mid l 980's, and the pattern of widespread 
emigration, especially to Europe and the United States, became a characteristic of these countries 
which had been recipients of migrants until the late I 950's. Migration to Australia decreased 
mainly because of Australia's reduction in migrant intake. (Moraes-Goreki, 1988; Lukas, 1988; 
Anderson, 1979: 45-46; Gunson, Thompson and Chamberlain, 1989: 235-237) 
In the case of Chileans, there were four main waves of migrants. Until 1970 Chilean migration 
was mixed, composed of skilled workers and technicians with assisted passage, and of business 
managers and professionals without such assistance. Some Northern European migrants who had 
settled in Chile for more than five years also migrated under the assisted passage scheme. The 
election of Salvador Allende in September 1970 began the second wave of Chilean migration, 
with a notable increase in the proportion of business managers and other members of Chile's 
bourgeoisie among the migrants. Most were educated, with some knowledge of English and 
some arrived with capital. Unlike later migrants, they did not choose to live in areas with a high 
migrant concentration. 
Allende's government was a socialist one, and introduced land reforms, the nationalisation of 
banks, stock exchange and basic resources, and import and export controls. There was also a 
progressive political polarisation between the right and the left and also within the different 
factions of the left. Aided by the United States government and United States corporations whose 
interests in Chile were affected by Allende's measures, the Chilean army staged a coup on 
September 1973. Allende died defending the presidential palace. In the two years immediately 
after the coup, around 3.000 Chileans, mainly left wing supporters who fled the country to save 
their lives, came to Australia. This coincided with the Whitlam government, which allowed some 
of them to enter as refugees. Since this time, there has been a very high rate of applications to 
migrate from Chile, around 4,000 applications a month, as political and economic factors 
coincide to produce a sharp demand for entry into Australia In spite of this, the number of 
Chileans migrating to Australia declined in the early l 980's, as the modified point test and 
reduction of immigration intake affected Chilean migration at the time. However, under 
community pressure, the Special Humanitarian Program was extended to Chileans, with 3,081 
entering under the program between 1982 and 1992. In addition, as for the rest of South 
American countries, relatives of people already settled in Australia form an important part of 
recent Chilean migration. (Schneider, 1988; Gunson, TI1ompson and Chamberlain, 1989: 5; 
Anderson, 1979: 71-73; Valverde, 1994: 90-91; BIMPR, 1995; Kay, 1987: 203; Horne, 1990: 
13-244) 
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El Salvador Peru Colombia Ecuador Mexico 
1986 Census 2,103 2,323 l,687 1,006 678 
1991 Census 8,830 3,813 2,269 1,103 836 
Table 3.ili. Selected Birthplaces. Changes from 1986 to 1991 Census. Source: Australian Bureau 
of Statistics. 1986 and 1991 Census. 
In the mid 1980's, under the Refugee and Special Humanitarian Program, Salvadorans (and also 
Nicaraguans and some Guatemalans) began to arrive in Australia in large numbers. The flow 
began in 1983 when the government of El Salvador asked the Australian government to resettle 
ex-political prisoners who had been given permission to leave the country under amnesty. There 
was at the time a civil war in El Salvador. Subsequently, the number of Salvadorans in 
Australian grew considerably, as shown in Table 3.iii. Salvadorans did not only arrive directly 
from El Salvador, as there were also other Salvadoran refugees who had been in countries such 
as Mexico and Costa Rica and who arrived under the same program or as sponsored relatives 
of previous Salvadoran migrants. Salvadorans are the only Spanish-speaking national community 
which came predominantly as refugees. They represent 60% of the Spanish-speaking population 
which came as refugees between 1982 and 1992. The other countries from which an significant 
number of refugees came during these years are Chile (28% of Spanish-speakers arrived as 
refugees between 1982 and 1992) and Nicaragua (6%). ln numerical terms, Salvadorans are the 
fifth most numerous Spanish-speaking national group today. However, the recent end of the civil 
war in El Salvador allowed some people to go back, and considerably reduced the arrival of 
Salvadorans, as migration from El Salvador decreased 90% from the intake level in 1991-92. 
(Adler 1988d; Valverde, 1994: 91; Kipp, Clyne and Pauwels, 1995: 23). 
Table 3.iii also shows that the number of migrants from Peru, Colombia and Mexico began to 
grow in the mid-late 1980's, whereas the number of Ecuadorians has remained almost constant 
in this period. Migration from these countries was restricted by the White Australia Policy before 
1974, as Australian officials were very concerned with the "mix of races" to be found there. In 
reality, what concerned them was the existence of a substantial part of the population being of 
mestizo descent, that is, of Spanish and American Indian origin. This was clearly more prevalent 
in Central America and Mexico, and consequently there were more restrictions on migration 
from this countries. In the case of Peru, there was, before 1974, a strong dominance of single 
females among the arrivals from this country. The concern with racial mix was waived in the 
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case of Peruvian females because Australia needed single females to counterbalance the single 
males who had migrated to the country, but it was not relinquished in the case of males or 
families. After 1974 migrants from all countries were allowed to apply on the same basis as 
independent migrants. The stress on family reunion migration since the l 980's however, made 
the growth of already numerous national communities easier, unless there were special 
circumstances as in the case of Salvadorans. Also, the refinements of the point system 
considerably shaped the type of migrants allowed to enter the country if they do not enter as 
refugees or on family grounds. They are highly skilled, mostly professionals with a good 
knowledge of English. This is the case of most Venezuelans, who are not shown in Table 3.iii. 
In the l 990's there has been an increase in the number of Venezuelans following the sharp 
deterioration of the Venezuelan economy. Al; there were very few Venezuelans in Australia 
before the 1990's who could claim relatives for family reunion migration, most of these arrivals 
are highly skilled migrants, as in general are most of the Spanish-speakers who arrived in the 
J990's as independent migrants. (Adler 1988a; Adler 1988b; Adler 1988c; Anderson, 1979: 74; 
Internal Australian Second 
Rank Rank Generation (Rank in (Rank in Countflof Number (At least one Spanish- Australia Bir parent born in 
speaking Birthplace country 
community) irroups) mentioned) 
1 26 Chile 24042 7.137 
2 39 Soain 14.474 11.280 
3 44 Ari:tentina 10.575 4.397 
4 45 Urmruav 9.583 3.542 
5 53 EI Salvador 8.726 740 
6 67 Peru 3.765 n.a. 
7 77 Colombia 2.134 n.a. 
8 87 Ecuador 1.085 n.a. 
9 97 Mexico 805 n.a. 
10 99 Nicara a 678 n.a. 
I I 10' I Total I 75,867 I 27,096 
*=Rank in Australian Birthplace groups if taken as a single community. 
Table 3.iv. Top Spanish-speaking Birthplace Groups in Australia. Source: Bureau ofimmigration 
& Population Research. News Release dated 4/3/94: "Top 100 Birthplace Groups in Australia". 
I 
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Valverde, 1991: 93). 
Table 3.iv shows the ten most numerous national groups which compose the Spanish-speaking 
community according to the 1991 Census. As we can see, no national group by itself ranks very 
high in the Australian rank of Birthplace groups. However, if we consider the community as a 
whole, it ranks tenth in the Australian Birthplace groups (Anstralian Bureau of Statistics, l 991 b) 
(which includes Australia and Great Britain) and it also ranks seventh within the groups 
reporting to speak languages other than English at home in the 1991 Census (Kipp, Clyne and 
Pauwels, 1995: 26). We should also note that the different periods of arrival of all these national 
groups are clearly reflected in the relative sizes of the second generation. 
When we look at the languages spoken at home by people born in the main Spanish-speaking 
countries, as shown in Table 3.v, we see that a very high proportion of them speak Spanish at 
home. Patterns that we have mentioned before, such as the proportion of thru-migrants among 
the people who arrived from Argentina, and patterns that we will explore in the next chapter, 
such as the influence of mixed marriages, all contribute to the use of Spanish and other 
Other Olher ~ol Spanish English Italian European Langua Slaled TOTAL Total% Languages ges 
Spain 11,493 2,384 380 193 114 152 14,716 17.56% 
Argentina 8,6S6 i,132 514 103 164 77 10,656 12.72% 
Chlle 22,369 1,478 100 56 54 136 24,193 28.87% 
Colombia 1,719 310 6 15 36 28 2,114 2.52% 
Peru 3,250 445 32 32 18 24 3,801 4.54% 
Uruguay 8,802 627 124 26 15 65 9,659 11.53% 
(Jfller South 2,379 1,37S 120 165 16(1 55 4,254 5.00% 
-El Salvador 8,528 112 6 3 9 82 8,7411 10.43% 
Other Central 
America& 1,701 367 12 36 37 65 2,218 2.65% 
Mexico 
Caribbean 321i 2,B48 9 115 107 40 3,445 4.11% 
TOTAL 611,233 11,078 1,303 744 714 724 83,796 100.00% 
Total% 82.62% 13.22% 1.55% o.89% 0.85% 0.66% 100.00% 
Table 3.v. Language Used at home for selected countries of birth and regions. Adapted from 
MCLIB 1991. Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1991 Census. 
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Figure 3.1. Correspondence Analysis. Language Used at home for selected countries of binh and 
regions. Source: ABS. 1991 Census. Diagram corresponds to Table 3.v. 
languages shown in Table 3.v. It can be seen that people who were born in the Caribbean 
countries are mostly speakers of other languages, and that in the category Other South America 
there is a significant proportion of people who use other languages, an indication that people 
born in the Guyanas are also included in this group. The use of Italian is significant for people 
who were born in Spain, Argentina and Uruguay. In the case of Argentina and Uruguay this is 
due to the high proportion of people of Italian descent in both countries. In the case of the 
Spanish-born this is due to the strong contact with the Italian community experienced by this 
community. A very significant proportion of Spaniards learnt Italian because of their contact 
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with Italian speakers at work (Kaminskas, 1972: 251). 
Figure 3.1 shows a correspondence analysis of the data in Table 3.v. The diagram allows us to 
see the correlations between rows and columns in Table 3.v. There is an opposition between the 
use of Spanish and English along the horizontal axis, and a opposition between using English 
and Spanish and using other languages along the vertical axis. Use of Italian and other languages 
in the case of people born in Argentina, Spain and Uruguay is shown by the relative position 
of these countries in the direction of other languages. Also, the predominance of English among 
people bom in the Caribbean region and the importance of the use of other languages in the 
global category "Other South America" are highlighted by the position of the Caribbean 
countries in the direction of English and the Other South American category in the direction of 
Other Languages. 
Country Males Females Total % 
Chile 10,680 11,355 22,035 25.55% 
Australia 6,464 6,385 12,849 14.90% 
Spain 5,997 5,457 11,454 13.28% 
Uruguay 4,229 4,532 8,761 10.16% 
Argentina 4,197 4,353 8,550 9.91% 
El Salvador 3,941 4,166 8,107 9.40% 
Peru 1,376 1,813 3,189 3.70% 
Colombia 756 937 1,693 1.96% 
Philippines 488 654 1,142 1.32% 
cuador 493 453 946 1.10% 
Italy 448 316 764 0.89% 
Nica.-agua 330 366 696 0.81% 
England 282 240 522 0.61% 
Mexico 203 316 519 0.60% 
USA 257 207 464 0.54% 
Cuba 145 133 278 0.32% 
Other Countries 2,148 2,116 4,264 4.94% 
Total 42,434 43,799 86,233 100.00% 
Table 3.vi. Main Birthplaces of People reporting to speak Spanish at home. Source: Spanish 
Language Profile. Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
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When considering only people who reported to speak Spanish at home in the 1991 Census, the 
phenomena of mixed marriages and thru-migrants is shown from a different angle, as there are 
some people who were born in non-Spanish speaking countries and who report speaking Spanish 
at home, as shown in Table 3.vi. We can see that the second largest group to report speaking 
Spanish at home is the one composed of people born in Australia. This includes mainly the 
second generation, but also some Australian partners of Spanish-speakers. The reverse of the 
previous situation is more likely to be the case for England-born and USA-born people reporting 
speaking Spanish at home. Most of these will be partners of Spanish-speakers who have decided 
to speak Spanish at home, and some will be children of Spanish-speakers who were born in 
these countries before migrating to Australia. In the case of Italy there will also be mixed cases 
of partners of Spanish-speakers and thru-migrants, especially to countries such as Argentina and 
Uruguay, 
The most significant group which has not been mentioned before is the Philippines-born, The 
Philippines had been a Spanish colony until 1896, when, during the war between Spain and the 
Unites States, it became an United States colony until its independence in 1946. Many of the 
Philippines-born claiming to speak Spanish at home came from Hispanic families who 
maintained Spanish in the Philippines, even when the language of public administration and 
education had shifted to English under the United States rule. Some of them have even 
maintained Spanish nationality under Spanish law, and send their children to the Spanish classes 
organised by the Spanish government mentioned above, and have integrated into the Spanish 
community. (Pertierra and Wall, 1988; Valverde, 1991: 87) 











Figure 3.2. Spanish Use by Birthplace. Source: Spanish Language Profile. Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 1991 Census. 
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The relative proportions of all the groups of people born in non-Spanish-speaking countries is 
shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that eight percent of people who report speaking Spanish 
at home were born in countries other than Spain, Latin America and Australia. This is almost 
as much as the percentage of people born in Peru, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela and other 
Latin American countries. 
We will end this section by looking at the distribution of Spanish-speakers in Australia. 
Table 3. vii shows the distribution of Spanish-speakers by state. It can be seen that New South 
Wales and Victoria are the states which host the majority of Spanish-speakers. The proportion 
of the total population is higher in the Australian Capital Territory, being near 1 % of the 
population. 
Table 3.viii shows the distribution of Spanish-speakers by Census Statistical Region according 
to the 1991 Census. These are regions which divide big cities into geographical areas, but also 
include rural areas outside the big cities. All regions in which there is a concentration of 
Spanish-speakers are urban areas within Australia's big cities. It can be seen that the Fairfield-
Liverpool area in Sydney hosts more than one fifth of all the Spanish-speaking population of 
New South Wales. The reasons for this concentration in the Fairfield-Liverpool area is similar 
to that for all other concentrations of Spanish-speakers and in general of migrant concentration 
Persons Speaking Spanish % of State 
State Males Females Total Population 
New South Wales 22,582 23,412 45,994 0.87 
Victoria 11,084 11,289 22,373 0.57 
Queensland 3,494 3,553 7,047 0.26 
South Australia 1,404 1,595 2,999 0.23 
Western Australia 2,285 2,332 4,617 0.32 
Tasmania 192 216 408 0.10 
Northern Territory 208 178 386 0.24 
Australian Capital 1,187 l,275 2,462 0.95 
Territory 
Total 42,436 43,850 86,286 0.62 
Table 3.vii. Distribution of Spanish-speaking Population by State. Source: Australian Bureau of 
Statistics. 1991 Census. 
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Persons Persons Persons Persons speaking 
Statistical Region State speaking speaking speaking English Total Spanish - English Persons Spanish Prop% only only -Prop% 
Fairfield· Liverpool NSW 12,483 5.0 !18,133 47.2 250,317 
Inner Sydney NSW 5,312 2.1 144,989 58.6 247,510 
Inner Wes tern Sydney NSW 2,137 1.5 77,280 55.4 139,615 
South Eastern Melbourne Vic 4,214 1.5 204,852 71.5 286,609 
Outer Western Melbourne Vic 6,201 1.5 258,281 60.5 426,877 
Outer South Western NSW 2,478 L4 143,587 83.9 171,068 Sydney 
Eastern Suburbs NSW 3,069 l.4 148,869 69.9 213,079 
Central Western Sydney NSW 3,0ll 1.2 153,976 63.8 241,405 
Canterbury-Bankstown NSW 2,888 LI 138,221 52.6 262,737 
Inner Melbourne Vic 2,287 LI 138,429 64.2 215,712 
Blacktown-Baulkham Hills NSW 3,117 1.0 229,520 76.9 298,642 
Illawarra NSW 3,035 1.0 262,526 84.4 311,059 
Australian Capital ACT 2,462 l.O 215,770 83.6 258,033 Territory 
North Western Melbourne Vic 2,0ll 0.9 120,929 56.6 213,769 
St George-Sutherland NSW 2,537 0.7 269,537 76.3 353,491 
South West Metropolitan WA 1,232 0.6 173,861 83.8 207,574 
Lower Northern Sydney NSW 1,375 0.6 185,655 76.l 244,010 
Table 3.viii. People Speaking Spanish at Home by Statistical Region. Source: Australian Bureau 
of Statistics. 
in Australia. Historically, major migrant reception hostels and industries requiring migrant labour 
were placed in these areas. This is shown in the concentration of migrants evidence-0 by the 
proportion of people speaking English only at home in Table 3.viii. In the case of the Fairfield 
area, there were two major hostels in the area, the Fairfield and Cabramatta hostels, and also, 
it was (and still is) an area with a concentration of Italian-speakers at the time in which 
Spaniards and South Americans began to settle in the area. Also, this area was on the fringe of 
Sydney in the 1970's, where new houses were being constructed on a large scale. (Anderson, 
1979: 123-127; Hugo, 1995: 16-19; Special Supplement on Fairfield, El Espanol en Australia, 
2613191: 16-23) We will look in more detail at the concentration of Spanish-speakers in Chapter 
6. 
We will tum now to an overview of the domains of use of Spanish in Australia, initiating the 
analysis of the survey data. 
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3.4. Domains of t'se of Spanish in Australia. Overview. 
In the following chapters we will consider i the use of Spanish in several domains of language 
usage. Before doing so, we will briefly consider in this section the classification of such 
domains. The data to be considered comes from the answers to the question "How much Spanish 
do you use in the following settings?", where the settings proposed in the questionnaire are: At 
Home, At Relatives' Home, At Friends' Home, Club/Community Organisations, Bar, At Parties, 
At Work, When Shopping, When Practising Sports, With Doctor/In other health settings, At 
Church/With Religious Groups, With Neighbours, With Lawyer, and At Hairdresser. 
Figure 3.3 compares the proportions of answers reporting that Spanish is used frequently or 
always in the different domains proposed in the questionnaire. As expected, the more "intimate" 
domains (Home, Relatives' Home and Friends' Home) are the ones in which Spanish is used 
most. As well, we can see that those domains in which it is natural to expect a congregation of 
Spanish-speakers, such as Community Organisations and Parties, are the ones that follow the 
intimate domains in having a relatively frequent use of Spanish. Also, the Religious domain is 
one in which the predominant use of Spanish is of some importance. The rest of the domains 
show a low proportion of people speaking predominantly Spanish. 
Apart from these proposed domains, people were asked to specify (up to four) other settings in 
which Spanish was used, The three other settings most often mentioned are: 
a) Informal social settings, such as social meetings, restaurants, buses, trains, on the street in 
Fairfield, cafes, supermarkets, fishing, etc. 






Percentage of cases where use oi Spanish ls frequent or higher 
:Figure 3.3. Percentage of cases reporting frequent use of Spanish or higher. 
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b) Community-related social settings, such as dancing classes, women's groups, cultural 
activities, shows, official meetings in consulates or embassies, with social workers, etc.; as well 
as special shops or services performed by Spanish-speakers (mechanics, accountant, dentist, etc.). 
c) Educational-related settings, such as schools, ethnic or Saturday schools, breaks in English 
classes at TAFE, libraries, university, etc. and formal and informal interpreting. 
One of the important things that this "spontaneous" classification also showed was that some 
settings which could be considered "eommunity organisations" were not perceived as such by 
the informants. Among these, are settings related to social assistance (mainly Migrant Resource 
Centres, Refuges, etc.) which, even if offering their premises for strictly community meetings, 
were perceived as "external" to the community. This perception wa~ shared both by members 
of the groups that hold their meetings there and by the social workers who facilitate the 
meetings. 
Other settings mentioned, less frequently than the previous ones, are related to contact with the 
country of origin (telephone, vacations, writing to parents), the media (Spanish-speaking 
newspapers, radio, movies on tv) and undefined settings such as "in every possible place'', "with 
my mother's friends", etc. 
We can now take a more detailed look at the frequencies of use of Spanish in the above 
mentioned domains. Table 3.ix summarises the settings proposed by the questionnaire. In all 
domains there is a preference for the extremes and the centre of the scale, an artefact of the data 
gathering through scales, which will be rectified by grouping the columns Never and Hardly 
Ever as "Low", the three columns in the centre as "Bilingual" and the two first columns as 
"High" in the rest of the chapter'. 
The domains in Table 3.ix are arranged in descending order by the proportion of Spanish spoken 
"always". It can be seen that there is a large amount of variation in the lower frequencies, 
particularly in the proportion of informants reporting that they hardly ever or never use Spanish 
in each setting. This indicates that the degree of bilingualism in Fishrnan's (1964) terms will 
presumably also show considerable variation." 
There are settings like Health, Neighbours and Hairdresser which are polarised in the direction 
of "never", and settings like Work and Shopping that show a progressive increase in the 
percentages when moving from "rarely" to "never" in the low frequencies. However, there are 
also domains like Bar, Church/Religious Group, Lawyer and Sport that show a great proportion 
• The column named "No Response" will also be used, especially in the correspondence analyses. 
•• Consequently also the dominant configuration (Fishman, 1964; 47) of the use of Spanish will show 
a considerable variation. See page 4 
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Domain High Bilingual Low No 
Response 
Domain Always F.nique With $0me Sometl Rarely Hardly Ne vu No 
(Percentages) ntly frequency m" Evel:' Response 
Home 60.3 12.4 7.3 5.5 3.9 4.1 5 1.4 
Relatives' 45.6 10.8 5.3 6.7 2.3 0.7 6.7 22 
Home 
Friends' Home 39.9 13.8 9.6 13.8 6.7 6.2 7.6 2.5 
Community 32.3 11 9.9 7.6 5 4.6 10.8 18.8 
Organisations 
At Parties 24.8 12.4 10.3 19.7 8 8.3 6.7 9.9 
Church/ 14.2 3.2 3.9 4.8 3 6.7 34.9 29.4 
Religious 
Group 
Shopping 10 4.4 5.1 9.8 8.5 13.9 39.6 8.7 
Health 8.5 3.4 4.1 5.7 4.1 8 60.8 5.3 
Work 6.9 3.7 6.2 9.9 10.3 14.2 28.7 20.2 
Hairdresser 6.2 2.8 1.8 3.1 3.1 4.1 70.4 8.5 
Sport 6.2 4.4 5.4 5.7 4.9 7.5 36.2 29.8 
Bar 5.7 3.1 4.6 6.4 4.6 8.2 32.6 34.7 
Neighbour 3.1 1.3 2.8 5.4 5.1 6.9 65.3 10 
Lawyer 3.9 0.3 l 3.1 1.5 1.5 62.2 26.5 
Table 3.ix. Use of Spanish in proposed domains. Percentage of cases for 
all frequencies. 
of "No Responses" indicating that these are settings that are not part of the everyday life of a 
significant proportion of the people in the survey. either because they have no access to them 
or because they do not interact in such settings. 
Figure 3.4 shows the relative sizes of the proportions of people not answering on how much 
Spanish they used in the proposed domains. As we can see, the domains "Relatives' Home", 
"Community Organisations" and "Church/Religious Group" are also of some importance, 
reflecting that there is a significant proportion of people in the sample who have no relatives in 
Australia, who do not belong to Spanish-speaking Organisations and who do not attend religious 
services in Spanish. To explain the social characteristics of these people (as well as the ones for 
whom these domains are relevant) would be of great help in understanding the factors that 
influence the Spanish spoken with their offspring, as described in chapter 8. This will be done 
l 0 I 
Domains of Use of Spanish, 
Home 
ReJallves'HOJDe 




At Work llSG 
Percentage of cases of No Responces In the use of Spanish 
Figure 3.4. Relative size of No Responses to the use of Spanish in the proposed domains. 
in chapters 4 to 7. 
To facilitate the discussion, we will divide the domains to be considered into three main groups, 
as outlined previously, lnrimate Domains, including Home, Relatives' Home and Friends' Home 
to be analysed in this chapter; Potential Community Related Domains, including Community 
Organisations, Parties, Religious Group, Bar, Practice of Sports and Work, to be analysed in 
chapters 6 and chapter 7; and External World Domains including the rest of the settings, to be 
analysed in chapter 5. 
A word of caution is necessary here. The division proposed is motivated by expository purposes, 
and tries to account for both the degree of intimacy (and formality) and the degree of contact 
with non-Spanish speakers in the domains considered. Such division can mask not only 
associations and correlations excluded by the analysis (the more important is friends, community 
organisations and parties) but also oppositions, such as Home vs. Work, which is exemplified 
by the code-switching to English in the following transcription from my answering machine: 
"Hola Daniel, Juan habla. Quisiera hablar contigo. Puedes llamarme a casa al (number said 
in Spanish) or to my work at (number said in English)". 
This is why, before going on into the analysis of these groups of settings we will summarise this 
section considering a correspondence analysis of the use of Spanish displayed in Figure 3.5. This 
will allow us both to have a clear picture of the relative associations and oppositions of the 
domains, as well as to justify the groups of domains to be considered in the analysis. 
We can see that the opposition between predominant use of Spanish and low or no use of 
Spanish lies along the horizontal axis of the diagram. This difference in the use of Spanish 
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Figure 3.5. Correspondence Analysis of the use of Spanish in all the domains proposed. Total 
variance accounted for in the first axis: 74.45%. In both axes: 91.62%. 
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reflects the opposition between domains such as Home, Friends' Home and domains such as 
Neighbours, Lawyer, Hairdresser and Health in the extremes of this axis. 
Along the horizontal axis we see the opposition between "No Response" and a response, that is 
between the relevance (in terms of the individual participation or belonging) or potential non 
relevance of the concerned domain. 
These two oppositions divide the domains into four groups: 
a} Domains with High use of Spanish which are Universally Relevant: Home and Friends (and 
to some extent also Parties, but we will include this domain in the next group for reasons to be 
discussed below}. 
b) Potentially Relevant Domains with High Use of Spanish: Relatives' Home, Community 
Organisations, and Parties. These domains can be relevant for some individuals and not for 
others. In the case of Relatives' Home the interpretation is straight~forward: People who do not 
have relatives in Australia tend to leave this question blank·. In the case of Community 
Organisations and Parties, these are domains in which a polarisation of attitudes is found (The 
frequent: "Yo no pertenezco a ningiln club de esos" versus "Su concurrencia es vital para el 
desarro!Io de nuestras instituciones'"). These domains will be relevant for people who belong 
to such institutions or attend parties, and not for people who do not belong, or refuse to have 
contact with the community or who do not like or can not attend parties (because of religious 
reasons for instance). The relative positions of Community Organisations and Parties (the last 
one being much more on the side of the "relevant" domains than the first one) reflects another 
topic of constant complaint from the people involved in community organisations: participation 
of the community in the activities organised by them. We will return to this topic in chapter 6. 
c) Potential Relevant Domains with Low or Bilingual Use of Spanish: These are (in decreasing 
order of relevance}: Work, Lawyer, Religion, Practice of Sports and Bar. As in the previous 
group, these domains may or may not be relevant depending on the individual's social 
characteristics. We will explore the social characteristics of the individuals that use Spanish in 
these settings in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, What is important here is to realise that domains such 
as Bar, Religion and Practice of Sport are domains in which members of the community are 
relatively polarised in the same way as with the Community Organisations domains. This is not 
* Also people who "do not want to speak about" their families, mainly because of family conflicts 
would leave this question blank. But as a working hypothesis we will consider that "no response" will be 
equated with "not relevant" for the time being. 
** "I do not belong to any of these clubs" versus "Your participation is vital for our institution's 
development", The last one is a frame used in all the issues of the "Noticias y Deportes" newspaper to 
fill in blank spaces in the design, 
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surpnsmg as most of the Spanish-speaking Community Organisations began as sporting 
institutions (more specifically soccer clubs) and then they became "social" institutions as well 
(See Exhibit 6.2, page 216). Also, institutions which have their own premises include bars. 
Religious groups show the same kind of polarisation but for other, more historical, psychological 
and political reasons which will be analysed in Chapter 6. This justifies the inclusion of the 
religious domain in this group, as it is likely that people who avoid contact with the community 
or who avoid particular types of community-related activities will share some social 
characteristics. These characteristics will also be related to the social characteristics of people 
who use Spanish in Work settings, and hence it would be better to analyse them together. 
d) Domains with Low or Bilingual Use of Spanish which are Universally Relevant: This 
category includes Hairdresser, Neighbours, Health and Shopping. The settings are perceived as 
relevant in the sense that more or less everybody has some interaction with them. In addition, 
it is the setting which imposes the language to be used. People living in suburbs with no shops 
owned by Spanish·speakers will use English (or other languages) when shopping in the local 
shops. This is why the main variable to analyse here is the relative concentration of Spanish-
speakers in the area concerned, which would potentially allow people to interact in Spanish in 
those settings. We will consider the influence of concentration of Spanish-speakers in Chapter 
5. 
We can now begin exploring the correlations between the amount of Spanish spoken in the 
different domains and some social characteristics of the informants. 
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Chapter 4 
THE USE OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE IN INTIMATE DOMAINS 
No man does anything from a single motive 
Samuel Taylor Cole.ridge 
In this chapter we will begin the analysis of the questionnaire data regarding the use of Spanish 
in Australia and its consequences for language maintenance and shift Section 4.1 will examine 
the influence of several social variables in the use of Spanish in intimate settings. Section 4.2 
will examine the influence of the use of Spanish in intimate settings on language maintenance 
and shift, and will also discuss the way in which language maintenance and shift will be 
measured in this work. 
4.1. The Use of Spanish in Intimate Settings. 
This section will examine the influence of year of arrival in Australia, age of arrival in Australia, 
place of residence of parents, ethnicity of infonnants and their partners, degree of urbanisation 
of the place in which the infonnant has grown up and concentration of Spanish-speakers in the 
use of Spanish in the domains which we called "intimate" in section 3.4, that is, Home, 
Relatives' Home and Friends' Home. This would give us a first approach to the use of Spanish 
in Australia, and also the first basic characterisations of the community. This analysis should be 
considered provisional and will be revised in subsequent chapters, especially Chapter 8, where 
other social variables not currently considered here will be incorporated into the analysis. 
4.1.1. The influence of Year of Arrival in Australia. 
We will begin the exploration of the correlation of the use of Spanish in the Intimate Domains 
by looking at the influence of year of arrival in Australia. Figure 4. I shows how the average use 
of Spanish reported in intimate domains varies according to the year of arrival of the infonnants. 
We notice in the diagram that, as expected, the use of Spanish by infonnants born in Australia 
is lower than the use of Spanish by those who came here as migrants, that is, the second 
generation uses less Spanish in intimate domains than the first generation of migrants, especially 
in the friends' home domain. We also notice that the second generation uses more Spanish in the 
relatives' home domain than in their own home (when it is different). This is a general feature 
of the second generation of migrants in Australia (cf Clyne 1991; 40). We should note that the 
main reason why the use of Spanish in the home domain is not as low as the use of Spanish 
with friends in the second generation of this sample is due to the fact that most of the second 
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Figure 4.1. Average use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Year of Arrival in Australia. 
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Regarding first generation migrants, we can see that the average use of Spanish in the 
infonnants' home is very close to the use of Spanish in relatives' homes for all years of arrival. 
However, the use of Spanish in relatives' homes is slightly higher than the use of Spanish in 
their own homes for informants who arrived in Australia before 1975 and slightly lower for 
infonnants who arrived after this year. There are two explanations for this relative position. 
The first explanation, as shown in Table I in Appendix 2, is that, in the group of arrivals before 
1975, there is a large proportion of informants which were aged 16 years or less when they 
arrived in Australia. This implies that some of them will show a pattern of use of Spanish 
similar to that of the second generation, that is, they will use more Spanish is relatives' homes 
than in their own homes (cf Clyne, 1991: 113-114). This is confirmed by Figure 4.3, page !08, 
which shows that people who arrived in Australia aged 16 or less use more Spanish in relatives' 
home than in their own home. 
The second explanation takes into consideration the situation of informants who were adults 
when they arrived before 1975. Essentially, they are more likely to have brought their parents 
to Australia, which implies that they have aged parents with little or no English included among 
their relatives. In the case of the migrants which arrived after 1975, they are less likely to have 
brought their parents, especially in the case of recent migrants'. This is confirmed by Figure 4.2, 
which shows that people who either do not have parents in Australia or people who have their 
parents living with them are the ones who speak more Spanish at home than in relatives' home. 
Going back to Figure 4.1, we can also see that the use of Spanish by first generation migrants 
in the home and relatives' home domains increases steadily as we move from migrants who 
arrived before 1970 to migrants who arrived in 1983-87. From then on, it uniformly decreases. 
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There are two explanations for this pattern of language use. The first takes into consideration 
only the migrants' characteristics, and can be outlined as follows: The greater the time in 
Australia the greater the use of English (and other languages} in intimate domains (cf Bettoni, 
1985: 66). However, in the case of recent arrivals, the decrease in the use of Spanish may be 
due to the need for recent migrants to learn, improve or master the English language, which, 
once accomplished, produces an increase in the use of Spanish as a counteraction (especially 
when there is a perception that children are going to lose the Spanish language). As time passes, 
however, this tension is resolved according to the characteristics of each household resulting in 
the linear pattern of increase that we find up to the years of arrival 1976-82. As children grow, 
also, it is more likely, especially if they do not marry Spanish-speakers, that the use of English 
(or other languages) wouW increase with time in Australia. Other characteristics of migrants that 
will also have an effect would be educational level and occupation, which vary with year of 
arrival. These characteristics will be explored in later sections. 
The second explanation for the pattern of language use related to year of arrival looks at the 
"environmental" conditions in the Australian setting for the use of "languages other than 
English". The use of Spanish in the period before 1970 to 1983-87 mirrors the change from 
assimilationist Australia to the politics of multiculturalism (Ozolins, 1993). However, there is 
a decline in the use of Spanish among migrants who arrived in subsequent years, which, if this 
line of inquiry is to be sustained, has to be explained. One of the hypotheses pursued in this 
work is that this decrease is fundamentally a product of the relaxation of the overt anti-foreign 
militancy of the dominant Anglo-Saxon population (Wilton & Bosworth, 1984: 38), which 
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recent years. Also, the professionallsation of the migrant reception and canalisation process 
(Wilton & Bosworth, 1984: 182), which is producing "by other means" the same kind of "good 
migrants'' which assimilationist Australia produced (Kalantzis, Cope & Slade, 1989: l3), will 
couple with the possible need for new arrivals to learn or improve their English, producing a 
decrease in the use of Spanish in all domains. For a full exposition of the arguments supporting 
this hypothesis, see Chapter 5, where the environmental social variables affecting the use of 
Spanish and language maintenance and shift will be analysed further. 
Before going on, we should also note that the use of Spanish with friends remains more or less 
constant in the years of arrival 1971-90, and that it decreases a little in the two extreme groups, 
that is, for migrants who arrived before 1970 and for very recent arrivals (1991-94). In the first 
case, the decrease can be correlated with the assimilationist climate of the l 960's (Ozolins 1985; 
286), not so much in terms of these migrants having more Anglo-Saxon friends, but having more 
friends from other ethnic communities with whom they use English. In the case of recent 
arrivals, this decrease is also a by-product of the settlement process, as new arrivals are still in 
the process of adapting themselves to the country and, under the pressure of acquiring or 
improving their English skills, they may either seek to have friends with whom they can practise 
English, or else they may be isolated from potential Spanish-speaking friends, Furthermore, the 
English language classes for migrants in which they interact with migrants of other language 
backgrounds (who will be reported as friends) may also have an effect in this decline. 
We can conclude the analysis of the influence of year of arrival summarising our observations 
in the following way: The use of Spanish in the home and relatives' home domains first 
generation migrants is influenced by time in Australia, the composition of the migrant family 
residing in Australia and the conditions of reception of migrants by the host society. This 
increases linearly from migrants who arrived before 1970 up to migrants who arrived in the 
period 1983-1987. From there, use of Spanish decreases linearly. The use of Spanish in the 
friends' home domain remains more or less constant for most of the years of arrival in the first 
generation, There is a difference between first generation and second generation migrants in the 
use of Spanish in intimate domains. The second generation uses more Spanish in the relatives' 
home domain than the first, and significantly less Spanish in the friends' borne domain. 
4.1.2. The influence of Age of Arrival in Australia. 
We can now refine the previously stated findings analysing how the use of Spanish in intimate 
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in the average use of Spanish in the home domain as age of arrival in Australia decreases. Also, 
as we suggested before, the use of Spanish in the home domain is higher than in the relatives' 
home domain for informants aged more than 17 years old when they arrived in Australia. These 
informants are more likely to have relatives such as sons and daughters-in-law who do not speak 
Spanish. Use of Spanish in the home domain is lower than in the relatives' home domain for 
informants aged less than 16 years old who are more likely to have married speakers of other 
languages, and to use Jess Spanish with their families. The only exception to this pattern is 
presented, not surprisingly, by a group which is actually not defined by age, but by the fact that 
the informants' children migrated before the informants. This group is made up primarily of older 
parents who were brought into Australia by their children. We will explore in more detail their 
situation in section 4.l.5, but for now it suffices to say that. contrary to the expectation of the 
pressure to take care of aged parents at home which is the norm in Latin America and Spain, 
aged parents usually do not reside with their children in Australia2, and so it is clear that they 
will report more use of Spanish with relatives than in their own home which could be a nursing 
home. 
Regarding the use of Spanish with friends, we have here a less clear-cut difference between first 
generation and second generation informants than when we considered year of arrival in 
Figure 4.1. We see that the decrease in the use of Spanish in the friends' home domain is 
essentially linked to age of arrival, or in more sociological terms, with the composition of the 
peer-group, and the pressure to conform to it in both cultural and linguistic tenns. Considering 
this peer-group pressure (as well as the family composition) of the lower age groups of arrival, 
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we can explain the relative positions of the average use of Spanish by this group in the intimate 
domains. We see a sharp decrease in the use of Spanish from informants who arrived in 
Ausrralia aged 17-24 to those who arrived aged 13-16 years old. Whereas informants who 
arrived between 17-24 are mostly people who migrated alone or with their own families and only 
some who migrated as part of a family group, the reverse is more likely in informants who 
arrived between 13-16. 
The sharp decrease in the use of Spanish 
by the 13-16 year old group, then, is 
motivated by the urgent need to adapt 
themselves to the new environment, which 
has lasting consequences in their 
subsequent use of Spanish as this is also a 
critical age group for the definition of 
personal identity (see Exhibit 4.1). We 
also see that this is the group in which the 
use of Spanish begins to be higher in the 
relatives' home domain than in the home 
domain, but this is more because there is 
Teenagers everywhere have a way of 
thinking and acting for themselves 
and adopting the ways of their peers 
instead of their parents. This is 
particularly disconcerting for 
immigrant parents because the 
"generation gap" is accentuated by 
the "culture gap". Teenage sons 
frequenting the and daughters 
exposed to different moral standards 
cause anxiety and tensions. Several 
sets of interviewed Latin Americans 
with teenage children indicated they 
feared that instead of helping their 
children, they have harmed them by 
bringing them to Australia at that 
crucial time of their lives. 
Exhibit 4.1. Latin American Teenagers. 
(Anderson, 1979; 148) 
a decrease in the use of Spanish in the home domain' than because of a substantial change in 
the pattern of use of Spanish with relatives. There is, in fact, no substantial change of slope in 
the relatives' home domain line from the informants who arrived between 17-24 to those who 
arrived between 13-16. 
As age of arrival decreases, we find that there is a sharp increase in the use of Spanish in 
relatives' homes among people who arrived in Australia between 7-12. We also find a reversal 
in the decreasing tendency of the use of Spanish with friends. The difference could be due to 
sex, as in the questionnaire data this group, and subsequent lower ages of arrival groups, show 
a predominance of females, as seen in Figure 2.4, on page 56. However, the interview and 
participant observation data showed that both sexes in this group had pressure to adjust to 
English in primary school, but did not have to "define" themselves so promptly as those who 
came when aged 13-17. They (or some of them) had more time to build a more balanced 
identity, without the urgency to conform to an adolescent peer-group. These children also 
provide some motivation for parents to send them to Ethnic schools as they had some schooling 
in Spanish ("they had already begun to learn to write in Spanish, so it's a pity they lost it"; 
•. Often disguised as "adolescent rebellion" in the eyes of parents 
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Participant Observation Data). They ate also the ones who benefited most from the multicultural 
climate, as they actually had learned to speak Spanish in the home country and did not have to 
make an effort to use the language, and are not so often corrected and consequently discouraged 
from using it as people who arrived at an earlier age or who were born in Australia: 
"El mas chico naci6 aquf, y por mas que se esfuerza, siempre nos hace matar de risa con 
sus error es". 
[The youngest was born here, and although he makes a lot of effort (to speak Spanish), he 
always makes us laugh with his mistakes] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
In sum, mastering Spanish among this arrival age group allows them either to convert an 
assimilationist identity into a multicultural identity without being perceived as "foreign-accented" 
by Spanish-speakers or simply to use Spanish without being perceived as "exceptional" by their 
relatives or other Spanish-speakers'. This explains why this group represents the peak of the use 
of Spanish in the relatives' home and friends' home domains for the arrival age groups which 
came to Australia as dependent children. 
Finally, there is the group of the people aged 6 or less when they arrived, together with those 
born in Australia". Here we see a decrease in the use of Spanish in all three intimate domains 
with respect to the previous group. The important thing, however, is that there is a more 
pronounced difference between the two groups in the amount of Spanish spoken in the relatives' 
home domain, which in this case amounts primarily to the use of Spanish with parents and 
grandparents, when present. This fact could be a consequence of their previous exposure to 
Spanish in the home country. However in cases in which the age of arrival is less than two, there 
is also the influence of the perception of the informant and of parents that, because someone was 
born in a Spanish speaking country, he or she has to speak Spanish. This pressure, which is 
social, is not so strong for the offspring of Spanish-speakers who were born in Australia. 
The observation data presented striking consistency in a "labelling effect". This can be defined 
as the influence of place of birth on how the use of Spanish with a child is conceptualised by 
parents. Here there are two examples: 
Con Juancito, hablamos castellano principalmente. Bueno, el ha nacido alla, y no se ... En 
cambio, con Marfa, ella es una cangurita, que va a hablar... (We speak mostly Spanish with 
Juancito. Well, he was born there ... With Maria, instead ... well, she is a little kangaroo, 
you know, what else can she speak?) 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
• Again. in these two groups there is a predominance of females in !he survey data. As in the case 
of the group of people aged 7-12 when they arrived in Australia, the statements made about these groups 
have taken into consideration interview and participant observation data. 
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"When we were near the bar, speaking with this teacher, the father of one of the students 
about whom she was speaking approached us. She mentioned that the child was very fluent 
in Spanish, but has a very bad orthography. His answer was instantaneous: Look, he was 
born here, we should be grateful that he speaks Spanish" 
(Participant Observation Data) 
This kind of dichotomy or labelling as born here/born in the home country can also have 
consequences for the perception of children themselves: 
"Siernpre que se peleaban, la mas gr-.mde, que naci6 unos meses antes de venir, le decfa 
a la otra que e!la habfa nacido en Espana, y era espafiola como nosotros. Y la mas chica 
lloraba ... yo tenfa que consolar!a siempre, y decirle que ella tambien era espaiiola". 
[When they were quarrelling, my eldest daughter. who was born just a couple of months 
before coming here, used to tell the other daughter that she (the first one) was born in Spain 
and was Spanish like her parents. So my youngest daughter cried and I had to comfort her, 
reassure her, always saying that she was also Spanish.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
We can see from these examples, then, that there is a kind of pressure to use Spanish for 
informants bom in Spanish-speaking countries even if they were very young when they arrived 
in Australia. This can be another social variable influencing the difference in the amount of 
Spanish spoken both in the relatives' home domain and in the friends' home domain for the last 
two age groups considered. 
We can now return to our first tentative analysis regarding the influence of year of arrival and 
review our summary with what we have learned so far. 
The first thing to notice is that the previous distinction between first generation and second 
generation migrants has to be modified. This is because, as Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show, 
there are substantial differences between the use of Spanish by informants who came to Australia 
aged 17 or older (which we can label "independent decision makers" in the immigration 
taxonomy4), and by informants who came to Australia as the dependent children of this group. 
The latter category also includes the children of migrants born in Australia. Both categories also 
need to distinguish the different ages of arrival, but we will not examine this now in order to 
consider more general trends. 
Regarding migrants who arrived aged 17 or older, we can almost repeat the preliminary 
conclusions sketched on page I 08: Time in Australia, the composition of the migrant family, and 
the extended family, living in Australia and the conditions for reception of migrants in the host 
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Figure 4.4. Use of Spanish by year of arrival in Australia. Only migrants aged 17 years old or 
more when arrived considered. 
use of Spanish in the home and relatives' home domains increases steadily from migrants who 
arrived before 1970 up to migrants who arrived in the period 1983-1987. From there, the average 
use of Spanish decreases linearly. 
The average use of Spanish is higher in the home domain than in the relatives' home domain for 
all ages of arrival. This is due to the fact that these migrants are more likely to have relatives 
of the same generation or younger generations who are not Spanish-speakers or who use more 
English or other languages. The average use of Spanish in the friends' home domain remains 
more or less constant for most of the years of arrival in this group. 
use of Spanish by Year of Arrival 
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Figure 4.5. Use of Spanish by year of arrival of informant. Only informants aged 16 years old 
or less considered. 
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The average use of Spanish is very high in all three intimate domains, ranging in the frequently-
always end of the scale proposed in the questionnaire for all years of arrival. This is very 
important not only for its implications for language maintenance and shift (the norm in the 
Spanish-speaking community is to use Spanish at home) but also because the use of Spanish at 
home (the only information about languages other than English provided by Census data) will 
be a very good predictor of the concentration of people born in Spanish-speaking countries. This 
could seem very obvious, but it is not universally true for other countries of birth. For some 
groups, notably the Netherlands born (Clyne 1991;80-81), the rate of shift to English in the 
home domain is very high, and we can not rely on language used in the home domain to infer 
anything about country of birth. 
Regarding the use of Spanish by informants aged 16 years or less on arrival in Australia, we see 
(in Figure 4.5) that the average use of Spanish in the home domain decreases very slowly with 
time in Australia, ranging from "Frequently" for informants who arrived in 1988-1990• to less 
than "Some" for those who arrived before 1970. The use of Spanish by informants born in 
Australia is lower than for all other groups, with the exception of informants who arrived before 
1970, where again we see the effect of assimilationism combined with time in Australia. We can 
also see that the average use of Spanish is consistently higher in the relatives' home domain than 
in the home domain, and consistently lower in the friends' home domain than in the home 
domain. This is due to the fact that they are more likely to have relatives in the older generations 
residing in Australia, but not living with them. Also. the well attested fact that, in Australia, 
children use English with the peer group even if some members of it are of the same linguistic 
background (Smolicz & Harris 1976) is playing a role here. 
The only exception to these patterns of language use is found among the recent arrivals .. , who 
use more Spanish at home than in the relatives' home and almost the same amount of Spanish 
in the home domain as in the friends' home domain. In cases where they already had relatives 
in Australia, this may be a reflection of the relatively higher use of English by such relatives. 
In the case of friends, this could either be because informants' parents would have more contact 
with the community at this stage, and consequently they have more friends who speak Spanish, 
or, more likely, that they are still reporting the use of language with friends who they left in the 
countries of origin. Unfortunately, we do not have enough information about the behaviour of 
• The group of arrivals in l 991-94 aged 16 years old or less has been eliminated from Figure 4.5 
because it contains only one case. 
**Which in our data is composed mainly of young people who arrived between 1988-1990. 
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very recently arrived ( 1991-94) young people in the questionnaire data to consider their situation. 
However, what is of importance here is to note that age of arrival and, of course, the fact of 
being born in Australia or not, are crucial to understanding the use of Spanish by these groups 
of informants. 
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4.1.3. The influence of Ethnicity. 
Another social variable !hat shapes the use of Spanish is ethnicity, here widely understood as 
both the phenomenological perception of belonging to a distinctive group, sometimes defined 
hy the use of a determinate language or accent (Di Pietro, 1976), and the social identity resulting 
from the symbolic dominance over minority language groups, which people accept but do not 
necessarily want, and which crucially excludes dominant groups from the definition of ethnicity 
(Williams, 1992; 215-221). In the case of Australia, this exclusion is frequently expressed in the 
fact that ethnically Anglo-Saxon Australians (the dominant group) are usually referred to as 
Australians or not included in the discussion of ethnicity, whereas migrants (one of the 
dominated groups) are systematically referred to as "ethnics". 
There are two dimensions of ethnicity in the Spanish-speaking community. One is the ascribed 
or perceived ethnicity that informants had in their home countries, and the other is the one they 
are assigned and/or reformulate in Australia. 
We will concentrate first on the ascribed or perceived ethnicity which informants had in their 
countries. We should remember that some of the informants come from multi-ethnic and 
multilingual societies. This is the case of several South American countries, especially Uruguay, 
Argentina, Chile and Venezuela, which received a great influx of European and Middle Eastern 
migration from the 1880's until the 1950's (Wolf and Patriarca, 1991). There are also significant 
numbers of speakers of still oppressed South and Central American Aboriginal languages (Plaza 
Martfnez, 1994 ), some of which are official languages together with Spanish, such as Guarani 
in Paraguay and Quechua for some periods of the history of Ecuador and Peru. Also, there has 
been a continuous migration of Spaniards to South and Central America, which reached massive 
proportions in the l 890's and after the Spanish Civil war. In Spain, there has been a 
revitalisation of previously oppressed languages such as Basque, Catalan and Galician. 
We will divide our sample in terms of ascribed ethnicity into four categories, considering the 
country of birth and mother languages of informants and informants' parents. The first and more 
common in numerical terms is Hispanic. which will include most of the migrants from Spain. 
South America and Central America who do not have a previous history of migration in their 
immediate family• and who do not speak a language other than Spanish either as a mother 
language or with their parents. The rest of the categories will be composed of people who spoke 
* Grandparents were not included, because otherwise most Argentineans and Uruguayans would 
qualify for the category which includes people of European or Middle East descent. 
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a language other than Spanish at home in their countries, or people whose parents were born in 
other countries different from their eountries of birth or who themselves were migrants to Spain, 
Central America or South America and then migrated to Australia. As mentioned in section 3.3, 
this last group is called "thru-migrants" by Anderson (1979; 49), and we will retain this 
terminology. Such a division, which could at first sight seem too heterogeneous, has been made 
to test the influence of previous language maintenance of another language or shift to Spanish 
in the previous country of residence on subsequent language behaviour of informants in 
Australia. Also, it accounts for the effect of previous migration experiences in the family, which, 
in the case of Spanish speakers migrating to countries in which the dialects of Spanish are very 
different from their own, presuppose more language awareness. 
The first subdivision, which will be our second category, is made up of informants whose 
parents were born in a different Spanish-speaking country from their own. The most typical case 
is that of Spaniards who migrnted to South or Central America and then migrated to Australia, 
but it also includes some other cases of migration within South America or from South America 
to Spain. 
The third category will include people whose parents (or one of their parents, or themselves) 
were born in Europe or the Middle East, that is people who are of European or Middle Eastern 
descent and people who spoke languages other than Spanish with their parents. The latter 
includes cases of language maintenance of European languages for more than one generation, 
that is cases in which informants' parents were also born in a South American country and 
maintained the language and the ethnicity. 
Finally, the last category includes people who have Anglo-Saxon descent, typically British 
subjects who have Jived in South America and then migrated to Australia, but also offspring of 
British subjects born in South America who migrated to Australia without their parents. All of 
these spoke English at home. These categories are not clear cut ones, as there is a great amount 
of overlapping between them, given that they could be offspring of parents who belong to more 
than one of these categories. In our data, language information was used to classify the 
ambiguous cases, and when language information did not disambiguate them, the classification 
of Anglo-Saxon was used in preference to the one of other ethnicity in cases in which one parent 
was of Anglo-Saxon descent and the other from other European descent or from a different 
Spanish-speaking country than the informant, and the classification Other Ethnicity was used in 
preference to all others except Anglo-Saxon (cases in which one parent was of European or 
Middle East descent and the other from another Spanish-speaking country, or cases in which 
parents were speakers of Catalan or Galician and migrated to a Central American or South 
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Figure 4.6. Use of Spanish in intimate domains by ethnicity of informants' parents. 
American country). 
Figure 4.6 shows how the use of Spanish in intimate domains varies with ethnicity of informants' 
parents. We can see that the peak in the use of Spanish at home and friends' home is reached 
in the case of people whose parents were born in a different Spanish-speaking country. This 
suggests that an awareness of the naturalness of different varieties of Spanish favours the use 
of the language in the multi-variate context of Spanish in Australia. However there is also 
another phenomena, as most of these migrants are the children of Spaniards or Spaniards who 
migrated to South or Central America before migrating to Australia. These people regained their 
Spanish identity, and integrated into the Spanish community in Australia, which is perceived as 
more organised than the South and Central American ones. They often did this with a feeling 
of regaining status which they had lost in the Latin American countries, where they were the 
frequent target of stereotyping and discrimination: 
"A mi no me digan queen Latinoamerica no hay discriminaci6n. Siempre que yo iba a 
buscar trabajo, me decfan: Gallegito, los de! pals primero. Y al ultimo ya me canse de 
explicarles que yo era de Burgos, que no era gallego. Pero vamos a ver, ldonde esta la 
superioridad de los Latinoamericanos? Aquf en Australia, los espaiioles tenemos nuestros 
clubs, con local y todo. Y Espaila nos paga la pensi6n, la escuela para los nifios, y hasta 
podemos viajar a Espaila de paseo casi gratis. Y los Latinoamericanos, lque tienen? Solo 
peleas." 
[Nobody can deny that there is discrimination in Latin America. When I was looking for 
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work they use to tell me to my face: You are Galician, first the natives. With the years I 
got tired of explaining that I was from Burgos, that I was not Galician. Now, where is this 
Latin American superiority? In Australia, Spaniards have clubs and own their premises. 
Spain pays us pensions, the Spanish school, and even helps us to visit Spain. What do 
Latin Americans have? Only In-fighting.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Panicipant Observation Data) 
After people whose parents were born in a different Spanish-speaking country, we find that the 
rest of the Spanish-speakers without a previous migration history in their families are those who 
use more Spanish in the intimate domains. 
Regarding the people classified as Other Ethnicity, they report a relatively high use of Spanish 
in the home and relatives' home domains, but a medium use of Spanish in the friends' home 
domain. This is a product of the redefinition of their identity, which for some of them means 
joining their parents' ethnic community in Australia. Especially in cases in which their parents' 
ethnic community is an established ethnic community in Australia, these people have the choice 
to define themselves as members of such a community or as members of the Spanish-speaking 
community. The first option is more readily available to those who speak the "ethnic" language 
of their parents, and it is more commonly chosen by Serbians, Croatians, Ukrainians, Greeks, 
Germans, Poles and Northern Italians. The latter option is more a characteristic of people whose 
families have shifted to Spanish in the Spanish-speaking countries in which they resided before 
their migration to Australia, or of people who, even if able to speak the language of their 
parents, have married a Spanish-speaker who does not speak that language. 
In general, there is a problem evaluating the effect of South and Central American Aboriginal 
languages, as there is a strong stigma associated with the use of these languages and they are 
not usually reported in questionnaires. In the case of the other languages of Spain, most people 
having these languages as mother languages have shifted to Spanish in Australia'. 
Also, in general for thru-migrants, much would depend on the age of arrival in Australia, and 
the attitude of informants' parents when they migrated regarding their own "ethnic" community. 
In some cases, they immediately regained their "suppressed" ethnic identity, and even favoured 
their children marrying within the original "ethnic" group. In other cases, they would redefine 
themselves according to the situations they are in, or according to which identity will give them 
a better standing or "face" in a situation: 
"Mis padres son italianos, pero yo he nacido en Chile. Ahora, cuando los chilenos se ponen 
pesados, o decir que uno es chileno puede provocar que a uno lo miren mal, yo le digo a 
las australianos que soy italiano". 
[My parents are Italian, but I was born in Chile. When Chileans misbehave, or when to be 
Chilean could provoke bad feelings, I tell Australians that I am Italian.] 
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(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Finally, there are people of Anglo-Sax.on descent, who report using some Spanish in the home 
domain, but very little Spanish in the relatives' home and friends' home domains. This is 
expected as they can act out their Anglo-Saxon ethnic identity in Australia, which, in spite of 
enjoying a certain prestige in Latin America, nonetheless had to be "dissimulated" in their 
previous country of residence, as it also has the stigma of the unwanted foreign interference in 
the destinies of these countries. In Australia, people of Anglo-Saxon descent can openly take the 
point of view of the ethnically dominant group. This is the reaction of an Anglo-Argentinian 
speaking with other Argentineans when they mocked Anglo-Saxon zeal to stick to rules even 
when they are absurd, in a discussion about discrimination in Australia: 
"El problema con Ios argentinos, y de los latinoamericanos en general, es que no se 
adaptan a vivir bajo las reglas de conducta de una sociedad organi?.ada. Y si ban venido 
aqul, tienen que entender que aquf las cosas funcionan, y que no hay excepciones para su 
caso particular, como alla." 
(The problem with Argentineans, and in general with Latin Americans, is that they have 
not adapted to live under the rules of an organised society. If they have come here, they 
have to understand that here everything works under the law, and there are no special 
considerations for every single particular case, as is the case in Latin America.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Even if people with Anglo-Saxon background can feel legitimised in taking the point of view 
of the dominant group, a legitimation which is also associated with their previous belonging to 
the dominant group of the bourgeois in South America, they also have a perception that 
something was lost with the migration. This is the account of a "high class" Latin American of 
Anglo-Saxon descent who migrated to Australia, and who feels that the migration produced a 
lack of "distinction": 
"En mi pals, yo era el umco que tenfa un nombre y apellido ingles en el club, la 
universidad, en todos !ados. Aquf, me llama eomo todo el mundo, hay miles que tienen 
mi nombre." 
(In my country, I was the only one with an English name and surname at the club, in the 
university, everywhere. Here, I am a nobody, there are thousands with my name or my 
surname.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
As we have seen, ascribed ethnicity plays a rote, but to understand the role played by ethnicity 
we have to understand how this ethnicity is reformulated after the migration. 
In all our previous analysis, we have shown that ethnicity is both a perception and a social 
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Dr Ozdowski, 46~ until last week, was a senior officer at the Office 
of Multicultural Affairs within the Department of the Prime Minister 
and Cabinet. Himself a migrant, Polish-born but forced to flee to 
Germany ... 
Dr Ozdowski is a firm believer in the strength of Australian tolerance; 
and having lived in four or five countries, is of the opinion that 
Australia is perhaps the mast tolerant country of all. "A..'"ld this is one 
of the key reasons why I came here: I chose to come to Australia 
because it is possible to become Australia..~ basically within the second 
generation. 
"First generation, like me, I always have problems with the accent 
ceiling. I won't understand Australian jokes; but I want to do the 
things that Australians born here do, loving cricket and so on, but 
there is no question that my kids will be as Aussie as any Aussie is. 11 
Exhibit 4 .. 2. Cracks loom in veneer of tolerance. The Canberra Times, 
13/4/96, page 10. 
imposition, and that there could be a great disparity between the perceived "ethnic" identity 
reported by someone, and their socially assigned identity. This disparity is not only the exertion 
of society's power to impose or refuse "ethnic" identities, because, as Williams (l 992: 222) has 
shown, ethnicity (or identity, or mixes such as "ethnolinguistic identity") is neither a value-
normative iron cage which defines the individual, nor a freely chosen definition which can be 
manipulated by the individual. Even if it is troe that there can be a manipulation of the "ethnic 
identity" on the part of the individual, this is only possible in cases in which there is a disparity 
between society labelling and individual labelling. Ethnicity can be manipulated by people in the 
same way as any other social label or role, within certain limits. Bourdieu refonnulates a 
Weber's (1978) remark about law by saying that "social agents obey a role only insofar as their 
interest in following it outweighs their interest in overlooking it" (Bourdieu and Wacquant, I 992; 
115). We can in tum refonnulate Bourdieu's remark in the light of our data by saying that social 
agents will accept or foster an ethnic identity only insofar as their interest in accepting or 
fostering it outweighs their interest in refusing or not acknowledging it. However, the room for 
maneuvering is very limited, for in the previous cases, only people who have Anglo-Saxon 
descent and "sound native" when speaking English can afford the "freedom" of choosing 
between a dominant Anglo-Saxon or a dominated "ethnic" identity. In the rest of the cases, 
ethnic identity will be something to be resisted or fostered according to the circumstances. No 
other migrant, even the thro-migrants who can choose between the least worst of two "ethnic 
identities", or even the most assimilationist migrants who make efforts to "love cricket", could 
avoid acknowledging "having problems with the accent ceiling" (See Exhibit 4.2), that is, the 
urge to escape the ethnic label.The other possible option, at least according to Tajfel (1974), is 
to engage in social action to change the status of migrants. We will explore the consequences 
of changes in the status of migrants in Australia in Chapter 5. 
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4.1.4. The influence of the Ethnicity of Partners and Parents-in-Law. 
Another dimension of ethnicity is referred to in the literature as the influence of inter.ethnic and 
Anglo-ethnic marriages (Clyne 1982; 48, 53). We will explore the influence of this other 
dimension of ethnicity by looking first at the ethnicity of informants' parents-in-law. In this case 
we will classify the "ethnicities" of parents-in-law into five categories, similar to those used in 
the previous section. The categories are also based on country of birth and mother languages of 
parents-in-law. 
The first one is the category of people who do not have parents-in-law. These are mainly 
younger, unmarried informants. The second is people whose parents-in-law are Hispanic from 
the same country as the informant. Most of these are people who married before migrating, but 
the category also includes people who married someone from the same country after migration. 
The third group is people whose parents-in-law are from a different Spanish-speaking country. 
Most of these are cases of people who married a Spanish-speaker after migration, but there are 
also some people who married Spanish-speaking thru-migrants in their home countries before 
migrating to Australia, or Spanish-speaking thro-migrants who married in their last country of 
residence. The fourth category is people who married someone from another ethnic group. This 
mainly includes people who married someone from another language background in Australia, 
but it also includes people who married "ethnics" who were thru-migrants in their home 
countries before migrating to Australia. Finally, we have people who married Anglo-Saxons. 
Figure 4.7 shows how the use of Spanish in the intimate domains varies with ethnicity of 
parents-in-law. We can see that there is no difference between people whose parents-in-law are 
Spanish-speakers from the same country as the informant and people whose parents-in-law are 
from a different Spanish-speaking country. We can also see that there is a linear decrease of the 
use of Spanish in intimate domains a~ we move to people whose parents-in-law are from other 
ethnic groups and people whose parents-in-Jaw are Anglo-Saxons. Finally, we find that there is 
also a significant decrease in the use of Spanish in intimate domains for people who do not have 
parents-in-law. This is, of course, a by-product of the lower use of Spanish by people who 
arrived young or were born in Australia, as seen before. We can conclude then, that our previous 
conclusion that a high level of use of Spanish at home and other intimate domains is the norm 
in the Spanish-speaking community has to be reformulated, taking into account the influence of 
ethnicity. To speak Spanish at home is the norm for people who married within the community. 
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Figure 4.7. Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Ethnicity of Infonnants' Parents-in-Law. 
this is not always the nonn. 
We will explore the influence of mixed ethnicity marriages a little further, taking into 
consideration the ethnic composition of the couple forming the household. Figure 4.8 shows how 
the use of Spanish in intimate domains is affected by the ethnic composition of the household. 
We are considering now both the ethnicity of informants and infonnants' partners. 
We can see that the use of Spanish is very low in cases of couples in which both partners are 
ethnically non-Hispanic. These are cases of thru-migrant couples, but is more a characteristic of 
children of thru-migrants to Spanish-speaking countries who, after migration to Australia, 
married within the parents' ethnic group. This feature is stressed by the very low use of Spanish 
with relatives found in this group. 
We can also see in Figure 4.8 that when the father is Hispanic and the mother is non-Hispanic, 
the couple uses much less Spanish in the home domain than when the non-Hispanic is the father. 
This is a feature of most mixed marriages in Australia (Clyne, 1982: 48). The use of Spanish 
with relatives is very close to the use of Spanish at home in the case of mixed marriages, except 
in the case of Hispanic Fathers and Mothers from another ethnicity, where it is much higher than 
the use of Spanish at home. The use of Spanish with friends, however, is very low for Anglo-
Hispanic marriages and in the case in which the father is Hispanic and the mother from another 
ethnic group. It is very close to the use of Spanish at home in the case of couples where the 
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Figure 4.8. Use of Spanish in intimate domains by ethnic composition of couples in household. 
mother is Hispanic and the father of another ethnic group. This suggests a different level of 
accommodation of the non-Hispanic partner to the linguistic needs of the family and other social 
relations of the partner, which is translated both into learning Spanish or into tolerating the use 
of Spanish with friends and family when he/she has not learnt it. In general, we could say that 
it appears that Anglo-Saxon women accommodate less in this sense. However. this could also 
be a consequence of the Hispanic male and his family accommodating to the linguistic needs of 
the daughter-in-law, or in more general terms, that the mother language of the mother is the one 
which is most likely to be used with children, and that the rest of the family accommodates to 
the predominance of this language'. This is seen also in the relatively high use of Spanish in 
relatives' homes reported in cases where the mother is Hispanic, which even extends to the 
friends' home domain for couples with a Hispanic mother and a father of another ethnicity. 
Fina!ly, we can see in Figure 4.8 that the use of Spanish in intimate domains is very high for 
couples in which both partners are Hispanic, and that people having no partner, mainly young 
people, follow the pattern of language use which we have analysed before for Figure 4.7. 
We have seen that ethnicity in general plays a very important role in the use of Spanish, and that 
the pattern of language use at home in cases of mixed ethnicity couples follows the general 
• Another social distinctive feature, such as the surname which children have, could also be 
responsible for this pattern of tolerance of the language of the mother, especially in Anglo-Hispanic 
marriages. If the father is Anglo-Saxon, children will carry an Anglo-Saxon surname, and consequently, 
will be perceived, at least officially, as members of the dominant Anglo-Saxon majority (see page 181). 
If the mother is Anglo-Saxon, however, they wm be perceived by institutions, especially the school, as 
migrant children (see page 194). To compensate for this labelling, Anglo-Saxon mothers in mixed 
marriages would tend to foster English monolinguism. 
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pattern of use of languages in the home domain found in mixed ethnic couples in Australia. The 
use of Spanish in relatives' homes and friends' homes, compared with the use of Spanish at 
home, suggests that there is an accommodation by the partner and by the Spanish-speaking 
extended families toward the use of the languages which give preeminence to the language of 
the female partner. However, this predominance can be seen as relative, as it is not just a 
function of the language of the mother, but also the result of social forces which make it more 
legitimate to use one language (the dominant language, in this case English) than another 
language, and which penalise, especially in the institutional domain, the use of non-dominant 
languages. Apart from social forces in the institutional domain. issues of power within the 
families and extended families of mixed marriages will also detern1ine the language to be used. 
We will return to this topic in section 5.2. 
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4.1.5. The influence of Nationality and Country of Birth. 
In this section we will look at the influence of citizenship and country of birth on the use of 
Spanish. This will also allow us to further characterise the different national groups of the 
Spanish Speaking-Community in Australia. 
All migrations suppose a degree of uncertainty about the furure. In a way, to take Australian 
citizenship is, at least at the symbolic level, an indication that the migrant perceives that he or 
she is about to stay in Australia'. However, this action has a stronger "weight" in certain cases, 
as in the Chilean community, because to take Australian citizenship means losing his/her Chilean 
citizenship. This is not the case for any of the other South American or Central American 
countries, which do not force their nationals to renounce their citizenship even though they have 
taken the Australian one7• In the case of Spain, there was a period between 1978 and 1981 in 
which the Spanish nationals lost their citizenship by taking the Australian one, but it has now 
being revised and even those that lost it can regain Spanish citizenship if they decide to do so 
(El Espaiiol en Australia, 2815191, page 4). 
Figure 4.9 shows the proportion of migrants from Spain, Chile and South America in general 
who became Australian citizens by period of residence in Australia. As we can see, the 
proportion of people who take the Australia citizenship grows with time of residence. This can 
give an indication of how definitive the migni.tion is perceived to be, but also, in the case of 
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Figure 4.9. Proportion of people who were Australian citizens by Birthplace by Period of 
Residence. Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistics (199la) and Bureau of Immigration 
Multicultural and Population Research (1995). 
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in the case of some South Americans during the I 970's, included being stripped of the 
citizenship of the country of origin. When we look at the total proportion of people who took 
Australian citizenship, however, we can say that migrants from Spain and South America have 
a rate of Australian naturalisation which is lower than the average rate for migrants from non-
English-speaking countries, which is around 75% (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 199la: 8). 
We will now make use of the questionnaire data to see in more detail how the lapse between 
arrival and taking the Australian citizenship allows us to characterise the different national 
subgroups of the Spanish-speaking community. Figure 4.10 shows the plotting of year of arrival 
in Australia, age of arrival in Australia and country of birth of the informants in the space 
defined by the lapse between arrival in Australia and Australian naturalisation. We can see the 
opposition, more or less cut by the axes, between taking the Australian citizenship a few years 
after arrival versus taking it several years after arrival or not taking it (Upper half vs.Lower half) 
and the opposition between old versus new migrants (Left half versus right half). Furthermore, 
not to take the Australian Citizenship (lower left quadrant) is associated with recency of arrival 
(notably in the case of Venezuela) or with the high symbolic cost of taking it (Chile), and with 
arrival in Australia as a migrant at older age than usual (46-55 years old). Regarding the time 
to take the Australian citizenship, a very short time from the time of arrival is associated with 
arrival in the time of multiculturalist Australia ( 1982-90), the low symbolic cost of taking the 
citizenship, as the country of birth citizenship is not lost (El Salvador, Peru, Uruguay, Colombia; 
and less strongly Argentina) and the arrival in Australia either as a migrant at mature age (36-45 
years old) or at old age after children have migrated. Finally, we can note that a long time before 
taking up Australian citizenship is associated with people born in Spain. Most Spaniards 
considered the migration as transitory, but they may also have refused to become Australian 
citizens, as most of them arrived in the last years of assimilationist Australia, when Australian 
nationaliml, itself an ideological response to the migrant presence in the country, was officially 
favoured as a way to assimilate migrants (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 38-39). 
Figure 4.11 shows how the use of Spanish in intimate settings varies with time to take Australian 
citizenship, when it is taken. The diagram is a very flat one, and we only see some variation in 
the case of people who take up Australian citizenship a long time after arriving in Australia, 
where there is a higher use of Spanish at relatives' home than at informants' home. This group 
is mainly composed of Spaniards, and includes a significant proportion of the people who arrived 
young (in our sample). As we have already seen in section 4.L2, young people use more 
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Figure 4.10. Correspondence Analysis. Time to take Australian citizenship. Variance accounted 
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J<'igure 4.11. Use of Spanish in intimate settings by time to take Australian citizenship. 
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Another aspect of nationality is the nationalities reported by the informants. These answers have 
been divided into five groups. Those who only report having Australian citizenship, those who 
report having Australian citizenship first and then their home country citizenship, those who 
report their home country citizenship first and then Australian citizenship, those who report only 
their home country citizenship, and finally, those who report having citizenship of another 
country, different from their country of birth or Australia. In this last category, we find people 
who report more than one nationality as well, but all combinations were collapsed into a single 
category to make the analysis meaningful, as otherwise there would be very few people in each 
potential combination of nationalities. The importance of the last category is that it is another 
characteristic of thro-migrants of European background, as most European countries consider 
nationality as juris sangue, that is, it is transmitted to the next generation independently of the 
place of birth of the offspring. Being that most South American countries consider a citizen to 
be someone who was born in the country, there is a large number of people who are able to hold 
two citizenships. This also includes Spain, so there are also people reporting citizenship of a 
Latin American country and Spanish citizenship. 
In the mid 1980's, a time of rapid economic decline in Argentina and Uruguay, there was a 
social mobilisation of most of those who had European background to apply for dual citizenship, 
which coincided with a time limit set by the European community for such applications. This 
is why we would expect to see this feature, that is, the report of another nationality, in those 
whom we classify in section 4.1.3 as thro-migrants and offspring of thro-migrants, especially in 
the case of recent migrants. 
Reported Nationalities 




Figure 4.12. Use of Spanish in intimate domains by Reported Nationality of Informants. 
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Figure 4.12 shows how the use of Spanish in intimate domains varies with the nationalities 
reported by the informant. We can see that there is a difference in the use of Spanish at home 
and in relatives' homes between people who report the citizenship of their country of birth and 
people who report Australian citizenship only or another citizenship. The two last groups use 
more Spanish in relatives' homes than in their own home. In the case of those reporting only 
Australian citizenship, this would be because most of the people born in Australia would be 
included in this group. We can also see that there is a linear decrease in the use of Spanish in 
friends' homes as we move from people who report that they only have the citizenship of their 
country to people who report they only have Australian citizenship. This use is even lower in 
the case of people who report another nationality. There are, of course, several other variables 
playing a role in this pattern of language use. The first thing to clarify, however, is how much 
the reported nationalities correspond to the actual nationalities people hold. 
Figure 4.13 shows that the proportion of people who report having only the citizenship of their 
country of birth is very high in the case of Venezuelans, Salvadorans and people bom in Andean 
countries, or in the group of other Central American countries (which includes Mexico). This 
is largely due to the recency of their migration. Significant proportions of people reporting only 
the citizenship of their country of birth are found among Uruguayans and Chlleans. When we 
look at people who report having taken Australian citizenship, however, we find that there is a 
variety of reported nationalities. We should remember that these people did not risk loosing the 
citizenship of their country of birth, with the exception of Chileans. Some of them, however, 
report only Australian citizenship. In the same way, some 10% of Chileans report both 
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Figure 4.13. Nationalities Reported by Informant by Country of Birth of Informant. 
longer. What all this suggests is that there is something more than objective criteria which 
determines the citizenships that the individual technically or legally holds, and that the degree 
of loyalty to their countries of birth and Australia would also play a role here. This is confirmed 
in Figure 4.14, where we see that there is a strong correspondence between nationalities reported 
by informant and the answers to the question about how Australian does the informant feel, and 
by Figure 4.15, where we see that the perception of how Australian the informant feels has an 
effect in the use of Spanish in intimate domains. Such perceptions are on the one hand linked 
to previous experiences in the country of origin and Australia, reasons for migrating, age of 
migration, degree of satisfaction with the migration in general and crucially, degree of 
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Figure 4.15. Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by How Australian does the informant feel. 
or patriotism of the individual and hislher family, and the reformulation of such nationalism in 
Australia. We will explore the influence of occupation in Chapter 7. where we will characterise 
the use of Spanish by occupation. But we will explore here the influence of nationalism and its 
reformulation in Australia. 
We will first explore the influence of age of arrival on the nationalities reported by the 
informants. Figure 4.16 shows how the nationalities reported by the informants vary according 
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.Figure 4.16. Nationalities Reported by Informants by Informants' Age of Arrival in Australia. 
only the citizenship of their countries 
of birth increases with age of arrival 
in Australia for the age groups who 
arrived as adults, that is, people who 
arrived between 17-54. 
The only exception to this pattern is 
found in people who migrated after 
their children, who massively report 
having taken the Australian 
citizenship. There are several things 
which will contribute to this pattern, 
the first one will be that nationalist 
feelings of attachment to the country 
of birth will be higher for older ages 
of arrival. But also, if we consider our 
previous findings which link the 
feeling of being Australian to the 
reported nationalities and to migrant 
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"They think because we are old we can't 
do anything• (Josef, 57 years) 
"It is not racial discrimination but age 
discrimination [even the CES job index] 
cards say 'no older than 40'' (Pedro 45 
years} 
•I ring up for a job, they ask me a 
series of questions and when they find 
out my age they stop and say 'we'll get 
back to you'" (Diana, 50 years) 
"I have to be a rock not to feel 
{discrimination]# (Francisca, 40 years) 
11 I haven't adjusted to why I Fm here 
instead of there, ... and just shut down 
sometimesu {Cristian, 51 years} 
11 I worked 18 years in a government 
office in (my home country]. When I 
presented my papers I was told, at the 
CES, that I would first have to work in 
a factory" (Rupert, 53 years) 
MThey treated me like an animal because 
I didn't speak English, I had to leave, 
I couldn 1 t bear it" (Rafael, 51 years) 
.. How can it 
experience 
(Cristobal, 
be that a professional with 
is of no further use?¥ 
58 years) 
satisfaction, this will be linked with Exhibit 4. 3. Experiences of spanish-
speaking people aged more than 40 when 
experiences of disadvantage, arrived in Australia trying to get a job. 
discrimination simply of the Source: Stone, Morales and Cortes, 19 96; 
or pages 13-29. 
hardship of the migration, which will be higher in the case of people migrating at an older age, 
but also of people having refugee status, or people who have a general reluctance to be in 
Australia, or who have not learnt English (Stone, Morales and Cortes, 1996; 29), see also 
Exhibit 4.3. Such experiences are not usually part of the life of aged relatives who are brought 
to Australia by their children. They have to cope with other problems, but they are not expected 
to get into the job market, and if they do so it is because they want to or of the need to do so 
because of the breaking of relations with their children, when this happens: 
"Yo no sabfa nada, porque siempre me iba a caminar por las mananas. Pero un dfa vuelvo 
mas temprano y me encuentro a mi nuera con una cara ... y a mi mujer llorando. Bueno, 
parece que cuando mi hijo no estaba, ella le decfa a mi mujer que nos tenfamos que ir de 
ahf. Y eso que cuando ellos se vinieron para aquf nosotros las ayudamos, y no solo con 
dinero, sino tambien con las niiias, que no querfan venir. Entonces le dije a mi mujer: si 
quieren que nos vayamos nos vamos. Y me consegui un trabajo de limpieza, y fui solo con 
un interprete a arreglar lo de la casa. Son muy desagradecidos los hijos, pero yo no iba a 
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estar mendigando nadalt. 
[I wasn't aware of anything, because I usually went for a morning walk. But one day I 
came back earlier and I found my daughter-in-law in a bad mood ... and my wife was 
crying. Well, it appears that when my son was not at home, my daughter-in-law use to 
pressure my wife to move out of their home. We helped them to came here, and not only 
with money, but also with the children, who did not want to leave us. I told my wife: If 
they want us out of their home, out we go. I found a cleaning job, and arranged with an 
interpreter to rent a house. Children forget what you have done for them, but I was not 
going to be begging anything.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Except for these cases, most aged relatives brought to Australia are very happy, especially those 
coming from countries where there have been a substantial decrease in pensions in the last 
decade, like Argentina and Uruguay. Aged relatives who came from these countries feel that they 
are treated like human beings again, and are very grateful to Australia: 
"Menos mat que nuestra hija nos ayud6 a venir, porque sino ahora, a!la, no estarfamos 
cobrando ni para sobrevivir. Y en todos !ados te tratan como a un perro por ser jubilado. 
Y aquf vivimos en una casita en un lugar de estos para personas mayores, y todo esta 
organizado. Lo que pasa es que en este pafs se le tiene respeto a los viejos". 
[We have been very lucky because our daughter helped us to come here. If we were there 
now, our pension would not be enough to survive. There, everybody treats you very badly 
if you are a pensioner. Here, we live in an old age residential area, and everything is very 
well organised. Well, here old people are respected more. 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
It is not surprising then, to find that people who found hardship and discrimination wiII not 
report being Australians', whereas people who found respect and comfort would report being 
Australians. This analysis could be extended also to people who arrived in Australia as 
dependent children in Figure 4.13. People who arrived between 13" 16 had a more difficult time 
adapting to Australia than people who arrived at a younger age, and there is a higher proportion 
of them reporting they only hold the nationality of their country of birth than people who arrived 
at 12 or less. Also, there is an indication that the labelling effect discussed on page 111 is also 
in operation in the report of nationality, as there are more people aged less than 6 when they 
arrived in Australia reporting that they hold only the nationality of their country of birth than 
people who arrived between 7-12. 
• See Exhibit 5.1, page 198, where this connection is made explicitly by one person, who reports to 
be I 00% Chilean when deScribing how he was discriminated. 
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We should not, of course, ignore that there are two aspects of reported nationality which we 
have been considering together. One is the opposition between taking or not taking the 
Australian citizenship because of need or convictions, and the other is, for people who have 
taken Australian citizenship, which nationality they report when they in actual fact hold both 
Australian citizenship and the citizenship of their country of birth. In both cases we find an 
intermingling of attitudes and facts related to each other. A pattern that blurs the relationship 
between nationality and the use of Spanish is recency of migration, as some people who would 
potentially be more inclined to take Australian citizenship will not be yet eligible to apply for 
such citizenship, or, more likely. tbey are still not sure if they are going to stay'. If we consider 
only people who arrived before 1980, however, as we have done in Figure 4.17 we can be 
reasonably sure that the decision not to take Australian citizenship is a voluntary one, as such 
informants have had plenty of time to decide on this issue. We see in Figure 4.17 that there is 
a clearer correspondence between reporting only the citizenship of the country of birth and a 
very high use of Spanish in all the intimate domains, and also that to report only Australian 
citizenship is associated with a lower use of Spanish, especially in the home and friends' homes 
domain. There will still be some interference of age of arrival in this pallern, as is witnessed by 
the use of Spanish in the relatives' home domain for people reporting to having taken Australian 
citizenship, but the close association between voluntarily not taking the Australian citizenship 
and a very high use of Spanish in the intimate domains remains unaffected by age of arrival. 
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Figure 4.17. Use of Spanish in intimate domains by nationality reported by informant. Only 
people arrived before 1980 considered. 
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form of nationalism. as the country which has been left is idealised (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984: 
43). Nationalist attitudes in the Spanish-speaking community, however, have strong social 
consequences, as most of the Spanish-speaking community organisations, especially the soccer-
based ones, are based on national i,>roups. Nationalistic attitudes are ever present in social 
encounters between Spanish-speakers from different countries. They range from the praising of 
the country of birth over other Spanish-speaking countries to implicitly or explicitly excluding, 
stereotyping, discriminating against or openly showing dislike for nationals of other Spanish-
speaking countries. 
Although nationalism is present in all Spanish-speaking communities in one form or another, it 
is in the groups which are numerically stronger where it is more clearly seen, and where the 
main lines of oppositions can be drawn. The first opposition is between Spaniards and non-
Spaniard Spanish-speakers. This opposition is often coupled by the prestige of the variety of 
Spanish used in Spain: 
"Los latinoamericanos generalmente dicen que los espailoles son todos brutos. Y los 
espafioles no se quedan atras, dicen que los latinoamericanos no saben hablar espafiol". 
[Latin Americans usually say that Spaniards are blockheads. Spaniards, in response to that. 
also stereotype, they say that Latin Americans do not know how to speak Spanish.] 
(Interview [)ata) 
The second opposition 1s between Chileans and the rest of the non-Spaniards. Chilean 
nationalism manifests itself very strongly on the celebration of the Chilean "week of the 
Fatherland" around September 18, which commemorates the anniversary of the first independent 
government from Spain in Chile. These expressions of nationalism are often bitterly resented by 
other South Americans: 
"Yo no voy al 18, yo no tengo nada que festejar ahL Ademas estan todos que viva Chile, 
que viva Chile. Para ellos todo es mejor en Chile que en Australia, y que en el resto del 
mundo por supuesto. Si Chile es tan lindo, yo digo, lque hacen aca?" 
(I do not attend the Chilean celebrations of September 18, I do not have nothing to 
celebrate there. All go around with their "long life to Chile". For them, everything is better 
in Chile than in Australia, and of course, the rest of the world. If Chile is so wonderful, 
what are they doing here?] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
and also by Spaniards: 
"Yo siempre he sido respetuosa de! uso de la lengua en Latinoamerica. Al fin y al cabo 
son muchos mas que los espafioles y no se puede discriminar. Pero despues de haber 
tenido que trabajar con chilenos, ya no puedo decir lo mismo. Se estaban siempre burlando 
de la forma en que yo hablaba, y en muchos casos hasta me discutfan que la forma en que 
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yo nombraba las cosas no era castellano. Pero no es solo en la lengua. Lo que es chileno, 
es universal, lo que es de otros es regional. Asi que ahora yo defiendo, sobre todo ante los 
chilenos, que el espaiiol estandar es el de Espana". 
[I have always had a lot of respect for the use of Spanish in Latin America. I use to think 
that they were more numerous than Spaniards, and also, you cannot discriminate. However, 
after I worked with Chileans, I cannot be flexible any longer. They were always mocking 
the way I speak, and in several occasions they even dare to tell me that I was not speaking 
proper Castilian Spanish. But it is not only in language matters they have this attitude. If 
something is Chilean, then it is universal. If it is not Chilean, then it is regional. Now I 
defend as standard the variety of Spanish from Spain, especially when dealing with 
Chileans.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
The last example is also interesting because it shows that nationalism is answered back with 
nationalism, and this can explain not only perceptions about varieties of Spanish, but also the 
proliferation of celebrations of national days in the different national communities in Australia 
as a response to the Chilean Fatherland week. 
The third opposition is between national groups which are numerically strong and national 
groups which are not. In general, groups which are stronger numerically in Australia can do 
without other Spanish-speakers in tenns of founding institutions, or organising activities or social 
meetings, whereas groups which are not strong numerically have to rely on other Spanish-
speakers to do so: 
"Ya se han juntado todos las argentinos y estan organizando otro asado. Nosotros los 
bolivianos, so mos tres o cuatro, y tenemos que hacernos invitar porque si no ... " 
[Argentineans have gathered, and are organising another barbecue. We Bolivians have to 
ask them to invite us, we are only three or four here ... ] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
We will only consider here how nationalism, or in more general terms, loyalty to the country 
of origin versus loyalty to or perceived membership in a broader Spanish-speaking "ethnic" 
community in Australia, impinges on the use of Spanish. There are other, more ideological and 
political aspects of nationalism as a force contrary to the unification of efforts for lobbying or 
struggling for rights, especially educational rights, which should be considered in a wider 
framework. In the same way, the Spanish-speaking community as a whole is a product of both 
the perception of the Anglo-Saxon majority (South Americans and Central Americans often 
complain that they are assigned Spanish nationality when people know they speak Spanish) and 
of the political perception inside the community that none of the groups by itself is numerically 
sound enough to have a strong voice in the struggle for rights in which other "ethnic" 
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communities have had more success. We will however, leave this for Chapter 6, where we will 
briefly consider the role played by community organisations, religion and ethnic schools, and 
concentrate on trying to find a way to test if the preference for the country of origin over the 
wider Spanish-speaking community has effects on other preferences or affinities of Spanish-
speakers. One such area is the area of friendship, which will be examined below. 
Figure 4.l 8 shows how the number of friends from the same country, from other Spanish-
speaking countries, from the Anglo-Saxon majority and from Other Ethnic communities are 
distributed by country of birth of the informants. Informants born in Australia were asked to 
report the number of friends from their parents' country of birth in the upper left chart. 
There are several things to note in Figure 4.18. The first is that, comparing the reported number 
of friends from the same country and the reported number of friends from other Spanish 
speaking countries in the upper half of Figure 4.18, we can see that the percentage of people 
who report having more friends from the same country than from other Spanish-speaking 
countries is consistently higher for national groups which are numerically strong and have been 
in Australia for a long time (Spain, Chile and Argentina, and to a lesser extent, Uruguay), 
whereas it is consistently lower for national groups which are not so strong numerically and have 
been in Australia for a medium period (Peru and Other South America, which is mainly made 
up of Ecuadorians and Bolivians). More recently arrived groups, or groups in which there is a 
mixture of recent arrivals and long term residents show a mixed pattern still influenced by the 
relative size of their national communities in Australia. We find that the numerically strongest 
of these groups show a definite preference for their own nationals (Colombia and El Salvador, 
the latter showing also evidence of strong contact with the Spanish-speaking community at 
large), whereas the numerically less strong show a mixed pattern, which nevertheless shows that 
they have more friends from other countries than from their own (Venezuela and Other Central 
America). These are only general patterns, which are obscured by other intermingled factors not 
considered in Figure 4.18, such as concentration of co-nationals and Spanish-speakers in general 
in the place of residence, level of English on arrival, present level of English, social class and 
attitudes towards their own country, which also includes the political definition of migrants and 
reasons for migrating. This data shows, nevertheless, that there is a primary allegiance to country 
of origin reflected in the number of friends reported, but that this allegiance, which may or may 
not be related to nationalistic attitudes, is facilitated for people whose national community is 
numerically strong in Australia. We can, however, suspect that nationalistic tendencies, which 
would vary in intensity with the country of birth and also the individual characteristics of 
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migrants, will have more fertile ground in groups which are numerically strong in Australia. We 
will revise this, however, in section 6.1, where we will consider the influence of community 
organisations. 
Regarding the number of Anglo-Saxon friends, we see in the lower half of Figure 4.18 that the 
number of people reporring they do not have any Anglo-Saxon friends is very high for all 
countries of birth, with the exception of the groups labelled Other Central America and Other 
South America, that is, the countries whose national communities are very reduced in number 
in Australia. 
Regarding the number of friends from other ethnic communities, the proportion of people 
reporting they do not have any friends from these communities is very high for all national 
groups, with the exception of people born in Other Central America and people born in 
Australia. What this is suggesting is that the second generation finds it easier to make friends 
with other migrants than with Anglo-Saxon Australians. This indicates that the perception of 
being a migrant, and in some way disadvantaged, fosters solidarity across young people of 
different language backgrounds. This was also found in the interview data. 
There are other social variables affecting the number of friends and the ethnic composition of 
friends for each individual, such as occupation, ethnicity of partner, etc. At a macro-social level, 
however, there is another crucial social variable affecting this pattern, and this is membership 
of Spanish-speaking community organisations. We will consider this factor in Chapter 6. 
We can now look at how all the previously examined social variables help us to explain the use 
of Spanish in intimate settings by the different national groups composing the Spanish-speaking 
community. 
Figure 4.19 shows how the use of Spanish in intimate domains varies with the country of birth 
of the informants. We can see that the use of Spanish is in general very high in the intimate 
domains for informants belonging to national groups which are numerically strong in Australia, 
and that the use of Spanish declines in national groups which are not numerically strong in 
Australia, especially in the friends' home domain. There are grounds to suppose that this could 
be a consequence of the primary allegiance to the country of origin which is reflected in the 
number and type of informants' friends, as analysed above. There are other social variables that 
could also be affecting this pattern of language use, especially ethnicity of informants' partner, 
membership in community organisations, informants' level of English and informants' year of 
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Figure 4.19. Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Country of Birth of Infonnant 
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the existence or non-existence of a sizeable community of migrants from the same country in 
Australia at the time of arrival. We will look at the combination of all factors in Chapter 8. 
However, however, it is clear that the primary allegiance to country of birth and the relative si7,e 
of the different national groups have an influence on the use of Spanish in Australia. 
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4.1.6. The influence of the degree of urbanisation of the place in which the informant has 
grown up and informants' level of English. 
In this section we will explore the influence of the place in which informants have grown up and 
informants' level of English on the use of Spanish. 
Figure 4.20 shows how the use of Spanish in the intimate domains varies with the place in 
which the informant grew up. We can see that there is a significant difference between the use 
of Spanish by informants who grew up in rural settings (countryside) and the rest of the 
categories. These informants show the lowest use of Spanish in the home domain of all 
categories. We can also see in Figure 4.20 that the use of Spanish with friends decreases as the 
size (in urban terms) of the place in which informants grew up increases. People who report 
having grown up in the countryside report a relatively high use of Spanish with friends, lower 
only than that reported by people who grew up in villages. The use of Spanish with relatives is 
more or less constant for all categories, with a slight decrease in the case of people who grew 
up in small cities. 
To find an explanation for these patterns of language use, we will first look at the transcription 
of one woman's gossip about another woman: 
"Esa mujer es de las montafias, ni siquiera sabe hablar bien el espafiol. Y resulta que vino 
a Australia, y no se c6mo aprendi6 el ingles. Lo aprendi6 bien, hasta tiene buen acento. 
Y siempre que se encuentra con nosotros, habla en ingles. Si hasta con el rnarido y los 
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Figure 4.21. Place in which informant has grown up by Level of English of informant. 
[This women is from the mountains, she doesn't even know how to speak proper Spanish. 
She came to Australia, and, I don't know how, she learnt English very well, even with a 
good accent. Each time she meet us, she speaks English. She even speaks English with her 
husband and her children. 
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(Reconstrncted Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
This resembles very closely the case of the speakers of the Limburg dialect of Dutch who speak 
English to speakers of standard Dutch due to the stigmatising attitude of speakers of standard 
Dutch toward dialect Dutch speakers (Pauwels, 1986: 72-73). In the same way, speakers of 
Spanish whose speech would betray their rnral origins, which are heavily stigmatised, especially 
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Figure 4.23. Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Place in which informant has grown up. 
Only informants aged 17 or older at the time of arrival in Australia considered. 
confirmation of this interpretation is found in Figure 4.21, where we see that no informant who 
grew up in the countryside reported a poor level of English, and in Figure 4.22, where we see 
that the higher the level of English the lower the use of Spanish in the intimate domains. 
There could, however, be other reasons for this use of Spanish. More than 50% of the migrants 
who report having grown up in the countryside in our data also report being native speakers of 
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Figure 4.24. Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Place in which informant has grown up. 
Only informants aged 16 or younger al the time of arrival in Australia considered. Includes 
Informants born in Australia. 
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is, the other languages of Spain and the Aboriginal South American and Central American 
languages, but also languages such as German and Italian, as an important proportion of 
European migrants to South America were colonisers of unsettled land. This suggests that the 
low use of Spanish is due also to the use of other languages with family and friends, and that 
the high level of English is due also to the easiness of mastering other languages for people who 
were raised bilingually. 
Another social variable that also plays a role is the transmission of the Spanish language to 
children, which we will explore in section 4.2. We can, however, as we have done in section 
4. 1.2, divide informants into independent migrants and dependent migrants, taking into 
consideration age of arrival in Australia. 
Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 show how the use of Spanish varies with place in which the 
informant has grown up, when we consider migrants who arrived in Australia aged 17 or older 
and migrants who arrived when they were 16 or younger. We can see in Figure 4.23 that in the 
first group, that is the group of independent migrants, there is almost no difference in the use 
of Spanish in the intimate domains due to the degree of urbanisation of the place in which the 
informant has grown up. There is a slight predominance of the use of Spanish at home in the 
case of people who grew up in villages, which can be explained by the predominance of people 
reporting a fair and poor level of English in this group in Figure 4.21. 
When we look at Figure 4.24, however, we can see that there is a very significant difference in 
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or were born in Australia. Informants who grew up in the countryside show a high use of 
Spanish in relatives' homes, hut a very low use of Spanish in their own home or friends' homes. 
Informants who grew up in a village and informants who grew up in medium-sized or big cities 
show the pattern of language use which we saw as characteristic of the dependent migrants in 
section 4.1.2, that is, to use Spanish in relatives' homes and in their own homes but to use much 
less Spanish in friends' homes. Informants who grew up in towns or small cities, however, show 
a higher use of Spanish at home than in relatives' homes and a high use of Spanish in friends' 
homes. Such differences could also be the result of age of arrival and residence with parents. 
However, they are also related to the correlation between place in which the informants (and 
their parents) have grown up with reported contact with the community of the country of birth, 
as shown in Figure 4.25. Reported contact with the community of country of birth is, in tum, 
correlated with membership of community organisations, which we will explore in Chapter 6. 
4.1.7. The Influence of Demographic concentration of Spanish-speakers. 
We will conclude this section with a brief note on the influence of the concentration of Spanish-
speakers in the informants' place of residence on the use of Spanish in the intimate domains. As 
we mentioned in section 2.2, this concentration is measured by the percentage, in each postcode 
of residence, of people who reported that they spoke Spanish at home in the 1991 Census. 
Figure 4.26 shows how the use of Spanish varies for four major groups of concentrations of 
Spanish-speakers. We can see that there is a difference, which is not very pronounced, only 
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Figure 4.26. Average use of Spanish by concentration of Spanish-speakers m postcode of 
residence. 
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Spanish-speakers and the suburbs which have a strong concentration of Spanish spea_kers. This 
is of course explained, especially in the friends' home domain, by the concentration of Spanish-
speakers itself. However, we can also suppose that people who are psychologically closer to the 
community life of Spanish-speakers will, when possible, prefer to live in suburbs where there 
is a strong concentration of Spanish-speakers. We will explore this more fully in section 5.1. 
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4.2. Consequences of the use of Spanish in Intimate Domains for Language Maintenance 
and Shift. 
This section will explore the consequences of the use of Spanish in intimate domains for Spanish 
language maintenance and shift in Australia. As is reasonable to suspect, there will be a very 
strong correlation between informants' use of Spanish in intimate domains and the competence 
informants' children have in the Spanish language. Apart from establishing this correspondence, 
we will select also the variable which will be used to measure language maintenance and shift 
in the rest of this work. 
We will begin exploring the influence of the use of Spanish at home on the use of Spanish with 
informants' children in general and on the overall competence in Spanish of children. Informants 
were asked to specify the level of Spanish and English of each of their children, and also how 
much Spanish, English, and other languages they spoke with them. From these answers, based 
on scales in the first case, and based on the transformation to scales of the reported use of 
languages in the second, several average variables were constructed. Among them, the overall 
level of Spanish and English of children, which represents the sum of the answers for each child 
divided by the number of children, and in the same way, the average use of Spanish and English 
with children, constructed by adding the answers for each language and subsequently dividing 
such sum by the number of children. In the last case, the use of another language has a weight, 
but, as most of the sample only used Spanish and English with children, there is almost a linear 
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being translated into the decreased use of the other, so in general, we can not consider the two 
variables independent as in the case of level of Spanish and English. 
This is clearly seen in Figure 4.27, where we see that the use of English with children 1s 
mirrored by the use of Spanish with children. 
Figure 4.27 also shows that there is a highly significant correlation between the informant's use 
of Spanish at home with both the average level of Spanish of children and the informant's 
average use of Spanish with children, whereas the children's average level of English is 
independent of the use of Spanish at home. This is confirmed by the statistical tests reported in 
Table I and Table II in Appendix 3, where it is shown that there are very significant Spearman's 
Rho and Kendall's Tau correlations between use of Spanish in each of the intimate domains and 
children's average level of Spanish, use of Spanish with children and use of English with 
children. The correlation of use of Spanish in the intimate domains with children's average level 
of English, however, is not significant. 
Figure 4.27 also gives a clear indication that the use of Spanish at home is a very good predictor 
of the situation of language maintenance and shift in the Spanish-speaking community, and also, 
as this is self-assessment data, that parents' perception of their children's level of Spanish is tied 
to the amount of Spanish spoken with them, whereas there is a universal perception (which is 
very likely to correspond to the actual situation) that most children have a very good level of 
English. 
When we look at the use of Spanish in relatives' homes and in friends' homes, as shown in 
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Figure 4.29. Informants' Use of Spanish at Friends' Horne by Average Level of Spanish of 
Informants' Children and Informants' Average Use of Spanish with Children. 
language maintenanee and shift, in spite of the fact that both of these domains show a highly 
significant statistical correlation with the use of Spanish with children and children's level of 
Spanish. Despite the apparent flatness of the diagram in the case of the use of Spanish with 
relatives, we would expect this correlation to be significant due to the influence of mixed 
marriages discussed in section 4.1.4. 
When we consider the average use of Spanish in Intimate Domains, as in Figure 4.30 we see that 
there is a clearer linear relationship between use of Spanish with children and use of Spanish in 
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Figure 4.30. Informants' Average Use of Spanish in Intimate Domains by Average Level of 
Spanish and English of Informants' Children and Informants' Average Use of Spanish and 
English with Children. 
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general in the intimate domains, whereas the average level of Spanish of children, even if 
following the pattern of use of Spanish with children as in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.29, diverges 
from it in the extremes. This divergence could be a consequence of several factors, but it is of 
importance to see if this is due to the different use of Spanish with older and younger children. 
This would allow us to define whether the use of Spanish with children or the level of Spanish 
of children will be a better variable to be used to account for the tendencies toward maintenance 
or toward shift in our data. 
The first thing to look for in Figure 4.30 is what is causing the divergence in the extremes 
between use of Spanish and level of Spanish. In the case of the lower extreme, there are only 
10 informants who report to using very little or no Spanish in all three intimate domains. The 
reasons for the divergences are very varied, but one of the major factors playing a role is second 
marriages to non-Spanish speakers in cases where there were children of a previous marriage to 
a Spanish-speaker. In the case of the difference in the other extreme of the scale, it appears to 
be the more relaxed attitude regarding younger children, and the fact that children use English 
between themselves. This phenomenon has been explored before in sections 4.1.l and 4.1.2. In 
such cases, even when the use of Spanish with children is high, the level of Spanish of younger 
children will be reported as lower than that of the eldest. This will be evident in the mapping 
of two variables related to these phenomena, number of children, and, in the cases in which there 
is more than one child, the difference in age between the first and last child. In such cases, 
especially when the eldest child was born overseas and grew up in an environment in which 
Spanish was the legitimate language and the language of school and friends, these elder children 
would even prefer to speak Spanish to their younger siblings. This phenomena is not restricted 
to the Spanish-speaking community, as it has been attested for other language groups in 
Australia (Clyne, 1982; 28; Harvey, 1974; 133-137). 
Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32 show how the reported use of Spanish and the reported level of 
Spanish of the first and last child, as well as the children's average for each variable, vary with 
the number of children in the household. We can see that the reported difference in the level of 
Spanish between the first and last child is substantially bigger than the reported difference 
between the use of Spanish with the first and last child. This is pointing to the perception that 
younger children generally have a lower level of Spanish in spite of receiving the "same" input. 
But the difference between reported use of Spanish and level of Spanish in cases where there 
is only one child points to the essentially comparative nature of rating the level of Spanish. 
Parents who have only one child are more likely to rate the child's level of Spanish lower than 
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Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 show how the reported use of Spanish and the reported level of 
Spanish of the first and last child, as well as the children's average for each variable vary with 
the age difference between the first and last child. It can be seen that the reported use of Spanish 
with children in Figure 4.34 is a much flatter pattern of lines than the reported children's level 
of Spanish in Figure 4.33. As in the case of Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32, the difference between 
first and last child is wider when the level of Spanish is considered than when the use of Spanish 
is considered. We also find in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 another discrepancy which could be 
of interest. Last children of families where the difference between the first and last child is 8 
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Figure 4.33. Level of Spanish of Children by Difference in Age between First and Last Child. 
of families where the age difference is less than four years. However, the latter are reported to 
have a slightly higher level of Spanish than the fonner ones. This could be another by-product 
of the comparative nature of assessing children's level of Spanish, but also a result of the 
relaxing of pressure to speak Spanish for children born in Australia that we described in section 
4.1.2. This is confirmed by Figure 4.35, where we see a very significant discrepancy between 
language use with children and children's level of Spanish in cases of families where some, but 
less than 50%, of the children were born in Australia. In such cases, level of Spanish of children 
in general does not correspond to the use of Spanish at home. 
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Figure 4.35. Use of Spanish with Children and Children's Level of Spanish by Percentage of 
Children Born in Australia. 
children aged 6 or less when the informant arrived in Australia is more than 50% but less than 
l 00%, there is a significant discrepancy between use of Spanish and level of Spanish of children. 
What both cases have in common is that the language used in the household, and the language 
used with children is Spanish, because in both cases some children were born overseas and the 
naturalness of speaking Spanish to children has not been challenged by the migration at the time 
of the birth of the first child. However, the predominance of Spanish as the language of younger 
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"Desde que va a la escuela, no quiere hablar mas castellano con nosotros. La mayor no, 
ella ha nacido allil, y ha aprendido a leer en castellano, y quiere seguir aprendiendo". 
[Since he began school here, he refuses to speak Spanish with us. My eldest daughter does 
not refuse to speak Spanish, she was born there, she learnt to read in Spanish and even want 
to keep on learning] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
or because of the birth of a new child: 
Por ahora le hablamos en espafiol, coma al mas grande. Ahora cuando crezca y empiece 
a hablar ingles con las amiguitos y los primos, no se si va a querer hablar espaiiol. 
[For the time being we speak Spanish to her, as we do with the eldest. But in a few years she 
will be speaking English with her friends and cousins, and I don't know if she will want to 
speak Spanish.] 
(Interview Data) 
This is reflecting the fact that the level of Spanish of younger children is lower, or perceived to 
be lower, or expected in advance to be lower, than the "corresponding" level of Spanish expected 
from the amount of exposure to the language of older children. This will also be the case for 
families where there is a big age difference between the first and last child, as has already been 
considered before. Even if this is only a perception of parents, this has very definite 
consequences for language maintenance and shift. In any case, the fact that younger children 
have a lower level of Spanish or are allowed to have a lower level of Spanish because they were 
born in Australia or began their primary education in Australia, is both due to environment and 
to parents' attitudes. Permissive attitudes leading to language shift are captured by the variable 
average level of Spanish and not for the variable average use of Spanish with children, and as 
such should be used to measure language maintenance and shift. We should not forget, however, 
that this variable, being a product of comparisons, does not account very well for the case of 
only children, and this is something to be taken into account in the analysis. 
We have established that average level of Spanish of children will be used as the preferred 
variable to measure language maintenance and shift in this study. We have also established that 
the use of Spanish at home and in general in the intimate domains are good predictors of 
language maintenance and shift, which, it should be remembered, has several intermediate 
"values" between the poles of language maintenance and language shift. All the previous 
analyses in section 4.1 regarding the social variables affecting the use of Spanish in the intimate 
domains will have, then, a direct translation in terms of language maintenance and shift. This 
translation will be stronger in cases in which the correlation between language use and the 
pertinent social variable is strong, such as informants' age on arrival in Australia, ethnic 
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composition of the household, informants' level of English, perception of being an Australian 
or a foreigner and reported nationality. The translation will be less clear for variables such as 
the informants' year of arrival, the informants' country of birth, ethnicity of parents and parents-
in-law, place in which the informants grew up and composition and number of informants' 
friends, because some values of these social variables will be ambiguous or because only some 
instances of these variables will have a definite influence on language maintenance and shift. 
Furthermore, there are important areas of use of Spanish, such as community organisations and 
work, which have not been considered yet. We will return to the consideration of all these 
variables in Chapter 8. 
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Notes to Chapter 4 
l. The correlation between time in Australia and presence of parents is not actually so clear cut 
in the data, as table Table III in Appendix 2 shows. The peak in the table for informants with 
parents in Australia (in percentages) is actually the group who arrived between 1976-1982. This 
is because time is also a factor here as some of the parents brought by the informants who had 
arrived earlier are now deceased. 
2. As one informant put it: You don't need to have your parents with you in Australia, when 
you have the Housing Commission. (Interview Data) 
3. A common feature of newspaper articles dealing with the second generation in the Spanish-
speaking press is the amazement that someone "born in Australia" can speak "perfect Spanish". 
4, The use of brackets in the label "independent decision makers" points to the fact that this a 
label which provokes classificatory struggles in the community; it is by no means an exclusion 
of people who had to come to Australia because of personal security reasons. The inverted 
commas mean to signal that this is the preferred "official" reason for migration to Australia for 
all the gronps in the community, including the ones which are predominantly composed of 
refugees. But it also points to the fact that it is not an issue to be discussed openly with people 
out of the close circle of friends, with the exception of those who can gain some profit of 
distinction from the fact (or the pretence) of being refugees. This "negation" of the reasons for 
migrating being less than voluntary provokes the rage of some of the members of the community 
who do not forget the reasons for migrating: 
"Pero lque se creen? lque hemos venido a Australia a ver los canguros? Hemos venido 
porque habfa una dictadura y habfa hambre en Espana" 
[But what do they think? That we have come to Australia to see the kangaroos? We have 
come because there was a dictatorship in Spain, and because there was famine] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
"Muchos salvadoreilos ahord se olvidan que hemos venido aquf como refugiados, que en 
rea!idad, a Australia no le importa traer gente de El Salvador" 
[Many Salvadoreans now forget that we have come here as refugees, that, the truth is, 
Australia is not interested in bringing people from El Salvador] 
(Interview Data) 
However, when the predominance of economic reasons for migrating is the official version taken 
by embassies or authorities of the countries of origin, the answers came readily: 
"Esperamos y exigimos de este gobiemo, como de cua!quier otro, sin importar el partido 
o coalici6n gobernante, que cumpla social, educativa y culturalmeme, con la obligaci6n de 
proteger adecuadamente a quienes etiquetados como inmigrantes, nos vimos obligados a 
salir de! pafs" 
[We expect and ask from this government, as from any other, whatever the governing party 
or coalition, that it meets its social, cultural and educational obligations of protecting those, 
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who, labelled as immigrants, were forced to leave their country]. 
(El Espanol en Australia. 2/4/9 l; page 4) 
5. The information provided is supported by information gathered through the questionnaire data, 
but also through interviews and participant observation. However, there were only 49 cases 
which could be classified as "thru-migrants" in the questionnaire data, and around 25 in the 
participant observation and 7 in the interview data. With such a limited sample, the information 
discussed here, as well as that regarding the language maintenance and shift pattern of these 
migmnts should be checked more extensively in a study which takes into consideration the 
multilingual situation of thru-migrants in general. 
6. Throughout the seetion we are supposing that to take up Australian citii.enship is a voluntary 
process. However, some migrants were denied the right to Australian citizenship if they were 
socialists or communists or were perceived or signalled to be communists or agitators (Wilson 
and Bosword, 1984: 173). 
7. Nationals of these countries, however, are not recognised to be Australians in the home 
country. This made the case of some politically persecuted migrants a virtual exile, as they can 
not enter their countries as Australians citizens even if they have taken the Australian citizenship. 
8. The issues are more complicated than this. People who are planning to go back to their 
countries usually take Australian citizenship to be able to come back to Australia in case the re-
settlement in their own countries is not successful. 
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Chapter 5 
THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL VARIABLES 
It Is easier to treat social facts as things or as people 
than as relations. 
Pierre Bourdieu 
This chapter will examine the influence of environmental social variables in language 
maintenance and shift of Spanish. Environmental variables can be divided into two main groups: 
Demographic variables and social characteristics of the host society. The analysis of these social 
variables will also provide further background information about the Spanish-speaking 
community and Australian society. 
5.1. The influence of Demographic Social Variables. 
5.1.1. Distribution of the Spanish-Speaking Population in Australia according to 
demographic Social variables. 
It has been mentioned in section 2.2 and section 4.1.7 that the measurement of concentration of 
Spanish-speakers is based on data from the 1991 Census, the percent of people who report 
speaking Spanish at home by postcode of residence. Postcodes of residence were chosen for both 
practical and theoretical reasons. In practical terms, postcodes were asked in the questionnaire, 
and thus, could be compared with the census data, and theoretically, they provide a more local, 
or small scale measure of concentration, than do Statistical Regions, as shown in Table 3.viii, 
on page 97. 
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characterise the Spanish-speaking community, we will now look in more detail at the distribution 
of the community by state. 
Figure 5.1 shows how the distribution of Spanish-speakers in the different states can be 
characterised in terms of the concentration of Spanish-speakers by postcode of residence. It can 
be seen that New South Wales is the state in which there is a greater concentration of Spanish-
speakers, both in the sense of numbers and concentration by postcode of residence. The state of 
Victoria also has a significant number of Spanish-speakers, but they are not so heavily 
concentrated as in New South Wales. 
This is more clearly seen in Figure 5.2, which shows the state percentages of people living in 
postcodes with different concentrations of Spanish-speakers. We can see that half the Spanish-
speaking population in New South Wales lives in suburbs where there is a high or noticeable 
concentration of Spanish-speakers, that is, more than 2% of the postcode population. This 
includes the Fairfield-Liverpool area, but also other areas of Sydney. In Victoria, this proportion 
is a little less than 40%. In the rest of the states there is no high concentration of Spanish-
speakers, and most of them are living in postcode areas in which there are fewer than 1 % 
Spanish-speakers. In terms of community life, a high or noticeable concentration of Spanish-
speakers tends to represent ready accessibility to all forms of community life, including parties, 
community events and also shops and services in which Spanish could be used, and a lack of 
concentration represents social isolation, Jack of services or shops in which Spanish can be used 
and a supplementary effort is needed on the part of the individual to attend parties or community 
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Figure 5.3. Distribution of the Spanish-speaking population by State and Concentration of 
migrants by postcode of residence. 
in the Australian Capital Territory, where the Spanish-speaking population is more evenly spread 
in suburbs which have between I and 2% of Spanish-speakers. This represents a pattern lacking 
a noticeable concentration, but at the same time providing relative accessibility to events and 
parties held in the different suburban centres. 
Another important characteristic of postcode areas where there is a high concentration of Spanish 
speakers is that these are also areas with a high concentration of migrants. This is shown in 
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concentration of migrants. 
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migrant concentration. Figure 5.4 shows that this even extends to the state distribution, with 
people who live in states where there are not suburbs with a concentration of Spanish-speakers 
(as shown in Figure 5.2) living in areas of migrant concentration. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 can 
be correlated with the concentration of Spanish-speakers described earlier. This is shown in 
Figure 5 .5 where we find a confirmation that all postcode areas in which there is a high 
concentration of Spanish-speakers also show a high concentration of people from non English-
speaking backgrounds. In the same way, postcode areas in which there is no concentration of 
Spanish-speakers are also areas in which there is a low concentration of migrants. In cities like 
Sydney and Melbourne, areas with a high concentration of migrants also have a concentration 
of low income earners, and areas with a low concentration of migrants are areas characterised 
by a concentration of high income earners (Hugo, 1995: 20). 
Besides and in relation to average household income, the degree of concentration of the migrant 
population in Australia is also tied to several other demographic social variables, such as housing 
costs, availability of services to migrants, proximity of the residence to manufacturing industries 
and, in general, distribution of job opportunities, access to transportation and public housing, and 
initial place of arrival (Burnley and Murphy, 1994: 8-26; Hugo, 1995: 16-17). Demographic 
social variables also reflect other social variables, as there is a long-term tendency for recently 
arrived immigrants in Australia to be inclined towards renting or home ownership in areas with 
great concentrations of migrants (Burnley, 1985). Later, in some cases, they move to other areas 
with a lower concentration of migrants when they advance economically (Burnley and Murphy, 
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Finally, segregation or marginalisation on the part of the majority group and opportunities for 
ethnic based enterprises also play a part in the settlement of migrants in areas of migrant 
concentration (Hugo, 1995: 18-21). 
From the point of view of language, a lack of concentration of Spanish-speakers and a lack of 
concentration of migrants in general will favour (or force) the use of English in the 
neighbourhood. The influence of the neighbourhood could be more or less important for different 
individuals, depending on ownership of cars, proximity to the place of work, etc. The 
neighbourhood, however, will have a definite influence on children, as the default choice in 
Australia is to send children to the closest public school from home. This will, of course, not 
be the case for all people, but all other choices imply an extra cost, not only in fees if they send 
their children to a private school, but also in terms of taking children to school and picking them 
up, or arranging for them to be picked up, etc. The composition of the school population in 
terms of presence or absence of other Spanish-speaking children or, in general, of children who 
do not speak English at home influences the habitat to which Spanish-speaking children will 
have to conform or to put up with in psychological terms. 
We will explore these social variables in the rest of the chapter, where we will use the 
questionnaire data to elicit some information about the influence of concentration or lack of 
concentration of Spanish-speakers and migrants in general on the use of Spanish, and on the 
perceptions that such use generates in both the Anglo-Saxon majority and among other migrants. 
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5.1.2. The influence of concentration of Spanish-speakers. 
This section will examine the use of Spanish in domains which were labelled External World 
Domains on page 10 I. We will explore the use of Spanish with neighbours, when shopping, at 
the hairdresser, with lawyers, and with a doctor or in health settings. As can be expected, using 
Spanish in these settings will depend on the availability of Spanish-speaking interlocutors. In 
social terms, this will be more likely to happen in suburbs in which there is a concentration of 
Spanish speakers. This is why the main variable to be considered here is concentration of 
Spanish speakers, as defined above. 
Figure 5.6 shows a correspondence analysis in which the use of Spanish in the domains 
mentioned above has been plotted in the space defined by the concentration of Spanish-speakers 
in the informants' postcode area of residence. Information has also been added to the same figure 
with regards to the use of Spanish in all the other domains asked in the questionnaire, as it will 
be important to determine which of these domains can also be primarily influenced by the 
concentration of Spanish-speakers in the suburb of residence. 
The concentration of Spanish-speakers in postcode areas has been divided into three main 
categories. These are: 
l) Areas with a noticeable concentration of Spanish-speakers, which include postcode areas 
where more than 2% of the population reported speaking Spanish at home in the 199! Census. 
We find these areas in the lower right quadrant of Figure 5.6. 
2) Areas with a very low concentration of Spanish speakers. These are made up of areas where 
less than 0.5% of the population of the postcode area reported speaking Spanish at home. We 
find these areas in the lower left quadrant of Figure 5.6. 
3) Areas where the concentration of Spanish-speakers is less than 2% but more than 0.5% of the 
population of the postcode area. We find these areas in the upper left quadrant of Figure 5.6, 
very close to the vertical axis. 
The projection of the postcode areas on the horizontal axis is ordered according to Spanish-
speakers concentration in these areas, from left to right Given that 91.3% of the inertia of the 
diagram is concentrated along the first axis, it is basically the projection over this axis of the 
different variables which allows a characterisation of the use of Spanish in the different domains. 
The projections of the different values for use of Spanish in each domain confirms that for all 
domains, with the exception of the work domain, use of Spanish increases with concentration 
of Spanish-speakers in the area. 
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J<'igure 5.6. Correspondence Analysis. Use of Spanish by Concentration of Spanish Speakers in 
Suburb of Residence. Total variance accounted in first axis: 91.3%. Total variance accounted for: 
100%. 
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frequently and people who use Spanish at work rarely are placed in the lower left quadrant, 
where there is a very low concentration of Spanish-speakers in the area of residence. In order 
to give a full explanation of these phenomena we should consider the informant's occupation and 
informant's qualifications, as well as several other social variables, notably their employment 
trajectory in Australia and their country of origin. The influence of all these social variables will 
be considered in detail in Chapter 7. We can, however, try to identify the more common cases 
which present the characteristics of these combinations of language use and area of residence. 
The people typically using Spanish very frequently at work are translators, interpreters, social 
workers, some types of tradespersons and shop-owners who own shops in areas of great 
concentration of Spanish speakers. All of them are characterised by using Spanish as a medium 
of communication at work. Those people with these occupations who have become very 
successful in economic terms tend live in the more expensive areas of cities, which have a very 
small proportion of migrants, and thus of Spanish-speakers. This can explain the cases of people 
who report a high use of Spanish at work and reside in areas with a very low proportion of 
Spanish speakers among the residents. 
In the case of low use of Spanish, this occurs in the case of people living and working in 
suburbs or towns with a low proportion of Spanish speakers. The use of Spanish at work, 
especially if knowledge of Spanish is not a requisite to hold the job, will be a matter of chance 
in such cases. Finally, there are cases who report using Spanish and English at work. These 
people are clearly associated with residence in suburbs with a great concentration of Spanish-
speakers. The more characteristic cases following this pattern are people who work in the 
cleaning and construction industry. Their use of Spanish at work is restricted mainly to 
workmates, and they have to use English with clients. We will return to this topic in Chapter 7. 
Apart from the overall influence of the concentration of Spanish-speakers in all the domains 
except work, the most important thing shown in Figure 5.6 is that the lawyer, health, shopping 
and neighbours domains are the ones which are most strongly associated with a high 
concentration of Spanish-speakers. These are precisely the domains in which a concentration of 
Spanish-speakers can be expected to have a decisive influence on the use of Spanish, as it will 
be more likely for informants to have Spanish-speaking interlocutors in these settings. The 
religious domain also shows a strong correlation. This, too, is to be expected, as most Spanish-
speakers are Catholic and the use of Spanish in church will depend on the availability of 
Catholic priests who can celebrate Mass in Spanish. Such availability is more likely in suburbs 
with a high concentration of Spanish speakers, as the concentration itself will create a demand 
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for Spanish-speaking priests. There are also non-Catholic religions which offer services in 
Spanish, and some of them have their churches in areas with a concentration of Spanish 
speakers. We will explore this in detail when we examine the use of Spanish in the religious 
domain in Chapter 6. 
Examining the left extreme of the horizontal axis in Figure 5.6, we find that the domains which 
show a low or medium use of Spanish associated with a very low concentration of Spanish-
speakers are the intimate domains, and the community organisations and parties domains. We 
have already seen on page 146 that there was a limited influence of the concentration of Spanish 
speakers only in the two extremes of the concentration categories when we look at the mean of 
reported Spanish use in intimate domains, as in Figure 4.26, page 146. Figure 5.6 allows us to 
characterise a little more the use of Spanish in intimate domains, as we are now considering the 
characteristics of people who report a low use of Spanish in these domains, something which 
is lost when looking at average use of Spanish. 
We find in the upper left quadrant of Figure 5.6 people who report a low use of Spanish at home 
and in relatives' homes, but a bilingual use of Spanish with friends, at parties and in community 
organisations. In the lower left quadrant we find people who report a bilingual use of Spanish 
at home and in relatives' homes, hut a low use of Spanish in community organisations, at parties 
and in friends' homes. There are two possible ways of interpreting these correlations, depending 
on the generation of the informant. 
If the informant is a first generation migrant, a low use of Spanish in intimate domains and a 
bilingual use of Spanish in community related domains will typically correspond to marriage 
with a non-Spanish speaker, as the use of Spanish is restricted to social domains, whereas in 
intimate domains another language is used. If the informant is a second generation migrant, this 
language usage will correspond to an informant whose parents have shifted to English at home, 
but retain the use of Spanish in certain social domains. This will apply both to second generation 
informants who still live in their parents' home and to those who already have their own homes. 
If the informant is a first generation migrant, a bilingual use of Spanish in intimate domains and 
a low use of Spanish in community related domains will typically correspond to people who 
have severed their links with the Spanish-speaking community. They will use some Spanish at 
home and in relatives' homes, but will conduct all their social life in English. If the informant 
is a second generation migrant, this will be the typical pattern of language usage for people still 
living in their parents' home. They will use Spanish at home and in relatives' homes, but will 
conduct the rest of their life in English, even in community organisations, as they will mainly 
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interact with people of their own age, with whom they will also use English. We will find more 
support for this analysis in section 7 .3. 
It was suggested on page l 46 that people who are psychologically closer to the community life 
of Spanish-speakers will, when possible, prefer to live in suburbs where there is a strong 
concentration of Spanish-speakers. This is confirmed in Figure 5.6 as well, where we see in the 
middle of the horizontal axis that people who report using Spanish predominantly at home and 
in relatives' homes are very dose to people who report using Spanish predominantly at parties 
and in community organisations. These people are associated with residence in suburbs with a 
medium to high concentration of Spanish speakers. We can also suggest, based on the previous 
discussion on the relationship of low use of Spanish in intimate and social domains with 
residence in suburbs with a low concentration of Spanish-speakers, that the converse is also true. 
People who are not psychologically close to the community life of Spanish-speakers will prefer, 
when possible, to avoid having contact with the community, and to live in suburbs where they 
can integrate into the "mainstream" Australian life. 
The previous analysis does not underestimate the influence of the environment on shaping 
language use. It only points to the fact that suburb of residence is not a "given" variable, but also 
the result of "choices" made by the individual, either in the area of choosing a place of residence 
directly or in other areas of his/her life which will detenuine his/her place of residence, such as 
career, proximity to family, etc. There are, of course, several limits to the possible choices either 
in terms of budget and the possibility of buying or renting a house, or the availability of 
government housing for people with low incomes. In any case, suburb of residence will also be 
tied to occupation, which in tum is tied to the relative freedom to "choose". We will examine 
other correspondences of place of residence when we explore occupation in Chapter 7. For the 
time being, however, we can investigate the correspondence of place of residence with two other 
variables which are related to language maintenance: level of English of informants, and level 
of Spanish of informants' children. 
Figure 5.7 shows how informants' level of English varies with concentration of Spanish-speakers 
in postcode area of residence. We can see that the percentage of people living in areas with a 
high concentration of Spanish-speakers and reporting an excellent level of English is significantly 
lower than the percentage reported by people who live in other postcode areas. On the other 
hand, the percentage of people living in areas with a very low concentration of Spanish-speakers 
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Figure 5.7. Informants' Level of English by Concentration of Spanish-speakers in Postcode Area 
of Residence 
people who live in other postcode areas. 
If we divide the figures into two groups, in the upper half people reporting a good and excellent 
level of English and in the lower half people reporting a fair and poor level of English, the 
differences became less significant in areas with less than I% of Spanish-speakers, whereas the 
areas of high concentration of Spanish-speakers still have a lower percentage of people reporting 
a good or excellent level of English. Looking at Figure 5.7 in this way also allows us to 
understand an apparent contradiction in the percentage of people reporting an excellent level of 
English. This percentage is constant in areas of a mid-low concentration of Spanish-speakers, 
that is, in areas which have a concentration of Spanish-speakers between 0.5% and 2%. 
However, it decreases in approximately 10% in areas of very low concentration of Spanish· 
speakers, where we would expect a higher proportion of people reporting an excellent level of 
English. To understand this, it should be remembered that we are considering self-assessed level 
of English. People living in suburbs where there is no chance of speaking Spanish or other 
languages other than English are less likely to perceive their English as "excellent" than people 
who have less exposure to English in relative terms, as they will be comparing themselves with 
native speakers of English. 
Figure 5.7 also reinforces once more the suggestion that informants with a psychological affinity 
to community life in Spanish will tend to live in areas of great concentration of Spanish· 
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speakers. This comes about because people with a low level of English will be more likely to 
live in areas where they can conduct their everyday life and social life in Spanish, or to avoid 
the isolation which is represented by living in an area where there are very few or no Spanish-
speakers. We see this tendency more strongly in the extreme left bar of Figure 5.7, where less 
than 10% of informants with a poor level of English live in areas where there is an extremely 
low percentage of Spanish-speakers. We also see the other tendency, hereby people who report 
an excellent level of English avoid concentrations of Spanish speakers, in the fact that a 
noticeably low percentage of these informants live in areas with a high concentration of Spanish-
speakers. There are of course other variables which will play a part in explaiuing this pattern. 
As we said before, we will explore these tendencies in more detail in Chapter 7. We can now 
look at the level of Spanish of the informants' children, a variable in which the environment by 
itself can play a role. 
Figure 5.8 shows how the average level of Spanish of informants' children vanes with 
concentration of Spanish-speakers in postcode area of residence. We have included in Figure 5.8 
only cases in which the first child of the family was of primary school age or less when the 
family arrived in Australia. This excludes reports of a high level of Spanish for children who 
came as adolescents or adults. We can see that there is a strong correlation between a reported 
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undoubtedly linked to the higher number of opportunities for using the language in domains 
other than the home for children living in areas of high concentration of Spanish-speakers. Also, 
the relatively greater involvement in the Spanish-speaking community of the informants will 
influence the contact with Spanish that children living in areas of high concentration of Spanish-
speakers will experience, as they will attend parties and community events with their parents, 
and even prefer to speak Spanish in the street in suburbs such as Fairfield {Valverde, 1994: 112-
113). Figure 5.8 aL'o shows that the net percentage of families who have shifted to English {the 
ones who report a low level of Spanish for all their children), increases linearly as concentration 
of Spanish-speakers decreases. 
If the analysis were to stop here, we could conclude that there is a definite influence of 
concentration of Spanish-speakers in language maintenance of Spanish. If we include the 
previous suggestion that choice of residence is not arbitrarily linked with predisposition toward 
language maintenance, however, we could also look at the phenomena from the another point 
of view: language maintainers, who would prefer having frequent contact with other Spanish-
speakers, would prefer, when possible, to live in suburbs with a high concentration of Spanish 
speakers. Language shifters, on the other hand, would avoid frequent contact with Spanish-
speakers, and would prefer, when possible, to Ii ve in suburbs with a low concentration of 
Spanish-speakers. These preferences would not necessarily be operative at a conscious level. 
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previous choices. However, Figure 5.8 shows us that the distribution of maintainers and shifters 
and place of residence is not random. This is also shown in Figure 5.9, where we see that people 
living in suburbs with a high concentration of Spanish-speakers think that both their 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren will speak more Spanish than people living in suburbs 
where there is a mid or low concentration of Spanish-speakers. Figure 5.9 also shows that people 
who perceive Spanish to be more useful in Australia are those living in areas with a very high 
or a very low concentration of Spanish-speakers. In the case of the former, this is also a 
consequence of the availability of Spanish interlocutors. In the case of the latter, this is because 
these people tend to "capitalise" on their knowledge of Spanish in their work, as we will see in 
section 7 .3. 
The correlation between maintainers and shifters and place of residence is also shown in the 
actual level of transmission of the Spanish language. 
Figure 5. I 0 allows an exploration of the postulated relationship between maintainers and shifters 
and place of residence, as it takes into account year of arrival of the informants, a variable which 
can distort the pattern because of the tendency of some recent migrants to live in areas where 
there is a high concentration of Spanish-speakers. To avoid distortions produced by the pattern 
of maintenance of children whose parents arrived in Australia as dependent migrants, only 
migrants who arrived at age 17 or older have been included in Figure 5.10. 
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We can see in Figure 5. lO that long term maintainers, that is, people who arrived in Australia 
before 1983, and whose children have a good level of Spanish, live in areas with a high 
concentration of Spanish-speakers. On the other hand, shifters who arrived before 1983 live in 
areaB of a very low concentration of Spanish-speakers. We can also see in Figure 5. IO that very 
recent arrivals, that is, people who arrived between 1991 and 1994, report a very different 
pattern of level of Spanish for their children. For those people who live in areas of a strong 
concentration of Spanish-speakers, most of the answers are concentrated in a high level of 
Spanish. For those who live in areas where there are very few Spanish-speakers, the variation 
is very high, but the median is a medium level of Spanish, and there are some cases where 
people report that their children do not know Spanish. This is undoubtedly a reflection of a 
decision to use English at home from the beginning. This could be the effect of place of 
residence, but also the choice of a place of residence could be a consequence of the conscious 
or unconscious decision to adapt as soon as possible to the new country. 
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5.2. The inl1uence of the social environment. 
Wherever a man goes, men will pursue him and paw 
him with their dirty institutions, and, If they can, 
constrain him to belong to their desperate odd.fellow 
society, 
Hemy David Thoreau 
This section attempts to account for the influence of the social environment on the maintenance 
of Spanish. We will consider the attitudes of Anglo-Saxon Australians toward migrant 
Australians regarding the use of language, and in general of attitudes toward the maintenance 
of languages other than English in the Australian context. 
Celebrations of the achievements of multiculturalism and tolerance, that is, of attitudes favouring 
the use of languages other than English in Australia can be found everywhere (e.g. Gr'dSsby, 
1974; Bowen, 1977; Australian Government, 1989; Rado, 1991; Phillips and Houston, 1994). 
This is why we will concentrnte on attitudes which enforce or favour the shift to English among 
migrants to see if they have any influence on language maintenance and shift. Attitudes in favour 
of shifting to English are not restricted to the Anglo-Saxon majority however, as some migrants 
also believe that this is the right thing to do. 
The influence of such attitudes is very difficult to quantify, and we will try to do so by 
examining the answers to the questions "Have 
you ever been advised to speak English only 
with your children?" and "Have you ever been 
told that someone was advised to speak 
English only with his/her children?". Advice to 
speak only English represents only one 
manifestation of attitudes favouring language 
shift. It does not account for other forms of 
imposing or favouring the use of English 
which are never verbalised, or do not need to 
be verbalised. We will examine these other 
fonns using interview data, participation 
observation data and newspaper articles from 
the Spanish-speaking press. 
Table 5.i shows the distribution of answers for 








No Response 107 
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Have you ever been 
someone was advised 














No 166 38.1 
Yes 93 21. 3 
No Response 177 40.6 
-~----- -------
Tot.al 436 100.0 
the questions on advice to speak English only. '------------------' 
f 
Table 5.i. Advice to Speak English Only. 
As can be seen, less than a quarter 0 the Sample Distribution of Answers. All eases 
considered. 
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sample answer positively to these questions. r-----------------~ 
Have you ever been advised to 
Also, there is a high number of no responses speak English only with your 
children? 
in both questions, which has to be accounted (only informants who have children 
considered) 
for. One possible explanation is that the 
question is not relevant for some of the 
informants. We have an indication that this is 
so when we consider only informants who 












Table 5 .ii. It can be seen that only a very small Table 5.ii. Advice to Speak English. Only 
percent of informants who have children do informants who have children considered. 
not answer this question. Table 5.ii also shows that the percent of people who report that they 
have received such advice rises to 30% when we consider only informants who have children. 
To understand this advice we have also to consider another kind of information. We will have 
to look at who the adviser was, what the ethnicity of the adviser was, and in which year the 
advice was given. This information is provided in Figure 5.11, where we can see that most of 
the advice was given in recent years, that the most frequent advisers were children's teachers, 
and that most of the advisers were Anglo-Saxon Australians. 
Regarding the years in which the advice was given to informants, or when !he informants 
learned that someone was advised, there could be two explanations for their predominance in 
recent years. The first takes into consideration a psychological factor. Informants who have 
arrived recently are more aware of this phenomena, and at the same time more aware of the 
influence of the English linguistic environment on their children's language behaviour. As such, 
they are more likely to answer yes to this question as this is a situation in which they are living 
in their immediate present. Long term residents would not feel this influence so acutely, and also 
would have dealt already with the influence of English, either accepting such influence as 
inevitable, or resisting it. In any case, this influence would not be part of their present worries, 
as the transmission or non-transmission of Spanish would already have been accomplished or 
not accomplished. The issue of the transmission of Spanish can surface as a problem again only 
for informants who have grandchildren, either producing frustration when their children do not 
transmit the language, or as a reparative strategy they are prepared to follow: 
"El otro dfa estaba en la casa de mi hija. hablando en espanol con ella, y mi nieta. que 
tiene cuatro aftos, me dijo: 'Grandpa, why you don't talk proper?'. Me dieron ganas de 
estrellarla contra la pared. Pero luego pense queen realidad la deberfa estrellar a mi hija." 
Informant was Advised 1J> Speak 
_...~-­
Yearlnwhfcltadvlcewasgiven 
Wonrumt wa•Mvi.00 to Speak 
~o:nlywithhWht::rclilld:rm 
Wbo was the adviser 
In.iOrmant was Advised 1J> Speak 
_...nlywf<lllllsl--
Etnlclty of Adviser 
KnowtbatromeonewasAdvlsedlDSpeak 
En;;lislt only with lWlherclU!dnm 
Year In whfcl1 advice was given 
Know lhatsome one was Advised to Sp"'1k 
English only with ldSlherdtlldren 
Who was lhe a dvlser 
KnowtbatromeonewasAdvlsedtoSpeak 
ll'lllll<h•PIYWWtl>lsl--
Etnlclty of Adviser 
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Figure 5.11. Advice to Speak English Only with Children. Year in which the Advice was given, 
Who was the Adviser and Nationality of Adviser. 
[I was at my daughter's place a few days ago, talking in Spanish with her, when my 
granddaughter, who is four now, told me: 'Grandpa, why you don't talk proper?'. I felt such 
anger that I wanted to smash her into the wall. Then I thought that it is my daughter who 
would deserve being smashed into the wall.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
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"Nosotros nos equivocamos una vez, pero en cuanto tengamos nietos, Jes vamos a hablar 
en castellano. Seguro que van a pasar mucho tiempo con nosotros porque todos los hijos 
trabajan." 
[We made a wrong decision once, but as soon as we have grandchildren, we are determined 
to speak Spanish to them. They are very likely to spend a lot of time with us, as all our 
children are very busy working.] 
(Interview Data) 
The other possible explanation for the relatively higher frequency of advice to speak English in 
recent years is simply that there have been more people advised. Such advice could represent 
an attempt by ethnically Anglo-Saxon Australians to re-establish a perceived Joss of balance in 
favour of migrants which resulted from the politics of multiculturalism. We will return to this 
topic later. 
In regard to the identity of the advisers, we have already mentioned that most of them were 
teachers. These were divided between children's teachers, most of whom were primary school 
teachers, and the informants' ESL teachers, including T AFE teachers. The latter are teachers in 
the On Arrival English classes for recent migrants organised by the Australian government. 
Other advisers include friends, relatives and workmates, and a category labelled "other" which 
includes Student Counsellors, Child Carers, Psychologists, Speech Therapists, Paediatricians and 
Medical Doctors in general, Parents of children's classmates, English class colleagues, 
Neighbours, Social Security Officers, Bosses, CES Counsellors, Officers of the Australian 
Embassies in the migrants' countries, Judges in the Family Court, ex-spouses, and unclassified 
answers such as "Acquaintances", "Everybody", "The ignorants", "Several people", "Over-
adapted migrants", "Chauvinists" and "All Australians". 
Regarding the nationality of the advisers, we have already seen that most of the advisers were 
Anglo-Saxon Australians, which include four people described as British. However, 
approximately 25% of the advice came from Spanish-speakers and other migrants. 
We will now make use of the responses to the advice given to informants to characterise how 
these different ways of describing the advice intersect with each other. The distribution of the 
identity and ethnicity of the adviser is far from being randomly distributed, as it is shown in 
Figure 5 .12. There we can see that most of the teachers are Anglo-Saxons and most of the 
friends are Spanish-speakers. 
The rest of the advisers show different proportions of Anglo-Saxons, Spanish-speakers and 









Who was the adviser 
Figure 5.12. Advice to Speak English Only with Children. Identity of Adviser by Ethnicity of 
Adviser. 
categories, but we find that some 30% of relatives favouring shift to English are Spanish-
speakers and 15% are from other ethnic groups, which amounts to 45% of relatives favouring 
shift to English being migrants. Of those workmates favouring shift to English, some 20% are 
migrants, all of whom were from other ethnic groups in our sample. 
Another dimension which affects attitudes favouring shift to English is shown in the year in 
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Figure 5.13. Advice to Speak English Only with Children. Ethnicity of Adviser by Year in 
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Who was the adviser 
Figure 5.14. Advice to Speak English Only with Children. Identity of Adviser by Year in which 
the Advice was given. 
concentrated in the !980's and 1990's, as was seen in the analysis of Figure 5.11. 
There is however a difference in the spread of the advice in different decades. We can see in 
Figure 5.13 that whereas advice coming from Anglo-Saxons and people from other ethic groups 
is distributed throughout all the years since 1965, advice coming from the Spanish-speaking 
community is distributed between 1975 and 1995, and concentrated in the late 1980's. This 
reflects the growing numbers of the Spanish-speaking community. 
Regarding the identity of the advisers, we can see in Figure 5.14 that advice coming from 
teachers and workmates is distributed throughout all the years since the l 960's, advice from 
friends and relatives is coneentrated in the l980's and !990's and that advice coming from 
teachers of English is concentrated in the late 1980's and l 990's, reflecting the implementation 
of widespread ESL on arrival classes for migrants, as seen in section 3.2. 
Another important characteristic of the data being considered is that 25% of people who report 
being advised to speak only English report two or more eases of such advice. Also, there is a 
great amount of overlap between people who report having been advised to speak only English 
with their children and people who report that they know that someone was advised to do so. 
Table 5.iii shows the amount of overlap between the two categories of responses. This suggests 
that people, once they have been advised or know that someone was advised, will be more aware 
of the phenomenon. However, it also suggests that there will be a particular category of people 
who will be more likely to be advised than others. Before trying to characterise who is more 
likely to be advised and who is less likely to be advised, we will consider some interview and 
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participant observation .-------------------------~ 
data. This will allow an 
understanding of the 
phenomena from the 
point of view of the 
informants, that is, 
observing the context 
and the consequences of 
such advice and other 
attitudes favouring the 
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concentrate Table S.iii. Advice to speak English. Overlapping between people who 
report been advised and people who report they know that someone 
the school was advised. 
and family domains, as they represent the two more typical attitudes toward language shift. The 
school domain is one in which there is an institutional authority, typically an Anglo-Saxon 
teacher, who believes that the use of a foreign language is inappropriate or it is in some way 
signalling a deficiency which needs to be corrected, or a lack of integration into Australian 
society. In the school domain, these attitudes take the form of advice to speak English as this 
is going to be better for the child's performance in class. This will also be the situation for other 
kinds of advice, such as that given by paediatricians, school counsellors, psychologists, speech 
pathologists, etc., which will always refer to an intrinsic benefit for the child if English is used, 
and will be backed by the institutional authority of the "'professional" which makes refuting the 
advice (at least at the symbolic level) very difficult for the "amateur". 
In the case of the family domain, there is a unbalanced assessment of the value of the different 
languages in question for different parties. These parties can be one parent against the other, one 
parent and the children against the other parent or parents versus children. The assessment of 
languages tends to favour English at the symbolic level, as this language is legitimised by the 
"majority". Parties will struggle against which language is being used, in a context which makes 
it seem "natural" to speak the language of the country in the home domain. Here there could be 
a parallel with other kinds of attitudes manifested through advice coming from friends, 
neighbours, etc. These are forces favouring shift which lack institutional support, and which can 
be contested at the same level. They can, however, be as effective or more effective than the 
previous "institutional" forces because the advice will appear (or will be presented, or will be 
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defended when contested) as disinterested or as innocent suggestions that could help. 
We will begin by analysing these two kinds of advice by time of arrival of migrants in Australia. 
This will also help to establish how the Australian linguistic field has changed over the years 
in both the form and the overtness of the advice being considered. 
Our first case will be the report of the issue of advice to speak English only by an Australian, 
about 60 years old, married to a Spanish woman who arrived in the 1960's: 
"I spoke in English, my wife spoke in Spanish, but the kids learned English. Now, at the 
time when the children were very young, one of our Spanish friend's children started 
school, and she rang us up in tears because the teacher had said that they should stop 
speaking Spanish at home because the child could not understand what was happening at 
school. So we made a conscious decision that we would speak to the children in English. 
We regretted it, and regretted it and regretted it.. Of course you spoke to them in Spanish 
a lot... but you also spoke in English if they did not understand Spanish, then you told 
them in English. There was a sort of 'this is what I said so you understand it'. But 
officially I certainly ... If I had spoken to them in Spanish it would had been a different 
story. But I didn't. I spoke in English, and she spoke in Spanish or English but. .. Our 
perception was we'd better speak to them in English otherwise they would be 
disadvantaged at school. That was as simple as that. Then our children were identified as 
being Australian, see? Australian names, a father who speaks ... [English natively] and 
whose name is ... [Australian] and so on. They would have never been perceived, to my 
knowledge, ever, as being foreign migrant children. And I don't think they ever sort of 
made the point of saying 'My mother is Spanish' or maybe they did, I don't know. But 
we didn't have the 'these are migrant children, they are different, you have to ... ' this was 
never that, ever, so ... My wife and I, especially after the kids have left home, I was turned 
to speak Spanish in the house." 
(Interview {)ata) 
We see in this case that there is a confluence of the external assimilationist climate, represented 
by the advice of the teacher, and behaviour in terms of language following this advice for the 
benefit of the children, as having an Australian surname will make them the same as other 
children. The advice was not directed at the informant's family, but it was effective in his family 
as well. The change of norms in lerms of recognition of the other languages in present days is 
also evident in the regretful account of the decision to speak English with children, as these 
norms are no longer the accepted vision of languages other than English. 
At the level of the value of English in the home domain, there is also. in the informant's own 
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words, the lack of an "official" recognition of Spanish as a valid language at home. This reflects 
the status of "foreign" languages in Australia in the I 960's and 1970's, which is also seen clearly 
in the following account by a Chilean man, about 55 years old, who arrived in Australia in the 
early I 970's: 
"Durante los diez aiios que estuve casado con una mujer australiana, como ella no 
demostraba interes en el idioma espai\o!, y a la vez siempre se opuso [a] que yo hablara 
espaiio! con mis amigos o hijos, en consecuencia yo pase muchos aiios sin hablar mi 
propio idioma. Ella se opuso porque no entendfa espaiiol, su opini6n era que el que llega 
a este pals debe acogerse a la comunidad y hablar solamente ingles. En todas [las] 
situaciones sociales con amigos de habla-hispana, por ella tenfamos que hablar en ingles. 
Eso es una de las razones que mis hijos no hablan espaiiol, y tambien la raz6n que yo 
bµsque una pareja de habla hispana despues de! fracaso de mi matrimonio." 
[During the ten years I was married to an Australian woman, she did not show any interest 
in learning Spanish. She always opposed my speaking Spanish with my children and 
friends, so I spent several years without speaking my language. Her opinion was that if you 
came to this country you have to adjust yourself to the community's rules and speak only 
English. In all my social encounters with Spanish-speakers, we had to speak English when 
she was present. This is one of the reasons why my children do not speak Spanish, and 
also the reason why I looked for a Spanish-speaking partner after my marriage failed.] 
(Letter received with questionnaire) 
These attitudes were also felt very strongly in the case of children, who have to deal with a high 
amount of discrimination in the schools, as is shown in the account of this Spanish woman: 
"La discriminaci6n era simplemente insopottable. Yo tuve que sufrir todo de tipo de 
insultos y hasta golpes en la escuela y en High School. Asf fue que el dia que cumplf 
dieciseis aiios, cuando podfa legalmente decidir por mi misma, decidf no asistir mas, a 
pesar de! disgusto que sabfa que le estaba dando a mis padres. Por supuesto que cuando 
uno crece se arrepiente de esas decisiones, sobre todo porque yo siempre he tenido 
aspiraciones de estudiar, pero en ese momenta yo sentia que no habfa otra saHda. Ahora, 
despues de toda una vida de trabajo, he decidido entrar a la universidad." 
In these times the discrimination was simply unbearable. I suffered all kind of insults. I 
was even beaten in primary school and high school. This is why, the very day of my 
sixteen birthday, that is, the day in which I was legally entitled to decide for myself, I quit 
high school, in spite of my parents' disappointment. As you grow up, you regret such 
decisions, especially in my case, as I had aspirations to keep studying, but at the time there 
was no other solution I could have think of. Now, after a life of hard work, I have decided 
to go to university. 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Before analysing this account in more detail, let us see what a Chilean migrant, about 45 years 
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old, who arrived in Australia in the mid l 970's already married to a Chilean woman, has to say: 
"En las escuelas, al comienzo, cuando ellos estaban yendo a la escuela primaria aquf, se 
ponfa bastante enfasis en que nosotros trataramos de hablarles en ingles a los niiios, para 
que ellos aprendieran mas, y a nosotros tambien para que nosotros practicaramos mas. 
Segun ellos, nos trataban de dorar la pfldora para que nosotros practicaramos ingles. 
Afortunadamente yo no necesitaba ingles porque lo practicaba en el trabajo todo el tiempo, 
y siempre me negue a hacerlo. En mi casa, siempre le he dicho, a todo el mundo que 
quiera escuchar, de la puerta para adentro se habla espaiiol, y de ahf para afuera, bueno, 
el idioma que quieran. Hay gente que dice que es mejor tener una buena comunicaci6n con 
los hijos y por eso hablan ingles. Yo no creo que tengan que dejar el idioma materno o 
paterno para una mejor relaci6n. Me parece que el error esta en otro aspecto, en el tener 
que necesariarnente hablar el ingles para tener una buena relaci6n. El error esta en otro 
!ado, no en el idioma." 
[In the schools, at the beginning, when the children were attending primary school, the 
emphasis was that we should speak English to the children, so they learned ii, and also we 
learned it. According to them, they were trying to gild the pill, it was also because we 
could practice English this way. Fortunately, I did not need to do that, because I was 
practising English all the time at work, and I always refused to speak English to the 
children. In my home, I have always said, from the doorstep in you speak Spanish; from 
the doorstep out, you are free to speak English, or any other language. I have always 
recommended that to the other people (in the Spanish-speaking community), to the ones 
that are willing to listen, of course. There are some that say that you have to have a good 
relationship with your children, no matter in which language. I do not believe you have 
to leave out your mother language to have a good relationship with your children. There 
is a mistake there, and certainly it is not in the language, but in the relationship.] 
(Interview Data) 
To situate the previous cases, we should remember that, as seen in section 3.2, in the 1960's and 
early 1970's there was a paternalistic view of the migrant (Wilton and Bosworth, 1984; 85), the 
use of foreign languages in public was strongly resisted by Anglo-Saxon Australians (Ozolins, 
! 993; 57) and social science was proving that "the adjustment to school of immigrant 
schoolchildren was less than that of Australians" (Doczy, 1969; cited in Taft, 1979: 340). The 
way in which the last person quoted struggled against the advice at school was avoiding overtly 
confronting the teachers. To counterbalance the external impositions, however, the one path left 
was imposing oneself at home forcing the use of Spanish. This is a pattern found over and over 
again in cases of language maintenance for people who came to Australia in this period. This 
kind of struggle was impossible for the Spanish woman or the Chilean man in the former cases. 
The only possibility of struggle that the Spanish woman had was to quit school to stop the pain. 
The only possibility of struggle that the Chilean man had, being married to an Australian woman 
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who strongly enforced the norms of the country, was to step out of the marriage, and find a 
Spanish-speaking partner. In psychological terms, such struggles were undoubtedly very costly. 
If we look at the previous four cases in tem1s of power, in all these cases, and in several other 
cases analysed in the data, there is little resistance to the external norms, or, if there is resistance, 
either it is not overt or it has a very high cost. These cases can also shed some light on the low 
number of responses regarding overt advice to speak only English in the 1960's and early 1970's 
found in the data. Such overt advice was often not necessary, as what was expected from 
migrants at the time, that is to shift to English, was extremely clear in all domains of social life 
in Australia, and especially in the institutional domain. 
After the period just described there was a time of change in the official perceptions of migrants 
in the early 1970's, described in section 3.2, which saw the emergence of new challenges, as 
changes at the symbolic level were counteracted by the Anglo-Saxon population with strong 
conservative attitudes (Clark, 1987: 286). 
We see that there was a keen awareness on the part of migrants that to speak their languages in 
public was possible, but it was still tacitly prohibited. Let us look at what an Argentinian 
woman, who arrived in the early 1970's, has to say about the use of Spanish in public: 
"En esa epoca se podfa percibir el rechazo. Nunca me han dicho nada, asf abiertamente, 
cuando yo hablaba espafiol en lugares publicos. Habia sf siempre algunas miradas furtivas, 
pero siempre retribuidas con miradas asesinas de mi parte. A mi el imperialismo lingtiistico 
me enferma. Desde que llegu6 aca yo tenfa claro de que tenfa derecho a hablar lo que 
quisiera. El gobierno lo decfa, lno? Me acuerdo en Buenos Aires, en el colectivo escuchar 
hablar otras lenguas, y nunca me molest6, al contrario, me daban gran curiosidad. Y 
entonces llegue aca con esa misma mentalidad. Te juro que la primera vez que me miraron 
torcido es como que me sorprendi6." 
[In this time you could feel the rejection (of the use of other languages). I was never told 
anything openly when I spoke Spanish in public places. But there was always an accusing 
or threatening glance towards me, which I returned with killing looks. I can not stand 
linguistic imperialism. Since I arrived here it was clear to me that I had the right to speak 
in Spanish or any other language. The Australian government was saying it. I remember, 
in Buenos Aires, in the buses, listening to other languages being spoken, and this had 
never bothered me, on the contrary, I was curious. So I expected the same here. I can 
assure you that the first time that I was stared at in a condemning way because of my 
speaking Spanish in public I was very surprised.] 
(Interview Data) 
A similar account is given by this Uruguayan man, who arrived in Australia in the early 1970's: 
"Ahora no se ve, porque con la cuesti6n de las !eyes que han puesto, se ha cortado mucho 
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el racismo asf, abierto, que habfa. Pero aquf en Canberra nunca vi el racismo que existe 
en Melbourne, a pesar de que Melbourne tiene barrios completos solamente de inmigrantes. 
Y tambien hay racismo en!re las comunidades de inmigrantes. Pero eran siempre los 
anglosajones los mas intolerantes. En el trabajo, habfa otro compafiero que hablaba en 
espafiol, y le pon(as a hablar con el, y pasaba otro de habla inglesa y te decfa: "Speak in 
English". 0 ibas a un lugar publico y te sentfan hablar en otra lengua, y se daban vuelta 
a mirarte, o te miraban insistentemente, o se miraban entre e!los, o te hacfan gestos para 
que le callaras. En los pubs, cuando habfa ibarnos en grupos, lo mas fad! era que nuestra 
presencia terrninara en una pelea," 
[Now you do not see it, because the laws have suppressed the open display of racism that 
there was before. In Canberra I have not seen it as in Melbourne, in spite of the fact that 
Melbourne has neighbourhoods inhabited by migrants (and it should be less because people 
should get used to migrants). There is also racism among migrants, but Anglo-Saxons were 
always more intolerant than anyone. At work there was someone who also spoke Spanish. 
Very often, when I was speaking Spanish to him, other workmates would pass by and used 
to say: Speak in English. It was the same in public places. As soon as they hear your 
speaking another language they stare at you, sometimes very openly, so you stop, or they 
make loud comments among themselves directed at you, or they gesticulate so you stop 
using other language. At pubs, when we went in groups of Spanish-speakers, we very often 
ended up fighting.] 
(Interview Data) 
In the family domain of mixed marriages, however, things have not changed so much. Let us 
look at how this Chilean woman, who arrived in the mid I 970's and very soon married an 
Australian, was able to maintain the Spanish language: 
"Yo no he hecho caso a nadie. Yo he tenido muchas personas en contra, a pesar de que 
cuando yo tuve a mis hijos habfa ya mas respeto por los extranjeros. Pero por ejemplo la 
familia de mi esposo, aquf, no entendfan. lPor que !es hablas en castellano? Tu vas a vivir 
aquL No nos van a entender. Yo calladita, segufa hablandoles en castellano cuando ellos 
no estaban, a ver que pasa. Y lo que ha pasado es que ahora me lo agradecen." 
[I haven't listened to anyone. I had a lot of people against me, in spite of the fact that 
when my children were born, there was more respect for foreigners. But for instance, my 
in-laws, they did not understand. Why do you speak to the children in Spanish? You are 
going to live here. They are not going to understand us. I kept silent, I kept speaking to 
them in Spanish when my in-laws were not around, to see what would happen. And what 
happened is that now my children are very grateful (because they know another language)]. 
(Interview Data) 
We see that the symbolic climate is giving her some legitimation in maintaining Spanish, which 
is stronger in present times, but she could not confront her husband's family, and had to speak 
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Spanish to her children in a secret way. 
Official acceptance of migrants consolidated in the late 1970's. This recognition, however, 
weakened the perception of being persecuted because of being a speaker of another language, 
and thus weakened the counterbalancing resistance at home and even the legitimacy of such 
resistance. This is shown in the case of this Argentinian man, about 35 years old, who arrived 
in Australia in the early 1980's. He is married to an Argentinian woman, and their children were 
born in Argentina: 
"Mi vieja sobre todo, pero en general la familia en Argentina, siempre estan hinchando las 
bolas con que les tengo que hablar castellano a los chicos. Yo se que es importante para 
ellos el saber otro idioma, pero no tienen idea de lo que es vivir aquf. Si estuvieran aquf 
seguramente pensarfan de otra fonna, o al menos me dejarfan de hinchar las bolas. Yo 
trato, pero siempre termino respondiendole a los chicos en ingles. En cuanto te relajas te 
hacen pisar el palito de hablar ingles. Yo se que hay gente que los obliga a los chicos a 
hablar castellano en casa. Pretenden no entenderlos cuando !es contestan en ingles. Cuando 
yo trabajaba de cleaner, habfa un viejo espaiiol que hacfa eso. Pero en la casa de el 
siempre habfa una tensi6n ... no se como explicarte ... el los trataba a los hijos como si fuera 
el capo. Yo no se, yo no puedo comportarme como un tirano, yo no puedo tratar asi a los 
chicos. Para mi la historia es que si tengo que elegir entre siempre estar haciendoles 
quilombo y la ventaja de que ellos aprendan otro idioma ... Bueno, yo prefiero que no haya 
qnilombo, poder comunicarme con ellos en paz, sabes ... " 
[My mother especially, and in general my family in Argentina, never stop pestering me that 
I should speak Spanish to the children. I know it is important for them to know another 
language, and all that. .. But they don't know what it is like to live here! If they were here 
they would think differently, or at least they would understand me. I try, but I always end up 
answering them in English. As soon as you relax they get you into the trap of speaking 
English. I know there are others that force their children to use their mother language at 
home. They pretend not to understand when the children use English. There was a Spaniard 
I used to work with when I was a cleaner who did that. But in his family there was always 
some tension ... I don't know how to explain to you ... he used to treat children like he was a 
boss. I cannot impose this kind of tyranny, I cannot treat my children like that. For me, ifI 
were to choose between creating a constant conflict and the advantage for them of learning 
another language ... Well, I prefer to have peace at home, to communicate with them, you 
know ... ] 
(Participant Observation Data) 
In the schools, however, things were taking another direction. On the one hand, there was a 
reaction against foreigners which was making the emergence of oven advice and attitudes toward 
shift come out in to the open. On the other hand, a more subtle form of control was appearing. 
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A good example of the forms which the anti-foreign reaction was taking is found in this 
incident, which happened in the late I 970's, which this Argentinian woman reports. She arrived 
in Australia when she was a teenager, and is married to a Spanish-speaker: 
"En un momenta dado me llamaron de la escuela, en realidad en dos oportunidades, y en 
la segunda la saque de esa escuela tan grave fue el tema. Esto era cuando mi hija tenfa 
ocho ailos. Segundo grado o tercer grado de la primaria. Declan que ella tenfa prohlemas 
en ingles porque nosotros hablabamos otro idioma en casa. Entonces yo fui a la reuni6n, 
porque ella estaba con notas muy bajas en Ingles. Le pregunte a la maestra y me dijo que 
era porque hablabamos otro idioma, Yo le dije que no podfa ser porque en las otras 
materias estaba bien. lPor que en el idioma ingles? ... yo quena que e!Ja me comprobara. 
Me dijo, "No, porque hay otros chicos que tambien hablan otro idioma, y es el caso, vea, 
de que est\n todos en el mismo nivel, bajo. Que bueno ellos hablan hecho ese analisis, no 
se, me imagino que estarfan en su derecho, pero yo lo tome bastante ofensivo al terna de 
la maestra entonces me dirigf al director. Cuando fui a hablar con el director y el me puso 
un ejemplo de! cual nunca me voy a olvidar, porque a la sernana la saque de esa escuela. 
Primera que nada me pregunto: "Ustedes hablan otro idioma en casa, isf o no? Hablamos 
el caste!lano, le digo, pero desde el momento en que empez6 la escuela le hablamos 
tambien en ingles. A mi me gustarfa ver donde esta la deficiencia en sf y le dije "mi hija 
no va a repetir de grado por una materia" porque nosotros hablemos otro idioma en casa, 
o sea que Ud. me estii diciendo que hablar otro idioma en casa es perjudiciaL Entonces el 
me dijo que el tenfa cinco hijos, de! cual uno de e!los era retardado mental, espastic. Y yo 
no sabfa a que venfa este ejemplo. El tiene una disability senora. Ese es, en cierta manera, 
en su caso en particular, su hija tiene una disability. Y el me puso ese ejemplo y yo me 
puse muy ma!. Despues de hablar con mi esposo y mi familia, porque era una escuela que 
en todo caso era buena, era privada y todo, era paga Y todos estuvimos de acuerdo que 
la ibamos a sacar .1i 
[At a certain stage I was called once by the school, well, really twice, but the second time 
the matter was so serious I moved my daughter to another school. This was when she was 
eight, around year 2 or 3. They told me that she had problems in the English class because 
we spoke another language at home. So I went to a meeting with the teacher, because the 
child had been given very bad marks in English. I asked the teacher what the problem was, 
and she simply said that we spoke another language at home. I said; It can't be that, 
because in other subjects she is doing fine. Why only in English? I asked her to explain 
it to me. She refused to answer, she just said: There are other children that also speak other 
languages at home, and you see, all of them have a low level of English. How they reach 
this conclusion, well I don't know, but I felt offended and asked to speak with the school 
principal. When I spoke to him, he gave me an example that I will never forget, because 
in less than a week from the interview, I had her transferred to another schooL When I 
explained the reason of my visit, he asked me: But you speak other language at home, 
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don't you? We speak Spanish, I told him, but since she started school we also use English 
with her. I would like to know where the problem is exactly, my child is not going to fail 
the course because you said that to speak another language at home is against her interest. 
So he told me that he had five children, and that one of them was spastic. I did not 
understand what he was implying. So he told me directly: My child has a disability. So it 
is, in a certain way, the case with your child, she has a disability. So I felt really bad. After 
speaking with my husband and my family, even though it was really a good school, a 
private one, and we had to pay a lot, we decided that we were going to transfer her to 
another school.] 
(fnterview Data) 
We can compare the previous incident with another one, which happened to a young Uruguayan 
girl in the mid 1970's in another private, Catholic High School: 
"Mi hija se esforz6 mucho para aprender el ingles, tanto que se l!evaba el diccionario ese 
grande a la escuela. Yun dfa la maestra !es dio un trabajo, y us6 la palabra "chick", que 
es pol!ito, y mi hija busc6 en el diccionario y no la encontr6. Y entonces mi hija se 
Jevant6, muy polite como es ella, y se acerc6 a la maestra, y le pregunt6 que por favor, 
que querfa decir "chick", que no estaba en el diccionario. Entonces la maestra se ri6, se dlo 
vuelta y le dijo a la clase: aver, alguien que le diga a esta nifia que quiere decir "chick". 
Y toda la clase larg6 la carcajada, seguro, niiias de doce o trece ailos, a esa edad son 
terribles. Y claro, como la avergonz6 delante de toda la clase, vino a casa llorando que yo 
no voy de nuevo a la escuela. Y al otro dia fui yo a la escuela. Y me dice la recepcionista 
que no tenfa appointment para ver a la principal. Y yo le dije que no me importaba, I don't 
need appointment, y le abri Ia puerta y me men para la oficina, y la recepcionista 
alborotada detras mfo. Y mi hija tratando de calmarme, mama no hagas eso. Que no hagas 
eso, de mi no se rfe nadie. Como pude, con mi diccionario y con mi ma! ing!es, y con 
todo, le exigf una explicaci6n. La monja qued6 ahf, no sabfa lo que habfa pasado. Mand6 
a buscar la maestra. La excusa que tuvo la maestra fue que mi hija hablaba tan bien el 
ing!es que ella no pens6 nunca que era una inmigrante que hacfa un afio y medio que 
estaba en Australia, y que pens6 que ella estaba pulling my leg, tomando!e el pelo como 
dicen ellos. La cosa fue que la maestra tuvo que ir, en frente a toda la clase, y pedirle 
perd6n a mi hija por lo que habfa hecho. Por suerte eso no pasa mas, porque ahora si un 
maestro hace una cosa de esas, con las !eyes de ahora, puede tener un problema terrible." 
[My daughter made a lot of effort to learn English, she even carried a big Spanish-English 
dictionary to school. One day, the teacher gave a home assignment, and used the word 
chick, that is, a little chicken. My daughter looked it up in the dictionary, and did not find 
it. So she got up, approached the teacher's desk, and very politely asked the teacher what 
was the meaning of chick, that she could not find it in the dictionary. The teacher laughed, 
and, addressing the class, said: Girls, could someone tell this student the meaning of chick? 
You can imagine, young children are very croel and all the class laughed at her. She came 
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home crying, saying that she was not going to attend school any longer. I went to school 
the next morning. The receptionist tried to stop me, saying that I needed an appointment 
to see the school principal. I told her I did not care, that I did not need an appointment, 
and rushed into the principal's office. I was of course followed by the alarmed receptionist 
and my daughter, who also tried to calm me. But I do not tolerate being laughed at. As I 
could, with my broken English and my dictionary I asked the principal for an explanation. 
She was unable to give me an answer, as she did not know what had happened. She asked 
for the teacher to come. The excuse the teacher gave was that my daughter was so 
proficient in English that she did not realise she was a migrant child who had only lived 
in Australia for a year and a half, and so she thought that my daughter was pulling her leg. 
In the end, the teacher had to apologise to my daughter in front of the class. People 
coming now are lucky, as this does not happen any longer. If a teacher does something like 
that now, she would face big trouble.] 
(Interview Data) 
What we see in the previous examples is that migrant children were classified as poor in English 
no matter what their actual level of proficiency in the language was. Even those who where good 
enough to pass English teachers' grading prejudices were still painfully reminded of their status 
as migrants. This is confirmed by an insider in the teaching profession, a woman who has taught 
Spanish in public schools since the early 1980's: 
"Los maestros australianos desgraciadamente, no todos, hay excepciones, pero la mayorfa 
creen que hablar otro idioma en la casa perjudica al niiio. Y Jo tienen tan metido, que 
vamos ... el hecho que haya una nueva polftica no cambia mucho las cosas. Hay maestros 
que debido a estas nuevas polfticas se callan. Pero por dentro siguen pensando lo mismo. 
Que Jes fastidias. Que hablas de mantener el espanol y eres la peste. He ido a congresos 
aquf, y a conferencias, y he tenido que discutir con maestras que yo las vefa de una 
ignorancia supina. Pero bueno, vamos a ver. Si el mundo ya no es monolingtie. Ustedes 
tratan de que Australia sea una zona monolingiie. Si el mundo es bilingiie o trilingtie. Yo 
no entiendo porque el australiano, mejor digamos el australiano anglosaj6n es tan cerrado, 
es una cosa colonial. 11 
[Unfortunately Australian teachers, not all, there are exceptions, but the majority, believe 
that to speak another language at home is a disadvantage to the child. And they are so 
convinced that ... the fact that there is a new policy does not change things much. Some of 
them remain silent because of the new policy. But they still keep thinking the same old 
thing. And your presence is always a burden to them. And as soon as you begin to speak 
about maintaining Spanish you are a pest. I have been to congresses here, to conferences, 
and I had to argue with teachers that were utterly ignorant. "Well, let's see. The world is 
not monolingual any longer. And you still tty to make Australia a monolingual country. 
The world is bilingual or trilingual." I don't understand why Australians, I mean Anglo-
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Saxon Australians are so narrow-minded. It is just a consequence of (English) colonialism.] 
(Interview Data) 
We see in this period the emergence of more overt advice giving, but also some overt resistance. 
This is still very costly, especially when dealing with institutions such as the school. We also 
see the intluence of changes at the symbolic level, in terms of more acceptance of migrant>, 
retlecting in two directions. One is the feeling that they can stand up for their own rights. The 
other is that there is no longer an overt, official and oppressive pressure to conform by shifting 
to English, which makes the quest for preserving identity less defined. 
There are, of course, other social variables playing an important role here. One of the most 
important is the composition of the Spanish-speaking migrant population, which by the mid 
l 970's had a significant proportion of South Americans. This is retlected, especially for those 
coming from societies which were built up from migrants, such as Argentina and Uruguay, in 
a clear perception that they were not going to tolerate the same kind of discrimination that they 
had witnessed or they themselves or their parents had suffered in their own countries. This 
perception of belonging to a multicultural society, as in the case of the woman who reported 
being curious when listening to people speaking other languages in Buenos Aires analysed on 
page 184, can lead to returning "killing looks" to those who censured the speaking of Spanish 
in public, or to asking for an explanation from the school principal in the case of the Uruguayan 
woman reported on the previous page. But it can also lead to the relaxation of the pressure to 
require children to speak Spanish at home as in the case analysed on page 186, or to the decision 
to shift to English from the very beginning as in the following case: 
"Mira, a nosotros nadie nos dijo nada de que hablaramos ingles. Nosotros decidimos que 
ibamos a hablar ingles con los chicos desde el primer momento, porque sabfamos que no 
iban10s a volver, y porque no querfamos que nos pasara la historia que habfamos visto 
tantas veces en la Argentina, de! inmigrante ruso o italiano que no habla castellano. 
Despues los hijos se casan con argentinos, y empiezan a ralear las visitas porque la esposa 
o el esposo de Jos hijos no hablan ruso o italiano, y al final se quedan aislados, y no 
pueden comunicarse con los nietos". 
[Look, nobody has told us to speak English. We decided to speak English with the children 
from the beginning, because we knew we were not going to come back, and because we did 
not want to repeat the history we have seen in Argentina several times. This is the history of 
the Russian or Italian migrant who has not learnt Spanish. Jn the long run, children married 
Argentineans, and they stop visiting them, because the son-in-law or the daughter-in-law do 
not speak Russian or ltalian. They end up isolated, without being able to communicate with 
their grandchildren. 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
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It is clear that in cases such as the previous one, the possibilities that this couple had of being 
advised to speak English with their children would be very low, as they were speaking English 
to their children already. But this also sheds light on the perceptions of thru-migrants analysed 
in section 4.1.3, as some of them would have shifted to English for similar reasons. 
Another social variable which was more clearly playing a role, and which became more evident 
as the arrival of South Americans grew in the l 970's, is the influence of people's appearance: 
"Mi hermano sf que la pas6 mal. El tiene el pelo negro yes bien moreno de pie!, y en esa 
epoca al que era moreno no lo aceptaban directamente, aunque hablara ingles. El ha tenido 
sus buenas peleas. Estaba constantemente siendo amenazado, hostigado, fue muy triste, te 
digo sinceramente, porque dej6 el colegio joven, y aun hoy, no habla bien el ingles de 
tanto odio que tiene. Para el 80 ya la cosa no se vefa tanto. Pero cuando nosotros llegamos, 
en el 75, la cosa era bien diffcil. En ese periodo le dieron derechos a los inmigrantes y no 
querfan, los australianos no querfan." 
[It was my brother who had the hardest time. He has dark hair, and dark skin, and at that 
time those with dark skin were directly not accepted, even if they spoke English. He had 
big fights at school. He was constantly haunted, threatened, and it was really a pity, 
because he left school very young, and even today he does not speak English very well, 
because he hates Australians so much. In the J 980's, things have improved a bit, but when 
we arrived, in 1975, it was extremely difficult, It was in this period when migrants began 
to have rights, and Australians did not want to accept that.] 
(Interview JJata) 
We can then summarise the l 970's as a period in which several changes were taking place in 
terms of the symholic legitimisation of the migrant's presence in Australian society. However, 
these symbolic changes were producing, on the one hand the emergence of a strong resistance 
to such changes in the Anglo-Saxon population, and on the other a possibility of struggling for 
migrants, as they felt for the first time that the law was beginning to be on their side. Resistance 
to changes was felt especially in institutional domains, such as the school, and in the family 
domain of mixed marriages, where the situation was not very different, or even worse, than those 
before the l 970's. This was also the time of a substantial change in the composition of the 
Spanish-speaking population, as the community began to grow both in numbers and in diversity, 
and the effects of the environment began to be different according to different migrant 
characteristics. We will explore how migrant characteristics influence the likelihood of receiving 
advice to speak English at the end of this section. We will now turn to the analysis of more 
recent cases, in which advice was given after J 980. 
We should remember that by 1980 the politics of multiculturalism was already an official 
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ideology (Ozolins, 1993: 157), there was a heated debate about the role and place of Ethnic 
schools in Australian society (Kringas and Lewins, 1980: 3-12), and there were substantial policy 
moves favouring the teaching, broadcasting and maintenance of languages other than English, 
which resulted in the Australian National Policy on Languages reviewed in section 3.2. These 
are also the years in which we begin to see a substantial increase in advice to speak English only 
with children, as shown in Figure 5.1 L 
We will begin analysing a case different to those considered thus far, in that the advice comes 
from the Spanish-speaking community itself. This is an account of such advice given by a 
Chilean woman, who arrived in Australia in the early 1980's: 
"A mi si me reeomendaron hablar ingles con los ninos. Los mismos latinos, dos meses 
despues que llegue me dijeron a mi. Me decfan que era mejor para los niiios, porque el!os 
iban a tener toda su vida aca, iban a estudiar y todo, que ellos aprendieran el solo ingles. 
Pero para mf no es as!, le dije a esas personas. Yo hablo con mis hijos en espaiiol y ellos 
tienen todo el medio aquf para aprender el ingles. Ademas yo no me puedo comunicar con 
ellos en ingles porque en espaiiol la comunicaci6n es mejor, pero en ingles, en ingles la 
comunicaci6n es limitada". 
[I was advised to speak only English with my children. Spanish-speakers, they advised me 
just two months after I arrived in Australia. They told me it would be better for the 
children, because they were going to grow up here, to use only English with them. I will 
not do that, I told them, my children will have all the social environment here to learn 
English. Besides, I will not communicate in English with them because in Spanish the 
communication is better, but in English, in English it would be very limited.] 
(Interview I>ata) 
Also, advice coming from other migrants became more common in this period. This is the report 
of a Salvadoran woman, who arrived in Australia in the late l 980's: 
"Yo estaba en el trabajo, hacla dos o tres semanas que habia empezado. Y alguien, una 
vieja australiana, se quej6 porque decia que no entendfa mi acento. Entonces yo le dije que 
todo el dia estaba hablando con gente en ingles, y que me entendfan, asf que iba a tener 
que tener que hacer un poquito de esfuerzo para entenderme, porque yo iba a atenderla. 
Se enoj6 y protest6, pero bien que me entendi6 el mensaje. Al poco rato vino una 
compafiera de trabajo, vietnamita, y me dijo que ella habfa o(do que cuando yo llamaba 
por telefono a mi casa, Jes hablaba a mis hijos en mi idioma. Y que asf nunca iba a tener 
un mejor acento para que la genie no se quejara." 
[It happened at work, two or three weeks after I began working. An old Australian lady 
complained, she said she could not understand me because of my accent. So I told her that 
I was speaking English all the time with clients, that they understood me, so she would 
have to make an effort to understand me because I was going to serve her. She got angry 
and complained, but it was clear that she did understand my message. After a while, one 
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of my workmates, a Vietnamese woman, came along. She told me that she realised that 
when l phoned home, I was using my language with the children, and that if I kept doing 
that I would never be able to have a better accent, and people would keep complaining 
about me.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
At another level, we also began to see in the 1980's the consequences of the past, as is vividly 
told by this Spanish teacher from the Spanish Educational Program run by the Spanish Embassy: 
"Por mi trabajo, he conocido a muchas mujeres de origen espaiiol nacidas aqul, o que 
vinieron de niiias, que ahora tienen niiios en edad escolar. Las madres que trafan los nifios, 
claro. Habfan sufrido de pequcfias en las eseuelas el ser discriminadas por los demas nifios 
de la escuela y por las maestras porque si no hablaban bien el ingles ... Esas, pobrecitas, 
han sufrido en su came eso, entonces tienen miedo a hablar a sus hijos en espaiiol. Y 
cuando yo !es preguntaba "porque no !es hablas en espaiiol, asf mantienes tu idioma" era 
una cosa que no lo podfan decir, se les salfa todo el sufrimiento que hab(an pasado en la 
infancia. Y hablan con los maridos, la mayorfa espaiioles, en ingles. Entonces solo los 
abuelos Jes hablan porque !os abuelos no saben hablar ing!es. Pero la segunda generaci6n 
no quieren pasar a sus hijos el sufrimiento que han pasado, y rechazan el espaiiol." 
[Because of my job, l got to know a lot of mothers of Spanish origin that now have 
children of school age. Most of them were of the second generation, the rest came here as 
children. Poor things, all of them have suffered discrimination in the schools, both from 
teachers and the other children. When l asked 'Why don't you speak to them in Spanish, 
so you can maintain your language?', all the suffering from childhood came to their faces 
as they remained silent. It is like an unhealed wound, they are afraid to speak Spanish to 
their children. They do not want to speak Spanish because they don't want to pass on to 
their children the suffering they experienced. They even speak English with their husbands, 
who are Spanish. Only the grandparents speak Spanish to these children, because they do 
not know English. But the second generation, they do not want to transfer their sufferings 
to the children.] 
(Interview Data) 
We see also that there has been a substantial change in the school domain, in terms of the kind 
of advice given. It is no longer direct, as such advice is no longer accept.able (and could be 
penalised by law). Advice now is much more subtle, focusing on another "problem" of the child: 
"Cuando la transferimos a esta nueva escuela, le detectaron que estaba como un poco lenta 
en el ingles y en ese tipo de cosas, y nos recomendaron que la pusieramos una profesora 
particular o un especialista. Entonces, acordamos ponerle un tutor que viniera a casa para 
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que ella, supuestamente, avanzara. Entonces vino el tutor a casa por un periodo bastante 
largo de tiempo, un afio, una vez por semana, y la primera c!ase que tuvimos le pregunte: 
Por favor me puede indicar cual es el problema que la chica tiene. Y ella me dice: Yo, no 
le detecto ningiin problema. Y no era una profesora comun, era una speech therapist. Para 
mf fue cosa que la escuela habfa agarrndo el registro y habfa elegido a los chicos que 
tenian "problemas" por el apellido. Y bueno, con el mayor lo mismo. Estaba bien en todas 
las materias, pero en ingles siempre algo tenfa. Pero wor que? jQue casualidad!" 
[When we transferred her to this new school, they detected she was a little slow in English 
or something like that, and they advised us to arrange for private English classes or to see 
a professional. Then we arranged for a tutor to come once a week, so she would advance. 
The tutor came once a week for a long period, around a year. But the important thing is 
that, after the very first class I asked the tutor what my daughter's problem was. She told 
me: I don't find any problem. And she was not a common tutor, she was a speech 
therapist. I think that the problem was that in the school, they had looked at the registry 
and had chosen the children with "problems" by their surname. Well with our elder son 
it was the same thing. He was ok in all subjects, except English. But why? Too much of 
a coincidence!] 
(Interview Data) 
The issue has become so common, that the only way to get out of the imposition of having to 
come to school often or having to have children visit specialists to correct detected "problems" 
is to lie to the school bureaucracy, and tell them that English is the only language used at home. 
This is the path taken by this Central American woman, who arrived in Australia in late l 980's: 
"Con mis hijos ... Bueno, con Juanito, el mayor, siempre habfa algiJn problema en la 
escuela primaria. Y eso que es el que mejor sabe ingles, y ya ve, es el que no quiere venir 
(a la escuela comunitaria}. Creo que tiene que ver con que yo puse que hablabamos 
espal'iol en casa en un formulario de la escuela. Porque cuando estaba inscribiendo a 
Pedrito, en la cola una senora croata me dijo que habia tenido los mismos problemas, y 
que ahora ella ponfa que hablaba ingles con los niilos para que no la molesten mas. Asf 
que de ahf en adelante puse que hablaba ing!es con los nifios, y ya ve, con Pedrito nunca 
he tenido problemas, aunque sf con Marfa (la hija menor), con las compafieras, pero no 
tanto como con Juanita, que a cada rato la consejera estudiantil me Barnaba". 
[With my children ... Well, Juanita, the eldest, always had problems at primary school. I think 
it is because I wrote that we spoke Spanish at home in one of the school forms related to him. 
But you can see, Juanita's English is excellent, and he is the one that does not want to come 
(to the Spanish Ethnic School). When I was enrolling Pedrito (another of her children, three 
years younger than Juanita), a Croatian woman told me that she had the same kind of 
problems, and that she now writes everywhere that she speaks English with her children to 
avoid being bothered. So, I did the same in Pedrito's forms, and you see, I never had 
problems with him whatsoever. I had some problems with Marfa (the youngest daughter), but 
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not as much as with Juanito. The student counsellor was always calling me about Juanito.] 
Note: She kept speaking Spanish to her children at home, but reports that she is reluctant to 
use Spanish with them when speaking with teachers or in other school settings or activities. 
Also, there is a clear difference in the appearance of the children, because Pedrito looks much 
more Caucasian than Juanito and Marfa. 
(Participant Observation Data) 
We can see, however, that the lie is only effective with the second child, who is not seen as 
clearly "migrant" as the other two children are. It also shows that physical appearance is 
undoubtedly one of the more common features shared by children who are reported to have 
"problems" at school. 
Children who are good enough at English to avoid being reported as having a problem, are 
subjected to other forms of classificatory power by the school. This is shown in the following 
account by a young man, who was born in Australia of Spanish parents. Here, the institutional 
"concern" for classifying immigrant children's English takes another direction: 
"A pesar de que hablabarnos siempre espafiol en la casa, con mis padres, en general mi 
nivel escolar ha sido bastante razonable, del medio, medio para arriba un poquitito. Pero 
habfa problemas en la escuela, sabre todo en la clase de ingles, me acuerdo que en High 
School, no me permitian hacer "English A", aunque tenfa las notas, a causa de que era un 
"Non-English-Speaking-Background", y cosas por el estilo, y fue curioso porque en los 
af\os 9 y IO saque A's constantemente en "English B", y yo siempre estaba con la 
sensaci6n de que no me habian dado la oportunidad de atender "English A" por causas 
ridiculas". 
[In spite of the fact that we spoke Spanish at home, with my parents, in general my scholarly 
level has always been reasonably good, a little higher than average. But I had always had 
problems at school, specially in the English class. I remember that in High School they did 
not allow me to attend "English A", even having the marks to do so, because I was a "Non-
English-Speaking-Background'', or other reasons like that. During years 9 and lO I constantly 
got A's in "English B", and I always felt that they had not given to me the opportunity to 
attend "English A" because of stupid reasons.] 
(Interview Data) 
Classificatory assessments can also be more explicit, and generate the extra effort needed to 
surpass the psychological barrier, frequently expressed as "this is not for the likes of us", which 
is characteristic of dominated groups: 
"Cuando mi hija estaba preparandose para el High School Certificate, que le.s daba los 
puntos para entrar a la universidad, estaba muy preocupada. Y hablando de esto con la 
profesora del colegio, la profesora le dijo: No te preocupes por lo que saques, porque a lo 
maximo que vas a poder llegar tU va ser a una secretaria. Pero mi hija es cabeza dura y 
dijo: lSecretaria? te vas a quedar tu de secretaria. Y se puso a estudiar todo el dia, y sac6 
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!os puntos para entrar a la universidad". 
[When my daughter was studying for the High School Certificate that set the points you 
need to go to university, she was very worried about her chances to enter university. She 
spoke about her worries with one of the high school teachers, and the teacher told her: 
Don't worry about that, the maximum you could aspire to is to become a secretary. My 
daughter is very stubborn and said to herself: A secretary? No way. She studied day and 
night, and got the points to enter university.] 
(Interview Data) 
In the cases of mixed marriages, things are still very similar to the other periods analysed before. 
Let us look as how the Anglo-Saxon wife of a Chilean man managed to assert the supremacy 
of English. The incident happened in 1993: 
"I was waiting in the Jolimont Centre (Bus Station in Canberra) for my wife's bus in a 
Sunday afternoon. There was a group of Spanish-speakers. I sat next to them. They were 
Chileans (by their accent). A family. They were there to say goodbye to someone. The 
father, an old man of around 65, was busy putting things in a bag for the ones that were 
about to leave. The mother, around 60, was sitting on one of the benches, together with 
a medium-age daughter (around 30) and a adolescent daughter (around 16-17), and two 
children, presumably grandchildren of the old couple. The mother was speaking Spanish 
to her grandchildren, as well as the elder daughter. I do not know if the younger daughter 
spoke Spanish or English to them, because she seemed bored, and was not taking part in 
the conversation. Then the son came from the Greyhound Pioneer office. He was also 
middle aged, apparently younger than the eldest daughter. He was the one that was 
travelling. He had a handbag and glasses. Together with the son came a friend of his. He 
was Peruvian (he said so when introduced to the other members of the family). They spoke 
with the father in Spanish and then the women were involved in the conversation. The 
son's friend was telling his story, he came to Australia in 1991 and he lived in Sydney for 
one year, but now he was living in Canberra. They commented on a soccer match of the 
week-end. For sure, it was the Mario Fernandez Memorial Cup, as the match was played 
that week-end. The presence of the son's friend made the younger daughter become 
involved in the conversation as well. She spoke good Spanish, and laughed at the right 
moment with the jokes, etc., so her Spanish was good. They were all having a good laugh 
at someone that fell twice during the match. It was clear the she had at least some interest 
in the son's friend, as at some stage they were speaking aside from the group conversation, 
in Spanish. At some stage after the children fought about a toy and both began to cry. The 
mother (the grandmother of the children) was speaking to them in Spanish as she was 
separating them. Soon the parents of the children intervened. The son took his, and the 
eldest daughter hers. The daughter scolded her in Spanish. The son in English (apparently). 
When the children were still sobbing, the son's wife arrived. She was blond, evidently 
Australian. She came with a baby in a prarnette. She took the sobbing child from the son's 
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arms and calmed him, in English. Apparently the son, the son's wife, the grandmother and 
the eldest daughter were trying to sort out what happened, in English. The mother 
(grandmother of the children) said something like "get another one" to the son in English. 
The son's wife agreed, but he looked at his watch and told them there was no lime. 
Meanwhile, the son's friend and the father returned to the soccer match comments in 
Spanish, and then moved on to the cold weather in Canberra. The women, especially the 
younger daughter were involved again in the conversation. The conversation carried on in 
Spanish for a while. I was beginning to think that the son's wife had learned Spanish, when 
the son's friend asked the son's wife something in Spanish and she answered: You should 
speak English, so you learn it. There was a chilling silence for a moment, as they all 
realised they had been excluding her in their spontaneity. Then, slowly, the conversation 
revived, and the family members spoke about the children. But from then on the 
conversation was carried on in English, e"cept when they said goodbye. They said goodbye 
in Spanish to the son, but in English to the son's wife and the son's children. As they were 
leaving, they were commenting on the son's wife. It would have been too obvious to 
follow them to know what they were saying exactly, but their angry feelings were clear 
by their gesticulations. Also, my wife's bus was almost due to arrive. Later on, I saw the 
son's friend and the younger daughter dancing at the Spanish Club during a Latin Night. 
They were still speaking Spanish to each other." 
(Participant Observation Data) 
We can conclude that the l 980's saw the emergence of multiculturalism as a policy in Australia, 
but also the emergence of more subtle means of controlling and forcing migrants to conform to 
the "standards" of Australian society. At school, parents were told to speak only English with 
children, but in a different way. They were referred to a specialist, such as a speech therapist, 
or were asked to speak with a psychologist or student counsellor, because the children were now 
said to have attention disorders, they were not able to concentrate, or were slow readers. This 
difference in the way in which parents were told to speak English is, on the one hand, motivated 
by the changes in what is politically correct to verbalise, but on the other hand, it is the result 
of a new way of conceptualising, classifying and "processing" migrant children in schools to 
make "well behaved" Australians of them. This does not mean that there is a conspiracy of 
school teachers against migrant children, as this would be to fall into conspiratorial and 
repressive views of society. Rather, it implies that the particular educative procedures which are 
applied to migrant children and which are used to classify them manipulate the fact that migrant 
children use another language at home, always implying that it is to their disadvantage. The fact 
that the "English" subject is the subject in which problems are detected is not coincidental, as 
children's identity in institutional terms is defined by their speaking or not speaking English at 
home. 
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In other circumstances, migrants themselves have taken up the job of making deviant migrants 
confonn. or when the issue of discrimination comes in to the open, Anglo-Saxons go back to 
their primary beliefs and ways of calling migrants to occupy their places as dominated (see 
Exhibit 5.1 ). This in turn produces the same reactions that we have seen among migrants who 
reacted against assimilationist Australia. 
In households with mixe-0 marriages, there are some accepting Anglo-Saxons who speak 
community languages and try to incarnate the evasive multicultural identity. However, in most 
cases, shift to English is expected and any deviation is accountable. It is not surprising, then, to 
find that most of the advice to speak English only is found in recent years, as "the spirit of 
assimilationism still stalks the land" (Wilton and Bosworth, 1987: 37). 
If the analysis were to stop at this point, we would have proven only the obvious: the official 
rhetoric of pluralism does not change discriminative behaviour as if by magic. Even if it is 
important to show that this is so, there are still two questions that remain unanswered. The first 
one is the effect of such advice to speak English on language maintenance and shift. The second 
one is more social, we should ask ourselves if there are some social characteristics of the 
migrants or of their children that in some way "trigger" advice to speak only English, and some 
characteristics that do not trigger it. 
Cornenzare por decirle que he vivido en Australia casi siete aftos y 
tengo muchas cosas que contar sobre el tema {del racismo). 
Hasta hoy yo no entiendo el por que hay tantas personas, especialmente 
latinas que son discrirninadas cada dia y no hacen nada al respecto ni 
tampoco hablan abiertamente sobre racismo. 
Mi historia sobre ese tema comenz6 en 1992 cuando hice un curso en el 
CES. Est3bamos en un memento de descanso y se comenz6 a hablar de 
discriminaci6n racial, (vale rnencionar que :a gente que dirigia el 
curso eran en su mayoria de origen anglosaj6n), y me toc6 opinar si en 
Australia habia racismo contra gente de origen NO anglosaj6n, a lo que 
respondi que en Australia el racismo existe1 especialmente de parte de 
los anglo-australianos {gente de descendencia ang::osajona) y desde 
entonces he sido discriminada en todas partes. 
Fui despedido del curse sin ninguna explicaci6n. Cansado y atribulado 
per la situaci6n, demande una explicaci6n y los directores (los tres 
anglosajones), me dijeron que ellos no iban a tolerar a nadie que 
hablara de esa manera en contra de las anglosajones. Yo lo Unico que 
les dije fue que algUn dia Dias los iba a castigar. 
Desde all.l corrieron la ola al CES1 al Social Security y otras 
instituciones. Desde entonces no he podido tener ni trabajo estable, 
tengo que trabajar a escondidas ... Soy cien por ciento chileno y come 
tal me duelo ver tanta injusticia y racismo en contra de los latinos, 
considerando que cuando los •gringos• o anglosajones visitan Chile o 
cualquier pa.ls latinoamericano, nosotros los tratamos como reyes ... 
Se puede decir que he llegado a ser anti anglosaj6n, pero tengo 
suficientes razones para serlo. AlgUn dia nos iremos de este pa.ls, pero 
donde quiera que yo vaya no olvidare jarnas esta pesadilla del racismo 
en Australia. 
Exhibit 5.1. Chileno neto. El Espanol en Australia. 19/3/96, page 4. 
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We will consider the question of language maintenance and shift first. 
Figure 5 .15 shows how the average level of Spanish and English of Infonnants' Children varies 
in relation to the answers to the question on advice to speak only English. We can see that the 
variation of level of Spanish for children of people who report having been advised and people 
who report not having been advised is almost identical, apart from a small difference in the 
lower extreme of the boxplot. This suggests that advice per se does not cause a significant 
difference in the use or non-use of Spanish with children. The situation for level of English is 
very similar, there appears to be no difference. This is continued by an independent t-test, where 
there is no significant difference between the groups (Table III in Appendix 3), neither in the 
children's average level of Spanish (t=-0.44, p=0.66) nor in their average level of English 
(t=-0.48, p=0.63). We should bear in mind, however, that we are looking at the level of Spanish 
and English from the point of view of the present. Maybe there was some difference between 
the groups in children's level of Spanish or English at the time the advice was given. We have, 
however, no means of knowing if this was so. We can conclude, nonetheless, that such advice 
does not appear to have a direct influence on language maintenance, at least when we consider 
our sample as a whole with statistical tools. We know however, that in some sense there is an 
influence, as we saw that in individual cases, such advice or other forms of pressure toward 
language shift have had an effect on the way in which language maintenance or language shift 
was felt. To solve this lack of correspondence between the macro and micro level of analysis 
we will have to turn to the second question we asked before, that is, what are the social 
characteristics of infonnants' children and of infonnants that can trigger such advice, and what 
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Figure 5.15. Advice to Speak English Only with Children by Children's Average Level of 
Spanish and English. 
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are the characteristics that do not trigger it. 
We will begin by looking at the children's characteristics and other social characteristics of the 
family which will directly impinge on how the children are perceived and classified in the school 
setting and other institutional settings. Figure 5.16 shows the projection of several children's 
characteristics on the space of triangular coordinates defined by the proportion of no responses, 
and of yes and no answers to the question on advice to speak English only with children. The 
variables considered are ethnicity of parents, country of birth of informants' first child, number 
of children in the family. age of first child when the family arrived in Australia, and language 
used with parents. 
We can see that in general, most of the characteristics are placed on the right side of the triangle, 
signalling that most of the selected characteristics will be described by their proportion of yes 
and no answers. The most salient exception to this pattern is the placement of the answers of 
informants who do not have children. They are placed in the lower left angle, as they are 
characterised by a lack of answers to the question on advice to speak English. We have seen that 
this was also so in the analysis of Table S.i and Table S.ii, on page 174. 
We will begin by considering country of birth of informants' first child. This will allow a 
division of families into two main groups: those who came with children and those who came 
without children. We can see that when the first child was born in Australia, the proportion of 
advice (yes answers) is very low {less than 20%). This proportion increases a little for cases of 
families whose first child was born in Spain, Argentina, Uruguay or Colombia (all around 30% 
of advice). It increases again for families whose first child was born in Chile (some 42%) and 
El Salvador and Other Central American Countries (50%), reaching it highest value for families 
whose first child was born in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador. Finally, we have families whose first 
child was born in Venezuela. They are characterised by a very high proportion of no responses 
(60%). Only 20% of Venezuelan families were advised to use English only and 20% did not 
receive such advice. We can understand this pattern in terms of "cultural distance" or exposure 
to English and Australian culture. Families that came with children are more likely to be advised 
than families whose children were born in Australia because the latter would have fewer 
"foreign" traits and better English. 
We can also understand the distributional pattern of countries of birth in terms oftime of arrival 
of the national communities. Spaniards arrived in assimilationist Australia, when such advice was 
not necessary, as the structural forces favouring shift to English were official policy. At the other 
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came here with pre-arranged jobs and already knowing English. They by-passed on-arrival 
English classes, job lists in the CES, and in general all the migrant canalisation process, and 
consequently have a lower chance of being advised. The pattern for the rest of the countries is 
not as clear as in the previous two cases. This is because another social variable, which we have 
already seen before, is playing a significant role here. This is children's physical appearance. 
As we mentioned in section 3.3, the White Australia policy precluded the arrival of people from 
the Andean countries and from Central America on racial grounds, as immigration officers 
perceived that there were a predominance of "mixed races" in these countries. Policy also 
favoured Uruguayans, Chileans and Argentineans, on the base of a perception that the proportion 
of "mixed races" was not so prominent in these countries due to European migration. We can 
suppose that the perceptions of immigration officers about race would be similar to the 
perception about races of, for instance, Anglo-Saxon teachers. If this is so, then physical 
appearance would have a direct influence on the perceptions of cultural distance on the part of 
the majority group. Hence, the less caucasian children appear, the more likely it is that parents 
will receive advice to speak English. This can explain the high proportion of advice for children 
born in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador, and the grading of the rest the of countries of birth. 
Cultural distance or perceived cultural distance is also very clearly affecting the likelihood of 
advice in the case of the ethnicity of children's parents. When one of the parents is Anglo-Saxon, 
the likelihood of being advised is much lower than in cases in which the non Spanish-speaking 
parent is of another ethnicity, which in tum is lower than in cases where both parents are 
Spanish-speaking. 
Children's language use with parents also has a definite effect on likelihood of advice. Parents 
who use Spanish predominantly with children are more likely to be advised than parents who 
use both languages (coded as Bilingual), who in turn are more likely to be advised than parents 
who use predominantly English. This corresponds with our previous discussion of pflrents who 
have shifted to English on page 190. 
Age of first child when the family arrived in Australia allows us to see the interplay of several 
social variables previously considered in another light. We have already seen that when the first 
child, and consequently other children, was born in Australia there is a lower probability for their 
parents to be advised to speak English than when the first child was born overseas. This can be 
attributed to cultural distance. This is confirmed in a stronger way when we consider cases in 
which children are the offspring of parents who have arrived in Australia aged 12 or less, or who 
themselves were born in Australia. They are placed in the lower right angle of the triangle in 
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Figure 5.16, that is, we find 100% of no answers to the question on advice to speak English. 
The percentage of advice is also very low when the first child was aged more than 17 years 
when the family arrived in Australia. We also see some 18% of "no responses" in this last case, 
suggesting that the question is felt to be irrelevant (or perhaps it is irrelevant, if, for example, 
the rest of the children in the family were close in age to the first child). In the rest of the age 
of arrival of the first child, we see an interesting inversion of the progression of the ages. 
Families in which the first child was very young when they arrived in Australia show the 
greatest percentage of advice. This is followed by families whose first child was of primary 
school or high school age when they arrived. Then, at the lower level of advice, we find families 
whose first child was aged between two and six when they arrived. The relatively high 
percentage of cases of children who arrived at school age is clear, and expected from our 
previous discussion on advice given at schools. To understand the pattern of the other two age 
groups, it is important to realise that if a child is of a very young age when he or she arrives in 
Australia, then the language he or she will speak is at stake as a result of the migration. Then, 
it is not surprising to see these cases as those in which there is a very high proportion of advice 
to speak English only. If a child has already began to speak in Spanish, but is not of primary 
school age at the time of arrival, on one hand his/her language is not at stake, because it has 
already been decided as Spanish, and on the other hand there is a possibility of having some 
exposure to English (especially through child care) before entering school, which, as we have 
seen before in the ease of children born in Australia, reduces the "probability" of receiving 
advice to speak English. 
A final characteristic of the family which plays a role is the number of children, as families with 
one child are less likely to be advised than families with two children, who in turn are less likely 
to be advised than families with three or more children. This could be simply an effect of 
statistical probability, as more children implies a higher probability of being advised. However, 
it can also be because, as we have seen in section 4.2, parents of larger families use more 
Spanish with children than parents of families composed of one or two children. Besides, large 
families are rarer than families composed of one or two children in contemporary Australia, and 
are more common in migrant families than in families composed of Australian born couples 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 199la; 55). 
The analysis of Figure 5.16 shows several important things. We can summarise them saying that 
to receive or not to receive advice to speak English is not random in social terms when we 
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consider some of the characteristics of families who received such advice and those who did not 
receive it. Physical appearance, externalisation of language maintenance or language shift, and 
externalisation of cultural adaptation will play a significant role in producing opportunities to 
trigger such advice. We also know that changes in the social conceptions of migrants in 
Australia, and in general other environmental social variables are also important. To further 
characterise advice to speak English in social terms, we will now turn to the analysis of some 
informants' char.1cteristics. 
Figure 5.17 shows how some informants' characteristics are plotted on the space of triangular 
coordinates defined by the answers to the question on advice to speak only English with 
children. The characteristics to be considered here are: year of arrival in Australia, informants' 
age of arrival in Australia, informants' present level of English, ethnicity of informants' parents, 
ethnicity of informants' parents-in-law, informants' state of residence and concentration of Non-
English-Speaking-Background persons in suburb of residence. 
As with Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17 shows a stronger concentration of the variables in the lower 
right angle of the triangle. In this case, this is accentuated because we are considering only 
informants who have children, and as we have seen in Table 5.ii, there are only 5.3% of 
informants who have children who did not answer the question on advice to speak English. 
We can see that the proportion of advice increases with year of arrival of the informants until 
1990. From there, the frequency of advice decreases a little, but the number of no responses 
grows substantially to approximately 20%. This is reflecting the phenomenon mentioned before 
in the case of Venezuelans, that an important proportion of recent migration tends to be of 
highly skilled professionals with a good knowledge of English, and who would have a low 
probability of triggering advice to speak English only. However, it is also reflecting the fact that 
advice received in a particular period does not necessarily correspond with arrival in Australia 
in the same period, otherwise we would expect a higher proportion of advice for arrivals in 
1991-94, as this is the period in which the highest amount of advice is reported in Figure 5.11. 
Figure 5.17 shows that migrants' level of English also has a determinant effect on the advice, 
as people who report a low-fair level of English are more frequently advised. 
The ethnicity of the informants' parents is also a very good predictor of the probability of being 
advised, as people with an Anglo-Saxon background report no advice and a significant 
proportion of no responses. Thro-migrants also received less advice than "latin" migrants. 
Ethnicity of informants' parents-in-law shows a similar distribution to ethnicity of children's 
parents in Figure 5.16, confirming that people who have married out receive less advice than 
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people who married within the community. 
Figure 5.17 allows us to characterise a little more the social context of the advice. We see that 
advice is more common in Queensland and states such as Western Australia, South Australia, 
Tasmania and the Northern Territory, where concentrations of migrants are not a widespread 
phenomenon compared with states such as Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian Capital 
Territory. It also shows that advice is more common for informants living in suburbs with a mid-
high concentration of migrants (percentage of Non-English-Speaking Background persons 
between 20% and 40%), but advice declines for infonnants living in suburbs with a very high 
concentration of Non-English-Speaking Background Persons and in suburbs where this 
concentration is low. In the latter case, there is also a significant proportion of no responses. 
This is signalling that the demographic context, as considered in the previous section, will also 
have an influence on the probability of receiving such advice. This will especially impinge on 
the percentage of migrant children attending suburban schools. 
In suburbs with a very high concentration of migrants, teachers, and in general people who 
favour language shift will be more tolerant of diversity, as this is will be, whether they like it 
or not, the nonnal state of affairs in such environments. In suburbs with a very low concentration 
of migrants, an occasional migrant presence will not represent a big threat. However, when 
numbers are on the side of the dominant group, but the migrant's presence is visible, advice from 
Anglo-Saxons will became more frequent, as they will have the function of both maintaining 
migrants in their places and also of responding to the challenge the migrant's presence makes 
to their dominance. This could explain advice coming from the majority group as part of the 
dynamic of reaffinnation of domination and struggle against domination which characterises the 
relationship between majority and minority groups. 
For the advice coming from migrants themselves, this will become more frequent in cases where 
there is either a large proportion of migrants or few migrants in the suburb of residence. In tl1e 
latter case this will be because to behave in a typically migrant way will represent a challenge 
to the Anglo-Saxon majority, and 'challenges" to Anglo-Saxon dominance will be reacted to, 
as they will be perceived as dangerous for all the migrant population, shifters and non-shifters 
alike. In the fonner case of suburbs with a very high proportion of migrants, advice from other 
migrants will be not only more statistically probable as the migrant population is larger, but also 
more justified from the perspective of shifters who worry about the Anglo-Saxon majority's 
perceptions of migrants because, as we have shown before, in these suburbs there is a higher 
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Figure 5.18. Advice to Speak English. Ethnicity of Adviser by concentration of Non-English-
Speaking-Background Persons in Postcode Area of Residence. 
Further support for the previous analysis is found in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, where we see 
how not only the relative proportion of people being advised or not advised, but also lbe 
ethnicity and identity of advisers confirm the proposed pattern. In particular, Figure 5.18 
confirms the relative predominance of migrants giving advice to speak English in suburbs with 
both low and very high concentration of migrants. 
Figure 5.19 confirms that there is a more widespread social "response" to migrant presence 
(measured by the predominance of the subgroup labelled "Other" in this figure) in suburbs which 
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migrants "conform" come from friends and workmates for migrants Jiving in suburbs with a very 
high concentration of migrants, and from friends and relatives in suburbs with a low 
concentration of migrants. Looking at the distribution of identity by ethnicity of adviser in 
Figure 5.12, page 178, this division of workmates versus relatives confirms the predominance 
of maintainers in suburbs witb a very high proportion of migrants and the environmental nature 
of the pressure to shift to English in suburbs with a low concentration of migrants. 
We can conclude our analysis of advice to speak English by saying that such advice can be 
thought of as a reaction toward symbolic changes in the place of migrants in Australian society. 
Their social meaning cannot be reduced to foree shift to English, which is present as a primarily, 
crude goal. Such advice also has a far wider meaning of re-establishing tbe lost balance of forces 
at the symbolic level which the popular image of multiculturalism perceives as lost, especially 
in the Anglo-Saxon majority. This is not related to the real aims of multiculturalism, which is 
a consensus ideology, but with a most immediate and less theoretical vision of multiculturalism 
as giving support (or unfair advantage) to migrants. Advice will be more probable when migrants 
are perceived as "deviant" from the image of the "well behaved" migrant which was predominant 
in the assimilationist years: This well behaved migrant will be a migrant who looks caucasian, 
tries to adapt himself or herself as soon as possible, and speaks English to his or her children. 
Advice comes predominantly from Anglo-Saxon Australians, but will also come from more 
"adapted" migrants when their perceived place in Australian society is threatened by the too 
"deviant" behaviour of fellow migrants. This in tum, will produce a reaction toward maintaining 
the language in people being advised who feel such advice as "violence" or "betrayal" to the 
intactness of the migrant group. If this is the case, then, we can return to our previous analysis 
where we have seen that there appears not to be a direct influence of such advice on language 
maintenance and shift when we consider the community as a whole, Such advice, being an 
epiphenomenon of an ongoing symbolic battle over the place of migrants in Australian society, 
is not likely to change people's already embodied tendencies to maintain or not maintain their 
languages. If they produce an effect, they simply further these tendencies, as they preach to the 
converte<l in the case of language shifters and give further reasons for struggle against the 
imposition to change languages in the case of language maintainers. 
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Translation of Exhibit, Chapter 5 
Exhibit 5.1: I have lived in Australia for almost 7 years and I have many things to say about 
that topic (racism). 
I do not understand why there are so many people, mainly Spanish-speakers, who are 
discriminated every day and don't do anything about it, not even talk openly about racism. 
My story in relation to that topic started in 1992 when I was taking a course at the CES. We 
were having a break, and a discussion about racial discrimination started. (I must mention that 
the people in charge of the course were mostly of Anglo-Saxon origin). My tum came to say 
whether or not in Australia there was racism against people of non-Anglo-Saxon origin. I 
answered that racism existed in Australia, especially amongst Anglo-australians (people from 
Anglo-Saxon origin), and since that moment I have been discriminated everywhere. I was thrown 
out of the course without any explanation. Distressed and exhausted by the situation, Tasked for 
and explanation on the part of the directors (the three of them were Anglo-Saxons). They said 
they would not tolerate anyone like me speaking against Anglo-Saxons. I just told them that one 
day God would punish them. 
From that moment on, rumours spread throughout the CES, Social Security and other institutions 
and I have been unable to get a stable job, I have to work illegally. I'm a hundred per cent 
Chilean and as such I suffer seeing the injustice and racism against other Latin Americans, 
taking into consideration that when the "gringos" or Anglo-Saxons visit Chile or any other Latin 
American country, we treat them as kings. 
I can say I've reached the point of being considered anti Anglo-Saxon but I have reasons for 
that. Some day we will leave this country, but wherever I am, I will never forget this nightmare 
of racism in Australia. 
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Chapter 6 
THE USE OF SPANISH IN COMMUNITY·RELATED SETTINGS 
Seen from the outside, harmony reigns in every sect, 
clan, and party; seen from the inside. discord. 
Confilcts in a monastery are as frequent and as 
envenomed as in any society. Even when they desert 
hell, men do so to reconstruct It elsewhere. 
E. M. Cloran 
This chapter will explore the use of Spanish in settings which were classified as "potentially 
community relevant" in section 3.4. These are Community Organisations, Community Organised 
Parties, Bars, Practice of Sports, Religion and Work. The salient characteristic of these domains 
is that they are important for some informants but not for others. We will first consider how the 
overall use of Spanish in the first five domains mentioned correlates with some social 
characteristics of the informants. 
The Parties domain refers mostly to dancing parties in which a band usually plays. It also 
includes informal parties held in private homes, but dancing parties open to the general public 
are the "default" events when you speak about parties in the Spanish-speaking community. 
The Work domain will be considered here mainly in its relationship with other domains. Chapter 
7 will explore the use of Spanish at work in more detail. 
We will also look in more detail at some of the individual domains, notably community 
organisations, and religion, and add a section on children's attendance at Spanish classes in 
Australia, especially at ethnic schools, as ethnic schools are considered "community 
organisations 11 • 
There is a qualitative difference between community related domains and the intimate domains 
previously considered in Chapter 4 in terms of the use of Spanish. With the exception of Parties 
and Community Organisations, the average use of Spanish is notably lower in these "potentially 
community relevant" domains due to the fact that not all members of the community interact in 
such domains. Therefore, instead of the average use of Spanish, in which "no responses" are not 
considered, we will use the percentage of people reporting that they use some Spanish' in these 
domains for the different social categories discussed. This will provide an idea of the importance 
of Spanish in each setting (against a backdrop of people who either use English or do not 
•In terms of the scale in Table 3.ix, these will be people who report using Spanish rarely, sometimes, 
with some frequency, frequently or always. What we are opposing is then some use of Spanish against 
no use or no response. 
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interact in such domains) in the preliminary inquires, which will serve as a basis for the 
comparison of the different settings. In addition, the actual use of Spanish, divided into High, 
Bilingual, Low and "Not Stated'', as mentioned in our discussion of Table 3.ix, page 99, will still 
be necessary to account for the use of Spanish in some of these domains. 
6.1.1. The influence of Age of Arrival. 
We can now begin to explore the linguistic behaviour of informants along the lines of age of 
arrival, a characteristic about which we already know something from the discussion in Chapter 
4. 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the use of Spanish in the domains to be considered in this 
section. As we see, the range of use of Spanish in the Community Organisations and Parties 
domain coincides more or less with the range in intimate domains, which has been included in 
Figure 6.2'. The rest of the domains are clustered consistently below, confirming that there are 
fewer people speaking Spanish in these domains or more people who do not respond about the 
use of Spanish in such domains. 
We will now look at how Spanish is used in each of these domains. We will begin with the 
domains charted in Figure 6.1. These are the ones associated with Spanish-speaking institutions. 
As we see, the use of Spanish at parties is consistently higher than the use of Spanish in 
community instimtions for the groups who arrived at 13 or older, whereas it almost coincides 
with the groups who arrived at 12 or less or who were born in Australia. This is simply because 
there are more people who attend parties in which Spanish-speakers are gathered than people 
who belong to Spanish-speaking community organisations. What is important here for explaining 
this difference is the relative proportion of people who do not answer the questions. We can 
assume, for the time being, that these non respondents are not members of community 
organisations. We will explore this in more detail later in this chapter. We can also see that the 
use of Spanish at parties and in community organisations peaks with informants who migrated 
after their children. Thi5 is undoubtedly linked both to the low level of English of these migrants 
and also to the existence of several Grandparents' associations of which these people are 
members, and in which Spanish is, with few exceptions, the only language spoken. We will 
consider these associations in more detail later. 
Regarding the use of Spanish in practising sports and at bars we see that there is a bigger 
* Note also how the imponance of Relatives' Home is much lower for informants aged 17-54 on 
arrival when we look at the use of Spanish in this way, that is taking into consideration the "no 
responses". Compare Figure 6.2 with Figure 4.3. This is signalling the already attested fact that they are 
less likely to have relatives in Australia than the informants who arrived aged less than 16. 
p too 
Use of Spanish 
(Bilingually or Exclusively) 
Age or Arrival in Australia 
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Figure 6.1. Percentage of people using some Spanish in Community Organisations, Parties, Bar 
and Sports by Age of Arrival in Australia 
proportion of people speaking Spanish in the younger ages of arrival for both domains. This is 
a consequence of the variable present age, which co-varies with age of arrival and not something 
limited by age of arrival per se. Also, sex is a variable that plays a crucial role in understanding 
the use of Spanish in these domains. We will wait until we consider such variables to see if age 
of arrival plays a role. The important thing to mention for the time being is that the use of 
Spanish in these domains is consistently less frequent than in parties and community 
organisations for all ages of arrival. 
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we see is that the use of Spanish at work increases linearly with age of arrival from people who 
migrated after their children (who, basically are very rarely in the Jabour force, as we have seen 
in page 133) up to people who arrived between 17 to 24 years old. This increase is the result 
of two other variables: one is the labour status, as year of arrival correlates with present age and, 
consequently, there will be more "No Responses" as age of arrival increases, because also 
present age will increase. Other variables, however, like education, occupation, year of arrival 
and sex will also play an important role here, so we will leave the determination of these 
variables open until we can account for such influences in Chapter 7. We can note, however, that 
migrants who arrived between 7 and 12 years old show a higher use of Spanish at work, 
compared with other age groups of dependant children. As we have seen before in Chapter 4, 
this group has had some pressure to conform to English, but has had more time to build a more 
balanced bi-cultural identity. It is not surprising, therefore, that they are the ones who can 
"capitalise" on their bilingualism in the community• (they still souud "native" when speaking 
Spanish) and in jobs related to the community such as interpreters and social workers. We will 
return to this topic in section 7.3. 
In the case of religion, the peak in the use of Spanish in this domain is found among migrants 
who migrated after their children. This is not surprising as attendance to religious services 
increases with age (see page 248 below), especially for women, and also level of English 
decreases with age of arrival. As a result, there is clearly a preference for Spanish services when 
available. From this peak for migrmts who arrived after their children, the use of Spanish 
decreases with age of arrival down to the group of people who arrived before age 6, where the 
tendency is reversed and it again increases. What is playing a role here is again present age, and 
of course the relative independence in making a decision to go or not (or to be brought or not) 
to a religious service. Again, we will explore this in more detail later in this chapter. For now 
it suffices to note that, as in the case of Bar and Sports domains, the Work and Religion domains 
show a consistently lower percentage of people using Spanish, and this is also lower than for 
intimate domains. The only exception here is the use of Spanish in the Religious domain for 
informants born in Australia, which is slightly higher than the use of Spanish with Friends. But 
this can also be explained by the overall characteristics of the use of Spanish in this group, as 
the religious domain will be a domain associated with adults' use of Spanish in the case of 
families belonging to Spanish-speaking religious groups. 
We can conclude by saying that the use of Spanish in these community domains is not so clearly 
* Note that this group of people is the only one in which the use of Spanish is higher in community 
organisations than at parties in Figure 6. I. 
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associated with age of arrival as the intimate domains are. Consequently, we will explore the use 
of Spanish in them by other means, taking into consideration the multiple social variables which 
are of influence. 
6.1.2. The Influence of Attendance at Parties and Membership of community 
Organisations. 
The main concern in this section will be to characterise the social variables which correlate with 
the use of Spanish in Community Organisations and Parties. We have noticed before that the 
use of Spanish at parties is higher than in community organisations, especially for those migrants 
who arrived in Australia as adults. There is a sociological reason for this. Membership of 
community organisations is very variable 
in the community (see Exhibit 6.1 ), 
because to be a member of a community 
organisation, no matter which kind of 
institution, is universally perceived as 
"taking up a position" within the 
community, and these "positions" change 
from time to time. Attendance at parties, 
however, especially parties which are not 
organised with the purpose of raising 
"Mucha gente no cooper6 como 
esper8.bamos y eso hizo nuestro 
trabajo mucho mas dificil. Sabemos 
que es muy dificil que todos esten de 
acuerdo en las opiniones y decisiones 
pero esto es lo que tenemos los 
espafioles, que si no nos gusta una 
persona como dirigente, no solo no le 
damos el apoyo sino que tambien 
deja~os de asistir al centre, y esa 
acci6n perjudica enormemente al 
centro en lo econ6mico y social t 
porque las cuentas del centre hay que 
pagarlas todos los meses •.. ~ 
Exhibit 6 .1. Membership of Cornmuni ty 
funds for a "cause'\ represent a momentary Organisations. La entrevista. El 
Espanol en Australia, 22/1/91; page. 
participation without much commitment. 16. 
Parties can be enjoyed without the disadvantages of having to take sides'. 
This preference to attend parties rather than community organisations' events or rather than 
becoming a member of a community organisation is also a motif for constant reflection in the 
community. Let us look for instance at this reflection from a rank-and-file member of a Canberra 
institution: 
"La gente esta cansada de estos dirigentes. Por eso va a las fiestas donde no se propone 
nada, y a los discos, porque no quiere ni ofr de ellos. Los han movilizado para esto y para 
aquello, pero en el fondo no han hecho nada. La gente quiere divertirse y que nadie los 
este sennoneando que no participan." 
[People are tired of these leaders. That's why they attend parties in which nothing is 
proposed, or discos too, because they don't want to hear about these leaders. These leaders 
moved them to do this and that, but the truth is that they have done nothing. People just 
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want to have a good time, and not have someone reproaching them for not participating.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
This is shown, from another perspective, in this statement by an "office holder" from the board 
of directors of a community organisation: 
"Lo que hace mas sospechosa la perdida de identidad que yo veo en la comunidad es que 
tampoco se ha integrado al sistema anglosaj6n, navega a media agua por decir asf, perdida 
sin rumbo, sin proyectos concretos, bastante reticente a reconocer a uno o varios lfderes 
comunitarios. Hay un individualismo extrema, una perdida de confianza en que lo colectivo 
resuelve los problemas de una comunidad. A lo mejor no tenemos un punto en comun, que 
nos identifique, a menos que tomemos el rutbol, sino, no se que nos podrfa identificar ... 
no se, bueno, el baile es lo unico que congrega a la gente, mas que otras cosas. Y claro, 
es un evento en donde, se puede decir asf, se Hegan a diluir las fricciones, no existen, la 
gente no discute, solamente se expresa bailando, todos los conflictos quedan de Jada, o 
saldados por una noche, y el dfa despues se vuelve a las mismas realidades. Volvemos al 
mismo tema, la comunidad busca el baile coma una forrna de no confrontamiento y vuelve 
a repetir el hecho de que no se atreve a tomar par las astas los confrontamientos y 
reso!verlos maduramente y salir adelante." 
[What makes the loss of identity that I see in the community more suspicious is the fact 
that it hasn't integrated into the Anglo-saxon system either. It sails adrift, without direction, 
without clear goals, very unwilling to recognise one or several community leaders. There 
exists an extreme individualism, a loss of confidence in the power of collective action to 
solve the problems of a community. It might be that we do not have a point in common 
capable of identifying us as a group, unless we consider soccer. Otherwise, I don't know 
what can identify us. Don't know, well, dancing is the only thing that gathers people, more 
than other things. Of course, dancing is an event in which all frictions are diluted, they do 
not exist, people do not argue, they only express themselves dancing; all conflicts are set 
aside, or solved, for just one night. And the morning after, we return to the same reality, 
the same topic. The community sees dancing as a form of non-confronting and once and 
again repeats the fact of not facing confrontations, solving them maturely and moving 
ahead.] 
(Interview J)ata) 
The first question to answer in order to elucidate the use of Spanish in community organisations 
and at parties is how the use of Spanish is associated with (reported) membership in 
organisations. We can see, in Figure 6.3 how membership of community organisations affects 
the use of Spanish in several domains. The most interesting aspect is that 40% of people who 
define themselves as "non-members" report that they use Spanish in community organisations. 
This means that they participate "without the compromise of membership" in such organisations. 
Also, 60% of non-members attend parties in which they use some Spanish. The group of rank 
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Figure 6.3. Use of Spanish in community related domains by Membership of Community 
Organisations. 
and file members (member only in the graphs) also shows a similar behaviour to that of the non-
members. They use more Spanish at parties than in the organisations of which they are members, 
but the discrepancy between the use of Spanish in the two domains is minimal. Only the group 
of office holders' show a small difference in favour of the institutions. 
We see also that the use of Spanish when 
pmctising sports augments linearly with 
membership in organisations, and this is 
not surprising because, as we mentioned 
before, most of these organisations are 
based on sport practice or, necessarily, if 
they want to grow and become appealing 
to the community, have to include sports 
(soccer) among their activities. In this 
Corria el afio 1975 cuando un grupo de 
chilenos con inquietudes deportivas 
se reline con el prop6sito de fundar 
una instituci6n para hacer deportesr 
labor social y cultural. Aquellos 
fundadores tal vez no imaginaron la 
importancia que lograria (el club) en 
el correr de los affos. 
El pilar fundamental es el futbol, 
pero tambi€n la incorporaci6n de la 
familia en otras actividades ... 
Exhibit 6.2. Epic origins of a Soccer 
Club. The Spanish Times. Sept-Oct 1989. 
page 4. 
respect, the self-description of the reported origins of a soccer club transcribed in Exhibit 6.2 is 
paradigmatic of the development of the organisation as a soccer club which "has to incorporate 
the family" and so, it includes "cultural" and "other," undefined, activities in their official 
discourse, retaining "soccer as a fundamental pillar" of the institution. 
* This group includes all people who are members of a managing committee of an organisation as 
well as soccer players, As mentioned in section 2.2, there is a large group of such people in the data, as 
the questionnaire was distributed also through organisations and they felt more compelled to answer than 
the rank and file members. We will analyse how the use of Spanish is affected by the type of position they 
hold in the institutions in our discussion of Figure 6.9. 
The exception to this pattern of "soccer 
based" organisations are provided by the 
"selected" groups which have a focus on 
social or cultural activities and who mirror 
the "middle class" and "upper class" clubs in 
Latin America. A further exception is the 
growing number of Grandparents associations 
all around Australia. 
In the case of the "selected" groups, there is 
a need for class distinction which sometimes 
takes the form of a strong anti-sport attitude, 
which is conceived as the opposite of 
"culture". These people also refuse to 
participate in dancing parties. This is clearly 
shown in Exhibit 6.3. 
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Yo soy una artista y escritora 
uruguaya que he tenido que 
desempefiarme todo este t:iempo 
dentro del •mainstream• 
australiano {donde he sido 
recibida y apreciada) y cada 
intento que he hecho par interesar 
a nuestra comunidad y/o 
instituciones latinas en el arte y 
las letras ha sido recibido con el 
minima o nada de entusiasmo. 
Para los latinos que no 
participamos de los deportes o los 
"bailecitos de los seibados" 
nuestras instituciones son 
inexistentes y rnenos aun 
representantes de la cultura y 
tradici6n de los paises que 
pretenden representar, 
Exhibit 6.3. High culture against 
community organisations. The Spanish 
Herald, 14/2/96, page 2. 
Going back to Figure 6.3, we can also see that the use of Spanish at work and at bars has a 
slight positive slope in the direction of membership in organisations and "commitment" to such 
institutions. To try to understand why this is so, we will have to look at other characteristics of 
the informants, notably occupation, in Chapter 7, which is also connected with the sport versus 
culture opposition mentioned above. 
So far we have established that the difference perceived by the community in terms of more 
participation in parties than in community organisations holds for our data. This is due (at least 
from what we know so far) to the requirements in terms of "compromise" and "position taking" 
in the community required by being a member of such organisations. We have also found that 
there is a significant number of people reporting that they do not belong to such organisations 
and who still report that they use some Spanish in them. 
There are several considerations needed in order to understand this situation. The first is that a 
large number of parties in which Spanish-speakers gather are held on the premises of community 
organisations, especially in Sydney and Melbourne. Therefore there is not a dichotomy but an 
intersection of the domains. The amount of this intersection is impossible to estimate from our 
data as the domain "parties in community organisation premises" was not included in the 
questionnaire. The second consideration is that from the use of the language alone, as considered 
in Figure 6.3, we have no clear indication of how the use of some Spanish differs from low or 
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no use and absence of use of any language' because it is not relevant for some groups of 
informants. 
The third consideration is that we actually do not know who (in social terms) belongs and who 
does not belong to such institutions. The fourth consideration is that the term "community 
organisation" is a very heterogeneous collective. It includes associations with a long history in 
Australia (mainly the Spanish Clubs, but also some Latin American clubs in Sydney and 
Melbourne) with a relatively large membership. There are also "recent" or ghost organisations 
which depend basically on the enthusiasm of a few people. "Community organisations" also 
includes soccer-social institutions and institutions which base their reason for existing on offering 
an alternative to the soccer institutions. We have seen above that these are mainly culturally-
based, "bilingual" groups of middle class people who (in their own words) want to be 
"distinguished" from the "uncultured soccer mass" (Participant Observation). The term 
"community organisations" even includes special purpose groups like Grandparents Associations, 
religious groups and ethnic schools, depending on the classification chosen". Finally, we know 
from our data concerning attendance at parties that "compromise" plays a very important role 
here, but we have not found a way to quantify it, or what amounts to the same thing, to find 
another indicator of such compromise which would allow us to see how this corresponds to 
community perceptions. In sum, we have to find out who belongs to community organisations 
(in social terms), as well as who uses Spanish in these settings, and if there is any correlation 
between the previous groups with making "social compromises". 
We will begin our attempt to answer these questions by considering who belongs to community 
organisations. Figure 6.4 shows the correspondence analysis between several "position taking" 
and social variables and membership of community organisations. We see a division (more or 
less along the lines of the vertical axis) between members of community organisations on the 
right and non-members on the left. This corresponds with the reported contact with the 
community of the country of origin and with the Spanish-speaking community in general, 
because people who answer that they have low contact with these communities tend to be non-
members. Additional signs of contact with the community are also distributed along the 
horizontal axis, notably people who report that they attend soccer matches and people who 
• Measured by no responses, which, as a working hypothesis, we are still considering as no interaction 
or no relevance. 
** The classification of an instltution as 11community organisation" is one of the stakes fought for in 
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Figure 6.4. Correspondence Analysis of several social characteristics related to "compromise" 
and "position taking" with Membership of Community Organisations. Total Variance; First axis: 
91.25%. Both axes; 100% 
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answer that they know Spanish speakers in their neighbourhood are placed on the membership 
side, whereas people who report that they do not know any Spanish speakers in their 
neighbourhood are located on the non membership side. This is undoubtedly connected with the 
correspondence between use of Spanish in community organisations and residence in suburbs 
with a high concentration of Spanish-speakers found in section 5.l. 
If we look at the plot from the point of view of the vertical axis, we find that there is an 
opposition not in terms of membership but in terms of taking positions within the community, 
the lower half being the one in which we find strong positions taken. 
Let us begin analysing the lower half. In terms of the political definition of the informants, we 
find here people who report being on the far left of the political spectrum (on the membership 
side), those who are on the far right (on 
the non membership side) and those who 
are termed "politically undefined", that is, 
those who did not answer the question on 
their political self-definition (in the middle 
to the bottom of the diagram). To 
understand why this "no response" to the 
political definition is a "strong position", 
we have to understand that there is a very 
widespread perception that "politics" is 
what most divides the community'. 
On the side of the committed positions 
Quisieramos informarles que nos 
encontrarnos en plena formaciOn, en 
Canberra 1 de una entidad civil 
denominada "Circulo de Abuelos de 
Habla Hispana•. La finalidad de este 
circulo es reunir personas de este 
idioma que sean abuelos o mayores de 
50 afios. Este circulo puede ayudar 
con problemas de soledad o desarraigo 
como tambien a traves nuestro 
brindarles informaci6n y ayu.da que 
este a nuestro alcance. Nuestra 
instituci6n es apolitica y no profesa 
ningUn cul to religioso, por lo tan to, 
son bienvenidas todas las personas 
que cumplan con los requisites y 
quieran integrarse a esta familia, 
cuyo prop6sito es s6lo pasarlo bien 
y en compafiia. 
(lower half of the diagram) we also find J!:xhibit 6. 4. Circulo de Abuelos de 
Canberra. El Espanol en Australia, 
people who belong to the several 9/4/91 page. 6; Emphasis added. 
"missionary" religious groups which use Spanish (on the non members side) and people who 
report no religion (on the members side). 
In the upper half of the diagram, the "non committed", we find people who are fa the moderate 
left or right of the political spectrum, as well as people who define themselves in the "centre". 
Also, we find Catholics, the "default" religious choice in the community, which presupposes no 
* The exceptions to this pattern are, not surprisingly, people who are very committed to politics, who 
under the motto "everything is politics" force people to take positions, and consequently to reject them; 
and also office holders of institutions, for whom holding of power is the main reason for division 
(Interview Data). 
religious commitment in many cases·. 
Ali these signs point, then, to the 
conclusion that we are opposing "strong 
attitudes" and commitment to them against 
more moderate attitudes or flexible 
commitment. 
If our interpretation is right, then we will 
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Ahora en la parte social los 
problemas son de los socios, porque 
mucha gente no toma conciencia de la 
socializaci6n entre unos y otros que 
deberiarnos tener ~ pero siempre por 
una raz6n u otras nos peleamos y 
despues nos unimos nuevamente y eso 
hace que no tomemos conciencia de 
llevarnos bien, unos con otros ... 
Exhibit 6.5. Es un deber mantener a la 
gente joven junto al deporte. El 
Espanol en Australia. 1/8/95, page 8 
have to give an explanation for the position of the office holders of Spanish-speaking institutions 
in the upper half of the diagram. To do so, we should consider the answers to the questions 
"how many Spanish-speaking community institutions have you belonged to since you came to 
Australia?" and "how many do you belong to now?". The answers have been coded in such a 
way as to count how many of these institutions have been left by the informants (subtracting the 
total number of institutions lo which people belong in the present from the ones to which they 
have belonged up to the present), condensing them in "Did not leave the inslitution(s)", "Left 
one" and "Left two or more". The plotting of this variable can be found, as expe<:ted in the very 
right of the diagram, in the direction of membership in the institutions, opposing rank-and-file 
members, who behave like those who either did not leave or left one, to office holders who 
behave more like those that left two or more (which may include people who are not members 
of any institutions in the present if they left two or more institutions). The explanation, based 
not only on observation but also on the close reading of the "institutional trajectories" of some 
Alli van~ raudos y verborragicos, con su m.3.scara de 9 a St repartiendo 
sonrisa y tarjetazos al por mayor y sembrando populismo y vigencia 
comunitaria en cuanto evento tenga lugar$ un baile, un partido de 
flltbol, una obra de teatro o un funeral. Son los traficantes del camelo 
a corto plaza, los gestores de lo imposible, los fabrtcantes de 
cuchillos sin mango y sin hoja. Si lector, acertcS, 1Son los falsos 
influyentes ! ! ! 
Siempre trepados a cuanto puestito pUblico o no pUblico al cual han 
logrado encaramarse y aferrarse a muerte, y bajo una variedad de 
disfraces: coordinadores de algo, interpretes de "nata~ en lugar de 
NATir trabajadores comunitarios o asistentes antisociales, locutores 
y periodistas (por error u omisi6n) y oportunistas profesionales de 
toda laya 1 color y pasaporte ... Alli estan siempre, con su disfraz de 
infatuada importancia, su sonrisa estereotipada, su mirada vigilante 
oteando entre la gente, quien vino, quien fall6, y con sus orejitas 
computarizadas para captar 25 conversaciones simultaneas ... 
Exhibit 6.6. Oh! Los falsos influyentes. Primera Plana, November 1991 
* See however section 6.2 where we divide the Catholics into those who attend or do not attend 
Spanish religious services, the first group being very similar in behaviour to the members of the 
"missionary" groups. 
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office holders as reflected in the Spanish speaking press, suggests that "office holders" are very 
mobile, belonging to one institution today and to another tomorrow, or leaving the institutions 
when their interests are not satisfied and coming back when they are, or, also, creating new 
institutions if there is none to which they can move to or in which their leadership 
"specialisation" (soccer, political "causes", culture, religion, etc.) could be capitalised (See 
Exhibit 6.5 to Exhibit 6.7). 
\Ve can now analyse the locations of some 
indicators of cultural capital in the two 
oppositions proposed so far. We see that 
people with Post-University education are 
placed at the top left of the diagram, 
indicating a refusal of "strong positions" 
and restricted membership in 
organisations'. As we move to people 
with University education and those with 
... La gente sudamericana que vive en 
est a area sabe que nuestra 
instituci6n esta esperandolos. 
A la gente que hace poco quo esta en 
Australia les sugiero que no cometan 
la torpeza de formar nuevos clubes. 
Ya hay muchos clubes como para formar 
otros y lograr aUn mas la divisi6n de 
la gente ..• 
Exhibit 6. 7. Esperamos que los 
asociados tomen sus responsabilidades 
y cooperen. El Espaf'iol en Australia, 
27/4/93; page 17 
Tertiary Education, we move to the centre of the upper half of the diagram, indicating that both 
"position taking" and membership are still mild but not as clearly "detached" as for people with 
Post-University Education. People with Secondary education are placed on the "strong positions" 
side, on the lower left quadrant, but near to the "member only" side of the diagram, still in the 
centre. This is due to the fact that in this category we have both adults with secondary education 
and people who arrived in Australia as dependent children. Each has a very different pattern of 
membership. The adults are more likely to be members and the others are likely to be non-
members. Finally, there are people with primary education who are located between the 
"Member Only" and "Office Holders" positions, in the lower right quadrant. 
If we are to interpret the position of the different educational levels in tenns of social classes, 
in as far as we can e~plore social class by educational level, the upper classes will be more on 
the detached non-member side and the working classes on the membership, "strong position-
taking" side. The middle classes, which prefer to have a "moderate" commitment, are placed in 
the centre of the diagram, and we can conjecture that these are the people who participate in 
organisations without either "committing" to membership or to taking positions. This is a 
* This was. of course; my initial position as I began to have extensive contact with the community 
in the first stages of the study. Then I realised that no matter what you do or refrain from doing, as long 
as you participate in the community people will also assign you a position, which could be based on what 
you said, refrained from saying or were quoted to have said, but also, and very simply, whom they have 
seen you speaking with. The positions I was "assigned". as well as the successive ones I took were. 
however, a very important source of information on the community, 
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En realidad, a pocos nos sorprendi6 la disoluci6n de la "Federaci6nu 
entidad nacida para unir a nuestra Comunidad y encarar solidariamente 
las desafios planteados por esta sociedad; y la causa no es el 
fatalismo propio de nuestras culturas, sino por el desconocimiento de 
la propia existencia de esa instituci6n. 
El aviso aparecido en semanarios comunitarios es triste; la 11 Federaci6n 
termina por la total y absoluta falta de colaboraci6n, participaci6n 
e inter9s del resto de las institucionesn. 
En realidad; que somos y representamos en esta sociedad multicultural? 
; poco, somos unos 40 mil individuos que habla~os un misrno idiorna, que 
nos agruparnos bajo un centenar largo de instituciones (ninguna de las 
cuales es representativa de nada) y cuyo futuro depende de milagros o 
de ingerencias ajenas (dentro del mas puro estilo de la cultura 
hispanoamericana) . Somos los mas hB.biles e inteligentes, pero no 
tenemos ninglln funcionario de habla hispana de alto nivel 1 ni menos un 
politico elegido (perdlmos la oportunidad de elegir una concejal (o 
regidora o 0 alderman" si prefieren) en Fairfield, pero " ... esas cosas 
no nos interesan ... ") i sorr.os los mas preparados y con mejores niveles 
de estudio, pero no tenemos representantes en los centres de decisi6n 
{tuvimos dos representantes en el Ethnic Community Council de NSW hace 
dos afios, hoy no tenemos a nadie); pensamos que somos los mas 
trabajadores, serios y preocupados, pero dejarnos que instituciones come 
la "Federaci6nu mueran*•· 
EXhibit 6.8. "La Federaci6n" Otra Oportunidad Perdida. The Spanish TiIT.es, 
March 1990; page 4. 
provisional summary, as membership in organisations by occupation, a better indicator of social 
class, will be considered in the next chapter. 
We can conclude that several social indicators not only confirm the correspondence between 
membership of community organisations with contact with the community, which is the obvious 
part of the correspondence, but also with a propensity to take sides, to commit to positions in 
the community or to reject them, and consequently to judge the rest of the community on the 
basis of such positions. This propensity for taking positions should not be confused with political 
attitudes, as people who "reject politics" form an important part of the membership of 
community organisations and in some cases rejection of politics is the basis on which someone 
will be considered suitable for membership (See Exhibit 6.4). These positions should be 
understood more in the Bourdieu's sense of field (Bourdieu, l990a: 87-89, Robbins, 1991: 84-
101). In this case, the community organisation field is composed by the formal and infonnal 
institutions formed by Spanish-speakers. These institutions compete for "representation" of the 
community and its national subgroups'. Most of the time this is perceived as competition 
between "leaders", but in reality to represent the community and/or a national subgroup of the 
community is also a very important reason for membership. We are then speaking of a field 
• Most of the sporting institutions have a predominant or e<clusive nationality of origin in their 
membership. There are even several institutions 0 representing" the same national group. Institutions which 
have a membership composed of Spanish-speakers from several nationalities are more commonly "purely 
social" institutions, comml1nity assistance institutions or cultural institutions. 
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which imposes an "entrance fee" which goes beyond the monetary membership fee, in that one 
of its main characteristics is the capacity to force people to define themselves as "members" or 
"non-membersn or as 0 supporters 11 or nnon~supporters" (in con1munity terms ''ponerse la 
camiseta" (to stake one's shirt, literally to put on a sporting vest), where again we have an 
sporting metaphor in operation). In this sense, the significant number of people who participate 
in parties or community organisation events without reporting being a community organisation 
member is explained by a refusal to participate in this definition game. Hence, membership of 
community organisations will depend on the propensity of the different social classes, positions 
in the political spectrum and religion (and to some extent, also nationalities of origin) to commit 
or to refuse to commit themselves to the particular requirements of the "community 
organisations' game for representation". This game varies in content with the different 
organisations, but it does not vary in the intensity of "commitment" required. Furthermore, the 
fluctuating membership in the office holders and leaders is also explained by their position on 
the "uncommitted" side of the community organisation membership, in which they are willingly 
placed or forced to be placed by the very nature of the community organisations1 
We can now go back to our original question regarding the use of Spanish at parties and in 
community organisations, looking at the positions of the different reported uses of Spanish in 
Figure 6.4. We see that "no responses" to the use of Spanish at parties and in community 
organisations are placed within the upper left quadrant, that is in the group of people who refuse 
to take up positions in the community and who, because of this, abstain from participating in 
both community organisations and parties. These people only show up for very special occasions 
and cause "office holders" of the community organisations, who do not count them as members 
of their organisations, to deplore how many people there are who "speak Spanish and are 
unknown to them". The relative position of these "no responses" is also of importance. Those 
people who do not answer the question about community organisations are placed in the very 
left extreme of the diagram, very close to those who report "no contact" with the Spanish-
speaking community in general. 
As we move to people who report that they never or hardly ever use Spanish in community 
organisations and parties, we move to the bottom left of the diagram. These are people who have 
"taken a position" of rejecting the community (either because they reject it or have been rejected 
by it), the ones "who tried with enthusiasm at the beginning and then realised that it was not 
worth it'', or simply the ones who feel that they do not want "to waste time in the eternal in-
fighting'', and who, as a consequence, have established their own group of "Australian friends 
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and acquaintances". This also includes people who "could have contributed" but "are tired", or 
can not do anything because of the community's refusal to accept their imposed definition of 
"culture" (see Exhibit 6.3). 
As we move to bilingual use of Spanish at parties and in organisations, we see that these 
positions are characterised by their closeness to the vertical axis, that is to the mid position in 
terms of contact with the community. They are close to people reporting a "fair" or moderate 
contact both with the community of their country of origin and the Spanish speaking community 
in general. They are also in the lower half of the diagram, because they participate and, whether 
liking it or not, necessarily have to "take positions" in terms of rejection/acceptance of the 
community organisations game. 
Finally, we see that people reporting that they use Spanish always at parties are positioned very 
close to people who report bilingual use of 
Spanish at parties and in community 
organisations, whereas people who report 
using Spanish always in community 
organisations are positioned more to the 
right, in the direction of taking up all the 
consequences of the community 
organisations game. 
The main opposition in terms of using 
Spanish bilingually or always at parties is 
"'Nos presentamos nuevamente porque 
tenernos un compromiso serio y un 
equipo de personas dispuestas a 
trabajar por el Club, y eso es de 
agradecer en una epaca en que es mas 
facil criticar, desde el pUlpito de 
los que nada hacen ni nunca han hecho 
nada. Par eso, nos presentamos un 
grupo que esta dispuesto a sacrificar 
horas de descanso, de cornpartir con 
la familia, de buscar soluciones a 
las problernas que se presentan; yo 
creo que los sacios entenderan 
clararnente nuestra postura ..• " 
EJthibit 6.9. ffDebemos motivar a los 
a horizontal difference (that is, a J oven es par a qu e as u man 
responsabilidades en el club". The 
difference in holding strong opinions) Spanish Times. March 1989; page 11. 
whereas the main difference in terms of using Spanish bilingually or always in community 
organisations is a vertical one (that is a difference in contact with the community). From this we 
can conclude that the behaviour of people attending parties is closer to people who are more 
"detached" participants in the community organisation field, between rejection of the community 
and close contact with it, but they are also closer to the rank-and-file members in terms of mild 
commitment to these institutions. This explains the 40% of people speaking Spanish in 
community organisations who do not report membership (shown in Figure 6.3), and also the 
difference between non members and members only concentrated on one side of the group, and 
"office holders" on the other. Non members and rank-and-file members attend parties for the 
sake of fun, and participate in community organisations without membership or only through 
"nominal membership". They do not attend "boring meetings". only the activities that are 
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"immediately appealing". This of course will contrast with the "detached investment" of "family 
and personal time" of the office holders (see Exhibit 6.9), and will provoke the office holders' 
endless calling to participate in "the community" or their controlling who attends or who does 
not attend their and their rivals' events (see Exhibit 6.6, page 221). 
We mentioned on page 140, section 4.1.5, that another social variable influencing the number 
and type of friends reported by the informants was membership of community organisations. 
Figure 6.5 shows the number and type of friends reported by the informants by membership of 
community organisations. We see in the lower right diagram that there is a substantial difference 
between the average number of friends reported by office holders and people who are only 
members and people who are not members of community organisations. Office holders report 
almost three times more friends than the other two categories. We can also see in the upper left 
diagram of Figure 6.5 that office holders report a substantially higher number of friends from 
the same country, a reflection of the fact that most community organisations are based on 
national groups. There is however, no substantial difference between the number of friends from 
the same country reported by rank-and-file members of community organisations and non 
members, except in the percentage of cases reporting no friends from the same country, which 
is higher for non members. When we consider friends from other Spanish-speaking countries, 
however, there is a linear decrease in the reported number of friends as we move from office 
holders to non members. This linear decrease in the number of friends from office holders to non 
members is also found in the case of second generation of Spanish-speakers friends and friends 
from other ethnic communities. In the case of Anglo-Saxon friends, we even find some 
predominance of office holders, and no substantial difference between non members and rank-
and-file members. 
To summarise, we can say that Figure 6.5 is reflecting that membership of community 
organisations influences in a substantial way the network of friends of the individual. In general, 
we can say that even if there is a universal tendency to acquire friends from the same country, 
in the case of office holders, a large number of friends from the same country is almost a 
necessary condition to hold office, as most Spanish-speaking community organisations are based 
on national groups. This also reflects the nature of office holders' authority, which is, in 
Weberian terms (Weber, 1978: Part I, Chapter 3), a charismatic one, and also explains the 
instability of their position (Bendix, 1966: 30 l ), something that we also encountered before when 
considering the set of community organisations as a field. As a consequence of both the personal 
traits which allow office holders to hold their positions and of the fact of holding these positions, 
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Figure 6.6. Membership of Community Organisations by Informants' Year of Arrival in 
Australia. 
office holders will also interact more with Spanish-speakers from other countries, with second 
generation Spanish-speakers, with members of other ethnic groups, and with Anglo-Saxons. 
Among the personal traits required to hold office in institutions based on charismatic leadership, 
a history of interaction in the specific national community is essential, and this is reflected 
clearly in both the year of arrival in Australia shown in Figure 6.6, but also in the present age 
of the informants, as shown in Figure 6. 7. 
Other very specific personal traits, which include the capacity to remember names, faces, 
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organisations as a potential ally or rival, are required. It is not surprising then to find that there 
is a higher proportion of people who grew up in small cities or smaller communities among the 
office holders in Figure 6.8, as their socialisation in small communities naturally includes these 
traits. 
We have mentioned in section 4.1.5, page 138 that nationalism would find a fertile ground in 
national communities which are numerically large in Australia. Large groups also favour internal 
division, something we would also expect from the characteristic of the unstable authority of 
community organisations. This, of course impinges back into the game as a strategy of 
maintaining the power they got by any means, and impeding the unity to which all of them pay 
lip service: 
"If somebody tries to get the leaders of the different groups to agree, he (sic; Spanish 
alguno) is going to waste his time. You can call for all kind of meetings, I have seen 
thousands of these meetings to unite all the isolated groups that are struggling for the same 
cause. Let's get together, that's ok, let's talk, that's ok. But as soon as they realised they 
were obliged to share the piece of the "cheese" that each of them hold, no decision was 
taken and there was no other meeting. Each of them was afraid of losing his own toy."' 
(Interview [)ata) 
This of course has macro-social consequences for language, as this limits the strength of the 
political participation of the Spanish-speaking community in Australia (see Exhibit 6.8 and 
Endnote 1). Funding for Ethnic schools and other language-related matters in Australia is 
• Only the English translation is provided to protect the confidentiality of the informant. 
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obtained mainly through political lobbying, and this is reflected in the relatively minimal 
allocation of funding to Spanish as compared with languages of more politically organised 
groups, such as Greeks and Italians, which receive ten times more funds than Spanish (Valverde, 
1994: 34). 
We can now look in more detail at the linguistic behaviour of the office holders and rank-and-
file members of institutions, to find out how their position in these institutions influences their 
use of Spanish in several domains. 
Figure 6.9 shows the use of Spanish by rank-and-file members and office holders who hold 
different positions in several domains. Positions are scaled by the importance of the office (and 
the power it presupposes). We can see that the use of Spanish by office holders is very high both 
at parties and in community organisations, but that the use of Spanish at parties is also a 
function of the public presence required from the position. Soccer players and committee 
members contrast with rank-and-file members and supporters in their active involvement in the 
destinies (especially sporting peiformance) of the institution. Therefore, they display 100% use 
of Spanish both at parties and in community organisations. 
In the rest of the diagram, the more well-known the person is, the more obvious his/her absence 
at parties organised by his/her institution would be. This extends also to other community public 
events. Therefore we see a linear increase in the use of Spanish in parties from secretaries (who 
can afford not to attend a party without cost) to presidents (who cannot afford to be absent 
without diminishing their "social capital" of acquaintances and friends). In the same way, 
Use of Spanish (Bilingually or Exclusively) 
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Figure 6.10. Average Level of Spanish of Infonnants' Children by Infonnants' Use of Spanish 
in Community Organisations. 
perceived decorative positions, such as vice-presidents, do not require as much attendance at the 
institution itself as is required of secretaries and presidents. This linear increase is also shown 
in the Bar domain in this group, emphasising the public life of presidents. 
Another interesting finding in Figure 6.9 is the use of Spanish at work and its correlation with 
lower positions in institutions and the condition of being a soccer player in them. We will 
explore this further when we look at the use of Spanish at work in the next chapter. 
We will conclude this section looking at the influence of the use of Spanish in community 
organisations and parties in language maintenance and shift of Spanish. Figure 6.10 and 
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Figure 6.11. Average Level of Spanish of Informants' Children by Informants' Use of Spanish 
at Parties. 
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Figure 6.11 show how the level of Spanish of informants' children varies with informants' use 
of Spanish in community organisations and parties. We can see that, in the case of informants 
who report attending community organisations and parties, there is a linear relationship between 
use of Spanish in these domains and level of Spanish of children. In the case of people who left 
the questions on the use of Spanish at parties and in community organisations unanswered, we 
find that the level of Spanish of their children is almost as high as the level of Spanish of people 
who report using Spanish predominantly in community organisations and parties, the only 
difference between the two groups being that people who do not answer the question show a 
slightly larger percentage reporting that their children have a low level of Spanish. We should 
bear in mind, however, that in spite of the similarities regarding language maintenance and shift 
patterns in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, people who did not answer the question on Spanish used 
in community organisations and people who did not answer the question on Spanish used in 
parties are not identical groups. This is shown in Figure 6.12, which shows that the language 
behaviour at parties of people who answer both questions is very closely related to the language 
behaviour in community organisations. This reflects more the type of community organisation 
to which these people belong, those in the right column being predominantly members of soccer-
based clubs and Grandparents Associations and those in the two columns in the centre of 
Figure 6.12 being members of non-soccer based community organisations and people who 
arrived young in Australia. Further support for this analysis will be found in section 7 .3, where 
we will look at the use of Spanish in these domains from the point of view of occupation. 
The group of people who did not answer the question on the use of Spanish in community 
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Figure 6.13. Average level of Spanish of Informants' Children by Informants' Membership of 
Community Organisations. 
than 30% of people who use always Spanish at parties, that is, people who attend parties but do 
not interact in community organisation settings, more than 30% of people who left both 
questions blank, that is, people who do not have contact with the community according to 
preceding discussion of Figure 6.4, and also people who use Spanish bilingually or very little 
Spanish at parties. 
If we look at reported membership of community organisations, as shown in Figure 6.13, we see 
that office holders report that their children have a much higher level of Spanish than rank-and-
file members. But we also find in Figure 6.13 that non members report that their children have 
a higher level of Spanish than rank-and-file members, even when the percentage of people 
reporting that their children have a low level of Spanish ls almost identical in the two latter 
groups, and higher than the one reported by office holders. 
We can understand the difference between office holders and rank-and-file members in terms 
of contact with the community, whereby office holders' children have more contact with the 
community. However, when we consider the case of non members, we can suspect that this 
group is again very heterogeneous. The study of the correspondence analysis in Figure 6.4 
revealed that there is a significant intersection between non members of community organisations 
and people who left both the questions on use of Spanish in community organisations and parties 
blank. Figure 6.6, on page 228, shows that a significant proportion of recent arrivals are not 
members of community organisations. These two facts can partly explain the language 
maintenance pattern found in non members, as recent arrivals would report a high level of 
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Spanish for their children, and people who avoid contact with the community would be more 
prone to shift. However, many other social variables are also playing a role, and we will leave 
the influence of community organisations in language maintenance and shift partially open until 
chapter 8, where all the social variables discussed will be considered together. 
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6.2. Spiritual Battle. The Influence of Religion. 
This section will explore the influence of religion on the use of Spanish. We will begin by 
considering some data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Table 6.i shows the main 
religious affiliations repurted in the 1991 Census by people who also reported that they spoke 
Spanish at home. We can see the predominance of Catholics, the default religious choice in 
Spain and Latin America. There is also a large proportion of people reporting that they do not 
Religion Males Females Total Percent 
Catholic 30,835 32,753 63,588 73.74% 
Other Christian 864 994 1,858 2.15% 
Baptist 832 944 1, 776 2.06% 
Jehovah's Witness 559 724 1, 283 1.49% 
Seventh Day Adventist 475 547 1,022 1.19% 
Anglican 480 467 947 1.10% 
Pentecostal 385 450 835 0. 97% 
Latter Day Saints 373 431 804 0.93% 
Uniting Church 208 276 484 0.56% 
Protestant 170 196 366 0. 42% 
Judaism 150 149 299 0.35% 
Other Religions 790 805 l, 595 1.85% 
No Religion 4,281 3,026 7,307 8.47% 
Not Stated 2,037 2,035 4,072 4. 72% 
Total 42,439 43,797 86,236 100.00% 
Table 6.i. Religion by Sex. People who report speaking Spanish at home 
in the 1991 Census. Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. Language 
Profile: Spanish. 
have a religion. The rest of the population is divided among "missionary minded" religions {such 
as the ones labelled "Other Christian") and the religions which have a large affiliation in the 
Australian population as a whole (mainly Anglican and Uniting Church; see Shu et al. (!993), 
69). 
We can see in Table 6.ii that the percentages in the questionnaire data' more or less reflect the 
percentages of the ABS data for Catholics'. There is, however, an over-representation of people 
* Only the long version of the questionnaire asked for religion. 
reporting that they have no religion and a 
under-representation of the global group of 
people reporting other religions. We will 
not consider each individual religion in the 
group of religions labelled "other" in our 
analysis, because there is not enough 
information for each religion in our 












42 10. 7% 
9 2. 3% 
389 100.0% 
Table 6.ii. Religion. Questionnaire 
claim about each individual religion in this data. 
group. 
Anderson (1979: 156), who studied Sydney's Latin American community in the mid 1970's, gave 
an account of the use of Spanish in religion which will be useful as a starting point for our 
analysis. We can summarise Anderson's account in the following way: 
a) Catholics attend religious services less frequently than Non-Catholics. An important proportion 
of them have only a nominal affiliation with the Catholic church, as they do not attend services. 
For those who attend services, the use of Spanish at Mass depends on the availability of 
Spanish-speaking priests. 
b) Catholics who attend English-speaking services do not function as part of the Spanish-
speaking community. People who attend "mission minded" churches in Spanish do function as 
part of the community. 
c) Attendance at "mission minded" churches has a strong appeal for people who have a desire 
to socialise in Spanish. Also, the need for a psychological replacement for missing family ties 
can be fulfilled by these churches'. 
We will examine how these claims account for our data. Also, we will examine both changes 
that differentiate the Spanish-speaking community in the 1970's from the one in the !990's, and 
changes in perceptions of the religious field. 
Regarding attendance at services, Figure 6.14 shows that, as a group, Catholics report a less 
frequent attendance at religious services than people who report another religion. We can also 
see that in both groups there is a large variation in reported attendance, but the median 
attendance for Catholics is a medium frequency of attendance, whereas the median for other 
religions is a very high frequency of attendance. 
Another dimension of attendance at religions services is sex. Figure 6.15 shows a sexual 
division of activities, with women being more active attendants at religious services than men. 
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Figure 6.14. Frequency of Attendance at Religious Service by Religion. 
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This is the nonn in the Spanish-speaking world (Vallier, 1970: 45). and is more evident in the 
case of Catholics, where the median of womens attendance is medium frequency, but for men 
it is low frequency. In the case of other religious groups, the median of both men and women 
is a very high frequency of attendance, but men's attendance spreads more into the lower 
frequencies. This can also be seen in operation in Table 6.i, where the number of men reporting 
that they do not have a religion is significantly higher than the number of women who do so. 
We will return to this topic later. 
The final dimension of attendance at religious services is age. Figure 6.16 shows that there is 
a predominance of people aged 41 or older who attend religious services, both for Catholics and 
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Figui:e 6.15. Attendance at Religious Service by Sex and Religion. 
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Figure 6.16. Attendance at Religious Service by Religion by Age (discriminated in two age 
groups) 
non-Catholics. In the case of Catholics, there is a significant difference in the median of the 
frequencies of attendance. Mature and older people attend religious services more frequently than 
younger people. As in the case of sex, this is also the nonn in the Spanish-speaking world 
(Vallier, 1970: 28-31). This contrasts with the attendance pattern of non-Catholics, where the 
median for both groups is to attend religious services very frequently. 
Regarding the global use of Spanish, we can see in Figure 6.17 that the use of Spanish at church 
or with religious groups is lower for Catholics as a group than for people reporting affiliation 
with other religions. We also see that some people who report having no religion still report 
using Spanish at church or with a religious group. This is frequently the case of male partners 
who feel that they do not have an affiliation with religion, but who attend religious services to 
accompany their female partners who are more involved with the different churches. This 
tendency was also confinned in the observation data. At both Catholic and non-Catholic services, 
several men brought their wives and waited outside the church until the service or the meeting 
ended. This is also pointing to the resistance of men to report a religious membership, a 
resistance which is broken down in the case of other religions. To accompany the "committed" 
wife is the nonnal path of "conversion" to these churches for men: 
"Yo era ateo, cat61ico por tradici6n pero no practicante, y tenia mis preguntas en relaci6n 
a la existencia de Dios. Hubo un momento en el coal tuve mi encuentro con Dias en esta 
iglesia. Yo venfa porque mi esposa era creyente, y yo por ayudarla con los niiios, asistf a 
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Figure 6.17. Use of Spanish in some Conununity Related Domains by Religion. 
Senor Jesus y entregar su vida, y simplemente yo di ese paso. Y la iglesia poes nos acogla, 
nos daba amor y nos alentaba a seguir adelante". 
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[I was an atheist, a Catholic by tradition but not a practising one, and I also had my own 
questions regarding God's existence. But there came a time in which I had my encounter 
with God in this church. I started coming here because my wife was a believer, and in 
order to help her with the children, I attended one of the services. On that day the minister 
simply made a call, asking whether anyone was willing to receive our Lord Jesus and give 
his/her life, and I did it. The church then embraced us, it gave us love and encouraged us 
to go further.] 
(Interview Data) 
Also, another group attending religious services without feeling a religious affiliation are people 
who bring their aged relatives to church. As the presence of these people at the service or 
outside the service is a frequent one, they usually socialise with other participants after the 
service or meeting. We will however, return to this topic later, as it also points to another social 
phenomena of the 1990's, the conversion to "mission minded" churches by former militants from 
left wing political parties. 
It can also be seen in Figure 6.17 that there is no significant difference in the amount of Spanish 
used at parties in the different religious categories considered in the diagram. There is however, 
a significant difference in the amount of Spanish used in community organisations and at bars 
between the Catholic group and the other religions group, this amount being lower in the latter 
group. In order to account for this difference however, we have to look in more detail at 
different subgroups among Catholics and people reporting other religions, especially in terms of 
the language used in the religious service. 
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Religion Frequency Percent 
Not Stated 9 2 .3% II 
No Religion 97 24.9% 
Catholic. Po not Attend Religious Services. 72 18.5% 
Catholic. Attend Service in English 93 23. 9% 
Catholic. Service Occasionally in Spanish 28 7. 2'11 
Catholic. Service in Spanish. 48 12.3% 
Other Religions. Po not attend Religious 8 1. 7% 
Services. 
Other Religions. Service in English. 13 3.4% 
Other Religions. Service Occasionally in 7 1. 8% 
Spanish. 
Other Religions. Service in Spanish. 14 3.6% 
Total 389 100. 0% 
Table 5.iii. Questionnaire data. Religion discriminated by language used 
in religious service. 
Table 6.iii shows how the data is distributed for the two religious groups previously considered, 
that is, Catholics and non-Catholics in terms of attendance or non attendance at services, and, 
for those who attend services, the language used in the religious service. The most important 
information from Table 6.iii is that the proportion of Catholics who attend religious services is 
about two-thirds of all Catholics in the sample. This contrasts with the less than one third of 
Catholics who attend a religious service reported by Anderson (l 979: 153, see also Endnote 4). 
This is pointing to, on the one hand, the relatively higher level of English of the Spanish-
speaking community in the l 990's, which allows people to attend English language Masses. and 
on the other hand to the increase in availability of Spanish Masses in the l 990's, a consequence 
of the change in attitude of the assimilationist policy regarding ethnic churches maintained up 
to the mid l970's by the Australian Catholic Church (Lewins, 1978). Finally, we also see that 
the proportion of people who attend services in both English and Spanish· is very low in 
comparison with the proportion of people who attend services held in either English or Spanish. 
The religions described as "Other" in Table 6.iii are not randomly distributed in terms of the use 
of Spanish. Among the religions which are defined as "Other Religions. Do not Attend Service" 
we find Judaism, Eastern Orthodoxy, and some other Christian denominations. Some of these 
• These are the categories labelled "Service Occasionally in Spanish" in Table 6.iii. In the case of 
Carholics, the "Service Occasionally in Spanish" category also includes people who report attending 
Masses held sometimes in Italian and sometimes in Spanish. 
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religions have prescribed liturgical languages, so even in the case of people attending services, 
we would not expect to find Spanish among the languages used in the religious service. Among 
the "Other Religions. Service in English" we find Anglican, "Protestant" and Adventist. Finally, 
among the "Other Religions Service Oecasionally in Spanish" and "Other Religions. Spanish 
Service" we find Pentecostal, Baptist, and some religions classified under "Other Christian". 
These last religions are those which Anderson (1979: 153) termed "mission minded". 111ey 
specifically target the Spanish-speaking population, as witnessed in the numerous advertisements 
about their services in the Spanish-speaking press. They also have radio programs broadcasting 
in Spanish. 
We can now examine how the classification proposed in Table 6.iii helps to understand the use 
of Spanish in the potentially community related domains. We will first reconsider the issue of 
attendance, using more information about the relevant factions in each group considered in 
Figure 6.15. 
Figure 6.18 shows how the pattern of attendance is modified by considering the language used 
in the religious service. We see, as expected, that people who do not mention a language, or who 
do not attend a service are clustered in the bottom of the diagram, where very low frequency of 
attendance or no attendance is placed. This is, of course, a consequence of the classification 
adopted. We also see, however, that non-Catholics who report attending a service in Spanish are 
clustered at the other extreme of the scale, representing a very frequent attendance at religious 
services. Non-Catholics who report attending a service which is occasionally held in Spanish also 
show a high frequency of attendance, whereas those who do not answer which language is used 
Religion of In.formant. Disc:ri:minated by languge used 
Figure 6.18. Attendance at Religious Service by Sex by Religion (discriminated by language 
used in the religious service). 
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show a consistent non-attendance. In all these cases, there is no sex difference in frequency of 
attendance. The sex difference reappears among the Non-Catholics who report atlendance at a 
service held in English, where we see that even if the median of both sexes is equal and very 
high, men's attendance tends to spread more into the lower frequencies. 
We have already seen that sex difference in attendance to religious service is a characteristic of 
Catholics. We see this in a more pronounced way in Figure 6.18, for all the subgroups of 
Catholics, except for those attending religious services in English where the medians of 
attendance are closer to the middle frequencies of attendances for both sexes. 
All these considerations of frequency of attendance can be translated into commitment to the 
religious field. Figure 6.18 also shows that commitment to the religious field is very strong 
among non-Catholics who report attending a religious service, increasing with the use of Spanish 
in the service. This commitment is independent of sex for non-Catholics. Among Catholics, 
commitment to the religious field for people who report they attend a religious service varies 
with sex. Commitment is predominant among women, and increases with the use of Spanish in 
the religious service. If Catholics and non-Catholics are considered as whole groups, commitment 
to the religious field is stronger for non-Catholics than for Catholics. 
We can now examine what sort of commitment this is, and how it is expressed in the views of 
some members of the community. 
Let us look at what one minister of a Spanish-speaking missionary church has to say: 
"Hay un prejuicio de parte de la gente respecto a meterse en la religi6n. Hay todas formas 
de bur!as que uno tiene que soportar, es una manera de ponerte abajo. Tienen temor a ser 
fanaticos. Quiero seguir viviendo a mi manera. Los domingos, lo acepto, esta bien. Pero 
miis que eso no. Tambien la otra cosa es que el trabajo, el afan de trabajar tiene mucho 
mas prioridad que las cosas de Dios. No quieren comprometerse, no quieren buscar !os 
caminos del Seiior porque no tienen tiempo. Ademas, aquf no Hegan con necesidades. El 
gobierno se ocupa de darles alojamiento, y esto y el otro, entonces, ya lo tienen todo. Una 
persona tomando cafe me decfa el otro dla: lPara que yo necesito a Dios, si lo tengo todo? 
Esa es la actitud. Buen dinero, la casa, el auto. Hay tiempo, antes de morir. Y tambien esta 
el "lque van a pensar?" El otro dta tambien una mujer que me decfa: voy a ir a la iglesia, 
porque esto es lo que estaba buscando. Pero nunca llega porque "oh, mi marido no me deja 
salir". Presi6n de los esposos o parientes. Deniro de la comunidad todo el mundo sabe lo 
que esta pasando y tienen miedo al que diran. Eso actua como barrera y es diffcil 
penetrarla. Pero hay algunas personas que han superado esta barrera y han empezado a 
caminar en la plena libertad. lQue importa el que diran? Yo me siento libre, oro al Seiior 
en voz al ta, grito al Seiior. l Que importa lo que diran aquellos que me estan escuchando, 
si estoy alabando al Senor? Pero es una barrera para los que no han llegado. En nuestras 
iglesias levantar las manos es normal, y es bfblico, pero algunos: "es que yo no oro asf"". 
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[There is a sort of prejudice in some people regarding participation in religion. One has 
to bear all kinds of jokes. It is a way of putting you down. "On Sundays, it's fine, I accept 
it, but not more than that". Another reason is work. The urge for working has a greater 
priority than God's ways have. People do not want to commit themselves, they do not want 
to look for God's ways because they do not have time. Besides, they do not come here 
with needs, because the government provides them with accommodation, this and that, they 
have everything. I was having a coffee with a person the other day and he said "I do not 
need God. What for? I have everything. Good money. Good house, a car. There's still 
some time before dying." There are also those who say "What are people going to think 
about me?" Some days ago, a lady told me "I will go to the church because this is what 
I'm looking for". But then, she never comes because "Oh, my husband did not allow me 
to leave home". Pressure from husbands or relatives, you know. Within the community 
everyone knows what is going on and people are afraid of "what they are going to say". 
This acts as a barrier and it's difficult to overcome. There are some who have overcome 
this barrier and have started to walk in freedom. Who cares what people are going to say? 
I feel free, I pray to God loudly, I shout at Him. I don't care what those that are listening 
to me may think. I'm praying to God. That barrier is for those who have not yet reached 
God. In our churches, praying to God raising our hands is normal, and biblical, but some 
people say " Oh, that's not the way I pray".] 
(Interview Data) 
This passage shows that members of the missionary minded churches have to do more than 
attend a religious service. They have to commit themselves to make their membership open to 
the rest of the community and also to sing and dance at public events that are frequently 
organised. Below is what a member of another church said, without being prompted, as soon as 
the interview touched on his religious membership: 
"El pentecostal tiende ha ser muy expresivo en su fonna de alabanza, en su modo de servir 
a Dios. Cantamos, aplaudimos, levantamos las manos, y todo eso. No es porque quieramos 
hacer ningtln show, sino que es una expresi6n que sale de nuestro coraz6n." 
[Pentecostals tend to be very expressive in their way of praying, of serving God. We sing, 
clap our hands, raise them, etc. It's not because we want to make a show, but because it 
is an expression of our heart.] 
(Interview Data) 
It is precisely because there is a widespread distrust of these signs of open commitment which 
usually accompany membership in missionary churches that people who belong to these churches 
are looked down upon, and also distrusted as having "an interest" in converting people to their 
cause, that they are resisted by the other members of the community: 
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"En cuanto uno dice que es cristiana, la genie pone una distancia muy grande. Siguen 
conversando contigo, pero hasta ahl nomiis." 
[As soon as one mentions the fact of being a christian, people tend to put a great distance 
between you and them. They continue with the conversation, but just up to a certain point. j 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
This open commitment is perceived as "violence" by some of the Catholics, who see members 
of the missionary churches as attacking their beliefs. This can be seen in what a Spanish Catholic 
"churchgoer" had to say about the aggressive conversion policy of the missionary churches: 
"La mayorfa de los espafioles son cat6licos. Muches lo eran mas, y no han practicado 
desde que vinieron a Australia. La mayorfa de los espafioles siguen siendo cat61icos, no 
coma las sudamericanos, ya que muches se han hecho protestantes. En las espafioles es 
otra tradici6n, otra cultura, y aunque no practiques la religi6n, no la cambias. Sin embargo 
las sudamericanos, se ven par ahf muchas comunidades y grupos que han cambiado de 
religi6n, testigos de Jehova y cosas de esas. Que a mf personalmente tampoco me afectan, 
estamos en un pafs Jibre, y cada uno hace lo que quiere. Pero se nota. Yo por ejemplo 
puedo ser cat6lico y lo que sea pero no me meta con los otros. Pero hay algunos de estos 
de las religiones no cat6licos que son hasta un poco violentas. Insisten e insisten. Agreden 
al cat6!ico, al que no se ha convertido a su religion. Lo mismo que pasaba antes entre 
chilenos de un partido polftico y de otro, pues ahora pasa con la religi6n." 
[Most Spaniards are Catholics. Many used to be even more, but haven't practised since 
coming to Australia. Most Spaniards continued being Catholics, not like South Americans, 
a great number of whom became protestants. Spaniards have another tradition, another 
culture, and although one is not practising the religion, one is not going to change it. 
However, there are many communities and groups among South Americans which have 
changed religion, for example, the Jehovah's Witnesses. This doesn't affect me personally, 
of course, because we are in a free country and each person does whatever he/she likes. 
But it is noticeable. I might be a Catholic but I do not attack others. But some of those 
who belong to non-Catholic religions are a bit violent. They insist and insist, attacking 
Catholics, those who haven't converted to their religion. The same thing happened before 
among Chileans of different political parties. Now it is happening with religion.] 
(Interview Data) 
Mission minded churches also generate angry deserters. This is what an ex-member has to said: 
"Yo pertenecf a uno de esos grupos, cuando recien I!egue, en Sydney. Todo lo que puedo 
decir es que esa genie tom6 ventaja de mf. Me utilizaron para ir a sus iglesias, a que diera 
el diez por ciento de lo que el seguro social me pasaba. Querian controlar mi vida, incluso 
los metodos de disciplina, alimentaci6n y todo para mis hijos. Un ambiente de control y 
opresi6n. Te ayudan unicarnente si a ti te pueden movilizar para sus agrupaciones. Pero 
cuando ven que tu caminas por ti mismo, que til te superas en alguna manera, y que no 
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est.is en una situaci6n de desventaja, que porque no tienes el idioma, que porque no tienes 
hijos chiquitos entonces todos quieren llevarte para sus propios intereses y no por una 
genuina ayuda. Cuando ya fui capaz de razonar sabre mi situaci6n entonces decidf cortar. 
Yo no querfa pertenecer a una secta cerrada. Porque se convierten en unas sectas, solo la 
gente que pertenece a la iglesia esta hacienda lo correcto, y el que no los sigue a ellos esta 
errado. Mientras tu estas, te demuestran amistad, amor, pero una vez que ru empiezas a dar 
tus propias opiniones ya te ven como que estas endemoniado, y te abandonan. 
[I used to belong to one of those groups in Sydney when I just arrived. All I can say is 
that those people took advantage of me. They used me to go to their churches, to give 
them 10% of my income from Social Security. The wanted to control me, even with 
methods of discipline and dieting for my children. It was an environment of control and 
oppression. They help you only if they can attract you towards their 
associations/institutions. But when they see that one is eapable of walking by oneself, to 
better oneself, that one is no longer in a situation of disadvantage, lacking the language or 
having young children, when you are in that situation they all come to you out of interest, 
and not out of genuine generosity. When I found myself capable of reasoning about my 
own situation, I was able to break with them. I didn't want to belong to a closed sect. 
Because they become a sect; only those who belong to it are right, those that do not follow 
them are wrong. While you are there, they give you friendship, love, but once you start 
expressing your own opinions they look at you as if you were possessed by the devil, and 
they abandon you.] 
(Interview Data) 
We can see clearly that the religious field is a field of "strong opinions" as is the field of 
community organisations. We can find an analogy with the community organisations field in 
terms of the different types of commitment required from members of the different religious 
groups. For non-Catholic religious groups, which are a minority, the commitment required is 
very strong in some groups. This is similar to the commitment required by certain community 
organisations in terms of defining people as members or non-members. For Catholics, the 
majority, attendance at a Sunday service, or even simply to declare oneself as "Catholic" is all 
that is required for membership. This is similar to attendance at parties, or to being a nominal 
member who does not attend meetings or who has not become an "office holder". Having 
established this analogy, let us examine how the use of Spanish is shaped by membership or lack 
of membership in the different groups composing the religious field. 
Figure 6.19 shows how the proportion of people who report using Spanish bilingually or 
exclusively in some potentially community related domains varies with the new classification 
















Figure 6.19. Use of Spanish in some community related domains by religion of informant 
differentiated by language used in Spanish service. 
using Spanish bilingually or exclusively in intimate domains and the work and sport practice 
domains varies with the same classification of religion. Use of Spanish in the Religious 
Group/Church domain has been included in both figures to facilitate comparisons between them. 
As expected, the peak in use of Spanish in this domain is found in the groups who report that 
Spanish is the language or one of the languages in which the religious service is he!d5• 
Figure 6.19 shows that the use of Spanish in community organisations and at parties is 
consistently higher for Catholics and people who report No Religion than for people who report 
other religions. The peak in the use of Spanish in community organisations, at parties and at bars 
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Figure 6.20. Use of Spanish in intimate domains, work and sport practice by religion of 
informant differentiated by language used in Spanish service. 
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is found with the group of Catholics who report that they attend Masses which are occasionally 
held in Spanish. We can also see that Catholics who attend English Masses do not show a 
significant difference in the use of Spanish in community· organisations or at parties from the 
rest of the Catholics. Such a difference would be expected, however, if they were not functioning 
as part of the community, as Anderson's (1979) account suggested. We will return to this topic 
later. 
Figure 6.20 shows that the use of Spanish in religious services, for both Catholics and non-
Catholics, is linked with a very high use of Spanish in the home and friends' home domains. The 
only exception to this pattern is found among the non-Catholics who attend a service held 
occasionally in Spanish, who show the lowest use of Spanish in the friends' home domain. 
The use of Spanish in relatives' homes has its lowest values in three different groups: People 
who report no religion, people who report another religion but do not attend religious services, 
and people who attend religious services in Spanish. The last category is of importance, as it 
shows some support for Anderson's (1979) account that the psychological replacement of family 
ties is one of the important motivations for membership in missionary churches. 
The information from Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 concerns the community a whole. As before, 
however, sex and age play a very important role in religious behaviour and Figure 6.19 changes 
when these two main characteristics are considered separately. Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 show 
how the use of Spanish in religion, and the other community related domains varies according 
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Figure 6.21. Female's Use of Spanish in Religion and some community related domains. 
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Figure 6.22. Male's Use of Spanish in Religion and some community related domains. 
higher for women than for men in all groups in which Spanish is used for the religious service, 
and that this contrast is more pronounced in the case of Catholics. It can also be seen that the 
decline in the use of Spanish in community organisations and at parties for non-Catholics is 
more pronounced for women. This can be explained by men's reluctance to commit to the 
religious field, a resistance which is overcome in the cases of missionary churches and of 
Catholics who attend Masses in Spanish. However the lack of a decline in the use of Spanish 
in community organisations for men could also suggests another possible opposition, which also 
runs along the sexual division of activities: religion versus soccer, as soccer is strongly 
associated with the community organisations field. This opposition will be reconsidered after 
examining age in the use of Spanish in religion. 
Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 show how the information presented in Figure 6. I 9 varies when age 
is considered. It can be seen that, even if use of Spanish in church or with religious groups still 
presents approximately the same shape as found before, there are considerable changes in the 
use of Spanish in community organisations and at parties for the two age groups considered, For 
non-Catholics aged 40 or less, there is a considerable decline in the use of Spanish in community 
organisations and parties, except for members of the missionary churches. This suggests an 
opposition between membership in non-Catholic churches and Membership of community 
organisations. This decline is reversed for non-Catholics aged 4 I or older, suggesting that they 
possibly belong to Grandparents associations. These associations put an emphasis on making no 
religious distinctions, and as such, are available for Catholics and non..Catholics alike. However, 
it is still the case that the use of Spanish in community organisations has its lowest value among 
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Figure 6.23. Use of Spanish by Religion. Restricted to people aged less than 41. 
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relationship between membership of community organisations and religion needs to be examined. 
We already know from our previous discussion that the religious field is a field of "strong 
positions" and from our discussion of Figure 6.4 in section 6.1 that being a member of a non-
Catholic religion whose service is held in Spanish corresponds with a "strong position" 
associated with non membership in the community organisations field. To characterise how this 
"strong position" differs from the "strong position" of participating in community organisations, 
it is necessary to examine how the division of religions by language used in the service intersects 
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Figure 6.25. Membership of Community Organisations by Religion. 
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Figure 6.25 shows that membership of community organisations is lower for people belonging 
to non-Catholic religions than for Catholics. Among the Catholics, the largest proportion of 
office holders is found among people who report that they attend a service which is occasionally 
held in Spanish. This explains the peak use of Spanish in community organisations, at parties 
and at bars for this group, as office holders are forced to "show up" at community events to 
maintain their social capital (see the analysis of Figure 6.9, page 230). It also explains their 
attendance at Masses which are occasionally held in Spanish, as community events include 
Masses held in Spanish, especially when they have a social function as well (funerals, baptisms, 
etc.). 
Figure 6.25 also shows that the highest percentage of non-members in community organisations 
is found for the group of non-Catholics who attend a religious service in Spanish, that is, among 
the members of the missionary churches. Before trying to understand why this is so, we should 
clarify that the distinction between community institutions and religious groups, especially for 
the missionary groups, needs to be recognised. This distinction depends on people's position in 
community organisations and religious fields, and is also reflected in the answers to the 
questionnaire. For some people, especially Catholic "churchgoers" and Left-wing self-defined 
atheists, missionary churches are not considered community institutions. For people belonging 
to the missionary churches, however, they are. The distinction, which could seem anecdotal, has 
very definite practical consequences when the benefits accrued to community organisations are 
claimed by churches. A classical example is when churches have to advertise their activities 
(faiths, meetings, etc.) through community radio, where the difference becomes a difference 
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between paying for the advertisements (they are not community organisations) or not paying for 
them (they are). In general, missionary churches solve this problem by setting up their own radio 
programs6• 
The interest of this example, however, goes beyond the particular situation of community radios, 
as it is pointing to the fact that the definition of "community organisations" is actually one stake 
more in the community organisation field, a property of fields in general (Bourdieu, l 990a: 192-
194, see also Harker, Mahar and Wilkes, 1990: 8-10). The affirmation that they are community 
organisations is constantly used by missionary churches to legitimise their existence, which, as 
we have seen, is resisted by some members of the community (Somos iglesia, forrnamos 
comunidad'; Noticias y Deportes 18/6/95; page 12), or to counter the resistance, worrying and 
mockery that the commitment to these churches produces in some members of the community. 
However, there is a crucial difference from community organisations in general, and this is the 
source of legitimisation of the leadership, which is external to the organisation in the case of 
community churches. This is what one pastor from a missionary church explained when asked 
about the difference between the church and community organisations in general: 
"Lo que nos diferencia de otras organizaciones comunitarias es queen las iglesias hay un 
orden de autoridad. No es una autoridad impuesta, sino una autoridad delegada, y entonces, 
uno se somete en amor a Dios, porque la palabra lo dice bien claro: Someteos a vuestros 
pastores. Entonces hay esa delegaci6n, o ese mandamiento por parte del Seftor, entonces 
existe una receptividad por parte de la congregaci6n a los lfderes o pastores, entonces las 
decisiones que uno pueda tomar, ellos oran al Seftor y lo aceptan. Tienen derecho a opinar, 
por supuesto, pero al tener sujeci6n, al haber obediencia, las cosas se conducen en forrna 
mas tnUJquila por asf decirlo, en comparaci6n con un club, por ejemplo." 
[What differentiates us from other community organisations is that in the churches there's a 
hierarchy of authority. It's not an imposed authority, but a delegated one, and therefore one 
submits in the love of God because his Word is clear: Submit yourselves to your shepherds. 
There exists this delegation, this commandment from God, there exists a receptivity on the 
part of the congregation towards pastors or leaders. They pray to God and they accept it. The 
have the right to their own opinions, of course, but as there is subordination, obedience, 
everything goes smoother, quieter, than in a club, for example.] 
(Interview Data) 
This difference, however, does not prevent missionary churches from suffering from the most 
common evolutionary pattern found in community organisations in general, growth and 
subsequent fragmentation because of internal in-fighting: 
"La iglesia empez6 porque dos damas sintieron en su coraz6n de empezar una obra. Elias 
* We are a church, we belong to the community. 
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son cristianas, eran cristianas en sus pafses, y en Sydney. Y vieron que aquf en Canberra 
no habfa ninguna iglesia de habla hispana, y quisieron hacer algo. Pusieron avisos en los 
peri6dicos para ver si habfa alglin hermano en algun otro estado que venga y traiga 
estudios biblicos. Hubo repuesta de esas publicaciones, vino un pastor, y Iuego 
oficialmente se inaugur6 la iglesia, y allf empez6 la obra. La iglesia ha ido creciendo poco 
a poco, y de dos personas en menos de cinco aflos ya eramos 150, incluyendo nifios y 
j6venes. La iglesia en ese tiempo se dividi6 y se formaron dos congregaciones. No hubo 
ningtln problema doctrinal, fue todo un problema de comunicaci6n entre hermanos. Pero 
creo que ocurri6 para bien porque ahora ellos estlin creciendo y nosotros estamos 
creciendo. Fue triste cuando ocurri6 pero ahora podemos ver de que quizas fue un plan de 
Dios para ... que se yo, para poder llegar a la comunidad de hab!a hispana. Luego se cre6 
otra iglesia, asf que hay tres iglesia~ evange!icas en Canberra." 
[The church started because two ladies felt it in their hearts to start a work. They are 
christians, they were christians in their countries, and in Sydney. They saw that here in 
Canberra there was no spanish speaking church and they wanted to do something. They 
advertised in the newspapers in order to check if there was a brother in some other state 
willing to come here and bring biblical studies. There were some answers and a pastor 
came and after that the church was officially opened and the work started. The church 
grew in a short time and from 2 people we became 150, including children and youngsters. 
At that time the church divided into two congregations. The reason was not a doctrinal 
problem but a lack of communication among brothers. But I think it was good in the end 
because now they' re growing and we are growing. It was sad when it happened but now 
we can see that perhaps it was a plan of God to ... I don't know, to reach the Spanish 
speaking community. Then another church was created, so now there are three Evangelical 
churches in Canberra.] 
(Interview Data) 
Missionary churches are not exempt either from the other common pattern of attempts to foster 
unity, which consists of the creation of umbrella organisations, or the setting of leader's 
meetings, in which unity is discussed without including on the agenda the issue of merging the 
membership in the different groups: 
La base es la unidad, sin competencias. Si estamos compartiendo la misma doctrina basica, 
hay cosas que realmente no importan tanto. Los bautistas hacen algo distinto de los 
anglicanos, bueno, ;que importa en realidad! Cuando hay unidad en el cuerpo, el Senor 
empieza a moverse con poder. En el ultimo ai\o hemos empezado a unimos, tener eventos 
unidos, y a nivel de pastores nos reunimos ahora cada mes a orar e interceder. Esto se 
llama batalla espiritual. 
[The base is unity, without competition. If we are sharing the same basic doctrine, some 
things do not really matter. Baptists do certain things in a different way from Anglicans, so 
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what? It doesn't really matter! When there is unity in the body, God starts moving with 
power. This last year we have started to become united, to share events, and at a pastoral 
level, we the pastors, get together each month to pray and intercede. This is called spiritual 
battle.] 
(Interview Data) 
And we can even find the same lamenting about the lack of participation of the community 
among pastors, as we found among community organisation leaders: 
"Si no hubiera sido algo de! Sefior esto no tendrfa sentido, porque el trabajo es duro, los 
latinos son muy diffciles de alcanzar para el Senor, vienen aquf con una idea totalmente 
diferente de sus pafses, quieren mejorar su vida y esta bien, quieren alcanzar un mejor 
nivel econ6mico, y esta bien, pero pierden los lazos religiosos. El materialismo se 
convierte en su Dios. Y empiezan a hacer fdolos de! deporte, de la television, y ese es su 
Dios. Tienen corazones muy endurecidos y es diflcil alcanzarlos para el Senor. Y coma 
siempre dicen: Yo soy cat6lico y con eso me basta. No quieren saber mas, por eso no ha 
sido facil la obra. Llega gente con necesidades, sinvergiienzas, que se aprovechan del amor 
cristiano, de la ayuda, de esto y de lo otro, y despues adi6s, sin decir adi6s muchas veces, 
debiendo dinero, pero esto es parte de lo que se hace. El crecimiento ha sido muy lento, 
la obra es muy dura y muy diffcil a nivel humano, pero confiamos que estamos en el 
camino don de nos quiere el Senor." 
[If it weren't something coming from God, this would have no sense. Because the work 
is hard, Spanish-speakers are very difficult to reach for God. They come here with a totally 
different idea from their countries. They want to better their lives and that is fine, they 
want a better economic level and that's fine, but they have lost their religious ties. 
Materialism becomes their God. They start making idols of sports, television, and that is 
their God. Their hearts have hardened and it is difficult for God to reach them. And as 
always, they say: I'm a Catholic and that is enough. They do not want to know more. That 
is the reason why the work has not been easy. There come some people with needs, 
scoundrels, who take advantage of Christian love, of our help, of this and that, and then 
good-bye, they leave without even saying good-bye, owing money. Anyway this is part of 
our work. Growing has been very slow, our work is very hard and difficult at the human 
level, but we trust that we are in the path where God wants us to be.] 
(Interview Data) 
Our previous discussion further clarified the similarities and differences between religious groups 
and default "community organisations", that is sporting and social clubs. Furthermore there is 
a difference in the kind and intensity of commitment between Catholic or non-Catholic Spanish-
speaking churches, which can be thought as homologous to the difference in kind of commitment 
between attendance at parties and attendance at community organisations meetings. People 
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reporting no religion will represent a third position, of non-participation in the religious field, 
analogous to the position of people who do not belong to community organisations and do not 
attend parties, We have also seen that among the committed group in the religious field, the 
missionary churches, there is a homologous pattern of growth and fragmentation and then 
attempts to unite the fragments while maintaining them as fragments with their own hierarchies, 
that is, maintaining intact each leader's "social capital". 
Another important dimension of the religious field is the perceived contact with the community 
as a whole. Figure 6.26 can help to discern to what extent attendance at religious services 
correlates with perceived (or declared) contact with the Spanish-speaking community. It can be 
seen that reported high contact with the community of country of origin increases towards the 
centre of the diagram, where peep le who attend religious services are found. In the same way, 
the highest proportion of people reporting a low contact with the community is found in the 
extremes. The only exception to this pattern for people reporting a low contact with the 
community is found among pecple belonging to the missionary churches. Here there is a 
noticeable lack of responses, and also many responses reporting low contact. This no doubt 
corresponds to the ambiguous character of these groupings, as there is a very strong contact with 
Spanish-speakers belonging to the church, but a low contact with Spanish-speakers outside the 
church circle. 
We can now examine Anderson's (1979) account which affirmed that Catholics who attend 
English Masses do not function as part of the community in more detail. Clearly, this is not the 
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the community of Catholics attending a religious service in English with respect to groups like 
Catholics who do not attend services, or people who report they do not have a religion. It is 
more likely that we could consider non-Catholics who attend a religious service in English or 
who do not attend a religious service as not functioning as part of the community under the 
criteria of reported contact with the community. If membership of community organisations is 
interpreted as functioning as part of the community, we can conclude from the previous analysis 
that Catholics attending a religious service in English would qualify as functioning as part of the 
community, whereas non-Catholics attending English services would not qualify. However this 
criteria can not be considered a good indicator of community involvement, as this would mean 
considering that people who do not belong to community organisations as not functioning as part 
of the community, which is clearly false. 
To understand when Spanish is used in religious services, it is necessary to examine another 
factor mentioned by Anderson (l 979), availability of services in Spanish, which is al ways or 
almost always a function of concentration of Spanish-speakers, as we have seen on page 166, 
section 5.I. The higher the concentration, the more likely the number of people who can create 
a "demand" for a particular religious service, and the more likely such a service will he 
"offered". 
Figure 6.27 shows how the concentration of Spanish-speakers in the informants' suburb of 
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Catholics. It can be clearly seen that in the case of Catholics, availability of Spanish services 
increases linearly with concentration of Spanish speakers. However, people who attend 
missionary churches live in suburbs with a medium to low concentration of Spanish-speakers. 
This is explained by another factor mentioned by Anderson ( 1979), the need to socialise in 
Spanish, which is greater when there is no strong concentration of Spanish-speakers in the 
suburb of residence, and when, as Figure 6.28 shows, the informants' level of English is not 
good enough to socialise in English. Low level of English, which is not independent of age, is 
also a factor contributing to the need for Spanish services for Catholics, as we see that the 
proportion of people reporting a fair or poor level of English increases linearly with the use of 
Spanish at Mass. This also explains the situation of Catholics attending English Masses. They 
tend to have a better level of English and live in suburbs with a lower concentration of Spanish-
speakers. 
The combination of a low level of English with residence in suburbs with a mid or low 
concentration of Spanish speakers creates a need for socialising in Spanish. This is the case for 
most members of missionary churches. This is very clear for missionary churches' pastors, as 
socialising in Spanish has a very definite importance in explaining why people join their 
churches: 
"Hay personas que vienen en busca ta! vez de encontrarse con algo que no ban encontrado 
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iglesia y !es gusta como vivimos dentro de la iglesia, como nos relacionamos, y muchas 
personas son atrafdas por eso. Otros ban sido ya cristianos en sus pafses, y cuando Hegan 
aquf quieren congregarse en una iglesia de habla hispana, porque al ingles no lo encuentran 
apropiado o no lo encuentran edificativo, entonces vienen por el idioma, y reciben el amor, 
el acogimiento y encima el idioma, entonces se sienten contentos de poder participar en 
eso. Pero tambien Hegan personas porque buscan a Dios, muchas veces andan buscando 
algo, y no lo encuentran y Began a la iglesia y encuentran que la palabra de Dios es 
predicada, y la escuchan y se encuentran a sf mismos." 
[Some people come perhaps looking for something that they couldn't find in the Spanish-
speaking community, because they have been marginalised or something like that. They 
make contact with the church, they like how we live within the church, how we relate to 
each other, and many people are attracted by that. Others have already been Christians in 
their own countries, and when they arrive they want to gather in a Spanish-speaking 
church, because they find English not appropriate or edifying. So they come because of 
the language, and they get love in return, they are embraced, they get the language, then 
they feel happy because they are participating in that. But there are others who come 
looking for God, they have been looking for something, haven't found it and come to the 
church and they find that the word of God is preached, they listen to it and they find 
themselves.] 
(Interview Data) 
The intermingling of the need for socialising in Spanish, the lack of family ties and the lack of 
a "meaning" to life is also clearly shown in the account of the conversion of this informant: 
"Al principio yo al camino de la religi6n yo lo rechazaba, porque tenfa muchas ideas 
polfticas muy diferentes. Yo conocf a dos ladies que me invitaban a sus reuniones sociales, 
lunch, baby showers y cosas asf, a!H empece a conocer mas de la iglesia, a hablar mas 
espaiiol, y me gust6. Despues cuando yo recibf al Senor, fue alga realmente inexplicable, 
porque ni yo a veces me preguntaba c6mo. El hecho de hablar tu mismo idioma con otras 
personas, te permite compartir mas. Porque al principio yo no tenfa bastantes amistades. 
Y bien poquito hab!aba espaiiol, tambien. Por eso todo esto ha sido para mf bien diferente 
porque ya me comunico con muchas personas, en espaiiol. Cambi6 totalmente mi vida en 
Australia, porque yo antes querfa irme. Pero ahora es diferente, yo ya me siento que aqui 
estoy bien. Al llegar aca, sin entender nada, mas que ho!a, chau, ventana, puerta, y, es 
diferente, te choca. Entonces yo querfa volver a lo que habfa dejado. Sabfa que nos 
habfamos venido aca, y por algo era, no podfa dejar todo de lado y partir nuevamente. Pero 
lo peor fue despues, cuando volvf a mi pafs a visitar a mis padres. Cuando yo volvl aca, 
en ese tiempo yo no conocfa muchas personas, entonces al estar allii, llegar de nuevo a tu 
ambiente, a tu familia, a sentirte que eres parte de alla para mf fue un choque tan grande 
volver aca y volver a la soledad de estar en tu casa, sin poderte comunicar con nadie, nadie 
te visita. Yo no querfa nada aca, me querfa ir, lo unico que hacfa era llorar, Uorar. Y 
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cuando conocf a la gente de la iglesia, aunque yo al principio no participaba de los 
servicios, ya me sentfa que pertenecfa ahi porque las personas eran diferentes. Todas te 
tratan de hacerte sentir que tu eres bienvenida, fue muy lindo para ml porque no lo hab!a 
vivido antes. Incluso yo habfa pertenecido antes a grupos politicos y la verdad es que vi 
muchas cosas que no me gustaron, y entonces yo me aparte de todo y yo no querfa nada, 
no crefa en nada. A ti te presentan un piano tan diferente de lo que realmente son, que tli 
cuando descubres, te decepcionas totalmente y ya no quieres saber nada. Porque yo lo que 
pasa es que andaba en busca de algo, y no lo encontraba, pertenecfa a varias 
organizaciones buscando que era lo que yo querfa, y no lo encontraba. Pero ahora yo te 
digo mi vida realmente ha cambiado, porque he encontrado lo que yo buscaba. Es algo 
bien lindo conocer al Senor y a los hermanos que conozco ahora. Porque lo que pasaba 
antes es que se vefa mucha envidia, por tU tratar de tener un puesto y si tu lo tenfas el 
otro ... cosas personales. Tu cuando entras es porque quieres ayudar a las personas que el!os 
dicen que quieren ayudar, lentiendes? Pero despues, cuando ves que no es asf, se 
decepciona uno." 
[At the beginning I rejected the path of religion because I had many different political ideas. 
I met two ladies who used to invite me to their social meetings, lunch, baby showers, and 
things like that. I started to know more about the church there, to speak more Spanish, and 
I liked it. After that, when I received God, it was something inexplicable, because even I 
sometimes wondered how. The fact of speaking the same language with other people, allows 
you to share more things. Because at the beginning I didn't have many friends. And I spoke 
very tittle Spanish, too. But everything is different now because I can communicate with 
many people in Spanish. My life changed absolutely in Australia. Before I just wanted to 
leave. But now it's different, I feel at ease here. When I arrived, understanding nothing but 
a few words such as bye, window, door, well it is different, it shocks you. I felt I wanted to 
go back to what I left there. But I also knew that we had come here for a reason, that I 
couldn't go back and leave everything aside. But the worst came after that, when I went back 
to visit my parents. When I was here I didn't know many people, so when I went there, I was 
with my family, friends, my environment, I felt I was part of there. It was a great shock to 
come back here, to the loneliness of my own house, with no one visiting me, without the 
possibility of communicating with others. I didn't want anything here, I wanted to leave. I 
used to cry, and cry. And when I met the people of the Church, although at the beginning I 
did not participate in the services, I felt I belonged because people were different there. 
Everybody makes you feel welcome. It was very nice for me because I hadn't experienced 
such a thing before. I used to belong to political groups before and I saw many things I didn't 
like so I left them and I didn't want anything else, I believed in nothing. They give you a 
completely different picture of what they really are, and when you discover that, you are 
totally disappointed. What was really happening was that I was looking for something I 
couldn't find. But now I can tell you that my life has really changed, because I've found what 
I was really looking for. It is very nice to get to know God and the brothers I now know. 
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Before it was all a question of envy, because if you got a job, another person wanted it, and 
then ... personal matters, you know. You get into one of these groups because you want to help 
the people they are telling you they want to help, see?. But then. when you realise it's not like 
that, you get disappointed.] 
(Interview Data) 
The paragraph quoted above sheds light on another dimension of the religious field, the 
conversion of fonner left-wing "atheists" to missionary churches, which, together with the need 
to accompany partners or relatives committed to religion, helps to explain the 20% of people 
reporting that they do not have a religion but who use Spanish in church or with a religious 
group, as shown in Figure 6.17. This conversion is strongly resented by people who stay in the 
political field: 
"Hay una gran cantidad de compaiieros que han dejado la causa y se han pasado a las 
iglesias. Bueno, de ellos no se podfa esperar mucho, nunca habfan tenido convicciones 
s6lidas". 
[There are lots of comrades who have left the cause and have gone into the churches. Well, 
one could not expect much from them. They'd never had strong political convictions.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Such conversions would of course require a deeper analysis to be accounted for more clearly, 
but they are not so surprising if the structure of the groups is taken into account, aq both left· 
wing "solidarity" groups and churches have a strongly hierarchical leadership, involve close 
contact with a reduced number of people, and require a strong and unconditional commitment 
from the individual. 
We can conclude this section by looking at the potential future of the use of Spanish in religion, 
according to religious leaders. This is what a Catholic priest reasoned when asked if the new 
generations will still use Spanish, and consequently require his Masses in Spanish in general, or 
for marriages and baptisms: 
"Todos los chicos que vienen a misa y dermis, se nota que hablan con sus padres en 
espailol. En los mas grandes, se mantiene mas la lengua si se casan entre ellos. Se pierde 
casi todo si se casa una espafiola o una sudamericana con un australiano. Los que se casan 
entre el!os sea espafiol con espaiiola o sudarnericano con sudamericana, o espaiiol con 
sudarnericana o viceversa, los nifios hablan y entienden espafiol, hasta cierta edad. Despues 
como se casan o se marchan o lo que sea, se concentran mas en el ingles, porque casi 
siempre, sabre todo ahora, se casan mas espailole.q con personas de otra deseendencia. Los 
sudamericanos se ven mas. Se casan mas entre el!os. Yo he casado muy pocos espailoles 
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casados entre espai'ioles. Sin embargo sudamericanos, son todos casados con 
sudamericanos, todavia, los que he casado. No quiere decir que todos se han casado con 
sudamericanos, muchos se han casado con gente de habla inglesa y se han casado en la 
parroquia de! australiano o la australiana." 
[All children who came to Mass speak spanish with their parents. Older children maintain 
the language much more if they are married among themselves. If a Spanish or South 
American girl marries an Australian, all is lost. In the cases of marriages between two 
Spaniards or two South Americans, or a Spaniard with a South American or vice versa, 
children tend to speak and understand Spanish up to a certain age. After that, as they marry 
or leave home, they concentrate more on the English language, because nowadays, many 
Spaniards marry people from other backgrounds. South Americans tend to marry among 
themselves. I have married just a few Spaniards with Spaniards. However, all South 
Americans marry South Americans, at least those I've married. That doesn't mean that all 
of them are married to South Americans, many have married English speaking people, and 
they have married in the Australian parish.} 
(Interview Data) 
This is pointing to another aspect of Catholicism, the intermingling of religious and social 
values, which, even if not important for the second generation, makes young people attend 
services, or to require a Wedding Mass even when language shift has taken place. 
In the case of the missionary churches, however, Spanish is considered only one way to reach 
people, which could be changed for English if there is no further demand for the use of Spanish: 
"Hay una iglesia cerca de aquf, sueca, que se estableci6 hace muchos aiios, y la mayorfa 
de la congregaci6n ahora habla ingles. Entonces lo que han hecho, para los viejitos, porque 
ya no vienen mucho de ese pafs, es mantener los servicios en sueco, pero las actividades 
las tienen en ingles. Es muy probable que en el futuro eso pase tambien con nuestra 
iglesia. Pero la cosa es de no intentar de evitarlo tampoco, porque nuestra tarea es servir 
al Senor. Si en este momento lo estamos haciendo en espafiol porque hay una necesidad, 
gloria al Senor. Si el dfa de maiiana no es necesario, pues, se sigue haciendo lo que el 
Seiior nos llama a hacer. Y estar atentos, y no insistir. Pero si ya no llega genie o todos 
se fueron, bueno insistir es hacer mi cosa y no hacer la voluntad de Dios. Mientras sea su 
voluntad, estaremos haciendolo. Y despues, cambiamos." 
[There's a Swedish church near here, which was established some years ago, and all the 
congregation speaks English. So for the old people, what they have done is to maintain the 
services in Swedish, but all the activities are carried out in English. It is probable that the 
same thing will happen in the near future in our church. But the point is not to try to avoid 
that, because our work is to serve God. If we are now doing it in Spanish because there is 
a need, then glory to God. If tomorrow this is no longer necessary, then we will continue 
doing what God wants us to do. We have to be alert, and not insist. If we no longer have 
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Flgure 6.29. Average Level of Children's Spanish by Informants' Religion (discriminated by 
language used in the religious service) 
We will continue doing this, as long as it is God's will. Then, we shift.] 
(Interview I>ata) 
These accounts allow a conceptualisation of the religions previously described according to 
Clyne's (1982: 73-77) classification of churches, reviewed on page 31, section 1.4. In this 
classification, both Catholic parishes and "mission minded" churches would be classified as 
transitional assimilationist in the long term, the difference between the two being related to the 
open commitment required from members in the short term. 
Regarding the influence of religion in language maintenance and shift of Spanish, Figure 6.29 
shows that the percentage of people reporting that their children have a poor level of Spanish 
peak for people who report they attend services religious services in English, both in the case 
of Catholics and non-Catholics. The proportion of people reporting that their children have a 
very good or good level of Spanish is very high in the case of Catholics who attend services in 
Spanish. This is also a reflection of the predominance of other characteristics of the informants 
which favour language maintenance reviewed before, such as age, residence in suburbs with a 
high concentration of Spanish-speakers, level of English, membership of community 
organisations, etc. In the case of non-Catholics attending services in Spanish, the percentage 
reporting that their children have a very good or good level of Spanish is also relatively high, 
but the transitional nature of the use of Spanish in these churches can also be seen in the 
emergence of approximately 10% of informants reporting that their children have a poor level 
of Spanish. We will reconsider the influence of religion in Chapter 8, where we will look at all 
the variables influencing language maintenance and shift together. 
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6.3. The Influence of Children's Attendance at Spanish Classes in Australia. 
This section will briefly consider the influence of attendance at Spanish classes of informants' 
children on language maintenance or shift. The matter will be considered here, as a significant 
proportion of our sample reported that their children attended Spanish classes at Ethnic Schools 
or Saturday Schools (see Table 6.iv), that is at community based schools which share some of 
the features of community organisations, and were considered part of the community 
organisations analysed previously in section 6. L Also, some of the "missionary minded" 
churches have set up schools for biblical studies for children in Spanish. We will not deal with 
the more general topic of the study of Spanish as a subject in the Australian educational system. 
The interested reader can consult Valverde (1994), where an exhaustive treatment of this topic 
can be found. For our purposes, it is important to note that Valverde (1994: 50..51) found that 
Ethnic Schools were the main providers of language maintenance Spanish courses in Australia 
Pct of Pct of 
Type of School Count Responses Cases 
At Home 27 14.1 19.6 
State School 50 26 .2 36.2 
Ethnic School 76 39.8 55.1 
Private Tuition 9 4.7 6.5 
Religious 14 7.3 10.1 
'rAFE 7 3.7 5.1 
University 8 4.2 5.8 
-------
Total responses 191 100.0 138.4. 
* = Percentage corresponds to a multiple responses set 
Table 6.iv. Type of Spanish Classes attended by Informants' Children 
at all levels. We will be using other Valverde'.~ (1994) findings as background information 
throughout this section. 
We will look at the type of institution offering the classes and attendance at such classes, taking 
into consideration the whole family. That is, if one of the informant's children attended a class, 
it will be considered as a positive answer to the question on children's attendance to Spanish 
classes, as shown in Table 6.iv. Cases in which more than one type of Spanish class was 
reported to have been attended by one child and cases in which different children attended 
classes at different institutions simultaneously are merged in Table 6.iv, as the focus of this 
section will be to examine Spanish classes as a deliberate and conscious language maintenance 
strategy followed by parents. 
Table 6. v shows the number of types of institutions or settings in which children attended 
Spanish classes. The number of institutions could have been attended simultaneously or 
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sequentially. and different children in the family ,-----------------. 
Number of Frequency Percent 
could have followed a different pattern. The number Classes 
0 
of children also plays an important role in 1 
2 
determining both attendance to Spanish classes and 3 






children attended such classes, as we can see in Table 6.v. Number of different 
types of Spanish Classes 
Figure 6.30. attended by Informants• 
Children reported. 
Another dimension of Spanish classes is the amount 
of time that children have attended such classes. Table 6.vi shows the duration of Spanish classes 
attended by informants' children. In those cases in which there was a different period of 
attendance for different children, the maximum time attended by any of the children was 
considered. 
We will briefly examine how the 
Time Attended 
Did not attend 
Up to 6 months 
Up to 1 year 
Up to 2 years 
Up to 4 years 


















different types of schools or 
settings in which classes are held 
correlate with some social 
variables previously examined in 
the preceding chapters. 
Figure 6.31 shows the percentage 
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their Table 6. vi. Period in which Spanish classes 
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Number of Children 
Figure 6.30. Number of different types of Institutions at which Children attended Spanish 
Classes by Number of Children in Family. 
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Percent of Infoml3Iltslvllose Chlldrenattend(ed} Spanish Classes 





Percentage of People Speaking Spanish at Posco de of Residence 
Figure 6.31. Percent of Infonnant~ whose Children attend(ed) Spanish Classes by Concentration 
of Spanish-speakers at Postcode Area of Residence. 
children have attended or currently attend Spanish classes by concentration of Spanish-speakers 
in postcode area of residence. It can be seen that there is a significant overall difference in 
attendance between areas with a low concentration of Spanish-speakers and areas with a very 
high concentration of Spanish-speakers, as the latter report that their children attend Spanish 
classes twice as much as the fonner. This can be attributed to the availability of such Spanish 
classes, as witnessed by the peak of attendance at ethnic schools, state schools and religious 
schools in areas with a large concentration of Spanish-speakers. This pattern can also be 
attributed to the tendency of language maintainers to live in areas with a great concentration of 
Percent otlnformaniswbose Chll«tenattend(e<I) Spanish Classes 
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Figure 6.32. Percentage of Infonnants whose children attend(ed) Spanish Classes in Australia 
by Religion of Infonnants. 
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Spanish-speakers, as examined in Chapter 5. 
Figure 6.32 shows the percentage of people who report their children have attended or currently 
attend Spanish classes by religion of the informant. It can be seen that the overall percentage of 
attendance peaks for members of the missionary minded churches and for Catholics who report 
attending Mass occasionally in Spanish. In the first case, this is due to the Bible schools set up 
by the missionary churches. In the second case, we already know from the previous section that 
there is a high percentage of office holders of community organisations among people who 
report attending Masses in Spanish occasionally, and consequently, the high level could be an 
effect of a high rate of attendance at Spanish classes of children of office holders. However, it 
could also be the result of the offering of Spanish as a subject in the Catholic educational system 
in Australia (Valverde, 1994; 20-22). We will return to this topic later. Figure 6.32 also shows 
that Non-Catholics who do not attend a religious service do not send their children to learn 
Spanish. This could be a consequence of chance in our data, as this group has very few subjects. 
The peak for people teaching Spanish at home is found among Catholics who report attending 
Masses in Spanish. We have previow;ly seen that this group is primarily made up of older 
females. This could be a consequence, in the case of people who have been in Australia for a 
Jong time, of the Jack of availability of Spanish classes at the time in which their children were 
of school age. We will return to this topic later, when we consider the influence of informants' 
country of birth. 
Percent oflnfo:rma:n!Swhose Childrenattend(ed) Spanish Classes 
Jn Australia by Informants' Level oiEd.ucation 
Infomia:nis' Level ofEd.ucatlon 
Figure 6.33. Percentage of Informants whose children attend(ed) Spanish Classes in Australia 
by Informants' Level of Education. 
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Another important social variable explaining children's attendance at Spanish classes in Australia 
is parents' level of education. Figure 6.33 shows the percentage of informants whose children 
attend or have attended Spanish classes by informants' level of education. It can be seen that 
there is a negative peak in the case of case of informants with tertiary education or who have 
a trade, whereas the rest of the educational levels report a more or less constant percentage of 
attendance at Spanish classes for their children. It can also be seen that there is a predominance 
of ethnic schools for informants with a primary level of education. Most of these informants are 
Spanish, and we will reconsider their situation later. Figure 6.33 also shows that there is a slight 
predominance of Spanish classes held at home or private tuition, and classes held at universities 
or TAFE's in the case of informants with post-university education. This is a consequence of the 
transmission of cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984: 13-14), which takes the form of transmitting 
Spanish among some of the informants with this level of education. We will return to this topic 
at the end of the section. 
All of the analysis previously outlined has considered the population of people who have 
children. None of the analysis, however, has taken into consideration other social variables which 
would make attendance of children at Spanish classes irrelevant or perceived to be irrelevant 
People whose children are not of school age would not be concerned about their children 
attending Spanish classes. To account for (and identify) these cases, we will also consider people 
with children who left the question on Spanish classes blank. 
Another aspect of Spanish classes not considered by the previous analyses is the "corrective" 
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Figure 6.34. Attendance at Spanish Classes of Informants' Children by Informants' Year of 
Arri val in Australia. 
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Figure 6.35. Average Children's Level of Spanish by Informants' Year of Arrival in Australia 
and by Children's Attendance to Spanish Classes. 
level of Spanish is deteriorating, they try to correct this situation by sending their children to 
Spanish classes. 
The two aspects mentioned before are clearly seen in the case of the influence of year of arrival 
on children's attendance at Spanish classes. Figure 6.34 shows that attendance at Spanish classes 
is considerably lower for recent arrivals, and also that most of the no responses are found among 
informants who have recently arrived in Australia. 
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Figure 6.36. Attendance at Spanish Classes of Informants' Children by Age of Arrival of 
Informants' First Child. 
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Figure 6.35 shows that the median level of Spanish of children who attended Spanish classes is 
lower than the median of children who did not attend Spanish classes for informants who arrived 
after 1983. This suggests that Spanish classes are a corrective measure for a perceived 
deterioration of the children's Spanish. Such a perception is higher in cases of informants whose 
children have begun to speak Spanish in the home countries and whose language behaviour has 
changed as a consequence of migration. This is shown in Figure 6.36, where we see that there 
is a predominance of informants whose first child arrived aged between 2 and 12 among the 
informants who have sent their children to Spanish classes. 
Figure 6.36 also shows that informants whose first child arrived aged less than 2 years old tend 
to send their children to Spanish classes more frequently than informants whose children were 
all born in Australia, and these in turn tend to send children to Spanish classes more frequently 
than informants who themselves arrived to Australia as dependent children. This could be a 
consequence of other social variables, such as children's present age, which will be younger for 
children of informants who arrived in Australia as dependent children. It could also be a 
consequence of attitudes toward which language it is expected that children should speak 
according to place of birth, as the analysis outlined above gives further support to the analysis 
of the "labelling effect" explored on page 111, Chapter 4, and in general to the influence of 
perceptions based on children's age of arrival in Australia explored there. 
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Figure 6.37. Attendance at Spanish Classes of Informants' Children by Percentage of Children 
Born in Australia in the Family. 
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Figure 6.38. Children's Level of Spanish by Percentage of Children Born in Australia in the 
Family and Children's Attendance to Spanish Classes. 
also has a definite effect, as shown in Figure 6.37. It can be seen there that, as a whole, 
informants who have some of their children born in Australia tend to send these children to 
Spanish classes more frequently than informants whose children were either all born overseas 
or all born in Australia. In cases where all children were born in Australia, Figure 6.38 shows 
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Figure 6.39. Attendance at Spanish Classes of Informants' Children by Present Age of 
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Spanish as lower than informants who have not sent them, a confinnation of the corrective 
function of Spanish classes referred to before. Figure 6.37 also shows that informants who have 
left the question about their children's attendance at Spanish classes blank perceive their 
children's Spanish to be higher than infonnants who report not having sent their children in all 
cases. This gives further support for the corrective function of these classes, as informants 
perceive such classes as not relevant. However, non-relevance could be also be a consequence 
of children being too young or too old to attend classes. Figure 6.39 shows that this can be the 
case, as non-responses and negative answers to the question on children's attendance to Spanish 
classes are clustered in the two extremes of the diagram. 
So far we have been concerned with social and demographic characteristics which have allowed 
us to characterise which infonnants send their children to Spanish classes and which do not send 
them, as well as infonnants' perceptions of the need for such classes. There are two other aspects 
of Spanish classes, which have been touched upon very briefly in the preceding discussion. The 
first is the social nature of the institutions offering these classes, of which a significant 
proportion are community based. The second is the actual influence of such classes on language 
maintenance and shift. We will tum now to the fonner aspect of Spanish classes. 
We will begin exploring the social nature of Spanish classes, and more specifically of ethnic 
schools or community based schools, looking at children's attendance at Spanish classes by 
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national group who report a higher percentage of affirmative responses to the question on 
children's attendance at Spanish classes. Figure 6.40 also shows that no responses are 
predominant among recently arrived groups, notably Venezuelans. It can also be seen that groups 
which are numerically strong and which have a long history of migration to Australia, such as 
Spain, Argentina and Uruguay report a greater of attendance than groups which have a relatively 
shorter migration history to Australia. The exception to this pattern is found among Chileans and 
Salvadorans. We will reconsider their situation later. 
Figure 6.41 shows how the different types of classes are distributed by country of birth of 
informants. It can be seen that Spaniards are the group which report a higher rate of attendance 
at ethnic schools. This is also reflected in the high percentage of people with primary and 
secondary education who report having sent their children to Spanish classes in Figure 6.33, the 
high percentage of people who arrived before 1970 who report having sent their children to 
Spanish classes in Figure 6.34 and the high percentage of informants whose children are 
presently aged between 21 and 30 in Figure 6.39. There are several social reasons which 
motivated Spaniards to set up ethnic schools shortly after arrival in Australia'. The first is that 
both politically motivated migrants and non-politically motivated migrants considered the 
migration as transitory. For politically motivated migrants, who were deprived of educational 
rights and access to work in post Civil-war Spain, the establishment of ethnic schools was a way 
of counter-balancing the discrimination they experienced in their country. This coincided with 
the need, in the case of non-politically motivated migrants of maintaining their children's Spanish 
to avoid the problem of returning to Spain with children who were illiterate in Spanish. Some 
of these were thru-migrants whose previous place of residence was a European country, 
especially France, Germany and Belgium, and they had already sent their children to cornmunity-
based Spanish classes which, in some cases, were sponsored by the Spanish govemment. Ethnic 
schools were set up very early in Australia, in Canberra in 1964 and in Sydney in 1965. Support 
from the Spanish Embassy, especially in terms of school materials was sought, and political 
differences were put aside in most cases for the benefit of the whole community. The impetus 
to make the schools stronger and to reduce in-fighting was also strengthened further by the 
hostile reception which these schools produced from the assimilationist Anglo-Sax.on majority 
at the time (Kringas and Lewins, 1980: 3-5), and by the migrants' reaction against the 
assimilationist attitudes of public school teachers, as discussed in Chapter 5. When schools were 
not available because of the lack of fellow Spanish migrants in the place of residence, Spanish 
• Most of the statements in the following analysis are the result of the examination of interview and 
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Figure 6.41. Percentage of Informants whose children attend(ed) Spanish classes in Australia 
by Country of Birth of Informants. 
parents often taught initial literacy skills to their children (Lowenstein and Loh, 1978: 116). 
South Americans also set up their own ethnic schools in the 1970's, but in places in which they 
were not numerically strong, children attended the ethnic schools established by the Spanish 
community. In addition, there existed in the late I 970's an ideological climate that favoured these 
schools at the symbolic level (Ozolins, 1993: 130-137), and, since 1981, has provided "a funding 
of $30 per pupil per annum to ethnic schools that were community based, non-profit and with 
open admission" called the Commonwealth Ethnic Schools Program. (Ozolins, 1993: 175; 
Valverde, 1994: 33) 
At the same time that the network of Spanish ethnic schools grew in number in the different 
Australian cities with a concentration of Spanish migrants, and the attendance of children grew, 
as witnessed by the matriculation of 340 students in the Sydney Spanish Club in 1978 (Morales, 
1986: 47), the request to the Spanish Embassy for support for Spanish ethnic schools become 
stronger and more coordinated. The re-establishment of democracy in Spain in 1975 and the 
establishment of the Spanish Teaching Program in European countries with a great number of 
Spanish migrants led to this request being taken into account by the Spanish authorities. This 
resulted in the establishment in 1981 of the Spanish Teaching Program in Australia, sponsored 
by the Spanish government, which included sending Spanish teachers paid by the Spanish 
Government to Australia and the implementation of teaching programs and materials already 
tested in other European countries (Embassy of Spain, 1986). 
The implementation of the Spanish program in Australia required a re-organisation of the 
Spanish ethnic schools, dissolving their structure as community-based organisations to make 
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them fit into the Spanish Ministry of Education regulations for Spanish schools abroad. This 
included the transfonnation of "office holders" on the board of directors of these schools into 
the "parents' associations" required by the regulations for these types of schools. The program 
expanded with the creation of a position of Educational Attach6 to the Embassy of Spain in 
Canberra (Embassy of Spain, 1986, 29), with the implementation of Spanish classes in the 
Australian Educational System by the same teachers paid by the Embassy of Spain in primary 
and secondary public and private schools, as well as universities, without any cost lo such 
institutions (Monclus, 1993: 21), and even included advisers lo the Ministries of Education of 
some Australian States. The program spends more than $ 2 million each year in promoting the 
Spanish language at all levels of education (Valverde, 1994: 35-37). 
During the process, another phenomenon emerged. The former Australian-resident Spanish 
teachers of the original Spanish ethnic schools were left without work, and without the prestige 
associated with such work in the eyes of the community. Some joined South American ethnic 
schools and some retired. Latin American Spanish teachers saw the coming of Spanish teachers 
paid by the Spanish Government as a threat to their own positions, and to the possibility of new 
positions being opened. For them, the ideological justification of the program, selling a new 
image of modem Spain through today's Spanish teachers, did not have any appeal (Valverde, 
1994: 36). The provision of teachers and materials at all levels also fostered a predominance of 
the Spanish variety over Latin American varieties of Spanish at the official Australian level, 
which was strongly reacted against. Latin American reaction was made stronger by developments 
at the level of the Ethnic schools. The original Spanish ethnic schools were redefined as 
"Spanish complementary classes" in the new program. Before the full regulation of the Spanish 
Teaching Program the ethnic schools accepted non-Spanish background pupils, mainly South 
Americans. The new schools stopped accepting such pupils. This was done gradually, allowing 
non-Spanish children to continue with their courses and accepting the enrolment of younger 
siblings of these children, but not accepting the enrolment of other new students without a 
Spanish background. 
This decision was based on the grounds that the Program teachers were paid by the Spanish 
government and consequently children with Spanish background should have preference for 
enrolment in such courses. In spite of the resistance, both from other Spanish-speaking 
communities and from some of the members of the Parents' Associations of these schools, the 
decision was incorporated into the regulations of the Program. 
Seeing even after the implementation. the Spanish schools kept receiving funding from the 
Australian government, on the basis of the Commonwealth Ethnic Schools Program mentioned 
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above, strong reactions were generated among Latin American parents, who argued that they 
were being discriminated against. The regulations of the Spanish Program were then revised 
allowing the matriculation of non-Spanish children, only after the matriculation of Spanish 
children if there were vacant places, according to the maximum number of pupils per class in 
the regulations. The whole transformation motivated the strengthening of other South American 
national-based ethnic schools which already existed, and the creation of a myriad of ethnic 
schools for non-Spaniard Spanish-speakers. In addition, it also changed the structure of the ethnic 
schools subfield of the community organisations field, as previously national-based South 
American ethnic schools had to change their de facto emphasis on pupils of their own nationality 
to avoid being classified as "closed" to other nationalities as were the Spanish schools. 
The arrival of Central American migrants in the 1980's also required the adjustment of the ethnic 
schools as these new migrants tended to maintain the Spanish language for the same reasons that 
the Spaniards had in the l 960's and l 970's, that is the perception, at least in the first stages of 
the migration, that their migra.tion was transitory. Some of them have sent their children to the 
existing South American ethnic schools. However, both in the participant observation and the 
interview data, evidence was found that they perceive that their variety of Spanish is not being 
represented or accommodated to in such schools. These two facts would account for the high 
percentage of Salvadorans who reported that their children have Spanish classes at home in 
Figure 6.41. The issue of the Spanish variety to be used in teaching is not only restricted to 
Central Americans, for South Americans and Spaniards who, too, have sent their children to 
schools where there was a predominance of nationals of countries other than their own report 
this as a problem, or as something that requires attention. It is more common in cases of South 
Americans who sent their children to the Spanish schools before they were closed to their 
children, as the prestige of the Standard European variety of Spanish is defended more strongly 
by Spaniards, There were also, however, cases of such intolerance found in the other direction, 
that is, cases of South American teachers who did not make room for the variety of Spanish 
from Spain, which, at least in cases attested to in the data, are mostly a reaction to Spanish 
prejudice against other varieties of Spanish. This, of course, is connected to the issue of the 
expression of nationalism through appreciation of language variety discussed on page 136, 
Chapter 4, but also gives another meaning to Thomson's (1992: 61} affirmation that Spanish is 
a pluricentric language, as mentioned on page 72, Chapter 3. 
Figure 6.42 shows that there is a correspondence between membership of community 
organisations and children's attendance at Spanish classes, a correspondence which is !inked 
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undoubtedly to the fact that ethnic schools are considered community organisations by 
informants and have been classified as such in the analysis. Figure 6.43 however, shows that 
there is a predominance of people who hold clerical positions in community organisations, such 
as secretaries, whereas members of the default community organisations, such as presidents and 
sport players show a lower involvement with ethnic schools. This is not surprising, as at some 
levels ethnic schools represent the type of community organisations more clearly associated with 
"cultural" attirudes, and are not exempt from the "culture versus soccer" dichotomy explored in 
section 6.1. Moreover, as community organisations, ethnic schools are not exempt either from 
taking a position in the community organisation's field: 
"For the past five years a small group of parents in the area of Fairfield, Cabramatta and 
Canley Vale in N.S.W. have been battling to keep afloat a small non profit community 
school so our children can learn our native tongue as this will benefit them in later years 
and be able to understand our culture. 
They have recently approached the Spanish media and community radios in order to create 
an interest among parents to send their children to learn Spanish, and it is very sad to say 
that the community has "little or no interest" to see their children learning properly. I think 
that it is popular belief that if I can speak, read and write Spanish my children 
automatically will be able to do the same. 
It is my personal belief that this task should not rest on the shoulders of only a few 
concerned parents but I feel that it is a responsibility that the community as such should 
bear. Where are our community leaders? Where are the so called clubs? Sometimes I 
wonder how many of these clubs have a cultural section. 
A lot of South Americans think that it is too much trouble to send their kids to a Saturday 
school, a waste of time as the soccer game is more important as they all want to see is 
their son to be the next Maradona. 
As for the benefit of Australia in the forthcoming years it is most important to educate our 
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Figure 6.42. Informants' Children's attendance at Spanish Classes by Informants' Membership 
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Figure 6.43. Attendance at Spanish Classes by Position Held in Community Organisations. 
older you get the harder it is to learn. 
There is so much that I could tell you, but a word of advice: working with our community 
is very difficult as everybody criticises but no one wants to get involved. 
(Letter received in response to newspaper articles. The letter was written in English) 
Apart from taking a position in the community organisations field, members of ethnic schools 
are also clearly taking a position of openly favouring maintenance of Spanish, and as such, they 
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Figure 6.44. Children's Attendance at Spanish Classes by Advice to Speak English Only with 
Children. 
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We can now examine the actual influence of Spanish classes on language maintenance and shift. 
We have seen before that to send children to Spanish classes has in some eases a corrective 
function, and that children are sent to such classes when parents perceive that their children's 
Spanish is deteriorating. The other issue involved in these classes is the long term effect of these 
efforts in the actual maintenance of Spanish. 
Such classes appear to have a definite effect in language maintenance, as suggested by the 
significant difference between the level of Spanish of children who attended and who did not 
attend classes reported by migrants whose children were all bom in Australia in Figure 6.38, on 
page 269, as well as the difference between the level of Spanish of children who attended and 
who did not attended classes reported by migrants who arrived in Australia before 1983 in 
Figure 6.35, on page 267. The statistical test shown in Table IV to Table VII in Appendix 3, 
however, indicates that the difference is not statistically significant in the first case (U=658.5, 
p=0.13), whereas it is significant in the second (U=2820 p=0.03). In general, the statistical tests 
confirm the corrective function of classes explored before, but also show that the difference 
between the level of Spanish of children who attended Spanish classes and children who did not 
attend such classes is significant only when there is at least one child in the family bom 
overseas. Regarding the time which children attended classes, the statistical tests in Table Vil 
in Appendix 3 show that when the family has at least one child bom overseas, there is a highly 
significant correlation between duration of Spanish classes and reported level of Spanish of 
children (Tau=0.15, Rho=0.18; p<0.01). In the cases in which all children were bom in 
Australia, however, this difference is not significant (Tau=0.16, Rho=0.19; p>0.05). This gives 
further support to the influence on perceptions about the language that children should speak 
according to country of birth, but also suggests that there are other variables playing a role apart 
from age of arrival of the first child and year of arrival of the family. 
One of the variables that has been mentioned before, level of education of informants, seems to 
be very important, as shown in Figure 6.45. This variable plays a role in the sense that a lack 
of educational capital fosters the need for children's education in Spanish, as we have seen in 
the case of Spaniards. It also plays a role as it stmctures the position of ethnic schools in the 
community organisations field, as we have seen in the analysis of the letter transcribed on page 
275. But it also plays a role when Spanish is considered part of the educational and general 
cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1990a: 113-114) to be transmitted to children. Figure 6.45 shows that 
there are important differences in the median values of the average level of Spanish of children 
between children who have attended and who have not attended Spanish classes only in the case 
of informants who have a university or post-university education. In the case of infonnants with 
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Figure 6.45. Children's Level of Spanish by Informants' Level of F..ducation and Children's 
attendance at Spanish Classes. 
a lower level of education, there is no noticeable difference in the medians, but there are still 
more cases of non transmission of the Spanish language among those who have not sent their 
children to Spanish classes. This suggests that when the transmission of cultural capital includes 
Spanish as part of the capital which is considered important or advantageous to be transmitted, 
parents will put an emphasis on Spanish classes, and that the effectiveness of this transmission 
will be stronger in cases where the transmission of a previously acquired cultural capital is also 
considered important. 
However, another widely attested fact in the data is that some parents do not want to send their 
children to Spanish classes precisely because they perceive that this would interfere with their 
children's development of English. It is clear that the cultural transmission of English is more 
valued in this case. The fact that this coincides with the official ideology of public schools is 
also a factor in this reluctance. We will return to this topic in Chapter 8, where the issue of the 
transmission of Spanish will be reconsidered taking into account the variables examined in all 
the previous chapters. 
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Notes to Chapter 6. 
I. Also parties, especially when set for the same date and time can force the community to take 
sides. During the time of the interviews, on the same Saturday night three Spanish-speaking 
events took place at the same time in Canberra, with the result that, as the number of people in 
the community which attend these events is limited, all the events made a financial loss. I was 
able to speak with office holders and members of the three institutions shortly after the night of 
the parties war, and all of them insisted that they had told the others about their parties with 
enough time to avoid overlapping, so it was the others' "bad faith" that caused the overlapping 
of events. The situation is not exclusive to Canberra, as is shown by the following transcription: 
" ... hemos vuelto a tener, por lo menos en este ambito de Victoria, las mismas dificultades 
con que nos venimos enfrentando desde hace aiios. Una de ellas es la superposici6n de 
actividades en una infinidad de ocasiones, no hemos conseguido aun una madurez 
suficiente como para sentarnos alrededor de una mesa, y crear los mecanismo mfnimos de 
coordinaci6n que tiendan por lo menos a minimizar dicha superposici6n de actividades, 
habida cuenta de los efectos negativos que las mismas tienen en aspectos econ6micos y 
sociales. 11 
[ ... we have had again, at least here in Victoria, the same difficulties we have been facing 
for years now. One of these is the overlapping of activities on several occasions. We have 
been unable to achieve enough maturity so as to sit together in a discussion, and create the 
minimum mechanisms of coordination necessary to lessen this overlapping of activities, 
and taking into account the negative effects on the social and economic spectrums.j 
(Noticias y Deportes. 28112195; page. 21) 
2. There is, of course, some historical development of the "community organisations' field" that 
forced commitment to institutions to be correlated with strong personal attitudes. This is 
essentially linked to the field of politics, which, in turn, is essentially linked to the composition 
of migrants of different national groups, their attitudes when they arrived and the successive 
changes which individual institutions suffered, with different changes of emphasis in the 
character of the associations according to the times (e.g. from apolitical social to political or 
from political to sporting or from sporting to social, etc.) including take overs, wars and coup 
d'etats. But to explain fully the several causes which produced these changes and the 1990's 
"reluctance" of some Spanish-speakers to "commit" to institutions or their "tiredness" would in 
itself require a book and even a sketchy description of them would take us very far away from 
our purposes here. 
3. For this comparison to be meaningful, we should consider people born in Spanish speaking 
countries and their descendants instead of people speaking Spanish at home in Table 6.i, 
however, this data is very difficult to obtain from the ABS, unless a considerable amount of 
money is spent. 
4. Because of the lack of availability of Anderson's Thesis, we will transcribe here Anderson 
words: 
"The community, or better said, the communities of Latin Americans are also evident in 
their religious life. Their involvement with Catholicism is in large measure nominal, as is 
the case in Latin America; less than one third of the Catholics in the Independent Decision 
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Makers who were asked about religious act1v1t1es said that they at least occasionally 
attended Mass. The Catholics who were active churchgoers usually attended the Spanish 
Masses in Surry Hills where they have been held for many years for the immigrants from 
Spain. There were also Spanish Masses and religious functions at the major migrant 
hostels, most notably at Westbridge Hostel in Villawood where an Argentinean priest was 
working in 1972· 73. Much of the religious life of the Catholic Latin Americans depends 
upon the availability of Spanish speaking priests. However, some Latin American Catholics 
in Australia attend the English Masses, but they are in general not functioning as part of 
the Latin American community. 
The non-Catholic Latin Americans also form part of the community with regular church 
services and other activities in Spanish. They mainly attend "mission minded" churches and 
find that Sydney is fertile ground for their attempts to bring other Latin Americans into their 
churches. The breaking of family ties in Latin America and the desire to socialise in Spanish 
in their new homeland makes the immigrants particularly receptive to missionary activity." 
(Anderson 1979;156} 
5. We should make clear that the questions dealing with religious affiliation, attendance or non 
attendance to religious service and language used in the service were different from the question 
regarding how much Spanish was used in the Religious Group/Church domain, and were placed 
in different places in the questionnaire. 
6. This difference is also found between "commercial parties" and "community parties". The last 
ones are organised by community institutions to raise funds for their activities, or are organised 
to raise funds for a "cause"; usually, they do not have to pay for the advertisement via 
community radios. The first ones are organised by private individuals, and in principle are 
required to pay. These are the norms. However, the application of the norm depends largely on 
the balance of power in terms of who (or which institution} is organising the event, and who is 
controlling the radio program. Depending on this, the payment is made or not made. 
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Translation of Exhibits, Chapter 6. 
Exhibit 6.1: Many people did not cooperate as we expected, and this made our work more 
difficult. We know it is difficult for everyone to agree with opinions and decisions, but this is 
one thing that we Spaniards have in common. If we dislike a person as leader, not only do we 
refuse to support him, but also we stop coming to the Centre, and this action banns the Centre 
itself enormously, economically and socially, because the bills have to be paid each month at 
the centre ... 
Exhibit 6.2: It was 1975 when a group of Chileans, all sharing a taste for sports, got together 
with the goal of founding a club for the practise of sports, as well as social and cultural 
activities. Those initial founders perhaps did not realise the importance the club would acquire 
as time went by. The fundamental pillar is soccer, as well as the incorporation of the family in 
other activities. 
Exhibit 6.3: I am an Uruguayan artist and writer who had to work all this time in the Australian 
mainstream (where I have been welcomed and appreciated). Every attempt I have made to wake 
up some interest about art or literature in the Spanish-speaking community and/or the Spanish-
speaking community organisations was received with minimal or no enthusiasm. 
For Spanish-speakers who do not participate in sports or in the Saturday 'dancing parties' our 
institutions are of no use. These institutions do not represent the culture and tradition of the 
countries that they pretend to represent. 
Exhibit 6.4: We would to like infonn you that we are now in the process here in Canberra of 
creating an organisation called Spanish Grandparents' Association. The goal of this association 
is to make Spanish-speaking people of 50 years old or grandparents meet each other. The Centre 
offers support in matters concerning loneliness, uprooting, as well as providing information and 
help. Our association is non-political and non-religious, and for this reason we welcome all those 
who fulfil the requirements, and are willing to have a good time enjoying the company of others. 
Exhibit 6.5: Now in the social area, problems belong to the members because lots of people are 
not aware of the type of socialisation we should have; for one reason or another we always fight 
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each other and then we become united again. This prevents us from becoming aware of the fact 
that we should get on well with each other. .. 
Exhibit 6.6: There they go, rushing and full of words, wearing their masks from 9 to 5, 
delivering wholesale smiles and cards and sowing populism and community validity in every 
event, dance party, soccer match, theatre play or funeral they come across. There are the traders 
of short term lies, agents of impossible things, artisans of knives with no handle or blade. Yes 
reader, you're right, they are the influential fakes! Always latched onto any public or private job 
they have managed to grab and grasp, as matter of life or death, always wearing a variety of 
disguises: coordinators of this or that, false Naati interpreters, community support workers or 
antisocial workers, commentators and journalists (by mistake or omission) and professional 
opportunists of every colour, skin and passport ... There they are, always wearing their disguises 
of self-importance, stereotyped smile, vigilant look, keeping an eye on who came or failed to 
come, with their computerised ears picking up 25 simultaneous conversations at the same time ... 
Exhibit 6.7: South Americans who live in this area know that our association is waiting for 
them. To those recently arrived in Australia, I advise them not to fall into the stupidity of 
creating new clubs. There are too many clubs to create new ones, and thus creating even more 
division among the people. 
Exhibit 6.8: Few of us were really surprised by the dissolution of the "Federation", an 
assoeiation which was born to unite our community and face the challenge posed by this society 
with solidarity. And the cause for this dissolution is not our own fatalism, peculiar to our 
cultures, but the lack of awareness about the existence of the institution. 
The advertisement appeared in community journals is sad: "The Federation comes to an end 
because of a total and absolute lack of collaboration, participation and interest on the part of the 
rest of the institutions''. 
What are we really? What do we represent in this multicultural society?: very little. About 
40,000 people who speak the same language, who get together under the umbrella of a hundred 
institutions (none of which represents anything) and whose future depends on miracles or other 
people's influence (as is customary among the Hispanoamerican culture). We're the most skilful 
and intelligent, but there is neither a top Spanish-speaking politician, nor an elected one (we lost 
the opportunity of electing an MP (or alderman if you prefer) for Fairfield, but..."we're not 
interested in such things ... "); we are the best qualified, with the highest level of study, but we 
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have no representatives in the decision centres (we had two representatives in the NSW Ethnic 
Community Council two years ago, and today there's none); we think we are the hardest, most 
committed and most serious workers, and we let institutions like the Federation die ... 
Exhibit 6.9: We are now presenting our candidature again because we have a serious 
commitment and a team of people willing to work for the Club. We have to be thankful for that 
in a period in which it is easier to criticise standing in the pulpit of those who do nothing and 
have never done anything. For that reason, our group is standing for election, because we are 
committed to sacrificing hours of rest, of being with our families, in order to look for solutions 
for the problems we have to face. We believe the members will have a clear understanding of 
our position ... " 
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Chapter 7 
THE USE OF SPANISH AT WORK 
This chapter will consider the use of Spanish at work, and the relationship between occupation 
(and consequently social class) and the use of Spanish in some of the domains previously 
considered. 
7.1. The Influence of Present Occupation. 
This section will examine the main occupations of Spanish-speakers in Australia, and how these 
occupations correspond with the different nationalities and years of arrival in Australia of the 
sample. In spite of its limitations, a slightly modified version of the Australian Standard 
Classification of Occupations (ASCO) proposed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (Australia, 
1989) has been used, to facilitate possible comparisons with information on other language 
groups or with other census data on the Spanish-speaking community. The Australian Bureau 
of Statistics classification is important as it reflects the official status given to an occupation in 
the Australian setting. Furthermore, it is convertible to the International Classification of 
Occupations (ISCO), and thereby comparable to any other classification convertible to ISCO 
(Broom et al., 1977: 46). This classification, however, sometimes makes it difficult to explore 
social class in the Spanish-speaking community, as the "scales" which people in the community 
use to evaluate social classes are in some cases very remote from the classification employed 
by the Bureau, as education is weighted by itself and, for instance, a professional in Australia 
is a much more vague classification than in Spain or Latin America, where a university degree 
is required. Classifications by which the different social classes of Spanish-speakers perceive 
themselves and others will be made explicit in the text. At another level, it is clear that the 
difference between classification systems, as well as the prestige of the occupations in Australia, 
are very precisely measured by migrants, and one or the other is favoured according to their 
position in the occupational hierarchy and their employment trajectory in Australia. In this way, 
classification of occupations does not differ from other areas in which people bend the 
classificatory systems to their advantage, within the limitations of their position in such 
classificatory systems, as we have seen in the case of ethnicity on page 121, section 4.1.4. 
Public Servants has been added to the global occupational categories, as it represents a difference 
in status within the community which is not accounted for in the ASCO classification. Also, the 
ASCO global category "Other Not in Labour" has been divided into Students, Unemployed, 
Housewives and Retired or Pensioners (coded here as Not in Labour). 
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Occupation Males Ferrales Persons % Population %Questionnaire 
Managers & 161 67 228 0.26% 5.1% 
Administrators 
Professionals 1789 1358 3147 3.65% 19.3% 
Para-Professionals 942 826 1768 2.05% 4.6% 
Tradespersons 6058 585 6641 7.70% 4.9% 
Clerks 1064 3226 4290 4.97% 12.3% 
Salespersons, 1196 2437 3633 4.21% 3.3% 
personal service, 
service workers 
Plant & Machine 2375 815 3190 3.70% 3.9% 
Operators & Drivers 
Labourers & related 4554 4149 8703 10.09% 6 .9% 
workers 
Inadequately 294 158 452 0.52% 0.00% 
described 
Not Stated 1248 1044 2292 2.66% 1.0% 
Other not in Labour 21716 28694 50410 58.45% 38. 7% 
Total 42436 43804 86240 100.00% 100.00% 
Table 7.i. Occupation of people speaking Spanish at home. Source: 
Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1991 Census. 
Table 7.i shows the occupation of people speaking Spanish at home according to the 1991 
Census. To this data, the percentage of answers by occupation obtained in our questionnaire 
sample has been added, in order to give an idea of how "distorted" from the ABS data on the 
Spanish-speaking population the data of the questionnaire is'. We can see that there is a 
significant over-representation in the questionnaire data with respect to the ABS in the categories 
Professionals, Para-Professionals, and Managers & Administrators. and a under-representation 
in the categories Plant & Machine Operators & Drivers, Tradespersons and Labourers. This is 
no doubt due to the different attitudes of different social classes to the questionnaire, as was 
discussed in section 2.2. We have, fortunately, enough answers to compare the use of Spanish 
in different occupations, but we should bear in mind that there maybe more people who use 
Spanish in several of these domains, but who were, in fact, put off by the medium of the 
questionnaire. 
The heterogeneity of the occupations mentioned above and the different class ethos that 
determines their likelihood of responding to the questionnaire should not mask another reality 
which is true for all groups: the work domain is composed of several very different domains 
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which will include at least: use of Spanish with workmates, use of Spanish with superiors or 
bosses, and use of Spanish with clients. So in order to understand the meaning of the use of 
Spanish in this collective "work" domain (as proposed hy the questionnaire) we will necessarily 
have to infer in which of these subdomains Spanish is used. 
Figure 7.1 shows how the use of Spanish at work covaries with occupation, present age and year 
of arrival in Australia. The interpretation of this diagram is quite straightforward, as the labour 
force status of the groups varies along the horizontal axis (the vertical axis separates the people 
who are in the labour force from the ones who are not in the labour force), and the use of 
Spanish at work varies along the vertical axis (in the upper right quadrant we find people who 
use Spanish at work exclusively or bilingually and in the lower right quadrant people who use 
no Spanish, or report using it very rarely). 
In terms of using Spanish at work, Managers and Administrators are the ones who report using 
more Spanish. This is undoubtedly correlated with the fact that a significant number of them 
own or manage Spanish-speaking businesses (this is typified by the characteristic "sera atendido 
en su propio idioma" used in adds in Spanish-speaking newspapers) and offer products from 
Spain and Latin America which are rare in Australia. Moreover, the shops will be located 
preferably in areas with a concentration of Spanish-speakers, which reinforces the predominance 
of Spanish in their work setting. The participant observation data suggests that, especially for 
food shops, restaurants, etc. the use of Spanish will be high with clients and also with workmates 
Nuestra juventud muchas veces calumniada yvapuleada nos esta dando dia 
a dia un ejemplo de lucha, dedicaci6n y ganas de salir adelante. S61o 
hay que detenerse y rnirar nuestro entorno para comprobar lo que estamos 
afirroando. Deportistas, profesionales, hombres y mujeres dedicadas a 
la industria enfrentan diariamente su compromiso con la sociedad y el 
tiempo que les ha tocado vivir. Claro que hay de los otros, pero son 
los menos. Para ser mas graficos tenemos hoy una joven cuyos padres 
emigraron hace unos afios desde Uruguay. Ella naci6 en Australia hace 
veinte afios ... Educada en este media pero vinculada afectivamente a 
nuestra gente, .. ~ inici6 ... la puesta en marcha de una fiambreria y 
venta de articulos importados de Sudamerica. El local esta ubicado ... 
en Fairfield Heights, y su mayor preocupaci6n ha sido tratar de paliar 
las carencias que nuestro transplante conlleva. Por supuesto que 
nuestros lectores no tendran problema alguno con el idioma para 
adquirir: Yerbas de todas las marcasr adobos, azafran, jugolin, harinas 
de faina de garbanzos, maiz, etc. etc .... 
Entonces, por que no apoyar a los comerciantes que tratan de suplir 
nuestras necesidades? Maxime cuando ellos son j6venes que tienen como 
meta dos cosas: mantenerse en contacto con nuestra gente y salir 
adelante en una actividad tan digna como cualqUier otra. Realmente 
merecen todo nuestro apoyo ynuestra consideraci6n, ya que no solamente 
estan demostrando lo que son capaces de hacer, sino quieren 
mantenerse en contacto con nuestra colectividad, que al y al cabo 
son sus raices. 
Exhibit 7.1. A shop-owner targeting the Spanish-speaking community. 
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Figure 7.1. Correspondence Analysis. Spanish used at work hy present occupation, present age 
and year of arrival. Variance accounted for in First axis: 82.8 l % Both Axes: 100% 
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or employees, as the business is targeting the Spanish-speaking population in particular, This is 
more evident in the Fairfield area, where approximately 10% of the retail businesses are owned 
or served by Spanish-speakers (Valverde, 1994: 103. See also Exhibit 7.1). In the case of other 
managers and administrators, such as a Spanish-speaking manager of a cleaning company or a 
building subcontractor who employs Spanish-speakers, Spanish will be used predominantly with 
employees rather than with clients. There will be also some people in this group who use 
English exclusively at work, but the tendency of the group as a whole is to use Spanish 
predominantly in the work domain. 
The fact that the use of Spanish at work is associated with shops that especially target the 
Spanish-speaking population is also show by the fact that Salespeople and Personal Service 
workers form the category which reports using more Spanish at work, second to Managers & 
Administrators. This is seen in the advertising sections of the Spanish-speaking press as even 
car retailers, bed retailers, travel agents, driving schools, hairdressers, etc., not owned by 
Spanish-speakers often advertise the name 
of the person speaking Spanish that the 
potential client should contact to be served 
in this language. In this last case, the use 
of Spanish at work would be restricted to 
clients. 
After Managers and Administrators and 
Salespersons and Service Workers, 
Peluqueria totalrnente de habla 
hispana para caballeros. 
*Atenci6n esmerada 
*Mlisica y ternas nuestros 
*Todo tipo de cortes a tijera y 
navaja, coma en la peluqueria de su 
barrio .. Se acuerda? 
Exhibit 7.2. Hairdresser targeting the 
Spanish-speaking Population~ Noticias 
y Deportes, 6/7/95; page 4. 
tradespersons are the next group to report frequent use of Spanish at work. This, too, is a 
consequence of the specific targeting of the Spanish-speaking population by some of the 
tradespersons, especially car mechanics, gasfitters, electrical home appliance repairers, video 
transfer technicians and social photographers (see Exhibit 7.2 and Exhibit 7.3). The high use of 
Spanish by this occupation group is also a consequence of the fact that bricklayers and other 
skilled constmction workers usually work in environments in which there is a concentration of 
Spanish speakers. Their situation will be discussed later. 
After tradespersons, there is a group of 
occupations in which the use of Spanish is 
bilingual to low. This group comprises (in 
decreasing order of use of Spanish at 
work) Professionals, Labourers, Public 
Plomero~ Plumber, drainer y 
gasfitter. LP Gas. Gold Licence. 
Reparaciones 1 manutenciones y 
renovaciones domesticas y 
cornerciales. 
Exhibit 7 .3. Tradesperson targeting the 
Spanish-speaking population. Noticias 
y Deportes, 20/7/95; page 7. 
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Servants, Para-professionals and Plant and Machine Operators (see detail in Figure 7.2}. In all 
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Figure 7.2. Correspondence Analysis. Spanish used at work by profession, present age and year 
of arrival. Detail: Occupations with a bilingual or low use of Spanish. 
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bilingual or null. Among these factors, the existence of Spanish-speaking workmates and clients 
(where relevant), the level of English of the individual, and the specific occupation itself 
determine the use or non-use of the language. 
We will divide these occupations in two groups, according to the "formal" qualifications and the 
level of English required to hold the jobs. We will consider first the case of Labourers and Plant 
and Machine Operators, who do not require either formal qualifications or a high level of 
English, and afterwards the case of Professionals, Public Servants and Para-Professionals. 
As a general consideration, we have stated 
above that Labourers use more Spanish a1 
work than Plant and Machine Operators. 
This is a consequence of the concentration 
of Spanish speakers in two occupations 
under the "labourer" label: construction 
workers and cleaners. The former is a 
male-dominated occupation, whereas in the 
latter both sexes are well represented. 
Spaniards particularly have shown a 
remarkable concentration in the building 
industry. In the Canberra setting, they 
El mecanico en nuestras paises es un 
verdadero mecdnico, porque si hay una 
falla se le tiene que buscar qu€ es 
y a veces hasta canstruir de nuevo 
las piezas que se han daffado. El 
rneccinico australiano en cambio, es 
sirnplemente un rnecanico que reernplaza 
piezas. Y el latino tiende a buscar 
alguien que sea consciente, por mas 
economia pero tambi€n por el idioma, 
porque no se puede comunicar con el 
meccinico australiano,, porque le es 
extremadamente dif:icil de explicar 
qu€ es lo que el coche tiene. 
Entonces~ para no pasar mucho 
ridiculo o pagar rnenos dinero, apenas 
tienen contacto con un rneccinica de 
habla hispana, ernpiezan a darle los 
datos a otras personas y uno se hace 
de una clientela inmensa. 
Exhibit 7. 4. The secret of hispanic 
mechanics. Interview Data. 
were involved in the construction of most of the suburbs and I was amazed at the beginning to 
find out how well some of them knew the city, and how they referm:l to the various buildings 
with an intimate knowledge of their positions and even structure, which of course was explained 
by the fact that they had worked in the construction of them. As time passed, the large gangs 
of Spanish speakers were reduced, mainly because technological change has reduced the need 
for labour, and also because of the ageing of the Spanish population, which naturally reduced 
the concentration of Spanish-speakers even when some Latin Americans began entering the 
business. However, no big construction companies were formed, and the reason (or the perceived 
reason) is similar to that given in the previous discussion on community organisations: 
"T odos quieren mandar, y nunca se ponen de acuerdo. Poner el concrete en esta direcci6n 
primero y en esta otra despues es exactamente lo mismo, pero siempre van a tenninar 
discutiendo. Los capitalistas no discuten y ponen un manager que es el que toma las 
decisiones, y nadie discute, pero nosotros siempre en la misma, peleando por cualquier 
cosa, asf que por eso no hay compafifas de construcci6n en manos de espafioles." 
[Everybody wants to be the leader and so people never agree. To put the concrete first 
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in this direction and then in this other direction is exactly the same, but people always end 
up arguing. The capitalists do not argue. They appoint a manager who is responsible for 
the decisions, and nobody argues. But we are always like that, fighting over anything. That 
is why there aren't any building companies in the hands of Spaniards.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
Another, more linguistic, aspect of the construction business, besides the incorporation of English 
terminology', is the use of Italian as a preferred lingua franca, instead of English, with 
construction workers of other nationalities, as two other national groups who also concentrated 
in construction (Italians and "Yugoslavs") were able to use this language. I observed this also 
among Argentineans and Uruguayans, who are very prone to showing off their knowledge of 
Italian. 
The use of Spanish in the cleaning business has very different characteristics from the 
construction business because both sexes are represented. The cleaning business is also a default 
or easier choice when other avenues of employment are closed because of the lack of English 
or the lack of recognition of qualifications or both. It ha.' negative connotations, however, as this 
business is a metaphor of "lower class" in both Spain and Latin America. This is what a South 
American woman explained to my wife a few weeks after our arrival in Australia: 
"Ser la senora de la limpieza no es coma alla, que es un trabajo que nadie quiere hacer. 
Aqui te pagan bien, y hasta le agradecen que vayas. Yo me canse de pelear porque me 
reconocieran el titulo y no voy a ir a hacer cursos al T Al<'E, a mi edad, ahora tengo seis 
casas, trabajo tres horas par dfa y gano lo mismo que si estuviera sentada todo el dia como 
secretaria" 
[Being a cleaner here is not the same as there, where cleaning is a job that nobody wants 
to do. Here you are well paid and people thank you for cleaning their houses. I got fed up 
fighting for my qualifications to be recognised, and at my age, I am not going to take up 
any courses at Tafe. At present I've got 6 houses to clean, I work 3 hours a day and earn 
as much as a full time Secretary.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
However, this kind of resignation is not universal. This is what another South American woman, 
more class-conscious, has to say; 
"Es una verguenza que si alguien quiere avanzar econ6micamente en esta sociedad, lo 
puede hacer mas facilmente con un puesto de cleaner que con las tftulos que trae de su 
pais." 
• The incorporation of English terminology is also predominant in Tradespersons, see Exhibit 7 .3, 
page 288 
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[It is a shame that if someone wants to progress economically in this society, it is easier 
to do it having a job as a cleaner than having qualifications from one's own country.] 
(Reconstructed Speech; Participant Observation Data) 
We will return to the issue of employment below the level of training in the next section, but 
for the time being we must stress that the appeal of the cleaning business, in tenns of being an 
easy and immediate employment alternative, is even able to counter the sexual division of labour 
predominant in Latin America and Spain (Durham, 1991: 41-44). Cleaning, both as paid labour 
and as unpaid labour at home, is mostly women's business in these societies. We find, however, 
that a very significant number of men have also entered this business in Australia•. The 
importance of cleaning as a predominant occupation is also reflected by the fact that any change 
in cleaning wages is treated as important news by community radio stations. 
Other places in which we find a concentration of Spanish speakers include factories and big 
industries in which they tend to associate during break times. Most of the people classified as 
Plant and Machine Operators and Drivers are included here, but also some Labourers, a' the 
labourer occupation includes factory hand packers. We should note that the use of Spanish is 
predominant among workmates in this occupational group. The use of Spanish with superiors 
is more likely than with clients, as there are essentially no clients to interact with, except in the 
case of a reduced number of drivers. The use of Spanish is a matter more of chance .. in the 
case of factory work, rather than the result of a deliberate business strategy as in the case of 
Managers and Administrators and Tradespersons. 
We can now consider the other group of occupations reporting a bilingual to low use of Spanish 
in Figure 7.1. (and Figure 7.2). These are people who hold more qualifications, and whose 
occupations requires a good command of the English language: Professionals, Para-Professionals 
and Public Servants. These groups show a very disparate membership, including people like 
physicians, dentists, lawyers, etc. who will target the Spanish-speaking community in suburbs 
with a concentration of Spanish-speakers; teachers of Spanish, supervisors in construction 
companies or other industries which employ Spanish-speakers and radio operators for community 
radio stations who report using always Spanish at work, together with social workers, nurses, 
translators and interpreters, immigration officers, etc., who report a bilingual use of Spanish; and 
*In fact, of the 8,703 labourers and related workers cited in Table 7.i, 3,590 (41%) a.re cleaners, 
which in tern can be divided into 1,545 men and 2,045 women. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 199lc) 
•• Suburb of residence will also play a role in the likelihood of having Spanish-speaking workmates. 
Industries placed near suburbs with a concentration of Spanish-speakers will have a greater proportion of 
Spanish-speakers among their employees. 
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engineers, technicians and government officers who do not have contact with the public and 
accountants who report no use or very occasional use of Spanish at work. However, as a group 
of people belonging to the dominant class, their use of Spanish at work will be an asset or 
something they can "add" to their other qualifications. This contrasts with the use of Spanish at 
work in the Labourer and Plant and Machine Operators group, which sometimes is an indication 
of a lack of qualifications, a lack of recognition of qualifications, a lack of English, or some 
combination of these three factors. In terms of the use of Spanish, there is a predominance of 
Spanish with clients in these categories. The use of Spanish with workmates, superiors or 
employees is extremely varied depending on the nature of the work, the suburb in which they 
work, and also the occupation. 
The next occupation in which little Spanish is used is Clerks. This is an occupation which has 
a very small likelihood of presenting a concentration of Spanish-speakers in the workforce. As 
in the case of Plant & Machine Operators & Drivers, there is also a lack of contact with 
"clients", as there are essentially no clients, except in the case of receptionists, telephonists and 
messengers. In essence then, Clerks present the characteristic of working in an English speaking 
environment which would not favour the use of Spanish with workmates or superiors except in 
very special cases. As in the cases of Public Servants, Professionals and Para-professionals, a 
knowledge of Spanish will also be an "asset" for Clerks, as they can, if necessary, deal with or 
write letters to clients who do not have good English and who prefer to use Spanish in 
transactions with the "business" they work for. 
We also have, in the direction of the no responses, people who report being Housewives, 
Unemployed or who are not in the labour force because of age. Between this group and the 
previously described groups in the labour force, we have students, who are placed below the 
horizontal axis, implying that those who report having some employment do not use much 
Spanish at work. This student category contains both young people who came here at student 
age or before and also some adults who are taking English classes or studying at TAPE or 
university in order to "up-grade" their unrecognised qualifications or to gain new ones. 
We can now analyse how the different years of arrival and present age groups are placed in the 
diagram. We can only make gross generalisations, as all ages of arrival and types of migrants 
are mixed when we consider only year of arrival and present age. 
We see that informants who arrived before 1982 are placed in the direction of bilingual and high 
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use of Spanish at work, between the groups who report more use of Spanish at work (Managers 
and Administrators, Salespersons and Tradespersons) and Professionals. People aged between 
35 and 55 are placed in this quadrant as well. This correlates with enough time in Australia to 
have advanced socially through the accumulation of capital, through the establishment of a 
clientele, through reaching positions in firms, through obtaining degrees or having previous 
degrees recognised, etc., as in the case for Managers and Administrators, Tradespersons and 
Professionals. It also corresponds to a good level of English which allows the knowledge of 
Spanish to be capitalised on as a "skill" in certain jobs, as in the case of Professionals, 
Salespersons and Service Workers, Public Servants and Para-Professionals. 
As we pass over to people who arrived between 1983-1987 we move down in the direction of 
low use of Spanish at work. This reflects the predominance of skilled migration but also the 
development of a less restrictive Australia, which allowed migrants to integrate more into the 
work place. We also find people aged between 25 and 34 here, reflecting a higher level of 
English among more recent arrivals and also among young migrants who have grown up in 
Australia. 
We can explain now the ambiguous position of the Labourer occupation as we find here both 
pe-0ple who arrived early (in the 1970's) who were less skilled and who are still labourers, and 
more recent arrivals (people who arrived in the I 980's and I 990's) who have not been able to 
upgrade their qualifications in Australia. 
Then we have the migrants who arrived in 1988-90, more in the direction of the "no responses" 
but still reporting to use more Spanish at work than the previous group. 'Ibese are migrants who 
either have already been integrated or who are still trying to get permanent employment and in 
the meantime take cleaning jobs or other jobs in which they can use Spanish. 1988-1990 were 
also the peak years for family reunion migration (Valverde, 1994: 92). This is reflected in the 
closeness of the projection of the 1988-90 arrivals to the people aged between 56 and 65 in 
Figure 7.1, the lack of English language proficiency and also in the number of pe-0ple who are 
not in the labour force. 
Next we have the more recent migrants (those who arrived in 1991-94), who are close to 
students, reflecting the English classes period. Their emphasis is on learning or improving their 
English. There is also a predominance of people with high qualifications, who already knew 
English on arrival and could very quickly join the Australian labour market. Finally, we have 
the second generation, who are placed at the very bottom of the diagram, reflecting their lack 
of use of Spanish at work. 
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We can conclude by saying that the use of Spanish at work is predominant in three occupations, 
Managers and Administrators, Tradespersons and Sales and Service Workers. This predominance 
is linked (at least in our data) to the marketing of specific products, especially food, (but also 
books, pharmaceutical products, etc.) and specific services (video transfer, repair of appliances 
which otherwise would be trashed, etc.) with which the community identifies, and which are 
"r.ue" in Australia, producing a convergence of a market distinction with linguistic distinction. 
Tradespersons and Managers and Administrators also include people who are involved in 
businesses which employ Spanish-speaking labourers. There is a concentration of Spanish 
speakers in two main sub-occupations under "labourers": construction labourers and cleaners. 
Here the job market is constructed through the linguistic (and friends and acquaintances') 
market, as the ways of obtaining these jobs are a reflection (and a reinforcement) of community 
links. 
The rest of the occupations in which Spanish is used with relatively high frequency are related 
to professional services including translation, interpreting, etc. and with the work of certain 
professionals and para-professionals who specifically target the Spanish speaking community 
such as doctors, dentists, lawyers, etc. as well as nurses and social workers. In these occupations 
the use of Spanish is client-oriented and does not necessarily imply the habitual use of Spanish 
with workmates. It also presupposes class and linguistic differences between the "professional" 
and the client. The professional in these cases is forced, consciously or unconsciously, to use a 
strategy of condescension (Bourdieu 199 l; 68) in his/her use of Spanish. 1be professional, 
because of his/her position as a professional, does not have to prove his or her English 
competence as he or she is acting as a bridge for people who do not have the linguistic 
competence to interact in English, the legitimate language presupposed in most of the nonnal 
"interactions" which do not require the professional's intervention. This difference in position, 
implied in the very act of using Spanish in these settings, has to be attenuated by the 
professional for the interaction to be successful, as it is the skill of perfonning this attenuation 
which usually detennines the classifications in the community between good or helpful 
professionals and bad or unhelpful ones. It is also one of the hidden reasons for the natural 
distrust in the community for the use of interpreters or other professionals if they are not 
absolutely necessary, or for the preference for using relatives and friends as infonnal interpreters 
in delicate situations. This attenuation is not necessary in the case of Managers and 
Administrators, as their use of Spanish will also imply a strategy of condescension, but of a 
different nature, which is signalling solidarity and trying to abolish the social or status 
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differences which are always present. 
There are also other occupations in which the use of Spanish is infrequent, but which can 
potentially add some distinction to people who speak Spanish. These are occupations such as 
salespersons in shops owned by non-Spanish-speakers, clerks (especially receptionists) and 
people working in the public service who can be called on to work with Spanish-speakers with 
low levels of English. These occupations are similar to the ones described previously, but the 
focus (and the qualifications needed for the position) do not depend on a knowledge of Spanish 
(it only "helps"). 
A note is required here in the case of Plant & Machine Operators & Drivers and Clerks, as few 
of them will share the characteristics described in the previous group. Exceptions would include 
cases such as a driver who is hired for a tour with a Spanish-speaking group, a machine operator 
for a Spanish-speaking owned industry, or a bilingual secretary. In most cases, however, as there 
are few "client" contacts to be made in these occupations, the conditions of the linguistic market 
in operation in the work place will impose no use of Spanish, except in break periods, which 
can be shared with other Spanish-speakers. However, even in these cases, the presence of non-
Spanish speakers would make the use of English preferred. 
Finally, we have also correlated the use of Spanish at work with year of arrival in Australia, 
finding that there is no linear correlation which would imply less use of Spanish for the people 
who have spent more time in Australia. We actually found the contrary, people who arrived 
before 1982 speak more Spanish at work than people who arrived between 1983 and 1987, 
suggesting that informants' level of qualifications and employment trajectory are the variables 
which play a crucial role here. We will explore this in more detail below. The pattern for more 
recent years of arrivals is obscured by the number of people who have not yet joined the labour 
force. 
We can now try to correlate our findings on the use of Spanish at work with the use of Spanish 
in other domains. But before doing so, we will need to chantcterise the occupations described 
previously in a more sociological way. 
We will begin by seeing how the occupations we are considering correspond with the 
information we already have (from Chapter 3) on the characteristics of the different national 
groups which compose the Spanish-speaking Community. Figure 7 .3 shows a correspondence 
analysis of the survey data, in which sex, present age, year of arrival, present level of English, 
level of education, informants' children's attendance at Spanish classes and country of birth have 
been plotted in the space defined by present occupation in Australia. 
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Figure 7.3. Correspondence Analysis. Present Occupation by Level of Education, Present Age, 
Year of Arrival, Present Level of English, Children's attendance at Spanish Classes and Country 
of Birth. 
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We can see that year of arrival is plotted along the horizontal axis and level of formal education 
is plotted more or less along the vertical axis. 
The present age of the informant~ is plotted in an almost perfect horseshoe. This horseshoe 
begins in the bottom left of the diagram with young people, who belong mainly to the second 
generation (witness the position of Australia as country of birth), it reaches its peak at the top 
of the diagram, almost on the vertical axis, with informants aged between 40 and 45 years old, 
and ends in the bottom right of the diagram. 
Sex is plotted diagonally to the axes, males being in the upper right quadrant and females in the 
lower left quadrant. This is also reflected in the relative position to the left of the diagram of 
occupations in which women predominate, such as salespersons and service workers, para-
professionals, clerks, public servants, and housewives. 
Finally, level of English is also plotted diagonally to the axes, beginning in the lower right 
quadrant of the diagram and ending in the upper left quadrant 
These variables allow us to characterise the occupations of the Spanish-speaking conununity in 
the l 990's. In the lower right of the diagram we find people bom in Spain. They are placed in 
the quadrant defined by occupations which do not require a high level of English, such as 
Tradespersons, Labourers, and Plant & Machine Operators & Drivers. As expected from our 
previous discussion in Chapter 3, they are associated with early arrival in Australia, more 
advanced age, the status of pensioner or retired (Not in labour force), and a low level of fonnal 
education. They are also strongly associated with children's attendance at Spanish classes for 
reasons seen in section 6.3. 
In the upper right quadrant of the diagram we find migrants bom in Chile, Argentina and 
Uruguay. This position is associated with migrants who arrived in the 1970's and 1980's, and 
with more skilled occupations or occupations which require a certain time in Australia to be 
obtained, such as Public Servants and Managers & Administrators. Their relative position with 
respect to the centre of the diagram is due to the fact that migration from Argentina and Chile 
continued all through the 1980's and l 990's, whereas the number of Uruguayans has remained 
almost constant from the 1986 census to the 1991 census (see Table 3.ii). This implies that, as 
a group, Uruguayans have fewer recent arrivals in low status occupations. This position is also 
associated with middle age and a higher level of English and with tertiary or higher education, 
reflecting the large proportion of technicians and tradespersons who are found in these national 
groups. They contrast (as groups) with the Spaniards in having a relatively higher level offonnal 
education, but a less strong commitment to education in Spanish, as we have seen in section 6.3. 
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As we move to the upper left quadrant of the diagram, we find people born in Colombia, 
Venezuela and in the group which was named Other Central America, which is composed of 
people born in all the countries of Central America and Mexico, but does not include El 
Salvador. These are mainly recent migrants, and as such arc associated with a relatively lower 
age, and with a higher level of education. These characteristics are clearer for Colombians (who 
have been in Australia longer) than Venezuelans because very recent migrants are also associated 
with a higher level of unemployment, or with employment in unskilled jobs. However, a large 
percentage of migrants from these two last countries came here already having a pre-arranged 
job or as independent migrants. As was seen in section 32, in the l 990's, due to the migration 
point test, independent migrants require both qualifications and experience to qualify. In this 
sense they differ from recent arrivals from Chile, Argentina and Uruguay, as family reunion 
migration was one of the main categories for migrants coming from these countries in the I 980's 
and 1990's (Valverde, 1994: 92), which is, of course, explained by the relative number of 
nationals of these countries residing in Australia who decide to bring their family over. 
The group labelled Other Central America also shares some of these "recent migrant" traits, that 
is, they are mainly professional independent migrants, especially people coming from Mexico. 
However, Nicaraguans have other characteristics, as their migration was more politically 
motivated, an significant proportion of them being people who fled the Sandinista government. 
However, we can say very few things about them as there were not enough answers from this 
national group to form a category which would be meaningful for the correspondence analysis 
(and consequently representative of the national community). 
We find the same situation regarding the group labelled Andean, which is made up of migrants 
from Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador, grouped together because there were not enough answers to 
consider them individua!ly in the analysis. We see, however, that they are placed at the top left 
of the lower left quadrant, which is defined mainly by people working in Sales and Services, and 
by people who could potentially be in the labour force but are unemployed, or housewives. Their 
placement close to the recent migrants is mainly a consequence of the relative high influx of 
Peruvians coming to Australia in the mid 1980's and 1990's. 
Finally we find the second generation (people born in Australia) and the Salvadorans in the 
bottom left of the diagram. The main characteristic these two groups share is that they arc 
strongly associated with the Student occupation. In the case of the second generation, this is 
mainly due to age. In the case of Salvadorans, this is a reflection of the relative difficulty (with 
respect to other Spanish-speaking national groups) for people holding qualifications from El 
Salvador in getting their qualifications recognised in Australia. It is not surprising, therefore, to 
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find them closer to the students as they are either attending some courses or improving their 
English to regain their degrees, or have chosen to obtain new qualifications in Australia, mainly 
through TAPE. 
One of the things that the previous analysis should not mask is that we were correlating 
characteristics of the different national communities as a whole, and as such, we were making 
broad generalisations. Not all Spaniards are retired, neither were they all labourers. Not all 
Colombians and Venezuelans are professionals and recently arrived. This is just the general trend 
when we look at the national groups as a whole, and can be useful only as a gross (and 
provisory) characterisation of the community. Furthennore, there are groups such as Chileans 
and Argentineans about whom we can not say much when looking at the community in this way, 
because of their distribution in all the occupational groups and year of arrival groups. What we 
need, in order to be able to account for the occupational groups, is a more detailed kind of time, 
the individual labour history in both Australia and the countries of origin, that is, the trajectory 
in terrns of occupation that different individuals (with different qualifications when they arrived) 
nonnally follow in their integration or Jack of integration into the Australian labour market. This 
would allow us to characterise their use of Spanish (and of course English and other languages) 
in the different domains from a different perspective, more useful for our ultimate goal of 
finding the social variables which correlate with language maintenance and shift. 
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7 .2. The Influence of Employment Trajectory. 
We will begin the exploration of the occupational trajectories (and social trajectories) of 
individuals by looking at the employment history in Australia of our sample. Figure 7.4 shows 
the distribution of the different occupations held compared with previous occupations in 
Australia. Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of the same present occupations by previous 
occupations in country of origin. Percentages were used here to allow an easy comparison of 
the different occupations. The first problem, when interpreting these histograms, is to give a 
meaning to the "no responses" to the question regarding previous occupation in Australia and 
country of origin. There are two main interpretations here, the first is, as with other "no 
responses", that the lack of an answer is signalling that the question is not relevant, and if this 
is so, then a "no response" in previous occupation would mean that the present occupation of 
the individual is their only occupation in Australia. That is, that these people have not moved 
in occupational terms since their arrival. There is, however, a second interpretation, which is 
relevant in this case. It could also be that the status now acquired by the individual through 
his/her present occupation (or their aspirations or feelings of being in the wrong place in the 
occupational hierarchy) "erases" the previous occupation, that is, that individuals do not report 
occupations which are below their present occupation in term of status, especially if they were 
unemployed'. 
There are grounds for the second interpretation to be given consideration, for groups such as 
professionals, tradespersons and public servants, which, because of their position in the Spanish· 
speaking community are very class conscious and must have had a history of occupations in 
Australia before being able to reach the present occupation, have a great percentage of cases 
which do not report a previous occupation. 
Other sources of information which will be useful in our analysis of previous occupation are age 
of arrival in Australia, present age, year of arrival in Australia, sex, level of education and level 
of English. This is why we will also consider the distribution of present occupation by age of 
arrival in Australia, shown in Figure 7.6, by present age, shown in Figure 7.7, by year of arrival, 
shown in Figure 7.8, by sex, shown in Figure 7.9, by level of education, shown in Figure 7.10 
and by present level of English, shown in Figure 7.11, as supporting information in our analysis 
• People was asked to state their present and previous occupations, and were specifically told to 
include pensioner, unemployed and student as occupations if relevant. Unemployed status, with its 
connotation of "being a parasite on the system" for the capitalist or liberal-oriented classes, is also difficult 
to find stated in official discourses of the other classes, which is the discourse presupposed here, in 
answering a questionnaire, 
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of employment trajectories. 
We can now look at the trajectories of the 
different occupations in Figure 7.4 and 
Figure 7.5. It can be seen that the higher 
status present occupations (Managers & 
Administrators, Professionals, Para-
Professionals and Public Servants) all 
share a spreading into the lower status 
occupations in their previous occupation in 
Australia. This is to be expected, as they 
require the accumulation or conversion of 
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Most white collar workers in Latin 
America can expect to do blue-collar 
work in Australia regardless of their 
qualifications. Therefore, unless 
they have special circumstances such 
as strong political motivation, 
fluency in English, pre-arranged 
recognition of qualifications, or a 
pre-arranged position¥ Latin American 
Professionals 1 managers, office staff 
and salesmen are courting 
dissatisfaction if they migrate. 
Exhibit 7 .5. Migrant Satisfaction of 
white-collar workers. (Anderson, 1979; 
351) 
different types of capital to reach their present social positions. This spreading is less pronounced 
in the previous occupations held in the countries of origin, where we see a concentration of 
previous occupation in the professional, para-professional and student occupations. This reflects 
the general downgrading of the occupational hierarchy produced by the migration, a well attested 
fact in Australia (O'Malley, 1978: 47; Kringas and Lewins. 1981: 65-73; Stone, Morales and 
Cortes, 1995: 4045. See also Exhibit 7.5). 
We will now consider each of the occupations in this group individually, to determine the paths 
by which people typically reach such occupations. 
For Managers & Administrators there are three main paths for reaching their present position. 
The first path is through the conversion of cultural capital, with Professionals (15%) and Para-
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presupposes other previous occupations, as first their cultural capital bas to first be converted 
or acquired in Australia. There are also similar figures for previous occupations in country of 
origin (Professionals and Para-professionals 15%, Students 10%). The second path is through 
the accumulation of economic capital, which allows the individual to set up their own business. 
The third path is through advancement in the position scales of firms and bureaucracies. As in 
the case of the conversion of cultural capital, the latter two paths also require time in Australia, 
and, in most cases, a good command of English (see Figure 7.11). This is reflected in the high 
proportion (about 70%) of Managers and Administrators presently aged more than 40 in 
Figure 7.7, the high proportion (about 85%) of Managers and Administrators who arrived in 
Australia aged between 17-34 in Figure 7.6 and also by the high proportion (about 70%) of 
Managers and Administrators who arrived in Australia before 1983 in Figure 7.8. Only some 
20% of the present Managers and Administrators have held managerial positions in Australia 
before, which is also a reflection of how young (in social terms) the community is in Australia. 
Only 15% of present Managers and Administrdtor held managerial positions in their country of 
origin, which also reflects the "successful, socially mobile" profile of this occupational group. 
Moreover, the proportion of people not reporting a previous occupation is very low in this 
category compared to the rest of the high status categories, showing that there are few people 
who "began at the top" when they arrived in Australia (15% of Managers and Administrators 
arrived in Australia between 1991-1994, and we can suppose that they came with pre-arranged 
contracts for Managerial positions, see Figure 7.8), and few people who want to "hide" their 
past. This contrasts with the large percentage of "no responses" found in the Professional. Para-
professional and Public Servant oecupations, which are more class conscious and, hence, more 









Figure 7.11. Present Occupation by Level of English 
inclined to hide their past. 
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For Professionals and Para-Professionals, as we have mentioned before, there is a period of 
reconverting degrees, or of obtaining new degrees in Australia, which is reflected in Figure 7.10 
by the percentage of people holding university and post-university degrees in all the rest of the 
occupations except tradespersons, and in Figure 7.4 by the spread of previous occupations in 
Australia to all the other occupations considered here, and which is also reflected in the 
relevance of the student occupation', a previous occupation in Australia which is not mentioned 
by Managers and Administrators. The spreading of present-day professional and para-
professional occupations into lower status previous occupations in Australia is much wider than 
the spreading into lower occupations in the country of origin, as shown in Figure 7.5. This 
reflects the period of improving English, upgrading degrees, or obtaining "work experience" or 
new degrees, when the work experience or the degrees from the countries of origin were not 
recognised in Australia. 
There are, however, two significant differences between Professionals and Para-Professionals. 
The first one is that there is more occupational stability in the case of Professionals, as there are 
significant percentages of Professionals whose previous occupation in Australia was professional 
(27%) and whose previous occupation in the country of origin was professional (43%). These 
• The student occupation can also signal young age of arrival in Australia, and the entering of the 
professional occupations by people arrived young and those born in Australia. In fact, we can see in 
Figure 7.6 that some 20% of present-day professionals in the sample arrived young or were born in 
Australia. 
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figures contrast with the 15% of Para-Professionals whose previous occupation in Australia was 
Para-Professional and the 21 % of Para-Professionals whose previous occupation in the country 
of origin was Para-Professional. The second difference is the relative predominance of males 
(near 70%) in the Para-Professional occupations, as seen in Figure 7.9. This is explained by the 
relative difficulty of the recognition of Para-Professional degrees in Australia. In addition, the 
failure of recognition of Professional degrees is also reflected by the 40% of present-day Para-
Professionals in Australia who held 
Professional occupations in their country 
of origin, and by the 21 % of people with 
university or post-university degrees 
holding Para-professional occupations in 
Figure 7. JO. 
For Public Servants there is also a 
spreading of previous occupations into the 
lower status occupations, but also some 
conversion of cultural capital as l 5% of 
public servants have held professional 
occupations before, and 50% of them hold 
university or post-university degrees. 
Public Servants also show a high 
percentage of non responses to the 
question of previous occupation. This is 
reflecting the class consciousness of public 
servants. This occupation does not have a 
particularly high status in Australia but it 
has a high status within the community as 
11 I had worked overseas and translated 
my qualifications. When I \\l'anted to 
get verified it required four years 
experience in Australia and I must 
wait till I can sit the test. I 'rn 
married with kids and couldn't live 
on an apprentice wage 11 (Domingo, 34 
years} 
"recognition is not a problem ... we 
have certificates saying our degrees 
are equivalent, for example to a 
three year Australian degree ... the 
problem is recognition of experience" 
{Guillermo, 45 years) 
'[They] always ask about 
experience ... and I ask them how can 
one ever get experience if they don't 
give us a chance 11 (Paula, 24 years} 
They don't know I 1 m an engineer [in 
the factory where I work] . It was my 
decision to say nothing about being 
a professional .. ~ I just wanted to 
get in [to employment) (Gonzalo, 38 
years) 
•we are stereotyped, our education 
and experience are considered not 
compatible with Australian standards 
of production and they haven't even 
tried us out• (Guillermo, 45 years) 
Exhibit 7.6. Professional and Para-
it implies both a good level of English, as Professional Spanish-speakers looking 
Whl
'ch for a job. Stone, Morales and Cortes, 
well as "influence" can be 1995, selected quotes from pages 14-44. 
mobilised in favour of or against the community (see Exhibit 6.6, page 221). The importance 
of a high level of English is reflected in the fact that informants who arrived in Australia at a 
young age (who have "excellent" English) form an important proportion (30%) of people holding 
public servant occupations (see Figure 7.6), and in the fact that 98% of public servants report 
having exceUent or good English in Figure 7.11. This is also a consequence of the fact that there 
is a predominance of women (who are considered "better" at languages in the community) in the 
31! 
Public Servant occupation, as we can see in Figure 7.9 that 78% of the Public Servants in the 
sample are women. This predominance of women is also found in the Clerk and Student 
occupations, which also require a high level of English, as will be seen below. 
As we move to the middle range of 
occupations in terms of status, we see in 
Figure 7 .4 that there is a more compact 
distribution of previous occupations in 
Australia in the middle and lower ranges. 
A significant proportion of Tradespersons 
and Salespersons and Personal Service 
Workers have been Labourers, reflecting 
the occupational upgrading which comes 
with mastering English. Very few people 
While regarding themselves as 
coming from a middle class, 
educated background, many South 
Americans find themselves working 
in factories or doing cleaning, 
because of language difficulties. 
These are occupations they would 
not have dreamed of doing in 
their own countries. The 
expectation of having better job 
opportunities in the new country 
is a myth because it is not easy 
to learn English to get the type 
of job they would like to do, or 
they thought they would get. 
Exhibit 7. 7. South American Migrants in 
in these occupations have suffered an Australia. Montoro, 1977; 281. 
occupational downgrading from a previous higher status occupation in Australia. This contrasts 
with the spreading of previous occupations in the country of origin towards the high status 
occupations, as shown in Figure 7.5, and this demonstrates how significant the occupational 
downgrading produced by the migration can be. 
As in the highly skilled occupations, each of the occupations in this group will be examined 
below in more detail. 
Tradespersons show one of the lower percentages of stability in their occupation, as only 16% 
of them have been tradespersons before in Australia. Some 20% of them were labourers and 
some 37% do not report a previous occupation. This reflects the fact that trades should also be 
"up-graded" in Australia. However, the up-grade of trades is more difficult than for Professional 
and Para-Professional degrees, a5 the documentation to attest previous experience is less 
"standardised" than university or tertiary degrees, and also because of the emphasis on 
"experience" required by employers in Australia, which often devalues or does not consider 
experience gained in foreign countries'. We see in Figure 7.5, however, that some 58% of 
present-day Tradespersons were Tradespersons in their country of origin, and that this is the 
highest rate of regaining an occupation held in the country of origin in the sample. These 
* As much of this "experience" evaluation depends on the command of English to argue for it, it is 
not surprising to find that some 75% of present-day Tradespersons report excellent or good English in 
Figure 7. 11. 
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contrasting situations can be understood by the relatively long residence in Australia of 
Tradespersons. As can be seen in Figure 7 .8, some 75% of present-day Tradespersons arrived 
in Australia in the !970's, when, as seen in section 3.2, there was a high demand for skilled 
workers in industry, and the "experience" barriers to employment were not as high as in the late 
!980's and the 1990's (see however Exhibit 7.8, page 313). It can also be seen in Figure 7.9 that 
this is the occupation which is more clearly characterised by the predominance of males (90%). 
Regarding Clerks, we see that there is a higher stability in this occupation than for 
Tradespersons, as some 25% of Clerks have held a previous clerical occupation in Australia and 
30% of Clerks were also Clerks in their country of origin. Other very important characteristics 
of this occupation are the predominance of women (79%), and arrival in Australia at a relatively 
young age, 85% of Clerks arrived in Australia aged Jess than 35 years old. As mentioned before, 
these characteristics are associated with a high level of English, which is confirmed in 
Figure 7.11, which shows that some 92% of Clerks report excellent or good English (see 
Exhibit 7 .9). There is also some occupational downgrading happening in this occupation, as 
some clerks have previously been Professionals and Para-Professionals both in Australia and in 
the country of origin, and 23% of Clerks hold university degrees. Also, the class-consciousness 
of Clerks may be indicated by the 30% of non responses to the question on previous occupation 
in Australia' in Figure 7.4. This class consciousness refers again to community perceptions, as 
clerical positions do not have a high status in Australia, but are strongly contrasted with labourer 
occupations such as cleaning. 
Salespersons and Personal Services Workers show a trajectory similar to Tradespersons in terms 
of stability in their occupational category. The percentage of people who have previously held 
jobs in sales and services in Australia is relatively low (22%), but the percentage of people who 
had this kind of occupation in the country 
of origin is relatively high (39% ). In 
contrast with Tradespersons and Clerks, 
both sexes are equally represented in this 
occupation. Also, some 80% of these 
people arrived in Australia after 1982, and 
40% of them were previously labourers in 
Australia. 
These last two facts reflect the growth in 
size of the Spanish-speaking community in 
the l 980's, which allowed Managers and 
'It was easier to find work 10-15 
years ago but now the employer 
chooses and want English (language 
proficiency] (Katarina, 34 years) 
Women were aware of this and whilst 
striving to improve their English 
were also, in some casest opting out 
of their previous work areas, 
especially noticeable among 
secretaries because they have 
decided, or had been told that 
"I would need no accent and perfect 
written English" (Adelina, 31 years) 
Exhibit 7, 9, Spanish-speakers Clerks and 
level of English. Stone, Morales and 
Cortes, 1995, page 16. 
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Al Jlegar a la compafiia que nos ofrecia el trabajo yo ne postule co~o 
carpintero, entonces el boss me pidi6 el certificado de dicho oficio. 
Yo desafortunadamente no lo te:i.ia corunigo pues nunca se me habia 
ocurrido traerlo. Para colmo el que habia sido mi maestro y boss ya 
habia fallecido. Aqui ernpezaba un nuevo obstAculo que yo debia ve~cer 
de alguna rnanera para poder desempefiarme como lo que era: un carpintero 
y de muches afios de profesi6n. El boss de la compa.fiia no quiso nunca 
to~arme una prueba donde yo pudiese demostrarle el conocimiento de mi 
oficio. A causa de esto tuve que trabajar durante un afio y media como 
ayudante de carpintero. Pero no me di por vencido y escribi a Espana 
a otro maestro que habia tenido que me hiciera el favor de mandarrne un 
certificado. Este tard6 varios meses en llegar; pero tampoco me sirvi6 
porque no decia los aftos de aprendizaje que habia cursado. A causa de 
esto me sentia desmoralizado, degradado. 
Yo queria volverme a Espafia por todo lo que me estaba pasando. For las 
noches pensaba que tenia poco y nada que hacer aqui en Australia, mi 
paraiso perdido~ Pero debia haber alguna forroa; entonces se me ocurri6 
hacer la Ultima tentativa. De eso dependeria mi futuro y el de mi 
familia. La idea fue hacer un canguro de rnadera de cuarenta centimetros 
de altura para llevarselo al big boss quien era el que siempre 
rechazaba tomarroe una prueba de mi oficio. Asi fue como luego de varios 
dias de trabajo en mi casa logr9 modelar un canguro que realmente s6lo 
le faltaba saltar. Lo envolvl cuidadosameJ1te con papel y me dirigi 
hasta la oficina del big boss. Pregu.~te por 61 y la secretaria me hizo 
pasar a su oficina privada. Alli con el canguro en mis manos un tanto 
temblorosas por los nervios y la ansiedad, lo desenvolvi sobre su 
escritorio y le dije: uEste es un presente para usted, esta hecho con 
mis propias manos, pues quiero que usted vea coma yo trabajo y que se 
trabajar porque soy carpinterou~ El big boss se qued6 sorprendido y 
encantado con aquel canguro de madera, lo tom6 en sus manos y 
exarr.inandolo un rato me agradeci6 el presente y tomando otra vez mi 
nombre y direcci6n me dijo: "Desde mafiana usted trabajara aqui como 
carpintero". Asi fue corno un canguro de madera me abri6 una puerta 
llena de esperanzas y alegria de un futuro mejor. 
Exhibit 7. 8. Aventuras en Australia. Stories of Migration from the 
Spanish-speaking Community in Australia. pages 28-29. 
Administrators to prosper, especially by setting up businesses which target the community. These 
businesses, in tum, employed Spanish-speaking Salespersons who had experience (they had been 
Salespersons in their countries) and who knew enough English (they learned it through the 
labourers jobs they previously held in Australia). These businesses, however, do not account for 
all the Salespersons, as this can also be a typical first occupation in Australia for young people. 
This is evidenced by the nearly 10% of Salespersons who were born in Australia. Salespersons 
and Service Workers report a lower percentage of non responses in the occupations considered 
here, implying a behaviour close to Managers and Administrators in tenns of class 
consciousness. They are also the first occupation in the sample in which the proportion of people 
reporting a fair or poor level of English is larger than the proportion reporting a good or 
excellent level of English in Figure 7.11. As will be seen, this is a salient characteristic of the 
lower status occupations. 
As we move down in the occupational hiernrchies, in the middle of Figure 7.4, we find Plant 
& Machine Operators & Drivers and 
Labourers. 
Plant & Machine Operators show a slight 
predominance of women (60%), a 
relatively recent arrival in Australia (75% 
arrived after 1982, 40% after 1988; see 
Figure 7.8) and a relatively mature age at 
the time of arrival in Australia ( 40% 
arrived aged between 35-44, the rest 
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Unskilled and semi-skilled workers 
and probably farmers (all accustomed 
to manual labor) are very likely to 
be satisfied,. more likely from an 
improved standard of living and 
willingness to do manual labour in 
Australia, than because of other 
characteristics, However, immigration 
of these people to Australia is quite 
limited. 
Exhibit 7.10, Migrant Satisfaction of 
blue-collar workers. (Anderson, 1979: 
351) 
between 25-34). In terms of previous occupations in Australia, some 26% were Plant & Machine 
Operators, and some 53 % do not report a previous occupation in Australia. All these 
characteristics point to the fact that the occupation of Plant & Machine Operator is often taken 
by recent arrivals because of their lack of English. This is confirmed in Figure 7. 11, which 
shows that some 53% of Plant & Machine Operators & Drivers report a poor level of English, 
and in Figure 7.5, where we see that only some 7% of them were Plant & Machine Operators 
in their countries of origin. The rest of the previous occupations in the countries of origin are 
spread in all the other occupations, notably Professionals and Clerks (20% each) and Para-
Professionals (some 14%), further confirming the "last resort" standing of the Plant & Machine 
Operator & Driver occopation. 
In the case of labourers, some 41% have had previous employment in Australia as labourers, 
suggesting that these people stay in this occupation a long time, either because of their lack of 
qualifications or because they find their aspirations very difficult to accomplish in Australia. This 
is confirmed in Figure 7.8, which shows that some 76% of present-day Labourers arrived in 
Australia before 1983. Also, a very high percentage of people with labourer as present 
occupation did not provide information about their previous occupation (if any). This suggests 
Es lamentable que despues de casi treinta afios de estar en este pais 
no tengaroos casi ningUn contacto con los australianos. No tenernos nada 
que nos justifique estar viviendo en una calle y no tener ninguna clase 
de relaci6n con los vecinos. No podemos echarle la culpa a los 
australianos cuando somos nosotros los que hemos venido.. . Cuando 
pienso que faltan pocos ailos para que esternos jubilados, solos, y sin 
entendernos con las personas que no sean de nuestra patria, me doy pena 
a mi mismo. Muchas personas dirdn que saben suficiente ingles. Yo creo 
que la mayoria de los de mi epoca no lo saben. Estoy trabajando en una 
oficina, donde todo es en ingles. Me paso todo el dia sin hablar con 
nadie, solo hablo lo irnprescindible y no siempre me entienden. 
Exhibit 7.11. Ni cultura~ ni oficio, ni amor propio. Stories of Migration 
from the Spanish-speaking Community in Australia, page 21. 
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that either this is their first job or they have been in the same occupation for a long time. The 
rest of the previous occupations in Australia named by labourers - tradespersons, sales and 
service workers and students - presuppose that this is, as in the case of Plant & Machine 
Operators & Drivers, one of the easiest occupations to find and that certain (perceived or real) 
movement down in the status hierarchy has taken place, which could also impinge on the high 
amount of no responses on previous occupation in Australia. This is confirmed in Figure 7.5, 
where we can see that only some 21 % of Labourers were Labourers in their country of origin, 
the rest of the previous occupations being spread into all of the occupations. 
Regarding their level of English, Figure 7 .11 shows that 41 % of Labourers report a Fair level 
of English, and 35% of them report a Good level of English. This points to the ambivalent 
standing of the labourer occupation, being both an occupation which people who arrived earlier 
in Australia have held for a long time without improving their English much, and also a "new 
arrival's last resort". In this sense, it contrasts with the Plant & Machine Operator occupation, 
which is primarily a last option which is changed as soon as English is improved. It contrasts 
also in terms of the way of entering the occupation, labourers jobs being more easily obtainable 
through "connections" in the Spanish-speaking community, and in terms of the amount of 
Spanish spoken at work, which, as we have seen in the previous section, is much higher in 
certain suboccupations of Labourers, notably the construction industry and cleaning. We should 
also note that there is a predominance of men (73%) in the labourer occupation in our sample. 
We can now move to occupations which are not in the labour market. We will consider first the 
presently unemployed. It can be seen in Figure 7 .8 that unemployment is a characteristic of 
recent arrivals, as 64% of unemployed people arrived in Australia after 1987, and of people who 
have a low level of English, as some 75% of them report a poor or fair level of English in 
Figure 7 .11. Regarding previous occupations in Australia, it can be seen in Figure 7 .4 that the 
predominant previous occupations are Labourers and Students, reflecting again the lack of 
English and the period of English classes and degree "up-grading" classes for recent migrants. 
This is also reflected by the 30% of people who held professional occupations in their countries 
of origin among the unemployed in Figure 7.5 and the 40% of people which hold university or 
post-university degrees among the unemployed in Figure 7.10. These are not the only 
unemployed people however, as there are also people who previously held middle and low status 
occupations who report their current occupation as unemployed, a reflection of the recession and 
the consequent "devaluation" of qualifications produced by the increasing requirements in terms 
of qualifications and experience to enter the Jabour market which has become common in the 
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Unfortunately, the migrants Australia wants more are the ones who 
become more dissatisfied or tend to be neutral. It does not mean that 
these migrants will depart, at least not immediately. Although a third 
of the sample was dissatisfied1 a relative small number of Latin 
Americans have left Austra~ia ... So they stay although not satisfied; 
and they are the problem cases which require social work and employment 
assistance. These are often the skilled, the technician, the white 
collars workers and the managerial/professional people who frequently 
suffer from under-utilisation of their skills, which in turn is 
strongly influenced by English ability and by acceptance by Australian 
unions, professional associations, employers and the general public. 
There are other factors, but a loss in one's occupational level is a 
prime factor which has also international repercussions. The proverbial 
ttbrain drain" is bad enough in the eyes of developing nations without 
adding insult to ir1jury by not employing the migrants at their levels 
of capacity. 
Exhibit 7.12. Migrant Satisfaction. (Anderson, 1979: 354-355) 
J 990's (Stone, Morales and Cortes, 1995: 6-8). Before leaving the unemployed, it is important 
to notice that there is, with the exception of a very tiny proportion of professionals and students 
in Figure 7.4, no account of unemployment as a previous occupation, even when this should 
have been the case for a large proportion of the respondents'. 
Regarding people who are presently retired or pensioners, it can seen in Figure 7.8 that 78% of 
retired people arrived in Australia before 1976. We can also see in Figure 7.4 that they were 
mainly tradespersons and labourers, which is not surprising, as these occupations were 
predominant among migrants who came in the 1960's and 1970's. It can also be seen in 
Figure 7 .11 that some 63% report a fair or poor level of English. This is a consequence of the 
concentration of Spanish-speakers in the construction industry and the cleaning occupation, 
which was itself an answer to the pressure on migrants from assimilationist Australia. The 
pressure for assimilation produced, therefore, the opposite effect to the desired one, as migrants 
responded by restricting themselves to having contact with their own or other ethnic 
communities, especially the Italian community (see Exhibit 7.1 !, page 314). This is a very 
important fact for the maintenance of the language, as children and grandchildren of these early 
migrants who are now retired would have had to use Spanish to communicate with them. 
Finally, we have two present occupations which are synonymous with not being in the labour 
market in a different way from the retired and unemployed people considered above; these are 
housewives and students. It can be seen in Figure 7.4 that some 46% of housewives do not 
• It should be remembered, that, as stated before, the questionnaire explicitly told people to include 
unemployed and student (which includes not only college and university students but also high school 
students and students of English) as previous occupations. 
report a previous occupation in 
Australia. Those who answer show 
that most of them held Labourers 
occupations, the rest of the answers 
being distributed among the mid 
and low status occupations and also 
among students and housewives. If 
we look at their previous 
occupations in the country of origin, 
however, we find that the most 
common previous occupations were 
Professional and I"Ma-ProfessionaL 
This is again pointing to the 
downgrading in occupation level 
produced by the migration (see also 
Exhibit 7.14). Also, child minding, 
the birth of children and male 
domination both in the Spanish-
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"They expected 150 jeans per week and 12-
15 hours per day were necessary to do so, 
week in and week out" (Diana1 50 years} 
"It 1 s now 10 years since I've touched a 
machine so I don't even know if I could do 
so to the same ability, one looses it. I 
need an opportunity, 15 days to a month, 
to get back into the rhythm" (Rodrigo, 55 
years) 
"I did a 6 month secretarial course but 
really it was only an introduction and I 
can't compete with people coming out of 
TAFE or who already have experienceft 
(Irena, 33 years) 
"When I began work I didn't need English, 
they showed me the [work] and what to do, 
I know how to do it 1 but I couldn't even 
say g'day ... In a factory it's like the 
mines, you go in and you don 1 t talk to 
anyone .. ~ no like a doctor or a lawyer. 
[When I was retrenched] I thought I could 
get a job but days, weeks went by, I 
started fighting with my wife and 
everyone, then I realised it was because 
I couldn't speak English ... despite 13-14 
years working hereH (Tomas, 65 years) 
"Our culture puts 90% of childraising 
responsibilities on women" (Sara 1 50 
years) 
speaking community and in general Exhibit 7 .13. Unemployed Spanish-speakers. 
Stone, Morales and Cortes, 1995, selected 
in Australian society can influence quotes from pages 14-44. 
the status of housewives, especially for women who are not career-driven by their professions. 
We will explore how this affects the use of Spanish in the next chapter. 
We see in Figure 7.4 that 55% of students do not report a previous occupation, or were students 
before, which is most likely to be related co the fact that they are of school age, and have not 
entered the labour market However, recent arrivals enrolled in English classes are also included 
here, as well as people who are up-grading their degrees or trying co gain new qualifications in 
Australia. This is reflected in the 11 % of Students who held professional occupations in their 
countries of origin in Figure 7.5; the 21 % of present day students who arrived in Australia aged 
25 or older as shown in Figure 7.6, the 50% of students who report a tertiary or higher degree 
shown in Figure 7.10, and the 30% of students presently aged 26 or older in Figure 7.7. Finally, 
it should be noted chat almost 80% of the students in the sample are women, which points to the 
predominance of young female informants in the sample, but also to the sexual division of 
labour, which allows women to be more freely associated with "culture". that is to social 
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advancement through obtaining economic capital and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984: 105-113), 
which is strongly correlated with a disposition to adopt the socially legitimate language or accent 
(Bourdieu, 199la: 50). 
We have characterised, in the previous pages, the employment trajectories of the different 
occupations talcing into consideration several variables. In order to get a complete picture of 
these trajectories, it is necessary to talce into consideration how satisfied people report being. 
Satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the migration will be correlated, for obvious reasons, with 
maintaining or not maintaining the Spanish language, as maintaining the language would be 
perceived to be an unnecessary effort for some satisfied migrants and not maintaining Spanish 
would mean limiting the possibilities of going back for dissatisfied migrants. 
Anderson (1979) was concerned with migrant satisfaction in the Spanish-spealcing community 
in the 1970's. This work provides a useful point of comparison with the present situation of the 
community in terms of migrant satisfaction. 
A comparison with experience in the paid workforce in the home country 
clearly shows the loss to Australia of skills which are under-utilised. 
Many women who worked in professional, technical, administrative or 
clerical jobs are now in semi-skilled or service occupations, clearly 
involving a sense of personal loss of status as a worker. 
Table 1: Comparisons of occupations undertaken in the home country 
and in Australia 
Occupation in Home Country 
n= 




and related work 
Service occupations 
Semi-skilled work 




















Table 1 shows that paid workforce participation was higher in Australia 
than was the case in the home countries. Secondly, the drift from 
clerical, administrative or commercial jobs and from professionals and 
technical work into semi-skilled and service occupations is plain to 
see. 
Exhibit 7~14. Comparisons of occupations undertaken in the home country 






Migrant Satisfaction by Previous Occupation in Country of Origin 
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Figure 7.12. Migrant Satisfaction by Previous Occupation in Country of Origin. 
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Figure 7.12 shows how the average satisfaction of informants (measured by the answers to the 
question "how right was the decision to migrate?") is distributed according to the informants' 
previous occupation in their country of origin. Figure 7.13 shows how the same variable is 
distributed according to present occupation in Australia. 
In general, the level of satisfaction is very high for all migrants. Furthermore, as shown m 
Figure 7 .12, less skilled migrants are more satisfied than more skilled ones. This is similar to 
Anderson's (1979) account (see Exhibit 7.10, page 314 and Exhibit 7.12, page 316). It can also 
be seen that among the more skilled migrants satisfaction decreases from Professionals to 
Tradespersons, reflecting the relative difficulty in up-grading skills, degrees or positions held 
Migrant Satlsfactlon by Present Occupation 





PreSll)Rt Occupation in Australia 
Figure 7.13. Migrant Satisfaction by Present Occupation. 
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before migration in the 1990's (see Exhibit 7.6, page 310, and Exhibit 7.13, page 317). This is 
also reflected in the relatively lower satisfaction reported by former housewives in the countries 
of origin, who, as with the more skilled migrants, had to enter the labour market after migrating, 
often holding occupations which "they would not have dreamed of doing in their own countries" 
(see Exhibit 7.14, page 318, and Exhibit 7.7, page 311). 
There is, however, another dimension of migrant satisfaction which is time in Australia, and its 
correlation with economic and professional success. This is reflected in Figure 7.13, which 
shows that people presently holding higher status occupations in Australia are more satisfied than 
people holding lower status occupations. This is undoubtedly linked to the relative achievements 
of these migrants (or of their partners) in occupational, professional and economic terms, and 
also to the situational assessment of the migration from a position of achievement, which 
"erases" previous hardship or frustration. This contrasts with the low assessment of present-day 
Salespersons and Service Workers and Plant and Machine Operators, two occupations in which 
there is a stronger concentration of very recent migrants (see Figure 7.8). These people appear 
to feel the loss of their occupational level produced by the migration, which forced them "to do 
blue collar jobs regardless of their education" (see Exhibit 7.5). 
The previous analysis does not exhaust the topic of migrant satisfaction, as it is also necessary 
to account for the influence of migrant satisfaction in Spanish language maintenance or language 
shift. We will look at these issues in more detail in Chapter 8. 
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7 .3. Occupation and Domains of Use of Spanish in Australia. 
We will now consider how present occupation shapes the use of Spanish in several domains 
already considered in the preceding chapters. This will allow a more precise characterisation of 
the Spanish-speaking community. The domains to be considered here are the intimate domains 
considered in Chapter 4 and the potentially community related domains considered in Chapter 
6. We will begin by analysing the answers to the amount of Spanish used in each of these 
settings or activities in relation to the present occupation of the informants, as shown in 
Figure 7.14. The answers have been coded for how much Spanish is used in each of the 
proposed settings as predominantly Spanish (Spanish), both Spanish and English or other 
languages (Bilingual) and predominantly English or other languages' (English). Five other 
variables have also been considered: age on arrival in Australia, present level of English, 
membership of community organisations, concentration of Spanish speakers in the suburb of 
residence and the answers to the question: "have you ever been advised to speak English only 
with your children?". 
We will begin by looking at how the space of occupations is configured for the variables being 
considered. Firstly, in the upper half of the diagram are the people who are in employment or 
are self-employed, whereas in the lower half are the people who are not in employment. In the 
left half of the diagram are the people who presently hold a more skilled occupation and in the 
right half those with less skilled occupations. This is correlated with present level of English, 
being a (self-reported) good or excellent level of English placed on the left and a fair or poor 
(self-reported) level of English on the right. As we know from Figure 7.3, both the ranking of 
occupations described and the plotting of level of English correspond with educational level. 
However, as shown in the previous section, it is also true that a present unskilled occupation 
may also result from a university degree which has not been recognised in Australia or a low 
level of English, or both. So the horizontal difference in the upper half of the diagram is a 
difference in occupational status, but also a difference in time in Australia, level of English, 
adaptation or simply luck. 
Age on arrival in Australia is distributed in a horseshoe pattern in the diagram. It begins in the 
bottom left with informants born in Australia, and it ends in the very right of the diagram, below 
the horizontal axis, with migrants who migrated after their children, that is, aged relatives 
brought to Australia by their children. Closer to the centre of the diagram are the migrants aged 
between 26 and 35 when they arrived, the most frequent group of ages on arrival in the sample. 
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Sex is plotted diagonally to the axes, males being in the upper right quadrant and females in the 
lower left quadrant. As in Figure 7.3, this is reflected in the relative position to the left of the 
diagram of occupations in which women predominate, but it also has implications for the use 
of language, as will be seen below. 
As regards membership of community organisations, Members of the Board of Directors are 
place-0 in the top of the upper right quadrant, near the vertical axis. Rank-and-file members on 
the lower right quadrant, close to people who report predominantly using Spanish in sports. Non-
Members are placed in the centre of the lower left quadrant, near the horizontal axis. 
Finally, we will consider the variable of concentration of Spanish speakers in suburb of 
residence. This variable is plotted in a diagonal fashion, beginning in the very left of the diagram 
with suburbs with a very low concentration of Spanish-speakers, followed by suburbs with a low 
to medium concentration very close to the centre of the diagram, and ending in suburbs with a 
high concentration of Spanish-speakers in the centre of the lower right quadrant. 
We can now begin to see how the use of Spanish and English in the different domains is 
distributed. 
In the lower right extreme are the older people in the community, aged relatives brought by their 
children and pensioners (not in labour). This is associated also with no practice of sports (the 
answer about language used in sports practice is not answered). We also find in the very bottom 
of the diagram the lack of relevance of the work and parties settings. This is explained, 
especially for the work domain, by its proximity in Figure 7 .14 to older people, as people who 
are not in the labour force would leave the question blank. Also, the lack of response to the 
question on work would be expected from housewives and unemployed people, who define the 
same area of the diagram. 
In the upper right quadrant we find that Spanish is predominant in all the domains considered, 
with the exception of the work domain. This is associated with semi-skilled and unskilled 
occupations, and also with people being of medium to old age when they arrived in Australia. 
These people form the majority of the members of the Spanish-speaking community 
organisations (especially the soccer-based ones), and in general, have a predominance of Spanish 
in most of their intimate and informal interactions, with the possible exception of the work 
setting. 
A high to medium concentration of Spanish-speakers in the suburb of residence is associated 
with these two previous groups. We will rerum to this topic after exploring the other two 
quadrants. 
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In the upper left of the diagram are the more skilled migrants who were either able to get their 
qualifications reeognised in Australia or to get new ones. People who have accumulated enough 
capital to be self-employed and people who know enough English to get a clerical job are also 
located here. There is a predominant use of Spanish and English in the social settings (parties, 
community organisations and friends), which is a reflection of their more active participation in 
"mainstream" Australia. This also correlates with residence in less "ethnic" neighbourhoods. 
These people have adapted to the Australian way of life, some up to the point of shifting to 
English at home, either because they have married a non Spanish-speaker or because they want 
their children "to be Australian". They would practise sport for fitness rather than for "the 
passion of soccer", would be more culturally-inclined, and would join purely "social" community 
organisations. They would also be more likely to reject and/or feel rejected by "the community", 
which in most cases would mean for them the people placed in the right of the diagram. To 
know Spanish will be an asset for members of these occupations, which (coupled with 
qualifications or capital or both) can be converted into positions &11ch as translators, social 
workers or counsellors or which can be used lo increase the number of patrons or clients for 
their shop, business or practice. 
Finally, in the lower left quadrant of the diagram are those people who arrived al a young age, 
or who were born in Australia. They are placed in the direction of the student occupation, but 
also closer to occupations which require more qualifications and/or a better level of English. 
Their language use is characterised by a use of Spanish and English in the home and relatives' 
home domain, and a predominant use of English in the rest of the "social" domains (friends' 
home, parties, sports and community organisations). Depending on their age on arrival, they may 
or may not use Spanish outside of the intimate domains, but they will all be more likely to 
sound "native" when speaking English. 'This explains the relative position of the public servants 
with respect to the other occupations, as it would be easier for people who have had schooling 
in English to obtain such occupations. Also, the placement of women in the lower left quadrant 
influences the placement of Public Servants and Clerks (and toward a less extent Salespersons 
and Service Workers), which also correspond to a very good level of English. 
The predominant use of English by people born in Australia or who arrived in Australia at a 
young age in domains such as community organisations and sports requires an ei<:planation. This 
is because these two domains are associated with the predominantly Spanish-oriented group 
placed in the upper quadrant of the diagram, which we can safely presuppose is the generation 
previous to the one of young informants. The explanation is the peer group pressure toward the 
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use of English, which is a universal feature of Australian youth, which extends even to 
gatherings of young people of the same language background (Smolicz & Harris, 1976; Clyne, 
1991). 
This peer group pressure, which is an "environmental" pressure is not exclusively a "youth 
phenomenon". It can be expected to operate, in another way, in occupations placed in the upper 
left quadrant. These are people who have "made it", and because of this would have more 
contact with speakers of English. They may identify more with English, or simply use this 
language more. In some case (but not always) their participation in the "mainstream" society 
could induce a refusal to use Spanish. Such a refusal would be more acute among the more 
"class conscious" members of these occupations, such as those who feel that they have not quite 
"made it;' yet. We can locate them, tentatively, in the upper half of the diagram, around the 
vertical axis. Because of their "aspirations" and also their need to differentiate themselves from 
those who did not "make it" these people would associate the predominance of the use of 
Spanish with "backwardness", either occupational or cultural, or with a lost cause seeing as 
"unavoidable" the predominance of English. 
The predominant use of Spanish in the groups located in the right of the diagram can by itself 
act as a social pressure which precludes the use of English in certain domains as "pretentious" 
or "out of place", especially among men (Bourdieu, 199la: 93·95). This pressure could even be 
inducing some of these people to report a lower level of English than the one they "objectively" 
have, especially in cases in which occupation presupposes a more than elementary contact with 
speakers of English. 
Finally, predominance of the use of English and Spanish is reflected in the relative positions of 
men and women. Women, who in the sexual division of activities are more easily allowed to 
deal with "cultural goods", including languages (Bourdieu, 1984: 381-383), are also more likely 
to be allowed to "excel at languages", and therefore speak (and report) better English (Bourdieu, 
l991a: 93-97). 
We can now tum to Figure 7.14 to explain the relative positions of the answers to the question: 
"have you ever been advised to speak English only to your children?". It can be seen in 
Figure 7.14 that people who report being advised are the people placed in the upper right 
quadrant of the diagram, that is people who use Spanish in a predominant way in all social and 
intimate domains, or people who have a low level of English, or people who have jobs which 
require Jess "accredited" skills. People not being advised are placed in the upper left quadrant 
of the diagram, more on the side of the infonnants who have "made it" in Australia, and who 
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have integrated into the Australian way of life. Finally, the people who did not answer the 
question behave like people who arrived in Australia at a young age. In this case lack of an 
answer can be correlated with informants having no children (see Figure 7.15), but also with a 
lack of relevance of the question as they would sound "native" and not be perceived as 
"foreigners" or 11deviants 11 who have to be "advised" to behave as "good migrants", that is, to 
speak English to their children. 
All the factors considered, and the relative positions of the different members of the community 
with respect to them, will be very important for understanding the relative perceptions of the 
community (and of themselves within it). These factors will shape the transmission of Spanish 
to children, but also the identity of the different groups. To show how these perceptions are 
affected by the relative position in the community, we have projected into Figure 7.14 several 
additional variables4 of the questionnaire. The new variables are shown (framed without shadow) 
in Figure 7.15. These are the average level of Spanish of the informants' children, and the 
answer to the questions: "how Australian do you feel?" and "How would you evaluate the 
Spanish-speaking community in terms of unity, organisation and solidarity?". 
Figure 7.15 shows that average level of Spanish of children decreases from right to left along 
the horizontal axis in the upper half of the diagram, and that the feeling of being Australian 
varies along the vertical axis, from people who feel Australian in the top centre of the diagram, 
to people who feel foreign in the bottom centre. 
Moderate attitudes toward the community are placed m the left of the diagram (with the 
exception of low organisation, a general perception, and high unity, a perception of the younger 
members), whereas extreme positions (on both sides of the scale) are placed to the right of the 
diagram'. These attitudes allow us to see an aspect of the use of Spanish and English which is 
also relevant. Languages are not "neutral" communication systems. They are also the medium 
through which power relations are expressed (Bourdieu, 199la: 37-102). If we look at Spanish 
and English in this way, we can find in Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 maps of some of the more 
basic power relations in the Spanish-speaking community. Power to use English, the dominant 
language, in a legitimised way is distributed along the horizontal axis. Economic power, but also 
the power to mobilise the community, is distributed along the vertical axis. We can read 
oppositions (and struggles) about the definition of the community ("culture" versus soccer, 
community work versus dancing parties, government funding versus events to raise funds for a 
"cause", assimilated renegades versus backward-looking conservatives). We can also read 
generational oppositions, such as a child saying to a parent: "I help you to fill in the social 
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security form if I can come back home late"; or an aged relative saying: "I do not know why 
my children brought me here, they do not respect me any longer, besides, I can not communicate 
at all with my grandchildren"; and sex oppositions (macho men versus women's liberation). We 
can even read differences about the social pressure to integrate exerted by the "social 
environment", which includes both the "mainstream" Australian community and migrants 
themselves (integrated versus non integrated; success versus failure). 
The importance of the oppositions and correspondences outlined above for language maintenance 
and shift is that they show that position in the occupational hierarchy shapes the use of Spanish 
and English in a very systematic way. However, it would be unwise to conclude from this that 
the higher the place in the occupational hierarchy the less Spanish is used with children, as the 
correspondence analysis only captures the most common tendencies, and also, as we have seen 
in section 6.3, some of the professionals choose to transmit Spanish as part of the cultural capital 
to be transmitted to children. The tension between advancement in Australian society and use 
of Spanish and English resembles the paradox of dominated groups regarding "popular culture" 
and use of slang accounted by Bourdieu (1990a: 154-155). If members of the dominated group 
"resist" consciously or unconsciously the mastering of the dominant language or the use of it, 
they will be penalised when trying to access the dominant culture so called "opportunities". 
Then, this is not resistance. If they "submit" to mastering the dominant language they at least 
can struggle to benefit from the "opportunities" of the dominant culture. Then, this is not 
submission. 
The paradox is wider than that, as there was a case in the interview data of a South American 
teenager who decided not to have friends of Spanish-speaking background to protect his Spanish 
as they were "speaking a mixture of Spanish and English or speaking English with words and 
an accent that resembles the migrant caricatures in bad theatre", or the case, attested in the 
participant observation data, of a Salvadoran teenager who reported that because of the rejection 
he felt at school, he had to "stick to latinos". In the fist case, the report was done in a poor 
Spanish, in the second case, apart from the occasional use of the word "latinos" to refer to 
Spanish-speaking background teenagers, the account was completely done in a native-sounding 
English. 
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Notes to Chapter 7. 
I. For this comparison to be meaningful, we should consider two things. The first is that we are 
using people who report using Spanish at home in the ABS data, and not people who were born 
in Spain and Latin America plus people born in Australia who are the children of the former as 
we could have done if this would not have introduced other distortions into the comparison, 
essentially because the ABS data available clusters people born in Spanish-speaking and non 
Spanish-speaking Latin American countries such as the Guyanas and several Caribbean countries. 
The second is that the questionnaire data contains people who report that they do not use 
Spanish at home. There is no way out of these distortions as the ABS data available to 
universities in the CLIB CD-Rom does not allow the necessary crosstabulations required to 
obtain the true population considered in this study. 
2. This hypothetical refusal to account for previous occupations will be more a feature of middle 
class respondents who find themselves downgraded in the occupational hierarchy, and not of 
working class ones, and as such should the remarks on this characteristic be interpreted. 
However, the reality of the difficulty of the conversion of previous qualifications makes also 
easy for people to pretend they hold qualifications they really have not obtained. This is such 
a normal occurrence in the community that they are called "the ones who have obtained a degree 
on their plane trip to Australia" (los que se recibieron en el avi6n). There are also a few cases 
in which this "downgrading" in the social hierarchy is felt as a liberation: "Yo en realidad nunca 
quise ser dentista. Si estudie es porque mis padres me obligaron. Por eso cuando vine aquf y vi 
que era tan diffcil pasar los examenes, empece a trabajar de cualquier cosa, y al poco tiempo me 
di cuenta que ya no querfa ser dentista, que estaba contento haciendo cualquier trabajo". 
(Reconstructed Speech. Participant Observation Data). 
3. To avoid complicating the argument, the use of other languages has been excluded from the 
analysis. Most of the informants report using English and Spanish, but Italian is a very important 
language to be considered in a more detailed analysis. Also, some "dominated" languages (in the 
sense of being of lower status than Spanish in the countries of origin, such as American 
aboriginal languages and other languages of Spain, such as Catalan, Galician and Basques) 
should be considered, as speakers of these languages could be concentrated in occupational 
terms, such as the cane cutter Basques in North Queensland. In urban settings, however, most 
of these speakers shift to Spanish in their social life in Australia, and very few choose to 
transmit these languages to their offspring. 
4. Additional variables are variables which do not contribute to the total inertia of the 
correspondence analysis, but which however, can be projected into the space defined by a 
correspondence analysis to see how they interact with the variables already considered. 
5. Again, to avoid making too many divergences in the argument, a detailed analysis of how 
these positions are exemplified in the activities and position-taking of the different members of 
the community has been avoided. The analysis in Chapter 6, however, makes clear that we can 
not consider such attitudes without considering the position in the occupational space and the 
space of membership of community organisations, network of friends, place of residence, etc. 
In general, it can be shown that the very definition of the community, and its unity or lack of 
unity is an additional stake in the struggles fought in such spaces, and consequently positions 
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both shape and are shaped by these attitudes. 
Translation of Exhibits, Chapter 7. 
Exhibit 7.1: Our youth, so much slandered and criticised at times, is giving us day by day an 
example of struggle, commitment and willingness to get on. We only have to stop and look 
around to prove what we are saying. Sportsmen, professionals, men and women in the industry 
daily faee their commitment to society and to the times in which they live. Of course, there are 
the others, but they're a few. For example, we find this young lady, whose parents migrated 20 
years ago from Uruguay. She was born in Australia 20 years ago. Educated in this environment 
but affectively connected with our people, she opened a store for selling cold meats and 
imported products from South America. The shop is situated in ... Fairfield Heights and her only 
concern has always been to provide for the shortages that our uprooting causes. Our readers, of 
course, will have no problems with the language used for buying these products: a variety of 
brands of yerba, spices, saffron, cordials, chick pea flour, maize, etc. 
Why not then support these businessmen and women who are trying to provide for our needs? 
Even more, if we consider that these young people have 2 goals: to keep in contact with our 
people and to get on with and activity which is as worthy as any other. They deserve all our 
support and consideration, not only because they're showing what they are capable of doing, 
because they want to keep contact with our community, which, after all is what makes up their 
roots. 
Exhibit 7.2: Spanish Speaking Barber Shop. Specialised attention, with our own music and folk 
themes. A variety of scissor and razor haircuts. Like in your own suburb's barber shop ... 
Remember? 
Exhibit 7.3: Plumber. Plumber, drainer and gasfitter. LP Gas. Gold Licence. Repairs. 
Maintenance. Domestic and commercial renovations. 
Exhibit 7.4: In our countries the mechanic is a real mechanic because if there is a failure in the 
car then it has to be found and sometimes even the pieces that have been damaged have to be 
made again. The Australian mechanic nonetheless is just a mechanic who replaees pieces. Latin 
american people always tend to find someone who is self conscious, not only for economic 
reasons but also for the language, because they cannot communicate with an Australian 
mechanic. It's extremely difficult for the person to explain what is happening with his/her car. 
So in order to save money or not feel ridiculous, as soon as he can make contact with a spanish 
speaking mechanic, the person also passes the information around and that is how one makes 
lots of clients. 
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Exhibit 7.8: When I got to company which was offering the job, I applied as a carpenter, and 
the boss asked me for the trade certificate. I didn't have it with me because it had never occurred 
to me to bring it here. To make things worse, my fonner teacher and boss had died. That was 
the beginning of a new obstacle that I should overcome in order to be able to work in my field: 
as a carpenter with lots of year of experience. The boss didn't want to test me so that I could 
show my knowledge of the trade. For that reason I had to work as assistant carpenter for a year 
and a half. But I didn't give up. I wrote to Spain, to another teacher I had asking him for a 
certificate. It took several months to get here and in the end it was useless because it didn't show 
the years of !earning I had done. I felt demoralised and humiliated. 
I wanted to go back to Spain because of all what was happening to me. During the night, I used 
to think that I had nothing to do here in Australia, my paradise lost. But there should be a way. 
So I decided to try one more time. My future and that of my family depended on that. The idea 
was to make a kangaroo of 40 cm. in height and take to the big boss, the one that always 
rejected to test my ability. After some days of work at home, I managed to make a kangaroo 
which only lacked jumping to be real. I wrapped it up and went to the office of the big boss. 
The secretary took me to his private office. There, very nervous and anxious, my hands 
trembling, I unwrapped the kangaroo on his desk, and told him:" This present is for you. I made 
myself, with my own hands, because I want you to see how I work and that I know how to work 
because I'm a carpenter". The big boss was astonished and delighted with the wooden kangaroo. 
He took it in his hands and examining it for while, said: from tomorrow on, you are going to 
work here as a carpenter". And that is how a wooden kangaroo opened the door to a future of 
hope and happiness. 
Exhibit 7.11: It is sad that after being in this country for almost 30 years, we hardly ever get 
a contract with the Australians. There's nothing to justify this living together, door to door with 
our neighbours, and not having a relationship with them. We can't blame Australians for that 
when it is us the ones who have come here ... When I think that in few years we will be retired, 
alone, and only understanding the people that came from our same country, I feel pity for 
myself. Many people say that they know enough English, but I think that the majority of my 
own age, do not know it. I work in an office in which everything is in English. I spend the 
whole day without speaking to anyone. I only speak when it is necessary and even in those 
cases, people do not always understand me. 
Chapter 8 
FACTORS AFFECTING LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE AND SHIFT 
IN IBE SPANISH-SPEAKING COMMUNITY IN AUSTRALIA 
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It Is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
This chapter will address the issue of factors affecting language maintenance and shift discussed 
in Chapter 1 taking advantage of the insights obtained along the rest of the chapters. The chapter 
will attempt to evaluate the influence of all the social variables considered on language 
maintenance and shift through the discussion of the model of language maintenance and shift 
presupposed in this work. At the same time, the chapter will discuss the consequences for 
theorising in language maintenance and shift that such a model presupposes and the 
consequences of such limits for future studies in this area of sociolinguistics. 
When summarising the common ground of different models of factors affecting language 
maintenance and shift in Chapter 1 we reached the conclusion that factors were particular values 
of social variables. Regarding the social variables to be considered as units of analysis to 
"identify" factors, we concluded in the analysis of Figure 1.13 in section 1.5 that "objective" 
social variables such as sex, occupation or nationality, and "subjective" social variables such as 
answers to attitudinal questions should be given the same theoretical status as social variables 
influencing language maintenance and shift. The analysis of the "psychological" force of 
children's place of birth in determining the language that they are presupposed to speak in 
section 4.1.2, the influence of attitudes towards Australia in reporting or not an "objective" 
characteristic such as Australian citizenship analysed in section 4.1.5, the likelihood of reporting 
a previous occupation according to the present occupation analysed in section 7 .2, and other 
examples found in this work would have made clear that, within limits, objective and subjective 
social variables intermingle in a non random way, and it is impossible to study one without the 
other, especially when dealing with self-report data. 
When considering factors as particular values of social variables, we proposed that to evaluate 
the influence of a certain factor, all the other values of the variable of which the factor is a 
particular value should be taken into consideration. This would make it possible to contrast the 
extent to which a particular value contrasts with values of the same social variable, and also stop 
the proliferation of new factors, which were particular values of social variables not previously 
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considered, or new values of other social variables which would leave more "blanks" in the 
analyses, as the rest of the values of the new introduced variable were ignored. 
Apart from the recognition that there was an ordering of factors, however, no way of measuring 
the particular importance of a particular factor was proposed in the works reviewed in Chapter 
1, nor for that matter a way of meaomring when a factor is ambivalent and the extent of such 
ambivalence. Furthermore, a way of accounting for the fact that factors do not occur in isolation 
was perceived as one of the more important features that any model attempting to account for 
the influence of different factors should have. No way of measuring the extent and the nature 
of such association was proposed either. There was, however, a recognition that there is an 
ordering of importance among factors, as mentioned above, a recognition that some factors co-
occur, and a recognition that factors influence each other, and that the combination of factors 
makes some ambiguous factors influence language maintenance or language shift in a particular 
situation. 
Another theoretical difficulty encountered in most of the models was that, in spite of proposing 
that the process of language maintenance and shift was a dynamic one, no intermediate "values" 
between language maintenance and language shift were conceived. 
In the rest of this section, we will analyse an attempt to concretise the presupposed model of 
language maintenance and shift proposed in Chapter I with the techniques of correspondence 
analysis. Figure 8.1 shows a correspondence analysis of 28 of the most important social variables 
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of several tables like Table 8.i, in which a social variable is cross-tabulated with children's level 
of Spanish. Only informants who have children are considered in Figure 8.1. 
What all tables have in common is that the variable under consideration, that is, average level 
of Spanish of children, is kept constant, and consequently, what is being measured is how much 
each of the relative frequencies of the individual values of the other variables differs from the 
expected frequencies tbat it would have according to the way in which the sample is divided by 
the variable •Average level of Spanish of Children•, as shown in Figure 8.2. 
To make the diagram in Figure 8.1 easier to read, the values "Excellent• and "Good• in 
Figure 8.2 and the individual tables of the social variables (like Table 8.i) have been merged, 
as the main interest was to find a way to conceptualise a tendency toward language maintenance 
(the columns "Excellent" and "Good", coded as Good), a tendency toward language shift (the 
column "Low") and an intermediate position (the column "Fair"). The column "Fair" is in some 
way ambiguous, as a fair average level of Spanish of informants' children could mean two 
things. When there is more than one child in the family, an average "fair" level of Spanish could 
mean either that all children have a fair level of Spanish, or that some children have a good or 
very good level of Spanish and some children have a fair or low level of Spanish. This is 
something what is not possible to disambiguate, because, as is shown in Table 8.ii, the level of 
Spanish of the first and last child are very close to each other, and, at the same time, as was 
shown in section 4.2, average level of Spanish accounts very well for differences between the 
level of Spanish of the first and last child. However, differences are not always between the first 
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Difference Frequency Percent 
and last child, as, in general, women are .------------------~ 
reported to have a better level of Spanish than 
men, sometimes irrespective of their order of 
birth. Also, an analysis of the data shows that, 
of the 6 cases where there are a pronounced 
difference between the level of Spanish of two 
children (or two sets of children), 5 are cases 
in which a second marriage, typically to an 
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place. Not included in these cases, there were Table 8.ii. Difference between the reported 
also cases in which the reverse was found, that level of Spanish of the First and Last Child on 
a 0-6 scale. 
is, the second partner was a Spanish-speaking 
partner, and consequently, last children had better Spanish than older children. 
In all cases, however, differences in children's level of Spanish were correlated with differences 
in the amount of English used in the household, a fact that we already know from our discussion 
in section 4.2. 
In order to interpret the diagram in Figure 8.1, we need to be able to understand precisely what 
the position of each factor means. The three framed boxes in Figure 8.1 represent the columns 
of the multiway table composed of all the tables defining the relative contributions of social 
variable. They define the space of language maintenance and shift in which the values of the 
social variables affecting language maintenance and shift are placed. It can be seen that a good 
or excellent level of Spanish is placed in the right of the diagram, very close to the horizontal 
axis. On the other extreme of the horizontal axis, is placed a low level of Spanish. Near the 
bottom of the diagram, very close to the vertical axis, is placed a fair level of Spanish. This 
defines the main directions according to which the projections of the factors would be 
interpreted. The mathematical facts are a little more complicated than this, but it is useful to 
think the position of each factor as measured by two coordinates, which measure how much this 
particular factor differs from the expected value it would have with respect to the sample 
distribution, that is, the proportion of "Low", "Fair" and "Good" average level of Spanish cases 
which would correspond to the total number of cases in the factor. The projection over the 
horizontal axis measures the relative predominance over the "Good" or "Low" columns of the 
factor respect to the expected frequency of this factor according to the sample distribution. In 
the same way, the projection over the vertical axis measures the relative size of the "Fair" 
column of the factor with respect to the expected frequency of this column according to the 
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sample distribution. 
To see how this helps understand the position of a factor in the diagram, we will look at a social 
variable which was already explored in Chapter 7, informants' present occupation. Figure 8.3 
shows how the average level of Spanish of informants' children varies according to the 
informants' present occupation. We will look at the position of some of the occupations in 
Figure 8.1, helped by the information in Figure 8.3. We will begin with the position of Students. 
It can be seen in Figure 8.3 that some 10% of Students report that their children have a low 
level of Spanish, and that almost 10% report that their children have a fair level of Spanish. 
These two figures are lower than the expected value, which, according to the sample distribution, 
would be around 18% and 20% respectively, as shown in Figure 8.2. Thus, Students will be 
placed on the upper right quadrant of Figure 8.1. This is the quadrant in which we find the 
characteristics of the informants who tend to maintain the language more than the rest, as their 
children will have a predominant percentage of good and excellent Spanish. In this quadrant we 
also find Salespersons and Personal Service Workers, very close to Students, and Plant and 
Machine Operators, Retired People and the Unemployed more on the right of the diagram. 
A different pattern is presented by Housewives. They are characterised by reporting that about 
l 0% of their children have a low level of Spanish, whereas almost 40% of them have a fair level 
of Spanish. They are, then, placed in the lower right quadrant in Figure 8.1. In this quadrant we 
will find that there is a predominance of informants whose children have a fair level of Spanish. 
Both the proportion of children whose level of Spanish is low and whose level of Spanish is 
high is lower than the expected value for these two groups, but the percentage of children having 
a high level of Spanish is closer to the expected frequency than the percentage of children 
having a low level of Spanish. Labourers are also placed in this quadrant. 
We can contrast these cases with the case of Managers and Administrators. More than 30% of 
their children have a low level of Spanish, and more than 20% of their children have a fair level 
of Spanish. They are then placed in the lower left quadrant, as both these values are higher than 
the expected ones. In this quadrant we will find the characteristics of people whose children tend 
to maintain the language less than the rest, as the percentage of children having a good or 
excellent level of Spanish will be lower than the norm. Then there are Professionals. The 
percentage of their children whose level of Spanish is low is around 40%, the highest in the 
different occupations. However, the percentage of children whose level of Spanish is fair is 
around I 0%, lower than the expected percentage for children with a fair level of Spanish. They 
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Figure 8.3. Average Level of Spanish of Informants' Children by Informants' Present 
Occupation. 
in the low and high level of Spanish, at the expense of a fair level of Spanish, but where the 
percentage of children whose Spanish is low is higher than the expected percentage. This 
resembles very closely the traditional concept of an ambiguous factor, as some cases will be in 
the direction of language maintenance and some others on the direction of language shift. 
As we are considering average level of Spanish, the factors on the lower right quadrant, which 
have a predominance of children having a fair level of Spanish, could be also considered as 
ambiguous, as they could favour maintenance in one child and shift in another, or, when all 
children have a fair level of Spanish, will have the effect of transmitting the language in such 
a way that it will be unlikely to be transmitted to the informant's grandchildren. There is of 
course also a way in which these types of ambiguous factors were conceived in sociolinguistics, 
but it is not related to factors per se but to the presupposed different stages in the process of 
language maintenance and shift because no intermediate stages were conceived when thinking 
in term of factors, and consequently, factors were not related to transitional stages. However, a 
conceptualisation of this stages wa~ implicit in the shrinking of domains which characterises the 
theorising about the "inevitable" drift towards language shift presupposed by authors such as 
Fishman (1965) and Conklin and Lourie (1983). We can, for the time being, name this type of 
factors transitionally ambiguous factors. It is this difference between the two types of ambiguity 
which differentiates Para-professionals and Public Servants, which, even if projected more or less 
in the same area of the horizontal axis in Figure 8.1, due to the fact that the proportion of people 
reporting that their children have a low level of Spanish is more or less the same in both groups, 
differ greatly in the proportion of people reporting that their children have a fair level of 
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Spanish. This proportion is higher than the expected value in the case of Public Servants and 
lower than the expected value in the case of Para-professionals. In the sense of the opposition 
between ambiguous factors proposed before, being a Para-professional would be an ambiguous 
factor in the traditional sense in which ambiguous factors were conceived in sociolinguistics, as 
in some cases it favours language maintenance and in others language shift, and being a Public 
Servant would be a transitionally ambiguous factor, as defined above. Clerks, who are placed 
horizontally between Para-professionals and Public Servants, would represent a position between 
the two types of ambiguous factors. 
The introduction of these ambiguous factors into the analysis forces us to reinterpret the analysis 
of the quadrants done so far, as it would be important to find where we can place the theoretical 
limit between ambiguous factors and "clear-cut" factors. Figure 8.4 shows how Figure 8.1 should 
be divided to account for the four logical possibilities in tenns of preponderance of factors. The 
triangle on the right shows an absolute preponderance of "good" level of Spanish over "low" and 
"fair". Factors found in this area would favour language maintenance. The triangle at the bottom 
shows a preponderance of "fair" level of Spanish, over "low" and "good". The factors found in 
this are will be named transitionally ambiguous factors. The triangle on the left shows a 
preponderance of "low" level of Spanish. Factors found in this area will favour language shift. 
The upper triangle shows a preponderance of the sum of "good" and "low" levels of Spanish 
over "fair" level of Spanish. The factors found in this area are ambivalent as they represent 
primarily a division between language maintainers and shifters, the presupposed conception of 
an ambivalent factor in Chapter I. Quadrants still measure a dominant tendency, but the relative 
Factors FaYOuring 
Language Shift 
(P redomlnance of 
"!ow' le\.el of 
Spanish) 
/lm bl11al enl Factors 
(T radlti onally conceived: 
Some cases "high", 
some cases '1oW') 
Tran stionally Ambiguos 
Factors (Predom inance o1 
"fair" level of Spanish) 
Factors F a\>Ourlng 
Language Maintenance 
(P redo m Ina nee o1 
"high" level of 
Spanish) 
Figure 8.4. Schematic distribution of clear-cut and ambiguous factors in Figure 8.1. 
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position of a factor according to the new axis defined in Figure 8.4 would determine how clear 
cut and how ambiguous a factor is. Going back to our examples of occupation, this would 
predict that being a Student will be more in the direction of ambivalence than to be a Plant and 
Machine Operator. This can be seen also in Figure 8.3. 
An additional constraint on the degree to which a factor is ambivalent or clear-cut is the 
community analysed itself. The nonn against a factor is measured as tending toward language 
maintenance, toward an ambiguous position, or toward shift depends on the particular 
configuration the sample in terms of average level of Spanish of informants' children. A factor 
would be defined in any of the four categories according to how much it differs from the 
community average. This is something that was not made explicit in any of the works reviewed 
in Chapter 1, as no homogeneous measurement of different factors was proposed. In the case of 
the Spanish-speaking community, as analysed by our sample, the norm is biased toward language 
maintenance, as around 62% of the sample can be classified as language maintainers. This was 
shown also when the use of Spanish at home was analysed in Chapter 4. The configuration in 
Figure 8.1, and consequently the location of ambivalent factors in the traditional sense, would 
change if other communities, with a higher proportion of "shifters" were to be analysed with this 
method. The way in which factors are divided in this sample is shown in Figure 8.5 
On a more theoretical level, we find that by plotting social variables in the space defined by 
children's level of Spanish we can both measure how much a factor, that is, a value of a social 
variable favours or not the maintenance of the language, and also how ambiguous a factor is, 
with respect to the two types of ambiguous factors mentioned before. In other words, the 
problem of ordering factors by their importance in terms of the "strength" with which they 
favour language maintenance and defining factors as clear-cut or ambiguous are part of the same 
problem, and not two different problems, as the extent to which a factor favours language 
maintenance and to which it is ambiguous is a matter of degree compared with other factors. 
Another aspect of measuring different factors as particular values of social variables is that the 
effect of different social variables can also be explored. Social variables are a particular grouping 
of factors, as each one of them has the property of contributing the same amount of inertia to 
the diagram. This is because each variable cuts the 320 cases analysed in such a way as to 
distribute them in rows whose columns, distributed into low, fair and good-excellent sum 57, 63 
and 200 respectively in each column, as does informants' level of education in Table 8.i. They 
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We will begin by analysing social variables which can be also scaled under a particular 
dimension, the traditional scalar variables of statistics, such as informants' level of English. The 
plotting of such variables would show not only the extent to which it correlates with children's 
level of Spanish, that is, the traditional way of measuring the correlation of such variables with 
language maintenance and shift, but also the type of the correlation in topological terms. To see 
the importance of this, we should remember that, as we mentioned in section 1.3, when 
discussing the difference between ambiguous factors in the sense of Kloss ( 1966) and Conklin 
and Lourie (1983), schematised in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5, page 26, respectively, we 
mentioned the issue of confusing a function with a relation. The set of factors that compose a 
social variable can also be thought of as a particular relation that we want to investigate. There 
are two things which we can discover about this relation using statistical methods. The first is, 
is this configuration due to chance or if it is statistically significant? To know this we can use 
a statistical test such as the Chi-square statistic to analyse the table which defines the relation. 
Secondly, we can discover if there is a significant correlation between the variables which define 
the table. In the first case we only know whether the relation is due to chance or not, and in the 
second case we know the direction of the relationship and if this is significant. In both cases, 
however, we do not know how the variable under consideration "splits" the group of the 
community under consideration unless we look at the values of the individual cells which 
compose this relationship. We can know for instance that there is a very significant correlation 
between average level of Spanish of informants' children and informants' level of English, 
informants' age of arrival, concentration of Spanish-speakers in informanL~' suburb of residence 
and the amount of Spanish that the informants can foresee that their grandchildren would speak, 
as shown in Table VIIL Appendix 3, but we do not know how these "very significant 
correlations" differ from and/or are similar to each other. The advantage of correspondence 
analysis is that it puts in a graphic form the relation which exists into these variables based on 
the Chi-square statistic. In fact the distance between two factors in Figure 8.1 is called the Chi-
square distance (Greenacre, 1993, Chapter 4). This allows not only a measurement of how a 
particular factor differs form the sample average, but also a comparison of the different social 
vadables as relations. It also avoids the danger generated when using other, more sophisticated 
statistical techniques which further obscure the pattern and the relationship between variables 
found in studies such as Noro (1990) and Robinson (1985, 1989). Often the statistical techniques 
are inappropriate for the level of data. and also, and more importantly, the assumptions built in 
by the statistical analysis and its social consequences are not discussed, making the study of 
language maintenance and shift appear as some sort of social physics. 
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To see the practical importance of comparing the shape of the relations between level of Spanish 
of children and different social variables, we will first look at how the variable "level of English" 
correlates with children's level of Spanish in Figure 8.6. It can be seen that as infonnants' level 
of English is higher, the proportion of informants reporting that their children have a low level 
of English increases. Also, the proportion of informants reporting that their children have a fair 
level of Spanish increases in the middle of the diagram, with the middle values of infonnants' 
level of English. This is translated in Figure 8.1 in a horseshoe plotting of the different values 
of level of English, beginning in the upper right quadrant, with a poor level of English, which 
continues in the lower right quadrant with a fair level of English, in the lower left quadrant with 
a good level of English, and ending in the upper left quadrant with an excellent level of English. 
We can say then, that the social variable "informants' level of English" more or less follows the 
horseshoe pattern of the projection of Children's level of Spanish, which defines the space. The 
only other variables which follow this pattern are: reported contact with the Spanish-speaking 
community, degree to which the informants feel to be Australian, percentage of children born 
in Australia, number of children, children's attendance at Spanish classes and membership of 
community organisations. The horseshoe pattern followed by these variables is schematised in 
Figure 8.7. All these variables are on the one hand, strongly correlated among each other, and, 
on the other, fundamental to understand the conscious or unconscious decisions which determine 
whether or not there would be a stress on speaking Spanish to children. 
Another variable which almost follows this pattern is age of arrival in Australia. In this case 
there are two significant deviations from the horseshoe pattern in the values "arrived between 

















Figure 8.6. Average Level of Spanish of Informants' Children by Informants' Level of English. 
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Figure 8.8. Informants' Children's use of Spanish with Children's Grandparents' generation, 
Children's Parents' generation and Children's own generation. 
the latter in the lower left quadrant, signalling a degree of ambiguity in the first case and a 
predominance toward shift in the second. The reasons for this were seen in Chapter 4. People 
who arrived aged 7-12 were able to build a more balanced bilingual identity than people who 
arrived between 13-17, who had to conform in a stronger way with the peer group culture of 
their age-group at the time of arrival. This translated in the relative likelihood that these people 
would transmit Spanish to their children. However, as a whole, age of arrival would be more 
likely to follow the traditionally conceived "stages toward shift" or the shrinking of domains of 
language use toward shift that is usually conceived as the norm of a contact situation. This is 
exemplified in the use of Spanish by informants' children with the children's grandparents' 
generation, the children's parents' generation and the children's own generation in Figure 8.8. 
We can then call "transitional variables" the variables which follow the pattern of transition from 
language maintenance to language shift (or vice versa), through transitional ambiguous values. 
Other variables in Figure 8.1 follow another pattern. For instance, attitudes reflecting how much 
Spanish will be spoken by informants' grandchildren, that is the perception of the future based 
on how informants see the present. follow a pattern which is the mirror image of the pattern 
followed by the variables in Figure 8.7. This variable shows a transition, but through the splitting 
of the group between shifters and maintainers. If we combine the information regarding the 
division of factors into ambivalent and clear-cut factors and the information on the grouping of 
factors into variables, we can analyse the influence of a variable as a whole on the processes of 
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language maintenance and shift. In the cases in which a variable is linked with time, such as age 
of arrival, this can even show the way in which the process of language maintenance and shift 
evolves. The way in which age of arrival evolves is shown schematically in Figure 8.9. The 
variable in the lower half of the figure represents the pattern of evolution of age on arrival. The 
other variables follow a different pattern, going from one of the two extremes poles of language 
maintenance or language shift towards an ambivalent stage. The direetion of the changes through 
time can go in any direction in these variable, depending on the situation. 
It is a crucial fact that a variable such as perception of how much Spanish grandchildren will 
speak follows the pattern of splitting the community into shifters and maintainers. In fact, in the 
participant observation data, it was seen that events such as the arrival of overseas relatives or 
the first day at school of the first child could change perceptions in both direetions. The 
theoretical importance of the contrast between the two patterns is that the first type of effect is 
the one which most sociolinguistic studies presuppose as the normal, and only, path as seen in 
Fishman (1965) and Conklin and Lourie (1983). Some authors, like Edwards (1985) and 
Paulston (1986) even defend this as the only possible pattern' based on reasoning which is 
homologous to economic rationalist theories in economics and rational choice approaches in 
sociology (see Heath, 1976 and Hetcher 1987: Chapter II). This type of reasoning stresses that 
language shift is a result of a voluntary, (rational) choice by minority groups, denying or 







Figure 8.9. Theoretical interpretation of the pattern of distribution of certain variables according 
to time. 
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The second type of evolution is the type to which Weinreich (1953) referred to when he 
suggested that the internal make-up of a dominated group would help to explain how the group 
split between shifters and maintainers, and more importantly, the kind of social action required 
to maintain a language or to reverse language shift (see page 48, section l.5). To change 
perceptions about the possibility of conceiving a language as worth maintaining is the everyday 
struggle of language activists, ethnic school organisers, etc. The suggestion that the consensus 
nature of sociolinguistic studies which presuppose the evolution of language shift as a inevitable 
shrinking of domains has little relevance for members of minority groups actively involved in 
language struggles (Williams, 1987: 85) finds further support in the contrast between the possible 
evolution of the variables in Figure 8.9, which effectively show not only that there are other 
types of evolution of linguistic situations which are possible, but also that in the same linguistic 
situation different types of evolutions, with different effects in different subgroups of the 
dominated group, could be occurring at the same time. 
Apart from the types of variables which can be linked to time, or can be ordered and 
consequently reveal how they can possibly evolve, the analysis of how some variables split into 
the different sections of the diagram in Figure 8.5, and how polarised their values are in any of 
the four main directions of analysis proposed, demonstrates the influence of the variable as a 
whole on language maintenance and shift. This allows us to establish the status of several 
variables whose effect in language maintenance and shift was unclear before, as it allows a 
comparison of variables on a uniform basis. We can sec this, for example.in the case of 
membership in community organisations, a variable whose status was not clear regarding its 
effects on language maintenance and shift, but which can now be analysed more clearly. Non-
membership shows a weak association with language shift, membership without office (member 
only) has a transitional ambiguous status and being an office holder is ambivalent, but in the 
direction of language maintenance. All this is of course associated with the heterogeneous nature 
of these groupings. A proportion of office holders are members of parents associations of ethnic 
schools, but some of them are office holders of sporting community organisations. The former 
are more likely to be involved in active language maintenance than the latter, but all have strong 
contact with the community. Consequently, their children have more chances to use Spanish than 
non-members. Rank-and-file members show an intermediate position. This was very difficult to 
be seen in Figure 6.13, on page 233, as we were comparing the different percentages of level 
of Spanish of children among themselves, without having a norm against to which measure the 
influence of a value of a social variable. Similar analyses can be done with religion, reported 
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nationality, advice to speak English only with children, etc. For instance, reported nationality is 
associated with language maintenance when the country of birth only is reported and with 
language shift when only Australian citizenship is reported, but when country of birth is reported 
before Australia, but both are reported, the group is placed on the centre of the diagram. over 
the vertical axis, signalling that it is composed of maintainers and shifter in almost equal 
numbers. When Australia is named before the country of birth, however, there is a predominance 
of a fair level of Spanish in children, but there are more maintainers than shifters making up the 
group. This allows an examination of this variable as two alternative ways of approaching the 
symbolic change which taking or not to taking Australian citizenship represents for some people, 
and which correspond with the pattern of the variables schematised in Figure 8.9. This presents 
an example in which two possible evolutions are found for the same variable. 
An issue which was also important in the model presupposed by Clyne (1982) reviewed in 
Chapter 1 was the issue of factors occurring together. This can be explored to a certain extent 
in Figure 8.5. However, what is observed as a proximity in the figure is the extent to which a 
particular value differs from the sample norm, and not the relationship between the factors 
themselves. The arrangement of the multi way table which allows positioning and comparing the 
different values of social variables in the same space and under a condition of homogeneity 
includes as a in-built condition the need to consider each row, that is, each factor, as independent 
from the other factors. This is clearly not the case, as was shown in the previous chapters, where 
we saw that what actually characterises the social variables which define the factors affecting 
language maintenance and shift is that they are strongly and non-randomly interconnected. The 
assumption of independence of rows in order to construct Figure 8. l giving the same weight to 
each social variable is, however, a necessary pitfall of constructing a model to conform to a 
prestablished model of thinking in terms of factors, and a necessary prerequisite to see the limits 
of such way of thinking. This does not mean that factors in Figure 8.1 cannot be grouped, they 
can, but the criteria for grouping them is how much they individually behave "alike" in terms 
of the directions in which they differ from the sample proportion of children's level of Spanish 
when divided into good, fair and low, and not because of the relationship that exists between 
the factors themselves', which has to be examined by other means. In some cases, the closeness 
represents a meaningful relationship between the variables, such as, for example, in the upper 
left of Figure 8.5 where we find that in the neighbourhood of a reported excellent level of 
English we find people who grew up in the countryside, professionals, couples composed of a 
Hispanic father and an Anglo-Saxon mother, people born in Australia and people who arrived 
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in Australia aged less than 13, people who have parents-in-law from a non-Hispanic ethnicity, 
etc. Professionals and people who grew-up in the countryside would have a pressure to have an 
excellent level of English but for different motives. AB was seen in section 4. 1.6, the former 
would compensate in this way for the penalisation at the community level of the lack of 
"standardisation" of their dialect of Spanish. As it was seen in section 7.2, the latter would need 
a very high level of English to revalidate their degrees or to practice their profession, and also 
as a way to distinguish themselves from other members of the community who do not speak 
English, and consequently have lower status jobs. In other cases, however, closeness can provoke 
confusion. We also find in the upper left quadrant that people born in Spain and people who did 
not sent their children to Spanish classes are placed in the same area of the diagram. This shows 
clearly that proximity of factors does not imply relationship between factors, because the 
relationship between the Spain-born with Spanish classes is precisely the opposite, that is, the 
Spanish born people did send their children to Spanish classes. Their closeness is the product 
of their relative positions in the percentage of children who have a low level of Spanish, which 
is augmented in the case of the Spanish-born because people born in Spain, but aged less than 
17 on arrival are also included as Spanish-born, and they do not transmit Spanish, as shown in 
section 5.2. 
The crucial aspect of the analyses made before is that it is not actually about the relationship 
between the factors "being a professional" and "grew up in the countryside" which also show 
a very weak relationship (less than 5% of professionals in the sample grew up in the 
countryside), but about the relationship of the factors in terms of how they affect the process of 
language maintenance and shift. At one level, then, the proximity of factors can allow an 
exploration of structural homologies and oppositions, such as the homology between almost non-
overlapping groups such as a professionals and people who grew in the countryside, but at 
another level can produce a confusion between positional homology and group identity. An 
understanding of how social variables are related among themselves, and with the use and 
transmission of the Spanish language, as was done in the previous chapters, is an indispensable 
requirement to analyse such a relationship, as otherwise it would lead to wrong conclusions in 
associating Spanish-born people with not sending children to Spanish classes'. 
The last question which remains to be answered in order to interpret the variables and factors 
in Figure 8.5 is whether or not the additional axis added to the diagram following the theoretical 
reasoning exposed in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.9 can be assigned a particular meaning. To do this, 
we will again have to make use of data obtained in the previous chapters. The line cutting the 
upper right and the lower left quadrants into halves is associated very strongly with concentration 
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of Spanish-speakers in the postcode of residence. We know from section 5. l that this social 
variable is strongly associated with the economic position of migrants in Australian society. 
Consequently, we can label this line the economic capital axis, a high economic capital being 
associated with the lower left quadrant, where .Managers and Administrators and Tradespersons 
are placed, and the upper right quadrant with a low economic capital, as in this quadrant we find 
Unemployed, Students, Salespersons, etc. 
The line cutting the upper left and lower right quadrants into halves is associated with level of 
English, but also, as we have seen in sections 7.2 and 7.3, with the conversion of cultural capital 
into capital (cultural or linguistic) which is recognised in Australia. We can then label this line 
the line of Linguistic Capital. In the upper left quadrant we find a high linguistic capital, 
because, as we have seen above, we find people who report an excellent level of English for 
several reasons, which include occupational reasons, as we find there Professionals, Para-
Professionals, and Clerks, and also marriage and age reasons, as we find here people whose 
parents-in-law are Anglo-Saxon and people who were born in Australia or arrived in Australia 
before 13, and even their dialect of Spanish, as we find in people who grew up in the 
countryside. In the lower right quadrant we find low linguistic capital, as we find there 
Labourers, which, as we have seen in section 7 .2, have in general a low level of English, 
members of the missionary churches, which we have seen in section 6.2 have a low level of 
English which prompts them to socialise in Spanish, and in general migrants who arrived in 
Australia already married, as we find here people whose parents-in-law are from the same 
Spanish-speaking country and those whose parents live abroad. 
LingUistic 
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Figure 8.10. Relationship of Language Maintenance and Shift with changes along the lines of 
Economic Capital or Linguistic and Cultural Capital. 
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What this is suggesting is that the process of language maintenance and shift, that is the process 
of reproduction of the dominated language, is linked to two other processes of social 
reproduction: the reproduction of economic capital and the reproduction of linguistic and cultural 
capital. However, Figure 8, 10 shows that the process of language maintenance and shift cannot 
be equated to any of the two processes, as the lines through which the reproduction of these 
kinds of capital can be conceptualised in Figure 8.5 are not equal to changes in language 
maintenance and shift. Furthennore, Figure 8.10 allows us to reconceptualise the issues discussed 
in the analysis of Figure 8.9. TI1e model of language maintenance and shift presupposed by 
Fishman (1965), Conklin and Lourie (1983), Edwards (1985) and Paulston ([986} presupposes 
only one of the four possible links between the process of language maintenance and shift and 
the process of social reproduction. This privileges the reproduction of economic capital or 
economic opportunities, signalled by the dark circles in Figure 8.10, not taking into consideration 
other processes of social reproduction which are intermingled with this process, and which, 
crucially, cannot be reduced to it Furthermore, it only privileges one direction of this process, 
the one which leads to language shift through economic advancement. However, it is blind to 
developments in the other direction for the same process, which would change the signs in the 
extremes of the Economic Capital and Linguistic Capital axis. 
For example, the young second generation shop-owner in Exhibit 7.1, page 286 (see translation 
on page 330), has to have a good or very good command of Spanish to be able to target the 
Spanish-speaking community, which presupposes, in the case of her parents, an awareness of the 
economic advantages of language maintenance in Australia for ethnic entrepreneurs, as one issue 
that is becoming increasingly important in the retail market is the connection between ethnic 
residential concentration and business opportunities (Hugo, 1995: 21; Aldrich and Waldinger, 
1990}. 
The reproduction of Spanish as part of the reproduction of cultural capital which was examined 
in section 6.3 would be an example of the process going in the same direction as the shop-
owner's parents, that is, towards language maintenance, but along the line of linguistic capital 
reproduction, signalled by the rectangles in Figure 8.10. 
In both cases, however, language maintenance increases the other forms of capital discussed, and 
consequently, it is necessary to conceptualise the signs of the axes in Figure 8.10 as a 
predominance, but with exceptions. 
We can conclude that the process of language maintenance and shift appears to be more 
complicated than traditional sociolinguistics has conceived it, especially when compared with 
other processes of social reproduction which are related to it, but to which language maintenance 
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and shift cannot be reduced. The conception of language shift as motivated by economic 
advancement, progress, industrialisation, etc. tells more about the theoriser than about the theory, 
as it is only one of the J 6 possible different ways in which the time evolution of the four social 
variables can be interpreted in Figure 8.10 if the direction of change of the variables and the 
value of the economic capital and linguistic capital axis are combined. This is undoubtedly a 
consequence of the lack of epistemological clarity which lies behind the concept of factors 
affecting language maintenance and shift. 
Even with an approach which looks at factors favouring language maintenance or language shift 
which is devoid of epistemological confusions about the nature of such factors, what we can say 
about language maintenance and shift is very limited if we do not bring sociological accounts 
of the community under study into the picture, as they were necessary to interpret the type of 
homologies expressed by the proximity of factors, and their limits. This shows, on the one hand, 
that the epistemological limits of reasoning in terms of factors can be reduced, but not be 
overcome, and, on the other hand, that the sociolinguistic enterprise should seriously incorporate 
the developments of sociology as a crucial part of such enterprise. This is the main aim of 
Williams (1992), and it is also perceived as a need by Fishman (1992), who wrote: 
"There must not be a third and yet a fourth sociologically innocent and ignorant generation 
of sociolinguistics! There must be a multi-theoretical and multi-methodological effort to 
keep that from happening, an effort which will inevitable broaden the sociological 
contributions of sociolinguistics, transforming sociolinguistics (at least in its macro 
realizations) into an area that is as informed about sociology and society as it is about 
linguistics and language" (Fishman, 1992: 137) 
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Notes to Chapter 8 
I. The work of Edwards (l 985) and Paulston (l 986) was not reviewed in Chapter l because 
their approaches do not have additional theoretical importance for reasoning in terms of factors, 
except for the privileging of the factor economic advancement. 
2. There is a variant of correspondence analysis which can account for the relationship of all 
social variables among themselves. The result is an homogeneous space in which all social 
variables are placed. This has the advantage of making the variables that measure language 
maintenance and shift like any other variable, but the disadvantage, for the purposes of this 
work, that in such a space no possible discussion in terms of factors is possible. 
3. Confusion between the prox1m1ty of values of different variables can be overcome by 
checking the distribution pattern of the variables to determine which kinds of non-linear 
relationship exist between the axes for the variables. They can also be overcome when dealing 
with few variables, as the cross-tabulation of the variables can be made, and checked. However, 
the 28 variables in Figure 8.5 require 392 crosstabulations to be checked, and non-linear 
relationship are very hard to interpret when dealing with so many values. 
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APPENDIX 1. THE SURVEY FORMS. 
14. LANGUAGE HSAGE OF YOUR CH!WREN. Include your biological and adoptive sorui and daughters, and children of your partner(s) 
with whom you have frequent contact. If you have more Uian Jive children, please copy the information for. them on a new sheet or 
photocopy this one. If you ha\~ no children yet, please go to section 15. Where you are asked to evaluate the level of Spanish and English of 
each of your children, use E=Excellent VG= Very Good G=Good F=F'air P=Poor UO=Understand only DNU=Do not understand. Where 
you are asked which languages they speak with different people, use the same conventions that were used in the previous page_ Here, the first 
slot is for the language(s) in which the pernon mentioned speaks/spoke to a particular child. and the second one for the languages in which 
this child answer(ed). Remember to write first the language that is more natural for someone to speak with other person, and to write 
between parentheses the language that is rarely used by someone, or which Is used by few people in a group of people. JI you have a child tloat 
has not yet learned to speak. fill in the language(s) in which you and the other people speak to him/her, lea\•ng blank the slots in which 
he/she answers. 
Q!!JJU Sex: __ Age: Country of Birth: _____________ Is he/she your biological clu1d'? Yes O No 0 
Level of Spanish: (E, VG, G, F, P, !JO, Dl\lJ) _____ Level of English: IA'llCUAGES HE/SHE SPEAKs/SPOKE WITH: 
His/her Paternal grandparents:------..!------ His/her Maternal grandparents: _____ __,. _____ _ 
You: ____ __, _____ Your present partner: _____ J _____ The other biological parent (if different from you 
or your present partner): His/her Uncles/Aunts: ---~/ ___ His/Her Siblings:-----'-----
Close friends: _____ , _____ Cousirui: ----~·-----Parents-in-law (if any):----~·----
His/her present partner (ii any); I His/her children (ii any): ____ _, _____ No. of children: 
~ Sex: __ Age: Counlty of Birth: ____________ Is he/she your biological child? Yes D No D 
Level of Spanish: (E, VG, G, F. P, UO, DNU) Level of English: LANGUAGES HE/SHE SpEAKS/SPOKE WITH: 
His/her Paternal grandparents: His/her Maternal grandparenls:. _____ _,,~-----
You: ____ __, _____ Your present partner: The other biological parent (if different from you 
or your present partner): ___ _, ____ His/her Uncles/Aunts: His/Her Siblings: / ___ _ 
Close friends: Cousins: I Parents-in-law (if any): -----'----
His/her present partner (if any): _____ , ______ His/her children (if any): ____ .J _____ No. of children: 
~ Sex: __ Ate: Counlt')I <>fBirth: -------------b hw'she your biological child? Yes 0 No D 
Level of Spanish: (E, VG, G, P, P, UO, DNU) _____ Level of English:----- LA."ICUACES HE/SHE SPEAKS/SPOKE WITH: 
His/her Paternal grandparents: ------.J------His/her Maternal grandparents: _____ _, _____ _ 
You: ----~·-----Your present partner: _____ , _____ The other biological parent (if different from you 
or your present partner): His/her Uncles/Aunts: His/Her Siblings:-----'-----
Close friends: Cousins: I Parents·in·law (if any):-----'·----
His/her present partner (if any): _____ , ------ HWher children (if any): ____ _, _____ No. of children: 
~ Sex: __ Age: Country ofBirth: Is he/she your biological child? Yes D No D 
Level of Spanish; (E. VG, G, F, P, UO, DNlf) ____ Level of English:----- LANGUAGES HE/SHE SPEAKS/SPOKE WITH! 
His/her Paternal grandparents; His/her Maternal grandparento:·-----~·------
You: ____ _, _____ Your present partner: _____ , _____ The other biological parent (if different from you 
or your present partner): His/her Uncles/Aunts: His/Her Siblings:----.!-----
Close friends: _____ , _____ Cou•ins: -----1------Parents·in-law (ii any): -----1-----
His/her present partner (if any):-----'------ His/her children (if any): ____ J _____ No. of children: 
!;!ll!J)Ji Sex: __ Age: Country of Birth:------------ Is he/she your biological child? Yes D No '.J 
Level of Spanish: (E, VG, G, F, P, UO, DNU) Level ofEnglish: IA'iGUAGESl!E/Sl!E SPEAKS/SPOKE WITH: 
His/her Paternal grandparents: His/her Maternal grandparents: _____ _,.------
You: Your present partner: The other biological parent (if different from you 
or your present partner): His/her Uncles/Aunts: His/Her Siblings: ----.J-----
Close friends: Cousins: Parents· In· law (if any): -----' ·----
His/her present partner (if any): His/her children (if any): No. of children: 
How much did your children help you to learn or improve your English? Not much 1 • • • • n:i A lot Which of your children is 
more proficient in Spanish?( quote the number in which you described him/her) __ And which is more proficient in English? __ 
Have you ever forced your children to speak Spanish? Yes o No o How useful was/would it be to force them? Useless o-o:n:o Useful 
How old were you when your first child was born? __ How old was your partner then? 
15. Tm.D TO SPEAK ONl.Y EHGIJSH. Have you ever been advised that ;-===-==---------------~ 
you should speak only English with your children? Yes :J No 0 When? If you want this questionnaire to be sent to any (year/s) Who recommended it? (descn1>e of your relatives, or oilier Spanish speaker that 
your relationship with or the context in which you met the person and you know, please provide Ute following details: 
after that, the nationality of the person. (Eg. Teacher/Australian, etc.) Send to "The Resident" Cl or to (name, optional): 
Address: ___ ~~--~-~~---
_______ .State: __ Post Code: ___ _ 
Number of questionnaire.s in: Spanish __ , English __ Have you ever been told that someone was advised to speak only 
English with their children? y,. 0 No 0 When (year/s) ____ _ 
Who reeommended ii? Please answer these questions even if you have no grandchildren yeto 
How much Spanish do you think that your grandchildren will speak in 30 years time? Nothing o:rmu A lot How much Spanish your 
great.grandchildren would speak? Nothing 1 I • 1 • IDA lot How useful is it lo know Spanish in Australia? Use!"-'• O:J.:ID:O Useful 
16. Which of the members of your family has also answered this questionnaire? None o 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP AND CO-OPERATION! '\~t. ~.us'l'RAO/lrv·,,, 
1.IBRAHY ~->.,_ J ~r;r,~¢':7 
~~z 'r' '- ~: 
!2, T 3!:: 
Project "Spanish Language in Australia" 
Please refer any queries to 
Daniel Martiq i~t (06) 247-8032 
This research project is addressed to the Spanish-speaking community in Australia. F'or the purpose of this research, 
t'1is term not only includes migrants from Spanish-speaking countries but also their partners, siblings, sons, daughters, 
grandchildren, etc., even if some of the latter do not speak Spanish or only understand it. We have designed this English version 
precisely because it is very important for us to have the answers of everybody that has some connection with the Spanish 
language, no matter how proficient in Spanish the person is. We strongly encourage people that have a Spanish-speaking 
ancestor (parent, grandparent or great-grandparent) to fill it in. 
This is the first time that the usage of Spanish has been studied Australia-wide, so your collaboration is essential for the 
success of the project. The questionnaire is anonymous. Please consider spending 25 to 30 mirmtes filling it in. Your answers 
wiil be treated in strict confidence and will be used for statistical purposes only. No information about individuals will be released 
or reported. 
Please do no feel discouraged by the apparent length of the questionnaire. In our 
testing of the questionnaire we found that it was much easier to answer (and less messy) if 
we included the instructions just before each question rather than including a separate 
instruction sheet This makes it look much longer than what it adually is (questions take 
illl!f of the space). Also, the questionnaire has to account for a lot of different possibilities. 
and there could be several that will not apply to you. 
In all the questions of the questionnaire, "language" must be interpreted as a broad 
tenn, that is, it includes not only ruitional languages such as French, Russian, or Italian, but 
also languages that are spoken in more than one country (like Esperanto or Yiddish), the so· 
called dialects (like Piedmontese, High Gemian or Mallorqui); American aboriginal languages 
(like Miskito, Quechua or Mapuche) and varieties of languages or slangs (like Lunfardo, 
II you have not received a Reply-Pald 
envelope, put the questionnaire in any 
envelope and address it to: 
Reply Paid 611 
Proyecto Lengua Espanola 
Australian National University 
L.P.O. Box 80 
ANU Canberra ACT 2601 
*No postage is required • 
Portuiiol, Calo, etc.). JI you don't know what a language is called in English, write it in Spanish, or write the region where the language is 
used. Please feel free to use Spanish lo answer any question. You can photocopy this fonn if you need additional copies, 
There are questions that include scales like Not Important c:o::rn:o Very Important. As a general rule, you have to tick the 
extremes only when they accurately describe the answer to the question asked. Note that there are 7 slots in each scale and that the value of 
the slots can vary accordingly with the question or the values placed in the extremes. For example, in the scale above you could use the 
following scale in words: Not fmPOnanl, Of VeT)I little importance, Of little importance. More o less important. Of some importance. 
Important but not crucial, VeT)I important. II you find any of these questions difiicull lo evaluate, please try to construct a scale in words like 
the one above before marking the answer. 
r'inally, we want to thank you very much for your help with this research project We are confident that filling in this survey will 
make it easier for you to fully underntand the reports based on this study that will be distributed through community organisations and 
published in the Spanish·speal<ing press. If you want to make any comments or amplify any aruwers, please do so in a separate sheet of paper. 
Remember that all answers are important to u>, no matter how much Spanish is used, or if it is not used at all or only understood. If you 
don't have any Spanish·speaking ancestor or partner, and we have wrongly included you in our sample please hand on the questionnaire to 
any Spanish-speaker you know. Now. enjoy the questionnaire! 
l. PERSONAL INFORMATION. Sex {M/F): __ Year of arrival in Australia (if you were born in Australia, write the year in which 
you were born): Country of Birth: Marital Status: ------
Nationality(les): Year in which you became an Australian citizen (if you did): __ 
Have you lived in a Spanish·speaking country (other than your country of birth)? Yes o No Cl Where? ____ For how long? __ 
2. RESIDENCE. Suburb in which you live: Post Code ___ _ 
You have lived there since (month/year):__} __ Do you know any Spanish-speakers in your neighbourhood? Yes o No o 
Suburb in which you work/study: Post Code: Have you <Wer lived in a town 
or suburb (in Australia) in which there were a lot of Spanish Speakers? Yes o No o IfYES, where?--------
3. PROFESS!QN/OCC!!PAT!ON. Present Occupation (include also penoioner and unemployed): ---------------
Previous Occupations: In Australia: In your country of origin: _________ _ 
4. REASQNS FOR M!QRATI!IG. In each provided option, please tick ( 0 or l&I) the slot that most appropriately describes how 
important the reason to migrate was. If you were born in Australia, please evaluate the reasons your parents or 
grandparents migrated. If there is more than one nationality among your ancestors, evaluate the ones that speak/spoke Spanish. If 
you have two different ancestors or a couple of ancestors who migrated for different reasons, tick the highest in importance in each of 
the options. (Example: your paternal grandparent1 came from Spain, and they migrated because of economic reasons, and your mother came 
from Colombia, and migrated for professional reasons. In such case, you should tick both Economic and Professiorutl as VeT)I important.) 
Economic: Not Important o:r:n::D:l Veey Important Chaos in country of origin: Not Important rn Veey lmportMl 
Professional: Not lmportimt o:o:llXl Very Important Search for a better future: No! Important a:o::o::lJ Very Important 
Political: Not Important rn Veey Important Family Reunion: Not Important o::III:J:lJ Very Important 
Other (describe) No! Important m:::o:::a::J Very Important 
How voluntazy was the migration? Involuntary o:i:r= Voluntary How right was the decision to migrate? Wrong rnxrm Right 
Do you feel it is possible for you to return to your (or your ancestors') country of origin to live there? lmpo .. ibleO:JJillJPos .. ole 
How would you define yourself in political terms? Left t=nu Right How politically active are/were you? (in both your 
country and Australia) lnocl:iv< w:rro1 Active How old were you when arrived in Australia? (If born in Australia, write "N') __ 
5. RELIGION. Which is your religious denomination? No religion 0 
Religion of your parents: Religion of your partner: _________ _ 
Do you attend presently a religious service? Yes O No D How frequently? Rarely 'J"TTI:DJ Frequently Does your partner attend the 
religious service? Yes o No o Do your children attend? Yes Cl No Cl Language used in the service:. ___________ _ 
6.COMMUNITY. How would you evaluate the Australian society as a whole in the following aspects? 
Unity: Disunited o:IrnJ United Organisation: Disorganised o:xo::IJ:J Organised Solidarity: Selfish rn Helpful 
How would you evaluate the Spanish-speaking community as a whole in the following aspects? 
l:nity: Disunited JID:DJ United Organisation: Disorganised rn Organised Solidarity: Selfish rn Helpful 
How would you evaluate the community of your country of origin (or your ancestors' country of origin)in the following 
aspects? If there is more than one community of origin of your ancestors, for example if your mother is Irish and your father Chilean, 
evaluate the Spanish-speaking one, that is, the Chilean community. if there are more fuan one Spanish-speaking community, evaluate first 
llie one on your fathers side and second the one on your mother's. In any other case, please ignore the second row, 
Unity: Disunited o:t:D:J:lJ t;nited Organisation: Disorganised o:t:D:J:lJ Organised Solidarity: Selftsho:r:IJ:J:O Helpful 
Unity: Disunited o::o::r:o:J United Organisation: DisOTganised a:J::a::o::l Organised Solidarity: Selfish OID:rJJ Helpful 
How much contact do you have with the community of your (or your parents') country of origin ? None 1 1 • I • 1 l.l A lot 
How much contact do you have with the Spanish-speaking Community in general? None :n 11 J o A lot Are you member of a 
sport team sponsored by an Spanish-speaking organisation? Yes 0 No '.J Are your partner or children members? Yes CJ No CJ 
Do you allend the matches? Yes CJ :.lo CJ Language(s) used during training:-------------------
Number of Spanish-speaking community institutions of which you have been a member (since you came to Australia): __ _ 
Number of which you are member now: ___ Positions you hold/held in Spanish-speaking community organisations: 
(other than simply member)------------------------------------
How often is/was English used at meetings? Never:::o::o:o:JA!ways How often is/was Spanish? NeverrnAlways 
7.GRANPfARENTS. Country of birth of Paternal-grandparents:----------~------------
Countcy of birth oi Matemal-grandparenb: ______________ ~------------
Which of your grandparents came as a migrant to Australia? None O 
8. FAMILY INFORMATION. Include only prwious partners with whom you had children, espedaHy if they live or lived in Australia. 
When did he/she come to Language(s) he/she Levef of I Level of 
1
! 
Australia? Choose among: speaks/spoke (If you need to Spanish English ! Born here; abbreviate, use ENG=English Choose among: l Choose among: 
Country of 
birth 
Came in {year); and SP=Spanish) Excellent; Very l Excellent; Very 
Came in (year) but left/died in Mother Other Good; Good; Good; Good; 
(year); language(s} languages Fair; Poor; Fair; Poor; 
Never camej or first learned Understands Understands I 








~ner j r1evlous Partner 1 
Previous Part:ner 2 
How many brothers and sisters older than you do you have? How many younger than you? __ How many of them were born 
in Australia? __ How many of your siblings came to Australia? How many of them live with you presently? __ 
How many in the same city as you? __ Level of Spanish of: Your eldest •ibling: Your youngest one: ____ _ 
Who of the following live with you? (tick all that apply) Grandparent(s) O Grandparent(s)·ln-law O Parent(s) O 
Parent(s)·in·lawO Uncle(s)/Aunt(s) 0 Sibling(s)-in·law 0 Partner CJ CQUSins CJ Son(s)/Daughter(s) 0 Grandcht1drenO 
Is there any other Spanish speaking person (not mentioned above) living with you? Yes O No CJ If YES, which is his/her/their 
relationship to you? Did your children migrated before you did? Yes O No CJ Year: __ 
Who of the following in the same city as you? (tick all that apply) Grandparent(s) o Grandparent(s)-in·law O Parent(•) O 
Parent(s)-in-law O Uncle(s)/Aunt(s) 0 Sibling(s)-in-lawCJ Previous Partners (as described above) O Cousins O 
Son(s)/Daughter(s) '.J Nephews/Nieces 0 Grandchildren 0 Other relative 0 (describe): _____________ _ 
Who of the above mentioned (or other relatives not mentioned) live in Australia, but NOT in the same city as yoli? 
How many times did you visit your (or your parents') oountey of origin? __ Years: __ Did your children go with you? Yes 0 No O 
How many close friends of the following types do you have? Spanish speakers from your country of origin (or your parents') 
Spanish-speakers from other countries __ Sons or daughters of Spanish-speakers born in Australia: __ Anglosaxons:__ --
From other ethnic communities (Examples: Italians, Greeks, etc.) How many acquaintances of the following types do you have? 
(Consider the second slot from the left as !-5, the third as 5-10, the fourth as 10-15, and "A lot" as more than 25.) 
Spanish-speakers from your country (or your parents'): None COTUU A lot Spanish-speakers from other countries: None LTITTDJ A lot 
Sons and daughters of Spanish-speakers born in Australia: None o:rrrTQ A lot Anglosaxons: None c=:n A Jot 
From other ethnic communities: None i I I I I I IJ A lot How Australian do you feel? Foreign rn Australian 
Where did you grow up? Counleyside 0 Vtllage 0 Town O Small City o Medium-size City O Big City '.J 
9.ErniCATION. Which of the following options best describe the type of formal education you obtained? 
Self-taught O Part Primary 0 Completed PrimaryO Part Secondary (up to BUP in Spain or Year 10 in Australia or less) 0 
Completed Secondary O Terliarytrrade (Example: TAFE) '.J Part Universltaey 0 Completed Universitary 0 Post-graduate O 
Up to which level was the language of instruction Spanish? None 0 And up to which level was it English? ____ None :J 
Have you attended any Spanish language class in Australia? Yes o Noo If YES, for how long? (months/years) ___ / __ _ 
Have your children attended any Spanish language class in Australia? Yes o So o If YES, where? (tick all that appl)>) 
Private o At home O Community/Saturday School 0 Religious School O State School/CoHege 0 T AFE 0 University 0 
Other o How long did they attend the classes? (months/years) __ , __ 
10.LANG!iAGES. Mother language(s) or first language(s) (in which you learned to speak): _____________ _ 
Other languages you speak: Languages that you understand but you do not speak: 
-----.,,,.---.,---How comfOT!able do you feel speaking Spanish in public places? Uncomfortable CTITXTI"I Comfortable 
How would you evaluate your command of Spanish (at the prelM!llt)? Understand: Not at all =m Excellent 
Speak; Not at all CTITIT!J Excfillenl Read: Not al all CD:r...D.JJ Excellent Write: Not at all =·•Excellent 
How would you evaluate your command of English (at the present)? Understand: Not at all CJXlJJ:IJ Excellent 
Speak: Not al all rrun:n Excellent Read: Not at all rrrran Excellent Write: Not at all =Excellent 
11.LAOOUAGE USAGE. SQCIAL. How frequently do you speak Spanish in the following settings? For each setting, consider what 
proportion of lime you spend there speaking Spanish. Example: If you rarely speak Spanish at work, you should tick: 
At Work: Never DD!ii!DDOD Always. If it is easier for you, you can use the following scale in words to choose the slots: 
Never. Hardly ever. Rarely. Sametimes. With same frequency. Frequently. Always. 
At home: Never<rCIXIIJ Always Atrelatives' home: Never' 11 1 • • • •Always At friends' home: Never' 1 1 1 I I I I Always 
Club/Community Organisations: Never rnAlways Bar: Never o:n:D:.U Always At parties: Never rn Always 
At work: Never rrrrrrn Always When Shopping: Never mo Always When practising sports: Never rn Always 
W'rth Doctor/In other health settings: Never rnAlways At Church/With Religious Group: Never o:n:u.D Always 
With neighbours: NeverITJ:ffDJAlways With lawyer: Nevera:nrxnAtways At hairdresser: NeverCJ:DTDJAlways 
Other settings in which you use Spanish:( describe) 1. Never o::JJ 1 1 1 •Always 
2. Never =xn Always 3. Never =rn lllways 
Do you use a language other than English in any of these settings? Yes o No '.J If YES, name the language(•), and then the 
settings in which ls/are used: (Eg: 11alian: Work) ----------------------------
12.!,ANGUAGE USAGE. PERSONAL. If you use more than one language in any of these options, please abbreviate SP (Spanish) 
ENG (English) and the two or three frrst letters of other languages (Eg. QUE for Quechua). If there are two languages that are 
used equally in any of the options pl<ase write an equal sign between them {Eg. SP= ENG). If one is used more than another, pl<ase 
write the one that is mme natural for th< situation first. Example: if you think in both Spanish and English, but more frequenUy in 
Spanish, you should write Think: SP ENG . If a language is used on rare occasions, please write it between parentheses. Example: If you 
dream most of the time in English, but only rarely dream in Spanish, you should write Dream: ENG (SP) • 
Language(s) in which you: Think: Dream: Express anger:. _______ _ 
Speak to yourself when life Is hard: Count: Pray: ---------
13.LANGUAGES YOU SPEAK/sPOKE WITH THE i'llEM!!ERS OF YOUR FAMll,Y AND YOUR FRIENDS. In this section you wiH notice that the 
slot to write the languages you speak/spoke with each of your family members is divided into two parts. The first one is to write the 
language or languages that the person described speaks/spoke to you. The second slot is for the language(•) in which you answer(ed). 
EXllmples: If the person referred to is your father. who always speaks Galician to you, and you answer most of the time in Spanish. but 
sometimes you also use Galidan (less than Spanish). you should write: Father: GAL!CIAN I SP GAL 
Your father speaks I You speak 
If the person referred to is your present parlner, who speaks Spanish, but always addresses you in English, except on rare occasions (such as 
when you are with your parents), and you always speak Spanish to him/her. Present./Last partner: ENG (SPl/ SPANISH 
Your partner speaks I You speak 
To help us with the processing of the data from this survey, please use for each slot the same conventions used in question 12, that is: When 
two or more languages are sPoken, th£ one used more frel{IJenlly, or the one tho/ is more natural for someone to talk to other person should 
be written first. lflwo languages are equally used, write an equal sign between them. When a lo:nguage ls STJOken rare(q, or by few f)ll()pk in 
a group, it should be wrillen between parentheses. If any of the people mentioned has died, fill in the languages that the person 
spoke to you before dying. If you have never interacted with some of the people mentioned (E.'xample: You did not get to know your 
father-in-law, who died before you met your parlner) or if there is nobody that meets the description presented (Example. you do not 
have any cousins in Australia) leave blank the slots that account for the languages you spoke with this person. 
LANGUAGES YOU SPEAK/SPOKE WITH YOUR: Patemal grandfather: ____ ,---- Paternal grandmother: ----'·---
Maternal grandfather: ____ __, ____ Maternal grandmother:----~---- Father:----~----
Mother: Father-in-law: ____ _, _____ Mother-in-law: ___ _, _____ Uncles/Aunts that 
llvein Australia: . ..,.. ___ , ____ Other Uncles and Aunts: Friends of your parents: ___ ~---
Present!Last Partner: Previous partner 1 (a.• described above): ____ _, _____ Pr.evious partner 2: 
____ / ____ Your Siblings:------'·----- Siblings-in-law: Cousins that live in 
Australia: _____ • _____ Other Cousino: ___ ~---- Close friends: ____ _, ____ Other friends: 
---~· ____ Nephews/Nieces that live in Australia: other nephewsinieces: ----'·---
Grandchildren that live with you or you see often: Other grandchildren _____ ,-----
14. !•ENG!JAS QUE SUS !llJQS HAHi.AN CON UD. y OTRAS PERSQNAS. lncluya hijos biol6gicos SU)IOS, hijos adoptlvos • hijos de otras 
pare1as con los que tenga contacto frecuente. Si tiene mils de cinco hijos, por favor copie la inforrn}1ci6n correspondiente a sus otros hijos en 
una hoja aparte, {o fotocopie esl:a hoja). Si no tiene hijos. por favor vaya a la secci6n 15. Donde se Ie solicita que evalUe el nivel de espafiol e 
ingles de s:JS hijos. hagalo usando las siguientes abre>iaciones: E=Excelente MB=Muy Bueno. B=Bueno. R=Regular P=Pobre SE=S6lo 
entiende NE= No entiende. Use las mistnas convenciones queen la piigina anterior. El primer caslllero es para !a(s) fengua(s) que la persona 
nombrada habla. y el segundo para la(s) lenguas en que su hijo o hija contesta. Si tiene hijos que no saben hablar aun, consigne igualmente 
las lenguas en las que Jes hab!a, dejando en btanco el casillero en el que debe consignar las lenguas en que ellos contestan. 
Hll!Ll Sexo: __ Edad: __ Pafs de nacimiento: iEs su hijo biol6gico? Sf:J No O 
Nivel de Espanol (E, MB, B, R, P, SE, NE) Nivel de Ingles: LENG!JAS QUE ESTl!/A HUO/A llABLA/llABLABA CON: 
Los abuelos patemos (de eVella): Los abuelos maternos: Ud. ~~~~....,~~~-
Su pareja actual (de Ud.) ____ _, _____ El otro padre biologico (si diferente de Ud. o su pareja actual) ____ _, ___ _ 
Tfosf]'fas (de Wella): Los hmnanos (de Wella): Los primos (de <Wella) ___ ~----
Los amigos fntimos (de eJ/ella): I Los suegros (de el/ella, si tiene) ____ _, _____ .La actual pareja de 
el/ella (si tiene): Los hijos de el/e!la (si tiene): ----.1----- Los nietO>I de el)ella ---~----
HlJJ:l.2. Sexo: __ Edad: __ Pals de nacimiento: <.Es su hijo biol6gico? Sf O No O 
Nivel de Espafiol (E, MB, B, R, P, SE, l\'E) Nlvel de Ingles:. ___ .LENGCAS QUE ESTE/A HIJO/AllABLA/HABLABA CON: 
Los abuelos patemos (de e\lella): ___ _,, _____ Los abuelos matemos: ___ ~•-___ Ud. ____ ~----
Su pareja actual (de lld.) ____ _, _____ El otro padre bloJ6g!co (si diferente de Ud. o su pareja actual) ____ _, ___ _ 
Tfos/Tias (de <Vella): Los herrnanos (de Wella): Los primos (de Wella) ___ _, ___ _ 
Loo amigos intimos (de Wella): Los suegros (de Wella. si tiene) / _____ La actual pareja de 
el/ella (si tiene): I Los hijos de el)ella (si Liene): Los nielos de !!l/ella ___ _, ___ _ 
Huo 3 Sexo: __ Edad: __ Pafs de nacimlento: I.Es su hijo biol6gico? Si O No O 
Nivel de Espanol (E, MB, B, R, P, SE, l'<'E) Nivel de Ingles: LENGUAS QUE ESTE/A llIJO/AHABLA/HABLABACON: 
Los abuelos paternos (de "Vella): ____ , _____ Los abue!os maternos: ___ _J ____ Ud. ____ _, ___ _ 
Su pareja actual (de Ud.) ____ _, _____ El otro padre biologico (si diferente de Ud. o su pareja acl:llitl) -----'----
Tfos/Tia.s (de el/ella): Los hennanos (de el/elta): Los primos (de el/ella), ___ ~ ----
Los amigos intlmos (de Wella): Los •uegros (de el/elta. si tiene) La actual pareja de 
el)e!la (si tiene): Los hijos de et/ella (sl tiene): Los nietos de el/ella ,. __ _ 
llLl!lA Sexo: __ Edad: __ Pais de nacimiento: lEs su bijo biol6gico? Si O No O 
Nivel de Espaiiol (E, MB, B, R, P, SE, NE) Nivel de Ingles: ___ LENGUAS QUE ES TE/A HlJO/A HABLA/HABLABA CON: 
Los abuelos paternos (de eVella): ____ , _____ Los abuelos matemos.:. ____ 1 ____ Ud •. ____ _, ___ _ 
Su pareja actual (de Ud.) ----~-----El olro padre biologlco (si diferente de Ud. o su pareja actual)----~----
Tiosf]'ias {de "Vella): i Los hermanos (de el/ella): Los pritnos (de e!/ellal ____ ...1 ___ _ 
Los amigos fntimo• (de .Welta): Los suegros (de el/ella. si liene) i . __ La actual pareja de 
el/ell• (Si tiene): Los hijos de el)ella (si tiene): Los nieto• de el/ella ___ _, ___ _ 
Huo 5 Sexo: __ Edad: __ Pals de nacimiento: I.Es su hijo biol6gico? Si O No CJ 
Nivel de Espaiiol (E, MB, B, R, P, SE, NE) Nlvel de Ingles: LENGUAS Qlc1l ESTE/A llIJO/A HABLA/HABLABA CON: 
Los abuelos patemos (de <!Vella): Los abuelos matemos: Ud. ·-~~~~~~~-
Su pareja actual (de Ud.) El otro padre biol6gico (si diferente de Ud. o su pareja actual) -~~~-'-~--
Tfostrias (de el/ella): Los hermanos (de el/ella): Los prlmos {de €1/ella) ___ _, ___ _ 
Los amigos intimos (de Wella): Los suegros (de eVella. si tiene) i ___ ~L• actual pareja de 
et/ella (si tiene): Los hijos de e!iella (si tiene): Los nietos de el)ella ---~·---iCuanto lo ayudaron sus bijos (a Ud.) con el ingles? Nada Cl 1111.J:.lMucho lCual de sus hijos babla mejor el espaftol? 
(escriba el numero con et que lo ha descrit.o arriba): Y lcual habla mejor el ing!es? <Ha forzado alguna vez a sus hijos 
a hablar Espanol? SID No 0 <.Cuan util ha sido/sena forzarlos? InUlil OIJ:D O Utll Edad que tenfa Ud. cuando nacl6 su 
primer hijo: __ Edad que tenfa su pareja entonces: 
15. REC!!MENmC!ONES I>E llAB!AR.Sfil_O ING!Jls. --.Le ban 
recomendado alguna vez que deber:fa hablar unicamente Ingles con 
sus hijos? Si O No CJ lCuando? (afto/a) 
lQuien ha recomendado eso? Descrlb~a-s-u-re~l-acr-.~6-n_c_o_n~l-a--
persona que hizo la recomendacion, o el contexto en el que la 
conoci6, y despues de eso, la nacionalidad de la persona. 
(Ejemplo: Maestra de la escuela de mi hijo mayor/Australiana) 
Si desea que este cue.stionario le sea enviado a alguno de sus 
parientes o amigos, o a otra persona que hable espafio), por favor 
complete los siguientes datos; Enviar a 11The Resident11 ;J 6 a: 
Nombre (opclonal) ______________ _ 
Direccion: __ -=--:-----,~-------
------'Estado Ct.ldigo Postal ____ _ 
Nro~ de cuestionarlos: En ingie.s: En espaftol: 
i.Le ha contado alguien que le han recomendado que hablara solamente Ingles con los bijos? Si CJ No O lCuiindo? (ai\os) 
-~-~--<.Quifo ha recomendado eso? Par favor, conteste estas preguntis aunque 
no tenga hlJos/rnetos en el presente: i.Cuanto espaftol cree que van a hablar sus nietos dentro de treinta afios? Nada o.:D:u:IJ ll!ucho 
~Cuanto espafiol cree que hablariin sus bisnietos? Nada i:rox:nJ Mucho Cu3.n U:til es saber espafiol en Australia? Util Ul.J 1 • n lnUtil 
16. I.Que otro integrante de su familia ha completado este cuestionario? Nadie o 
MUCHAS GRACIAS POR SU AVUDA Y SU COOPERACION! 
~ Department of Linguistics, Arts 
- Australi•• National university Proyecto " Lengua Espanola en Australia" 
Si necesitn informaci6n adiciunal, 11.ame 
a Daniel Martfu a) (06) 247-8032 
Este proyedo de investigaci6n esti dirigido a la comunidad de habla hispana o a los hispano-hablantes en Australia. 
Arnbas ex.presiones deben entenderse como el grupo de todas las personas que hablan el idioma espafml (o el casteUano) en 
Australia, incluyendo a sus pareja.s, hijos y nietos (aun en el caso que algunos de estos ultimas no hablen espaf\ol o s6lo lo 
entiendan). Es de suma importancia para nosolros obtener respuestas de todas las personas que est>in de algun modo 
relaclonadas col'l la lengua espafiola. sin importar cu>into espafio! la persona sepa o use en su vida diaria. Existe ttmbien 
una version en ingles de este cuestionario. Si Ud. no la ha recibido, o quiere otra, puede llenar el cup6n al final de! cuestionario. 
Esra es la primera vez que el castellano o espaf\o[ es estudiado abarcando toda Australia. Por ello, su colaboraci6n es 
esencial para que este estudio refleje la creclente importancia de la lengua espafiola en este pais. El cuestionario es an6nimo. Le 
rogamos que se tome de 25 a 30 minutos para llenarlo. La informaci6n que usted proveera sera tratada en iorn-ia absoluttmenre 
confidencial, y sera utilizada unicamente para efectos estadfsticos de este proyecto. En los informes, no se describiran casos 
individuales. 
Por favor no se asuste Por la aparente longitud del cuestionario. Nuestras pruebas con 
distlntns integrantes de la comunidad nos han hecho \.'er que es mas racn para la persona que lo 
llena t.ener las instrucciones y ejemplos antes de cada pregunta en vez tenet que consultar las 
instrucciones en una hoja aparte. La inclusi6n de instrucciones y ejemplos en el cuerpo del 
cuestionario lo hacen parecer mucho mas largo de lo que realmente es, dado que las mismas 
ocupan la mitad del espaclo. 
En todas ]as pregW1tas de este cuestionario, 11lengua" debe interpretarse como un 
terrnino amplio, es decir no s6lo incluye los llama.dos idiomas nacionales coma Frances, ItnUano 
o Ruso, sino l:ambit!n idiomas que son usados por personas en diversos paises {Ej: Esperanto, 
!dish); los llarnados dialectos (Ej: Piamontes, Mallorquf, Aleman del Volga, etc.), idiomas 
americanos (Miskito, Quechua, Mapuche, etc), o variedades de lenguaje (Lunfardo, Calo, 
PortufioL etc.). Si no sabe c6mo se llama una len;!ua en espaiiol, escn'llala en ingles o escriba la 
regi6n donde es usada. Puede mar ingles para responder cualquier pregunta .si le resulta mas 
c6modo. Puede tambiE"n fotocopiar o reproducir este cuestionario si necesita mas copias. 
Si Ud. no ha recibido un sabre con 
el c6digo de respuestt paga 
(Hep\y-Paid envelope), ponga el 
cuestionario en cua!quier sobre y 
envfelo a: 
Reply Paid 611 
Proyecto Lengua Espanola 
Australian National University 
L.P.O. Box 80 
ANU Canberra ACT 2601 
No necesita pagar franqueo ni pon.er 
estampillas si cita este cOdigo 
Una cantidad import.ante de preguntas en el cuestionario incluyen escaJas como las siguiente: Ninguna CD:J:JD::l Mucha. Como 
regla general, usted deben\ marcar los extremos sotamente cuando ellos describan exactamente la pregunta fonnulada. Note que hay 7 
casi!leros en cada escala, y que de acuenlo a la pregunra el valor de los mismo puede cambiar. Como un ejemplo, en la escala citada Ud. podria 
u.;ar la siguiente e.<eala de valores: Ninguna. Muy poca. Poca. Mas o menos. A!guna. Bas/ante. Mucha. Si encuentra alguna de eslas 
preguntas dificil de evaluar. trare de construir una escala de valore.5 en palabras para la pregunra antes de marcar la respuesra. 
Por UJtimo, queremos agradecerle por adelanl:a.do su colaboraci6n con este proyecto. Esta.mos seguros que llenar el cuestionario le 
ayudar.i a comprender los infonnes sobre la comunidad basados en este proyecto que seran enviados a las instituciones comunitarias y 
publicados en la prensa de habla hispana. Si usted quiere agregar algtin comenlario o ampliar alguna respuesra, por favor hagalo en una hoja 
aparte. Recuerde que todas las respuestas son importantes para nosotros, sin lmportar cu3.nto espafiol usa Ud. en su vida diaria, o si 
solamenle lo lee o entiende. Si por algu!lll raz0n Ud. decide no contestar este cuestionario, por favor no lo destruya, deselo a alguien que Ud. 
conozca que pueda estar lnteresado en llenarlo. Ahora, lo invil:amos a disfrutar deI cuestionariol 
1. DATOS PERSONALES Sexo(M/F) __ Aiio de arribo a Australia (Si ha nacido en Australia, escriba el afio de su nacimiento)_ 
Pafs de nacimiento: Estado Civil -~-----~-~--
Nacion al id ad (es): Afio en que se naturaliz6 australiano (silo hlzo): __ 
ilia vivldo Ud. en un pals de babla hispana? (dis!into &! SU paU. de nacimienlo) Si 0 No 0 i.Donde? Por cuanlo tiempo? __ 
2.L!!GA8 I>E RES!DENCIA. Suburbio o barrio en donde vive C6digo Postal ~--
Vive allf desde (ll!e>/Afto) ___) <.Conoce algun hispano-hablante en su barrio? S!CJ NoO Suburbio en donde 
trabaja/estudia: C6d. postal lHa vivido en alguna cludad, suburbio o barrio (en 
Australia) donde habia una gnm concentraci6n de gente que hablaba .. pafiofl Sf 0 No 0 lDonde? ------------
3. PROFES!ON (QCUPACH'.IN. Actual(incluya.tarnb!en de&empleado, jub!lado, '"·'"--------------------
Previas ocupaciones: En Australia: En •u pa.ls de origen:_,,--,.----:--:----:---:-
4.RAzoNES PARA EMI!iRAR. En cada opci6n, marque (el 6 IE ) en el casillero que represente mas apropiadamente cuanta 
importancia tuvo cada una de las razones expuestas. Si ha nacido en Australia, evalue las razones por las que sus padres o 
abuelos emigraron. Si bll>' mas de una nacionalldad en sus anlecesores, evalue las razones de fos que hablan/ban espalioL En el caso 
en que tenga dos padres y/o abuelos de habla blspana que hayan venido por distinlas razon,., marque el valor mas alto en las razones 
que fueron importanles para cada 1100. Ejemplo: Suponga que sus abue!os patemos son espaiioles y la principal raz6n para emigrar fue 
econ6mica; mientras que su madre vino de Colombia por razones profesionales. Entonces usted debera marcar Mucha imporlancia en ambas 
razones l,Econ6mica: Ninguna DODDDD0Mucha, y tambienProfesional: Nlnguna DDDDDDlii!lMucha). 
Econ6mica: Ninguna c1 • 1 • 1 • 1 Mucha Caos en Pafs de Origen: Ninguna a:rn::i:D Mucha Profesional: Ninguna o:JIJ:rn Mucha 
Politica: N'mguna crrrn:n Mucha Reuni6n Familiar:Ninguna CUJTOJ Mucha Bltsqueda de un Futuro Mejor: Ninguna crn---rru Mucha 
Olra (describir) Ninguna a:x::a:J:lJ Mucha i,Crnin 
voluntaria fue la emigraci6n? Involuntaria a:IJ:D:J:J Voluntaria lCtian acertada fue la decisiOn de em.igrar? Errada o:I:IJ:lJ:J t\certada 
lCrtt posible que UcL vuelva a vivir a su pafs de origen (o el pal.s de origen de sus padres si ha nacido aqul)? !mpos!ble o:o:rw Seguro 
l.C6mo se deflniria Ud. en terminos polfticos? lz®i<rda c:o:::o:m Derecha l.Cuan activo polfticamente ha sido o es Ud. (en 
su pafs yen Australia)? lnactiv-0 a::o;J:J:OActivo E<lad al Uegar a Australia: (Si ha nacido en Australia, escriba 'N') __ 
5.RELIG!ON. Religion que Ud. profesa actualmente -------------------------
Religi6n de sus padres. _____________ Religi6n de su pareja. _____________ _ 
wiste actualmente a algun serviclo rellgioso? Sf O No 0 <.Con que frecuencia? Ninguna u:U I I J.J Mucha Asiste su pareja 
I 
I 
al mismo servicio? SIO NoO t.Asisten sus hijos?S!CJ NoO Lengua(s) usada(s) en el servicio: ____ =-"'ftmtiiii~ 
N'··. 
6. COMUNIDAD' iC6mo evaluaria a la sociedad australiana en los sigulentes aspectos? 
Unidad: D•sunida Dm Unida Organizaci6n: Desorganizada a:J:l:D.JJ Organizada Solidarldad: Egoista an:r:rJJ Solidaria 
iC6mo evaluaria a la comunidad de habla hispana en general en los slguientes aspectos? 
Unidad: O.sunida CIJ.J:I:J:lJ Unida Organizaci6n: O..organizada ,::D:J:IJ:.0 Organizada Solidaridad: Egoista rn Solidaria 
<Como evaluarfa a la comunidad de su pal> de orlgen (o la de origen de •us anceslros) eµ Ios siguientes aspectos? Si hay mas de una 
comunidad de origen de sus padres, por ejemplo si su madre es chilena y su padre beJga, eva\Ue la de habia hispana, es decir a los c~ilenos. Si 
ambos son de habla hispana, pem de distintos paises, evalue plimero la de su padre y luego la de su madre. En otro caso. ignore la 2 a lfnea. 
Unidad: O.sunida ! J I I I CO Unida Organizacion: Desorganizada rn..IJ Ozganizada Solidaridad: Egoista CJ.J:J:IJ:D Solldaria 
Unidad: o .. unida i::i::D:I:IU Unida Organlzaci6n: De..,rganizada CJ:D:n·rJ Organizada Solidaridad: Ego!sta cn:W:O Solidaria 
lCuanto contacto tiene usted con la comunidad de su pals de orlgen? (o la de origen de sus ancestros) Ninguno rn Mucho 
lCuanto contacto tiene ustcd con la comunidad de habla hlspana en general? Ninguno rn Mucho Es Ud. mlembro de 
algun club deportivo palrocinado por un club de habla hlspana? S10 No CJ .!Son su pareja o sus hijos mlembros? SID No O 
lAsiste usted a los partidos? Si CJ NoO Lengua(s) usadas en los entren.amiento.: -----------------
Ntimero de agrupaclones comunitaria.~, clubes, etc. de habla hispana de las que ha sido miembro desde que lleg6 a 
Australia: ___ Nro. de las que es miembro actualmente __ Cargos que ha ocupado en agrupaciones comunitarlas: 
(apartedesintplementemiem:br1i): _____________________________________ _ 
i.Cuanto ingles es/era usado en las reuniones? Nada CJIJ::O:O Mucho i.Cuanto espaiiol? Nada rn Mucho 
7. ABIJEWS. Pais de naclmlento de sus abuelos paterrios: ____________ / __________ _ 
Pais de naclmiento de sus abuelos maternos: _______________ , _____________ _ 
iCuat(es) de sus abuelos vinleron a Australia como lnmlgrantes? Ninguno O 
8 DATOS F AMIL JARES Incluya unicamente parejas anterior es con la• que baya tenldo bijos ••P<cialmenle si viven en Au•lralla . . 
' 
tCu8ndo vino a Austmlla? 1.engua(s) que Nivelde NlveJ de Ingles 
Elija entre: hablslhablaba (Si necesita Espanol Elija entre: 
NaciO aqui. Vino en el {aflo); abrevlar, use ING;lngllls y Elija antre: Excelente; 
Pais de Vino en et {afio) pero se ESP;Espaliol) Excelentei Muy MuyBueno; 
Nae/mien to fue/muri6 en el (afio); Lengua{s) Otra{s) Bueno; Bueno; Bueno; 
No vino nunca; MadNl{s) Lengua(s) Regular; Pobre; ReguJar; 
Solo visit6 por (total de o primera(s) que SOio entiende; Pobre; 







Pareja Anterior 1 
Pareja Anterior 2 
iCuantos hmnanos mayores que Ud. tlene? ___ ly cu3ntos menores que Ud~? ___ iCu'ntos de ellos nacieron en Australia? __ _ 
lCuantos de sus hermanos vinieron a Auslralla? __ lCuantos viven con Ud. actualmente? ___ lCuantos en la misma dudad que 
l!d.? __ Nivel de Espanol de: El;la mayor de sus hermanos/as: El/la menor de sus hermanos/as: ______ _ 
i.Quien de las siguientes personas vive con Ud.? Abuelo/a(s) O Abuclo/a(s) de su pareja O Padre/Madre O Suegro/a O 
Tfo/a(s) 0 Cufiado/a(s) 0 Pareja 0 Hijo/a(s) CJ Primo/a(s) 0 Nietos 0 Hay alguna otra persona que hable espafiol, no 
mencionada arriba, viviendo con Ud.? Si 0 No 0 Si ha contestado Si, lQuien? (describa) 
---------------W gun o de sus hijos ha lnmlgrado a Australia antes que Ud.? Si O No O Si ha contestado Si, i.en que 
t.Quifo de las sigulentes personas vive en la misma ciudad que Ud.? Abuelo/a(s) O Abuelo/a(s) de su pareja CJ Padre/Madre o 
Suegro/a 0 Tio/a(s) CJ Cufiado/a(s) 0 Parejas anleriores (descritas en la tabla anterior) O Hijo/a(s) 0 Primo/a(s) O Sobrinos O 
l\ietos 0 Otro(s) pariente(s) CJ (descn1:Jalos)::-----,----------,.---,----:-:-----,.,..,---,------,.-. 
t.Quifo de los anterlormente mencionados (u otros parientes no menclonados) vlven en Australia, pero NO en la misma ciudad 
que 
lCuantas veces ha visitado su pal> de origen (o el de sus padres) desde que esta enAustralia?_lHan idotambien sus hijo•? Si O No O 
.<Cuantos amigos intimos de los slguientes tipos tiene? Habla hbpana de su pais (o el desus padres) __ Habla bispana deotros 
paises ___ Hijos de hispano-hablantes nacldos en Auslralia: __ Anglosajones __ De otros grupos etnicos no anglosajones __ _ 
i.Cuantos conocidos de los siguientes tipos tiene? (considere el primer casi!lero como ninguno, el segundo entre l y 5 personas, el 
tercero entre 5 y 10, etc. y '"Muchos" Como mas de 25j Habla blspana de SU pals: Ninguno a:a:a:JJ Muchos Habla bispana 
de otros pafses: Ninguno o::a:o:D .Muehos Hijos de hispano .. hablantes nacidos en Australia: Ninguno a:r::o::r::D Mucho.s 
An.glosajones: Ninguno a:r::o::r::D Muchos De otro! grupos: .Stnicos no anglosajone.s: Nirtguno OD.:o::D Muchos 
lCuan Australiano se siente Ud.? Extranj"'o r·irn Australiano En que tlpo de lugar ha crecido, o vivido en su infancia? 
En el campo 0 Pueblo pequeiio 0 Puebfo 0 Pequefta ciudad 0 Ciudad de tamano mediano 0 Gran ciudad CJ 
9.EmJCAC!ON. lCu~l de las siguienles opciones describe mejor la educaclon formal que ha obtenido? \Jlluque mis de una si corre•pondei 
Autodidacta 0 Prlmarla lncomplelaO Primaria CompletaO Secundarla Jncompleta (hasta BUP en Espana y Year 10 en Austr. o menos) 0 
Secundaria Completa (hasta COU en Espana y Year 12 en Austr.) 0 Terciaria (Ej: TAFE, OJicio) CJ Universitarla Incompleta 0 
Universitarla Completa 0 Posl·universitaria (Graduate Diploma, Maaten, PhD, et.:) 0 Otra O(deseribir) ------------
i:Hasta cuaJ de las opclones mencionadas arriba cl lenguaje de inslruccion era espaiiol? __________ Ninguna 0 ly desde 
cuaJ ingles? Ninguna 0 i.Ha asistido a alguna clase en Australia donde se ensei\e el idloma espaiiol? Sf 0 No 0 
lPor cu6nto tiempo? (meses/afios)__J __ lHan .. istido sus hljos a alguna clase de espafiol? SfO No CJ lDonde?(Marque todas las que 
oorrespondan) Particular CJ 'Lecciones en casa 0 Escucla comunilaria 0 Escuela/Colegio estatal 0 TAFE CJ l!niversidad CJ 
Escuela Rellgiosa 0 Otra O(describir) lPor cuanlo tiempo?(mese1/aftos)_____/ __ 
10. LE!IG!!A. Lengua(s) Madre(s) 6 lengua(s) en que Ud. aprendi6 a hablar: ----------------
Otra(s) lengua(s) que babla: Lengua(s) que entiende pero no habla: --------
----------
i:Cu6n c6modo se sienle hablando espafiol en la calle, o lugares publicos? lncomodo rn Comodo 
lC 6 mo evaluaria SU nivel de espaiiol en el presente? Comprende: Nada rn Excelente 
Habla: Nada rn Excelente Lee: Nada rn Excelente Escrlbe: Nada rn Excelente 
icomo evaluarfa SU nlvel de ingles en el presente? Comprende: Nada rn E>:celente 
Habla: Nada rn Excelente Lee: Nada rn Excelente Escribe: Nada CD I I O:l Excelente 
11. Uso DE I.A LEHG!!A. SOCIA1.lCon que frecuencla habla usted espaiiol en los siguientes lugares o actividades? Para cada 
Jugar o siluacl6n, estlme que proporcion del tiempo que Ud. est4 alli babla en espafioL Ejemplo: Si Ud. rara vez hahla espafiol en su 
trabajo, debera marcar Trabajo: Nunca DDE?IDDDD Siempre. Si le resulta mas c6modo, use la slguiente escala en palabras: 
Nunca. 111uy Rara vez. Rara vez. A veces. Coo alguna frecuencla. Frecuentemente. Siempre. 
Su casa! Nunca Cil.J..IJ:D Siem.pre Casa de patientest Nunca a:IJ:I:J:D Siem.pre CMa de amigos: Nunca a:milJ Siempre 
Club/Organizaciones comunitarias: Nunca CO:O::D:l Siempre Bar: Nunca m UJ.J:J Siemp,.. Fiestas: Nunca CD:J:l:DJ Siempre 
Trabajo: Nunea CIJ:IJ:J:JJ SiempN Salir de compras: Nunca a;·IJ:D,I) Siempre Prictic.a de lleportes: Sunca CIJ:IJ:J:lJ Siempre 
Medico/Salmi: Nunca a:n:Dil Siem pre Parroquia/Grupo religioso: Sunca 1 PJ J I U:J Siempre Con vecino.s: Sunca ca:a:m Siempn~ 
Con •u abogado: Nunca CJ::U:UOJ:J Siempre Peluquerfa Nunca CO:U:lJ:I Siempre OIIos lugares o actMdades donde usa el espaiiol 
(especificar): I~ N11nca a::D:lllJSiempre 2. Nunca a:IJ::a:D Siem.pre 
3. Nunca ca:a:m Siempre 4. Nunca W .. W:O Siempre 
12. U 1 Si usa mas de una lengua en las siguientes opciones, por favor abrevie ESP (Espanol) ING(lngles) 
y las dos o tres primeras letras de olras lenguas (Ej: QUE para Quechua). Si hay dos lenguas que son usadas en la misma medida, escriba 
un slgno igual entre ambas (Ej: ESP~ING). Si una es usada mas frecuentemente que la otra, escriba la que es usada mas frecuentemente 
primero. Ejemplo: Si Ud. piensa en espafiol e ingles, pero mas frecuenlemente en espafiol, debenl escribir Piensa: ESP ING. Si una Jengua 
CA u~ada rara vez o con muy poca frecuencia, escribala entre parbltesis. Ejemplo: Si usted suefia la mayor parte del tiempo en ingles. pero 
rara vez suefia en espafiol, debera escribir. Suciia: ING fESPl 
Lengua(s) en que Ud.: Piensa: Suefia: Renlega, maldice o insulta: ______ _ 
Habla con usted mismo cuando !a vida se pone dificll: Hace cuent .. o calcula Reza:, _____ _ 
13. Lfil!QIJAs O!JE USTED HAB!.AfHABL@A CON I.OS l!m:GQAN'l'ES PE Sil FAM!IJAY SUS AMIGOS. En esla pregunta l!d. nolani que el 
casillero est> divldo en dos partes. La primera es para escribir la lengua o lenguas que la persona en cuestion babla 6 bablaba mas 
frecuentemente con Ud., mienlras que la segunda e.s para eseribir la lengua o lenguas en que Ud. contesta/ba mas frecuentemente. 
Ejemplos: Si la pregunl:a es sobre su padre, quien siempre h.abla gallego con Ud., pero Ud. le contesta casi siempre en espafiol, ya veces en 
gallego (mas en espai\ol queen gallego); deberfa escribir. Su padre: GALLEGO I ESP GALL 
Su padre habla I Ud. contesta 
Si la pregunta es sobre su pareja actual, quien habla espafiol, pero se dirige a usted casi siempre en ingles, salvo en ocasiones especiales 
(coma cuando esran con gente que habla solo espaftol), aunque Usted hah!a siempre en espafiol cuando se dirige a eJ/ella, IJd, deberia escribir 
en la pregunta referida a su pareja: Su pareja actual: ING (ESP) I ESPANOL 
Su pareja hab/a I Usted hab/a 
Para hacer intis senciUo el procesamiento de los datos de esta encuesta, por favor ut:ilice las mismas convenciones utiUzadas en la secci6n 12, 
es decir. Cuamfo dos lenguas son uti/izadas en igua/ medida, se escrlbe un s/gno igua/ entre ambas. Cuando dos /enguas son Mbladas, pero 
no en /gual medida, la que es h4b/ada mas frecuentemente, o la que es mas natural para wui persona para comimicarse con olra es escrila 
primero, y que cuamio una lengua es h4blada raramente, o hab/ada por muy pocas personas en un grupo de personas, es escrila entre 
parentesis. En lo posib/e, Irate de seguir estas convene/ones. Si por razones de espacio nerosita abrooiar, puede usar ESP = Espanol 
ING = Jngllis y las dos o Ires primeras tetras de otras lenguas (Ej: CUA = Guarani). En el caso en que alguna de las personas 
mencionadas haya muerto, llene sus datos con las lenguas que esa persona hablaba con Ud. antes de morir. Si alguna de las 
personas nunca ha interactuado con Ud. (por ejemplo, ust£d no lleg6 a conocer a su suegro, quien murio antes de que Ud. conociera a su 
pareja), o no existe nadie que corresponda a la descripci6n presentada (Ejemplo: Usted no tiene plimos en Australia) deje el casillero 
que corresponde a las lenguas que habla/hablaba con esas personas en blanco. 
LENG!!AS QUE !ID • .HABLA/JWlLABA CON: Su abuclo paterno: Su abuela paterna: -----'-----
Su abuelo materno: ____ _, _____ Su abucla matema: ____ .....,, _____ Su padre: _____ , ____ _ 
Su madre: ----~/ _____ Su suegro (actual): Su suegra (actual): -----'-----
Tios que viwn en Australia:----~/ Otros tios: Amigo• de sus padres: _____ ----
Su pareja actual (o SU ultima pareja): ____ .J ____ Pareja Anterior l(tal como fue descrlta anteriormente): ___ ~----
Pareja anterior 2: ___ __, ____ Sus bermanos (hermanos suyos): _____ , _____ Cuiiados: ____ , ____ _ 
Primos que viven en Australia: Otros primos: Sus amigos intimos (amigos suyos): __ ~, __ _ 
otros amigos: ___ ~ ____ Sobrinos que viven en Australia: ----~ ______ otroe sobrinos: ____ J ____ _ 
Nietos que viven con Ud. o que Ud. ve frecuentemente: _____ _, ______ Otros nietos: ______ .1 _____ _ 
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APPENDIX 2. ADDITIONAL SURVEY DATA. 
































































































































































































































Table II. Crosstabulation of nationalities reported by informant by country of birth, age of 
arrival and year of arrival. (absolute frequencies) 
Nationality (as reported by informant) 
Austr- Austr CofB- CofB Other 
CofB Only Austr Only 
Argentina 4 13 25 15 3 
Australia 3 10 2 
Chile 3 50 8 32 
Colombia 5 9 12 7 3 
El Salvador 2 5 13 11 
Country of Other Central 4 1 4 
Birth America 
Other South 5 3 
America 
Peru 1 4 7 6 
Spain 3 24 22 17 1 
Uruguay 2 2 14 12 
Venezuela 1 2 1 13 3 
Before 1970 4 32 19 13 2 
197lf75 7 39 22 11 
Year of 
Arrival in 1976/82 3 16 17 11 
Australia 1982/87 6 13 19 24 2 
1988/90 14 22 23 3 
1991194 1 4 4 38 3 
55 y.o. or more 2 5 5 1 
46-55 y.o. 1 7 3 8 
36-45 y.o. 3 16 17 25 3 
Age of Arrival 25-34 y.o. 9 42 41 56 3 
in Australia 18-24 y.o. 4 24 19 20 2 
13-17 y.o. 7 3 5 
7-12 y,o. 1 10 9 2 1 
1-6 y.o. 1 7 6 3 1 
Table III. Year of Arrival of Infonnant by Residence of Parents of Informant 
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Table IV. Age of Arrival in Australia by Residence of Parents of Informant. 
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Table V. Time to obtain Australian Citizenship by Country of Birth, Year of Arrival and Age 
of Arrival of Informants. 
Time to obtain Australian citizenship (Years) 
Not Citiz in Citizin Citiz in Citizin 
Citizen 2 yrs or 3-4 yrs 5-8yrs 9 yrs or 
less more 
Country of Argentina 8 12 25 12 11 
Birth 
Australia 18 
Chile 28 15 25 14 13 
Colombia 9 6 11 6 4 
El Salvador 8 16 17 1 
Other Central 6 4 2 
America 
Other South 3 1 2 3 
America 
Peru 6 5 5 3 
Spain 14 4 6 18 26 
Uruguay 7 3 14 3 3 
Venezuela 15 2 1 2 
Year Before 1970 9 3 10 17 32 
of 
Arrival 1971n5 8 12 25 14 26 
in 1976/82 7 6 16 16 5 Australia 
1982/87 21 12 25 7 1 
1988/90 20 21 27 4 
1991194 39 10 6 
Age of 55 y.o. or more 2 4 7 2 2 
Arrival 
in Australia 46-55 y.o. 7 3 6 1 1 
36-45 y.o. 22 14 25 8 5 
25-34 y.o. 46 28 43 21 25 
18-24 y.o. 19 10 20 11 14 
13-17 y.o. 5 3 3 3 
7-12 y.o. 2 2 4 7 7 
1-6 y.o. 1 1 8 7 
Domain Never Hardly Rarely sometimes With some Frequently Always No TOTAL 





"' < 0 '< :""' 
Home 22 18 17 24 32 54 263 6 436 g; 
Relatives 29 3 10 29 23 47 199 96 436 3 ., 
s· 
Friends 33 27 29 60 42 60 174 11 436 "' 0 
...., 
CommOrg 47 20 22 33 43 48 141 B2 436 c 
"' Parties 29 36 35 86 45 54 lOB 43 436 " 0 
..., 
Relig 152 29 13 21 17 14 62 128 436 
.g> 
Bar l.27 32 18 25 18 ' 12 22 135 389 ~ ;;:;· 
Sport 141 29 l-9 22 21 17 24 116 389 
,,. 
"" Work 125 62 45 43 21 16 30 88 436 a 
"" 0 
Health 265 35 18 25 18 15 37 23 436 "' a 
Shopping 154 54 33 38 20 11 39 34 389 ::;· 
Neighborg 254 27 20 21 11 5 12 39 389 ET-
" .;;; 
Lav:ryer 254 27 20 21 11 5 12 39 389 c: 
" ;!: 
Hairdress 274 16 12 12 7 11 24 33 389 0 
er 










"' "' 5 
"' w ~ 
°" ::>" -
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Table VII. Domains of Use of Spanish. Frequencies for cases condensed to "Low", "Bilingual" 
and "High". 
DOMAIN LOW BILINGUAL HIGH NO 
RESPONSE 
Home 40 73 317 6 
Relatives 32 62 246 96 
Friends 60 131 234 11 
CommOrg 67 98 189 82 
Parties 65 166 162 43 
Relig 181 51 76 128 
Bar 159 61 34 135 
Sport 170 62 41 116 
Work 187 115 46 88 
Health 300 61 52 23 
Shopping 208 91 56 34 
Neighborg 281 52 17 39 
Lawyer 281 52 17 39 
Hairdress 290 31 35 33 
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APPENDIX 3. STATISTICAL TESTS RESULTS 
Table I. 1-tailed Spearrnan's Rho and Kendall's Tau Correlation Tests for 
several variables. 
Test Spearman Rho I-tailed 
Variables HOME RELATIVE FRIENDS' AVERAGE 
S'HOME HOME INTIMATE 
DOMAINS 
Children's Average Level of 0.4677** 0.2559** 0.3086** 0.3632** 
Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First Child 0.4521** 0.2622** 0.3134** 0.3524** 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 0.4156** 0.2086** 0.2531 •• 0.3080** 
Average use of Spanish with 0.5244** 0.2971** 0.4044** 0.4384** 
Children 
Use of Spanish with First Child 0.5397** 0.2909** 0.4328** 0.4534** 
Use of Spanish with Last Child 0.5336** 0.3281** 0.3629** 0.4181 ** 
Average use of English with -0.5089** -0.2879** -0.3838** -0.4187** 
Children 
Use of English with First Child -0.520I** -0.2771 •• -0.4107** -0.4306** 
Use of English with Last Child -0.5078** -0.3154** -0.3331 ** -0.3889** 
* = Significant at 0.05 level ** = Significant at 0.01 level 
Test Kendall's Tau I-tailed 
Variables HOME RELATIVE FRIENDS' AVERAGE 
S'HOME HOME INTIMATE 
DOMAINS 
Children's Average Level of 0.3832** 0.2052** 0.2389** 0.2721 ** 
Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First Child 0.3883** 0.2199** 0.2549** 0.2781** 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 0.3527** 0.1720** 0.2065** 0.2422** 
Average use of Spanish with 0.4535** 0.2501** 0.3321 ** 0.3488** 
Children 
Use of Spanish with First Child 0.4792** 0.2505** 0.3633** 0.3672** 
Use of Spanish with Last Child 0.4738** 0.2803** 0.3065** 0.3421 ** 
Average use of English with -0.4400** -0.2418** -0.3144** -0.3319** 
Children 
Use of English with First Child -0.4616** -0.2381 ** -0.3439** -0.3476** 
Use of English with Last Child -0.4512** -0.2698** -0.2814** -0.3182** 
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Table xx. 2-tailed Spearman 1 s Rho and Kendall's Tau Tests for Level of 
English of Children. 
Test Spearman Rho 2-tailed 
Variables HOME RELATIV FRIENDS' AVERAG 





' Children's Average Level of -0.0882 -0.081 -0.0721 -0.1184* 
English 
Level of English of First Child -0.0859 -0.0434 -0.0672 -0.1002 
Level of English of Last Child -0.1462* -0.2197** -0.1558* -0.2084** 
Test Kendall's Tau 2-tailed 
Variables HOME RELATIV FRIENDS' AVERAG 





Children's Average Level of -0.0747 -0.0673 -0.0606 -0.0922* 
English 
Level of English of First Child -0.0755 -0.0384 -0.0582 -0.0809 
Level of English of Last Child -0.1301 * -0.1938** -0.1318* -0.1729** 
• =Significant at 0.05 level ** = Significant at 0.01 level 
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Table III. Advice to Speak English Only with Children. Independent T-Test 
of Average Level of Spanish and English of Informants' Children. 
:::>tatistical test for the variable: 
Have you ever been advised to speak English only with your children? 
Cases: No and Yes. 
Number 
Variable of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
Average Level of Spanish 
No 207 3.7656 1.662 .115 
Yes 96 3.8507 1.364 .139 
Mean Difference= -.0851 
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances: F= 10.449 P= .001 
t-test for Equality of Means 95% 
Variances t-value df 2-Tail Sig SE of Diff CI for Diff 
Equal -.44 301 .662 .194 (-.468, .297) 
Unequal -.47 222.25 .639 .181 (-.442, .271) 
Number 
Variable of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
Average Level of English 
No 207 5.0073 1.175 .082 
Yes 96 5.0736 .975 .100 
Mean Difference = -.0663 
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances: F= .327 P= .568 
t-test for Equality of Means 95% 
Variances t-value df 2-Tail Sig SE of Diff CI for Diff 
Equal -.48 301 .631 .138 (-.338, .205) 
Unequal -.51 219.99 .607 .129 (-.320, .188) 
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Table IV. Difference in Children's Level of Spanish and English by 
children attendance at Spanish classes. All cases. First Child arrived 
before 13 and First child arrived before 7. (All groups include children 
born in Australia) 
2-tailed Mann-Withney U Test and Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test for the Groups 
defined by children attendance at Spanish classes, 
(Group 1 =Yes; Group 2 =No) 
I All Cases Considered 
Variable u w z 2-Tailed 
Probability 
Children's Average Level of Spanish 10721.5 21915.5 -1.0512 0.2932 
Level of Spanish of First Child 10118.5 22518.5 -1.8763 0.0606 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 7005.5 13816.5 -0.0242 0.9807 
Children's Average Level of English 9701.0 22936.0 -2.4803 0.0131 
Level of English of First Child 10007.0 22630.0 -2.1423 0.0322 
Level of English of Last Child 6022.5 12808.5 -2.0125 0.0442 
Only Cases when First Child arrived aged 12 or less included 
Variable u w z 2-Tailed 
Probability 
Children's Average Level of Spanish 6345.0 16384.0 -2.5543 0.0106 
Level of Spanish of First Child 6082.0 16647.0 -3.0706 0.0021 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 3925.0 7666,0 -1.373 0.1697 
Children's Average Level of English 6641.5 16087.5 -2.1254 0.0336 
Level of English of First Child 6763.0 15966.0 -1.9879 0.0468 
Level of English of Last Child 3988.5 7729.5 -1.2689 0.2045 
Only Cases when First Child arrived aged 6 or less included 
Variable u w z 2-Tailed 
Probability 
Children's Average Level of Spanish 3402.5 9177.5 -2.8304 0.0046 
Level of Spanish of First Child 3356.5 9223.5 -3.0021 0.0027 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 1919.0 4064.0 -1.6006 0.1095 
Children's Average Level of English 3659.5 8920.5 -2.2558 0.0241 
Level of English of First Child 3875.0 8705.0 -1.7298 0.0837 
Level of English of Last Child 1933.0 4078.0 -1.6336 0.1023 
I 
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Table v. Difference in Children's Level of Spanish and English by 
children attendance at Spanish classes. All Children Born in Australia. 
First child born overseas. 
2-tailed Mann-Witbney U Test and WilcoMon Rank Sum W Test for the 
Groups defined by children attendance at Spanish classes 
(Group 1 = Yes; Group 2 = No) 
Only Cases when All Children were Born in Australia 




Children's Average Level of 658.5 1568.5 -1. 4913 0 .1359 
Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First 625.0 1602.0 -1. 8397 0.0658 
Child 
Level of Spanish of Last 203.0 436.0 -0.7641 0.4448 
Child 
Children's Average Level of 767.0 1460.0 -0.4771 0.6333 
English 
Level of English of First 737.5 1489.5 -0.8128 0.4163 
Child 
Level of English of Last 230.0 401.0 -0.1026 0. 9182 
Child 
only Cases when First Child was Born overseas and was less 
than 12 years old at the time of Arrival in Australia 




Children's Average Level of 2322.5 4404.5 -0.2762 0.7824 
Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First 2299.0 4252.0 -0.3902 0.6964 
Child 
Level of Spanish of Last 1509.5 2978.5 -0.8329 0.4049 
Child 
Children 1 s Average Level of 1953.0 3906.0 -1. 9138 0.0556 
English 
Level of English of First 1920.0 3873.0 -2.1788 0. 0293 
Child 
Level of English of Last 1583.0 2759.0 -0.4366 0.6624 
Child 
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Table VJ:. Difference in Children's Level of Spanish and English by 
Children's Attendance at Spanish Classes. Families arrived before 1983 
and Families arrived after 1982. Includes Children Born in Australia. 
2-tailed Mann-Withney U Test and Wilcoxon Rank Su:m w Test for the Groups 
defined by children attendance at Spanish classes 
(Group 1 = Yes; Group 2 = No) 
only cases of Families arrived in Australia before 1983 
2-'l'ailed 
Variable 'O' w z Probabil 
ity 
Children's Average Level of 2828.0 7284. 0 -2.0860 0.0370 Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First 2776.5 7335.5 -2.2890 0.0221 Child 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 1831.0 3722.0 -1. 5535 0.1203 
Children's Average Level of 
English 3081. 0 7031. 0 -1.3940 0.1633 
Level of English of First 3185.5 6926.5 -1. 0575 0. 2903 Child 
Level of English of Last Child 2073.0 3964. 0 -0.4883 0.6253 
Only Cases of Families arrived in Australia after 1982 
2-tailed 
Variable u w z Probabil 
ity 
Children's Average Level of 1770. 5 3096.5 -0.9483 0. 3430 Spanish 
Level of Spanish of First 1898.5 3354.5 -0.3279 0.7430 Child 
Level of Spanish of Last Child 862.5 1808.5 -2.227 0.0259 
Children's Average Level of 1688.0 3565.0 -1. 3581 0.1744 English 
Level of English of First 1714. 5 3538.5 -1.2653 0.2058 Child 





Table VII. Kendall's Tau 
Spanish and English of 
attended Spanish Classes 
Variable All C.uea 
Children's Avt'll'1lge 0.0697 
Level of Spanish 
Level of Spanish of 0.0998'" 
First Child 
Level of Spanish of o.0252 
Last.Child 
Children's Average 0.1640*"' 
Level of English 
Level of English of 0.1587"'* 
First Child 
Level ofEngliah of 0.1564** 
Lw!t Child 
and Spear.r.an' s Rho correlation between 
Informants' children with Ti.me that 
in Australia. Non attendance 0. 
KENDALL'S TAU 
Only when Only when Oniy Children Only 
Firet Child First Child &min lnfo.rmanta 
arrived anived before Auatra1ia arrived befure 
before 13 1 1983 
0.11548"'* 0.1548*"' 0,1621 0.3093*"' 
0.1884'"* 0.1884** 0.1629 0.1803*"' 
D.1200• 0.1200"' 0.0042 0.1571* 
0.1795"''" 0.1798*"' 0.1112 0,2804** 
0.1002•• 0.1802** 0.1417 0.1054 
0.1631** 0.1631 "'"' 011891 0,1014 
• = Significant at p=-0.05 ** "' Significant at p:w0.01 
Speannan's Rho 
Variable All Cases Only when Only when Oaly Children Only 
First Child First Child Born in infonnant.s 
arrived arrived before Australia arrived before 
before 13 7 1983 
Children's Average 0.079 0.1801"'* 0.1001•• 0,1884 0.354()•• 
Level of Spanish 
Level of Spanish ot 0.1191* 0.2213*• 0,2273** 0.1958 0.2171"'* 
First Child 
Level of Spanish of 0.0282 0.14-04* 0,1484* 0.0159 D.1587* 
Last Child 
Children's Average 0.1909** 0,2090** 0.2090** 0.1231 0,3221" 
Level of English 
l..evel ofEnglish of 0.1832** 0.2076"'* 0.2076*"' 0.1584 0.1199 
First Chi1d 


























Table VIII. Correlation of some selected social variables with average 
level of Spanish of Informants' Children 
Correlation with Children's Kendall's Spearman Rho 
Level of Spanish of the 'l'hau 1-tailed 1-tailed 
variable: 
Infonnants' Level of English -0 .1951 ** -0. 2280** 
Informants' Level of -0.1063* -0.1284* 
Education 
Concentration of 0.2329** 0.2748** 
Spanish-speakers at postcode 
of residence 
Concentration of NESB at 0.1414** 0.1627** 
poscode of Residence 
Informants' Year of Arrival -0.3508*• 
-0. 4091 ** 
Perception of how much 0.2251** 0.2728** 
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